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Note on Transliteration

In the text of this book, the modified Library of Congress system is used

to transliterate Ukrainian and Russian personal names and place-names.

This system seeks to ease reading by avoiding non-English vowel com-

binations, diacritics and word endings. Consequently, initial iotated

vowels are rendered with a “y” (e.g., Yaroslav, Yurii, not Iaroslav, 

Iurii); the soft sign (m) is omitted; and, in masculine personal names, 

the final ‘b̌’ is not transliterated (thus, for example, Khmelnytsky, not

Khmel´nyts´kyi).

Bibliographic references, however, are rendered in the full Library of

Congress system (ligatures omitted) in order to make possible the accu-

rate reconstruction of the Cyrillic original. The ALA-LC Romanization
Tables detailing the Library of Congress transliteration of Ukrainian and

Russian are available online at www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html. 
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Introduction

For almost half a century, Ukrainian history did not exist in Ukraine as
an independent field of scholarly research or as a subject of instruction.
After the Second World War, the “history of the Ukrainian SSR” was
established as a regional subunit of the “History of the USSR.” Outside
Ukraine, its history was a subject of scholarly research and ideological
interpretation in diaspora historiography and in a few small university-
level institutions that generally found themselves on the margins of the
academic world. After 1991, public demand for accounts of Ukrainian
history arose in Ukraine and abroad: in both cases, the motives were
purely pragmatic and instrumental. In Ukraine, the overriding concern
was to legitimize the state in ideological and “scholarly” terms and pro-
vide for the civic education of the nation, which took the form of “creat-
ing Ukrainians.” Beyond the borders of the new state, interest in its his-
tory was inspired by efforts to understand and explain the current situa-
tion: thus, most Western research on Ukraine concentrates on studies in
politics, international affairs, economics, and sociology, while historical
works are generally either popular outlines or highly specialized investi-
gations.

The institutional and intellectual framework established for the study
of Ukrainian history in independent Ukraine largely reflected the practi-
cal requirements of state- and nation-building. What happened, in effect,
was a revival and state-sponsored diffusion on a mass scale of the stan-
dard “patriotic” historical scheme of a “nation reborn,” based on the
methodological canons and cognitive models of the nineteenth centu-
ry—the period in which that task was first undertaken by the Ukrainian
national movement. If Soviet historiography had been oriented toward
the goal of communism, the new telos was that of the nation. 

This way of writing history, continuously supported and directed by
the various governments of Ukraine during the 1990s, came into con-
flict with prevailing cultural and political realities in Ukraine itself—its
diversity of cultures, religious denominations, languages, ethical norms,
and historical experience and memory. Attempts to nationalize history
created serious problems for the project of establishing a “civic nation.”
They also drew protests from some Ukrainian intellectuals and their for-
eign colleagues, who were dissatisfied with this ethnicizing interpreta-
tion of Ukrainian history. Even on the political level, it may be doubted
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whether national historiography will fulfill its avowed purpose. Georgiy
Kasianov, who discusses the reappearance of this historiography in his
introductory article, is skeptical on that score. As is apparent from other
instances in modern Central and Eastern Europe, notably those of impe-
rial Germany and interwar Poland, nationalizing and de facto ethnicizing
historiographies can arouse and deepen internal and external conflicts.

Compared to other European countries of similar size and population,
Ukraine exhibits a high degree of cultural, social, and political diversity.
Its history has been marked by a multitude and mixture of languages,
religions, and cultures. The empires that ruled Ukraine have also made a
lasting impression. In traditional national historiography, diversity has
been regarded as a problem rather than an asset. Whatever one’s attitude
to diversity, it is an essential feature of modernity, making Ukraine a
prime laboratory for the study of modern politics and culture. 

Historians of Ukraine can observe and analyze in their chosen area
of study various and competing macro processes such as nation-build-
ing, class formation, and secularization (as well as de- and reseculariza-
tion). This helps explain the increasing interest in Ukraine on the part of
Western scholars who have no family roots or other ties to the country.
What adds to the fascination is that in Ukraine many of these processes
exhibit features commonly ascribed to postmodernity. They are not lin-
ear but discontinuous and driven by external factors, creating a low
degree of cultural and social homogeneity compared to other European
countries. 

Without intending to essentialize the diversity of Ukraine, the editors
of this volume asked the contributors to go beyond the established nation-
al paradigm and nationalizing historiography. Problems of Ukrainian
history can usefully be presented from a transnational perspective, involv-
ing cultural transfers and processes of intercultural exchange. Contribu-
tors were also encouraged to get away from linear and longue durée
causal explanations, as well as teleology, by speculating freely about
conjunctures and contingencies, disruptions, and episodes of “lack of
history.” Instead of focusing on the traditionally dominant national units
of analysis, contributors could deal with neighborhoods or cities, groups
instead of classes, networks, new concepts of space, and so on. There
was also scope for methods rarely encountered in Ukrainian historiogra-
phy: deconstruction of grand narratives, linguistic analysis, new social
history approaches, and the like. 

The term that appears best suited to characterize the articles in this
collection is “transnational history.” This concept is borrowed from a

2 Georgiy Kasianov and Philipp Ther
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recent lively debate among European and American historians on ways
of overcoming the limitations of national history. It is difficult to sum-
marize the results of these debates because there is no agreement how 
to define or use the term transnational. The American debate is clearly
inspired by a presentist impulse—the increasing economic, social, and
cultural exchange on a global level involving the United States. French
and German historians who have employed the term are implicitly
influenced by the process of European integration. 

The “advantage” of Ukraine as a case study of the paradigm of trans -
national history is that Ukraine did not constitute a powerful nation-
state in the nineteenth and “short” twentieth centuries—a period that
advanced and institutionalized national history. Although much of the
recent nation-building literature is ethnocentric, it makes no sense to
reduce Ukrainian history to bearers of ethnic Ukrainian identity. The
history of Ukraine and of Eastern Europe in general seems to lend itself
very well to the “transnational history” approach. To offer a brief defi -
nition, in our view transnational history concentrates on the relations
between cultures and societies, deliberately eschewing concentration on
any one culture or country. It compares sending and receiving cultures,
highlighting agents of cultural exchange, and is thus oriented toward
agency. Transnational history challenges simple models of diffusion. It
studies the ways in which cultures use and appropriate cultural goods of
distant or foreign origin. The categories of “one’s own” and “the other”
are not essentialized but conceived as fluid and defined by historical
perception at a given time. 

This approach, along with other fruitful methods of research or mod-
els of interpretation, dominates the first section of the volume. This the-
oretically oriented section shows present-day historiography on Ukraine
to be undergoing an experimental stage (not inappropriate to a laboratory
of postmodernity). On the one hand, there is the ongoing state-sponsored
production of traditional national history, which rests on the assumption
that Ukraine has an age-old territorial continuity and that a Ukrainian
nation has existed since time immemorial. On the other hand, there are
interpretations influenced by postmodernism that question (if only rhetor -
ically) whether Ukraine has a history at all. It remains to be seen which
tendency will prove more academically fruitful and attract the interest
of students and other readers.

This theoretical section of the volume is rooted in historiographic
debates in Ukraine and abroad. The contributors to this collection are
not, of course, the first to criticize traditional national historiography. In

Introduction 3
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Ukraine, academic and public discontent with the traditional model first
manifested itself in 1993, when the genesis of the Ukrainian nation
became a subject of discussion, giving rise to the first intellectual duel
between “primordialists” and “modernists.” The mid-1990s witnessed a
postmodern trend in the interpretation of Ukrainian history, manifested
in Mark von Hagen’s provocative article “Does Ukraine Have a Histo-
ry?” in the Slavic Review. He has now reinterpreted his text, its recep-
tion, and his own subsequent research in a new article for this volume. 

In the late 1990s and the first years of the new millennium, there
emerged an “imagined community” of historians of Ukraine who sought,
each in his own way, either to expand the framework of “national histo-
ry” or to go beyond it. Representatives of this community do not neces-
sarily agree with one another or observe a common research methodolo-
gy or interpretive canon. What unites them is the idea of going beyond
the linear, narrowly ethnic and teleological model of Ukrainian history.
The editors of this volume—Philipp Ther (European University Insti-
tute, Florence) and Georgiy Kasianov (Institute of Ukrainian History,
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv)—seek to acquaint
readers with the approach to Ukrainian history found in the works of
members of the above-mentioned “imagined community.” Its members
have produced not only interesting theoretical debates but also a consid-
erable amount of empirical research, as exemplified in the second part
of the volume, which is organized chronologically. The articles deal
with periods of Ukrainian history ranging from early modern times to
the nineteenth century, World War II, and the post-independence years. 

Although it was not the editors’ conscious intention, what has emerged
from this project is almost an alternative reader of Ukrainian history.
We hope that it will appeal to the international academic community
and to students and specialists in Ukraine. Last but not least we would
like to thank the European University in Frankfurt/Oder in Germany for
its financial support for our endeavor and Myroslav Yurkevich for trans-
lating the articles from our Ukrainian contributors and his invaluable
assistance in editing this volume.

Kyiv and Florence, spring 2008 

4 Georgiy Kasianov and Philipp Ther
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I. National versus 

Transnational History
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“Nationalized” History: Past Continuous, 

Present Perfect, Future…

Georgiy Kasianov

This essay deals with a phenomenon that I call “nationalized history,”
meaning a way of perceiving, understanding and treating the past that
requires the separation of “one’s own” history from an earlier “com-
mon” history and its construction as the history of a nation. The great
majority of the world’s states and nations have undergone the “national-
ization” of history. The history of that phenomenon, in any particular
country, coincides with the age of nationalism and the development of
national states, depending on the time when the age of nationalism
reaches its territory. In some countries, the nationalization of history
was part of the “invention of tradition,” while in others it was an ele-
ment of a so-called “national renaissance” or “national awakening.”1

Ukraine experienced the nationalization of history in two stages. 
The first began in the mid-nineteenth century and reached its height in
the creation of a grand narrative, Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s History of
Ukraine-Ruś . The tradition of historical writing that emerged at this
stage persisted in Ukrainian Marxist historiography until the end of 
the Second World War (when it was destroyed as a result of deliberate
actions on the part of the authorities); in diaspora historiography it
turned into a canon, a true credo. The second stage began in the late
1980s and is still continuing. It differs from the preceding one in that 
it is taking place under state sponsorship and is an integral part of the
nationalization of that state. Secondly, unlike the previous stage, which
coincided with the general European phenomenon of the “invention of
tradition” and the development of nations, the present stage is unfolding
in an era of globalization, the fading of cultural boundaries, and the
large-scale aggression of international forms of mass culture. At the
same time, it bears all the characteristics of intellectual déjà vu, since 
it is an obvious reprise of an “unfinished modernization project” and 
a means of carrying out intellectual and ideological tasks of the nine-
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teenth century; hence its rather obvious association with an ideological
and political agenda.

In Ukraine and the diaspora, the discussion about “nationalized” his-
tory, its “splendor and misery” (to use Balzac’s phrase), began as early
as 1993 at an international Ukrainian studies congress where adherents of
a perennialist vision of the history of the Ukrainian nation first clashed
with “modernists” in an open intellectual duel.2 The discussion proceed-
ed within the framework, and according to the canons, of “nationalized”
Ukrainian history.

The first serious attempt to describe the canon of “nationalized”
Ukrainian history and propose alternative variants of Ukrainian history
outside that framework was Mark von Hagen’s article “Does Ukraine
Have a History?” The discussion on the pages of the Slavic Review
showed that the American scholar was somewhat ahead of his time and
that his epistle had been understood either partially or not at all, or read
in a manner that precluded a productive exchange of views, since the
discussion proceeded in different languages, even though it was initiat-
ed in English. Two years later another American scholar, Roman Szpor-
luk, published an article proposing a new analytical dimension of the
national history of Ukraine per se.

In Ukraine, it was Yaroslav Hrytsak who first sought to broaden the
framework of nationalized history itself, but a work by Natalia Yako venko
marked the first real and relatively successful attempt to go beyond it.
The intellectual evolution of other Ukrainian historians, associated main-
ly with the influence of the Anglo-American intellectual tradition, led 
to the appearance of works that criticized the dominance of the canons
of nationalized Ukrainian history. Yet the first works directed toward a
systematic analysis of these canons and their deconstruction appeared
only in the early 2000s. This essay is a further effort to identify and sys-
tematize the basic characteristics of the nationalized Ukrainian history
of the 1990s; to describe its canon and set forth its epistemology, mythol-
ogy and rhetoric.

The nationalization of Ukrainian history proceeded simultaneously
with the gradual detachment of Ukraine from the Soviet Union; indeed,
it was an element, and to some extent a motivating force, of that detach-
ment. In Ukraine, the era of the “detachment” of Ukrainian history per se
began outside the bounds of the historical profession with addresses by
political writers and representatives of the literary and artistic intelli-
gentsia. The boom of historical and popular writing (intended mainly to
fill in “blank spots,” overcome the ideological taboos of Soviet times,

8 Georgiy Kasianov
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and uncover the crimes first of Stalinism and then of the whole “Soviet
system”) began at the Soviet center. The Ukrainian SSR, to which those
political writers referred as “the reserve of stagnation,” was more a con-
sumer than a producer of muckraking publicistic writing.

The period of “stressful history” entered its Ukrainian phase in the
late 1980s: the scenario and rhetoric did not differ in any way from those
earlier observed in Moscow. The distinction lay mainly in “local partic-
ularities,” the most important of which was a tendency to “sovereignize”
national history. For example, one of the leitmotifs of the review of the
past—the condemnation of the crimes of Stalinism—revolved mainly
around national traumas. Attention was directed at first to Soviet Ukrain-
ian figures and military men who fell victim to political repression; then
the focus shifted to the national intelligentsia (Soviet and “not quite”
Soviet); at the turn of the 1990s the famine of 1932–33 was “discov-
ered,” and it became the most prominent feature of national victimology
and mythology. All these were in the nature of transitional forms for the
ultimate detachment of Ukrainian history from its broader context. This
was a spontaneous process, to be sure, but not without its own inner
logic. The principal slogan was that of a return to “authentic” history—
an echo, to some extent, of the official ideological stereotype of “authen-
tic” or “real” socialism. The source of that “authentic” history was dis-
covered in the previously forbidden works of earlier historians that
began to appear as part of the “rehabilitation” wave of the late 1980s
and early 1990s.

It is also worth noting that the sovereignization of history (both offi-
cial and unofficial) paralleled the sovereignization of the Soviet republics
and the autonomization of the political ambitions of some members of
local party elites. It is also self-evident that this process was stimulated
by a whole series of additional factors: the attitude of part of the literary
and artistic intelligentsia, which until recently had coexisted in perfect
harmony with the establishment and had even belonged to it; the devel-
opment of political structures that were not subordinate to the ruling
party; and the gradual increase in the political power of social forces
that served to catalyze a centrifugal tendency in social attitudes.

The political and ideological situation in the Ukrainian SSR pro-
grammed a corresponding response on the part of the authorities, whose
initial purpose was to bring the centrifugal tendency under control and,
later, to exploit it in order to relegitimize themselves as a national politi-
cal elite (we are not dealing here with a political strategy but rather with
a series of spontaneous reactions dictated by the logic of events in which

“Natonalized” History 9
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the objects of those events turned into subjects, and vice versa). This
gave rise to a situation that reminds one yet again of the irony inherent
in history: the institutional nationalization of history was undertaken on
the instructions of a party that had done everything in its power, begin-
ning in the latter half of the 1940s, to marginalize national history as
such.

In January 1989, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Ukraine (CC CPU) adopted a resolution on the establishment of a “repub -
lican program for the development of historical research and the improve -
ment of the teaching and propaganda of the history of the Ukrainian
SSR” (for 1991–2000). It fell to the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrain-
ian SSR to carry out this instruction. The program was developed in
mid-1990 and ratified with no substantial changes by a resolution of 
the Politburo of the CC CPU dated 27 July 1990.3 According to S.V.
Kulchytsky, who was responsible for organizing the development of the
program, there was no direct interference in the process by the supreme
party bodies.4 That might be considered a novelty, but it was not, of
course, a matter of the party’s “democratism”; rather, the quality of this
program was entirely in keeping with its expectations. Significantly, it
was in July 1990 that the Verkhovna Rada of the Ukrainian SSR adopt-
ed the “Declaration on State Sovereignty.” All outward appearances
remained unchanged: the ideological hierarchy continued to function
according to the usual scenario. Only one nuance distinguished this
episode from previous practice: the content of the “party’s instructions”
was formulated by the individuals responsible for carrying out those
very instructions, that is, scholars of the Academy of Sciences. But
there was no reason to expect revolutionary ideas from that quarter. The
intellectual product offered by the client/producers was created by peo-
ple well versed in the nuances of the authorities’ hierarchy of values, yet
sensitive enough to respond to the needs of the moment, which were
ever more clearly being shaped both by politically active forces outside
the communist establishment and by the most politically sensitive part
of that establishment itself.

The year 1991 saw the first publication in book form dealing with
the theoretical aspects of writing national history per se: How and When
the Ukrainian Nation Began to Take Form by Valerii Smolii and Olek-
sandr Hurzhii.5 In methodological terms, the work was entirely in keep-
ing with the spirit of the ideological and cognitive canon of that day: the
history of the nation was presented in the framework of the class approach
and the traditional “formational teleology,” with “nationality” assigned

10 Georgiy Kasianov
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to the feudal formation and the process of nation formation attributed to
the era of transition from feudalism to capitalism. It might be said that
using the expression “Ukrainian nation” in a book title—and an official
academic publication at that—was a dubious step. But the above-men-
tioned methodology saved the day: under its cover the dubious subject
took on a politically correct appearance, especially as the appropriate
conditions had already been created at the highest level.

In any event, the trend toward the full-scale nationalization of Ukrain-
ian history had not yet attained complete legitimacy, mainly because of
the attitude of the authorities, whose autonomist ambitions had not yet
turned into a clear line of conduct, and who were still seeking ways to
gain control of the situation.

The year 1991 became the turning point. If until then there were ide-
ological contradictions between the efforts of the politically active mass-
es and part of the intelligentsia to nationalize the history of Ukraine 
and attempts to organize that process so as to make it acceptable to the
“upper crust,” those contradictions disappeared after 24 August 1991.
Nationalized history began to fulfill important instrumental functions:
legitimize the newly established state and its attendant elite; establish
territorial and chronological conceptions of the Ukrainian nation; and
confirm the appropriateness of that nation’s existence as a legal succes-
sor in the consciousness of its citizens and neighbors alike. As these
functions were fulfilled, a normative historiography began to take shape,
that is to say, the intellectual product of the sector of historical studies
that established and continues to establish the historiographic canon; is
supported morally, politically, and materially by the state; and services
the official ideology, or, as in the Ukrainian case, its simulacrum. Nor-
mative historiography began to function wholly within the framework
of the particular intellectual tradition established in Ukraine as early 
as the turn of the twentieth century. And that was perfectly natural, for
the classic “unfinished project of modernity” undertaken at that time—
nation formation—would have to be completed at the turn of the twenty-
first century.

The Intellectual Context

The monopoly of centralized state bodies on the formation of the national
version of Ukrainian history was challenged at the beginning of the
1990s. It was probably the book Ukraine: A History6 by Professor Orest
Subtelny of York University (Toronto, Canada) that first presented nation-

“Natonalized” History 11
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alized history on an intellectual level appropriate for consumers. This
popular survey, written in English for a readership that knew next to
nothing about Ukraine, suddenly became a historical bestseller in Ukraine
itself—a development by which the author himself was quite taken
aback (the survey was published three times in Ukrainian and once in
Russian). With lightning speed, the work gained popularity and became
something of an ersatz textbook in high schools and higher educational
institutions, not only because of market conditions (the demand for gen-
eral Ukrainian history courses was tremendous) but also because of the
author’s fluent and lively exposition and his fairly balanced assessment
of certain controversial problems that Soviet historiography had either
passed over in silence or interpreted tendentiously. The book was taken
as a revelation not only by its mass audience but also by professionals;
some went so far as to cite it as a source. Paradoxically, much of the
book was based mainly on material presented in other general surveys,
especially those of Dmytro Doroshenko and Natalia Polonska-Vasylenko;
for that very reason, it could serve as a good example of a properly revised,
“civilized” national historical project free of excessive patriotic zeal.

In any case, Subtelny’s book indicated the rather attractive prospects
for “historical syntheses” in the sphere of national history and became
something of a challenge to official historical scholarship, which was 
in the throes of a deep institutional crisis and thus unable to produce a
work of similar scope. It is safe to say that the first surveys written by
historians employed in state research institutions were responses to the
“Subtelnization” of Ukraine’s historiographic space. In particular, the
two-volume History of Ukraine: A New Vision,7 written collectively at
the Institute of Ukrainian History, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, was unofficially regarded as a “response to Subtelny” (given
the intellectual biography of some of its authors, wits promptly renamed
it “A New Apology” [nove vybachennia, punning on the original nove
bachennia]). S.V. Kulchytsky made an interesting remark on the schol-
arly and social importance of this work: in his opinion, its one-volume
reprint “left Subtelny’s textbook (completely devoid of archival sources)
no prospects whatever.” This was doubtless something of an exaggera-
tion: Subtelny’s book has retained its high reputation among students
and some teachers; A New Vision surpasses it in press runs and print
quality, but certainly not in use of archival sources, to say nothing of the
fact that there are no serious conceptual differences between the two
works—both serve to promote the national historical project. (That Sub-
telny’s work has become not only a hugely influential object of imita-
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tion for many Ukrainian scholars but also something of a model in the
development of approaches and formulations is a subject that we shall
not pursue beyond these parentheses.) Nor should it be forgotten that
Subtelny’s book, which was also written on the basis of works by pres-
ent-day Western students of Ukrainian history, served as perhaps the
first bridge to those works, as well as to corresponding terminology and
structuring of historical material. It is safe to say, for example, that the
concept of modernization (whatever the author’s treatment of it)—one
of Subtelny’s main “framing” motifs—was first introduced to Ukraine
by his textbook, the one with “no prospects whatever.” That concept is
now part of “textbook” history.

After that, the shelf of writings in Ukrainian studies by foreign authors
began to expand quickly: works by Zenon Kohut, Frank Sysyn, Bohdan
Krawchenko, Roman Szporluk, George Grabowicz and others appeared
in translation. It is safe to say that they had considerable influence on
the intellectually aware members of the profession, mainly because of
their way of thinking and writing, use of terminology, and professional
scrupulousness. Paradoxically, they also contributed to the “nationaliza-
tion” of Ukrainian history, endowing that process with greater intellec-
tual subtlety. In this regard, a special place should probably be reserved
for Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, who was—to some extent and in his own
time—an intellectual guru for many of the above-mentioned diaspora
scholars and posthumously became one of the most frequently cited and
respected authors in Ukraine. Interestingly, Lysiak-Rudnytsky’s concept
of the development of the Ukrainian nation, with its stress on continuity
in the sphere of ethnicity (the people as the element of continuity) and
recognition of discontinuity in politics (statehood), laid the basis for a
moderate version of nationalized Ukrainian history. At the same time, 
it should be recognized that the works of the above-mentioned authors
played an important preparatory role in the revision of the standard
national-patriotic historical schema, and some of those authors actively
initiated that revision.

No less important an intellectual factor in the structured “national-
ization” of Ukrainian history was the republication of the “classics” 
of prerevolutionary and émigré historiography. Reissues of particular
works and excerpts from the writings of Mykhailo Hrushevsky had
already begun to appear by the late 1980s. Reprints of his works were
issued in the early 1990s; here, too, it is interesting that the first to
appear were popular works written for the “general reader.” The works
of Dmytro Doroshenko (usually classified as a representative of the so-
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called statist current of Ukrainian historiography) and Natalia Polonska-
Vasylenko were reissued at the same time. This was followed by the
republication of more fundamental works; most notably, the reissue of
Hrushevsky’s History of Ukraine-Rus′ was completed in 1997. All these
works, written in the spirit of classic patriotic historiography, were received
by the broader public and the professional community as a return to
“authentic” history. Along with them, analogous ways of thinking, ter-
minology, and analytical structures gained academic currency; owing to
the above-mentioned charisma of “authenticity,” these were also initial-
ly given a fairly uncritical reception.

In fairly short order, this process went on to the stage of canonization
of “authentic” history, and here Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s work unques-
tionably led the way. The return of his work to Ukraine (after decades 
of tacit prohibition) was triumphal indeed. On the one hand, he became
persona grata to the new authorities, who were genuinely seeking heroes
for the national pantheon, for which Hrushevsky seemed an excellent
candidate: a political and governmental figure, one of the founders of
the Ukrainian state of 1917–20, and to some extent a victim of the pre-
vious regime. On the other hand, his colossal scholarly legacy, together
with the pleasing image of a “prerevolutionary intellectual,” were deemed
appropriate by most intellectuals seeking respectable orientations and
models. All these aspirations were realized in a fairly standard meta-
morphosis: Hrushevsky’s portrait appeared in state educational institu-
tions (where portraits of Vladimir Lenin and Karl Marx had previously
hung); monuments to him were built in Kyiv and Lviv; his works became
canonical; and references to him as an undoubted authority, a “founda-
tion,” the “point of departure” of one’s own thinking became something
of a norm for present-day Ukrainian historians, no matter that this “foun -
dation” had been established a century ago. The most recent example is
the above-mentioned collective work edited by Valerii Smolii and Olek-
sandr Hurzhii (2002 edition), which enjoys official canonical status. In
the introduction, Smolii notes: “The authors have worked out their own
approaches to the periodization of historical processes, the establish-
ment of authentic relations of cause and effect between events, and
evaluations of historical figures. These approaches are based on the firm
foundation of Ukrainian historiography of the late nineteenth century
and the first third of the twentieth, above all on the works of Mykhailo
Hrushevsky.”8

Thus the purely institutional factors promoting the nationalization of
history were supplemented by intellectual ones: the return of “émigré”
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historians, the rehabilitation and canonization of previously forbidden
“classics,” and the intellectual repatriation of Western scholars of
Ukrainian origin. All this contributed both to the strengthening of nor-
mative historiography, which took a rather selective approach to this
whole legacy, and to the stabilization of the historiographic canon.

The Canon: Basic Parameters

Let us attempt to establish the basic parameters of the canonical scheme
now practiced in normative historiography with greater or lesser varia-
tions and even occasional “deviations.” The preceding reflections may
lend themselves to a somewhat simplified notion of a canon supposedly
formulated and propagated only by ideologically committed historians
who carry out service functions for ideological structures, or by profes-
sionals inspired by enthusiasm for patriotic enlightenment, or by those
who consider Ukrainian history a convenient and necessary didactic
instrument for implanting Ukrainian patriotism into mass conscious-
ness. The reality is of course far more complex. Those who pursue their
research in the framework of normative historiography include fairly
high-quality professionals who are aware of other approaches and value
them but nevertheless prefer to adhere to traditional schemas and seek
ways of adapting them to contemporary requirements or defend their
intellectual capacity (for example, the Lviv historians Yaroslav Dashkevych
and Yaroslav Isaievych).

Naturally, such attitudes may be provoked by distaste for intellectual
fashion, especially by reaction to the import of previously unknown,
misinterpreted and quite often misspelled terminology and methodolo-
gy, or by simple lack of interest, or, indeed, by personal preference. In
any case, it is unfair to depict representatives of normative historiogra-
phy as some kind of monolithic legion of professional obscurantism or
methodological backwardness.

As noted earlier, the fundamental features of the historiographic canon
took shape at the turn of the twentieth century on the basis of mixed tra-
ditions of romanticism (the identification of the people as the basic sub-
ject of national history per se) and positivism as the basic approach to
the subject. In historiographic jargon that line was given the name of
“populist” historiography or “the Hrushevsky school.” During the early
decades of the twentieth century this canon was supplemented in some
measure by the so-called statist school (whose founder is traditionally
considered to be Viacheslav Lypynsky), which stressed the role of elites
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and the state factor in nation formation. In diaspora historiography these
two orientations were cultivated as distinct schools, although there was
no difference between them in principle—both promoted the realization
of the “national project” and did not so much contradict as supplement
each other within the framework of the national-patriotic canon. The
return to “authentic” history at the turn of the 1990s led to the reincar-
nation of this approach and gave it active academic currency.

Let us attempt to define the basic features of this canon. Above all, it
is basically teleological. The goal—the formation of a nation and a
state—is identified with the cause, generating the idea that the Ukrain-
ian nation and state arose naturally and were “objectively determined”
or programmed. They arose because they were supposed to arise. This
kind of causality manifests itself in clear-cut cognitive schemas, devia-
tion from which is regarded as lack of patriotism at worst and method-
ological imperfection at best. It is worth noting that the tendency to con-
struct linear teleological schemes within the framework of the national
narrative is determined not only by ideological demand and the legit-
imization syndrome, or by a simple return to the cognitive and descrip-
tive schemas of the turn of the twentieth century, but also by the wholly
painless adaptation of ways of thinking and writing implanted in the
consciousness of historians during the Soviet period. The transition
from the teleology of socio-economic formations and class struggle to
the teleology of the eternal existence of the nation and its struggle for
that existence passed almost unnoticed and is unlikely to have become
an object of reflection for the great majority of those who are “restoring
historical justice.”

This kind of teleology is impossible without essentialism: the Ukrain-
ian nation (in its various hypostases) is defined as a constantly (actually
or potentially) present community that needs only to be properly identi-
fied and characterized with the aid of a well-chosen set of cognitive instru -
ments. As a result, categories of ideological or political practice very
easily take on scholarly analytical status, and the distinction between
scholarship and ideology disappears, which does not, in principle, disturb
the supporters and adepts of nationalized history. The outstanding exam-
ple here is the category of “national renaissance,” which has fulfilled
various ideological functions and continues to do so, even as it remains
quite legitimately on the list of scholarly concepts. In this case, a ration-
al explanation of “national renaissance” is conceivable and possible, 
but it inevitably remains secondary and subordinate to the metaphor—
essentially irrational but extraordinarily potent—that asserts the exis-
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tence and presence of a transcendent, timeless “nation.” In periods of
statelessness this is a “nation in itself,” a Sleeping Beauty; when hand-
some princes arrive in the persons of bearded historians, philologists,
ethnographers and others, it awakens and becomes a nation “for itself”;
a felicitous period of statehood begins, and the vexatious need to assert
its right of existence disappears. Such a worldview contains an element
of the given. It is not the nation’s existence that requires explanation but
cases in which the nation gives no sign of life (in general, or in certain
historical periods). This explanation is intended mainly for oneself. There
are also explanations for others—arguments deployed in the struggle
with those who question the eternal presence of a given nation (even as
a project) in history and in the present.

There is an element of overpowering intellectual inertia in all this.
The repetition of a scenario duplicated dozens, hundreds, and thousands
of times in political writings, textbooks, scholarly works, and fiction
creates an aura of self-evidence and naturalness in spite of its obvious
banality.

Another basic feature of the canon of nationalized history is its eth-
nocentricity, which readily turns into egocentricity. Since its principal
subject is the Ukrainian people, and, according to the corresponding
intellectual tradition, the “Ukrainian people” is a particular ethnos or
group of culturally, linguistically and even genetically related ethnoses
and subethnoses, it is clear that national history is concerned above all
with the transformation of this people and ethnos into a nation. A char-
acteristic feature in this regard is the identification of the concept of the
“Ukrainian people” with that of the “Ukrainian nation.”

This gives rise to another important feature of nationalized history: its
claim to ethnic exclusivity. The history of Ukraine is the history of eth-
nic Ukrainians. A number of approaches are possible here. The coarsest
of them consists in ignoring the presence of other ethnoses or nations in
what was actually a common space and time; the denial of a whole sys-
tem of mutual cultural, psychological, political, and economic influences;
and the refusal of the right of other nations to exist “inside” Ukrainian
nationalized history. A variant of this approach recognizes the presence
of other peoples (ethnoses) in nationalized history as a background
required to reinforce and structure the history of one’s own nation.
Mention must also be made of claims to the particularly tragic and sac-
rificial character of Ukrainian history—an extreme and rather superfi-
cial variant of exclusivity.
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Finally, one of the most prominent elements of the canon is the lin-
earity and absolutization of the historical continuity of the “ethnos-
people-nation.” The outstanding example is the well-known “metamor-
phosis” of Ukrainian history as it makes its way through various schemes
of periodization. Although this construction is well known, it is worth
considering once again in order to make the argument complete: first
we have the presence of autochthonous tribes since prehistoric times
(Trypilian culture);9 this is followed by the age of the early Slavs; the
beginnings of statehood; the development of statehood and political
consolidation in the times of Kyivan Rus′; the torch is passed to the
Principality of Galicia-Volhynia; there follows the Polish-Lithuanian
era, with its separate ethnoconfessional status; the Cossack era and sev-
enteenth-century statehood; the Hetmanate and limited autonomy; the
decline of the Hetmanate, with compensation in the form of cultural and
territorial patriotism, as well as the “national renaissance”; the apogee
of the latter in the Revolution of 1917–21 (here the names vary, from
the wholly ideological “liberation struggle” or “national revolution” 
to the more neutral “Ukrainian Revolution”). Unity is then somewhat
infringed, but not radically. Some consider the Soviet period and Soviet
Ukrainian statehood a break in continuity (successfully compensated by
the existence of a national-liberation movement in a variety of manifes-
tations, which, to be sure, also underwent a “metamorphosis” from one
form to another). Others think of Soviet Ukrainian statehood as an ele-
ment of continuity, as recently manifested with particular acuteness 
by the peculiar jubilee (eighty-fifth birth anniversary) of Volodymyr
Shcherbytsky.10 Finally, 1991 becomes the crown of a “thousand-year
history.” This is the point at which the “non-historic” nation finally turns
into a “historical” one and history is activized in reverse—the existence
of a state in the present begins to call for something similar in the past.

A necessary element of the canon is a national historical myth, that
is, an array or system of notions about the national past and definitive
socially significant historical symbols that possess stable moral and
political value and constitute an essential normative element of national
identity. Given the preceding considerations, this myth may be assumed
to be ethnocentric by definition; once again, it displays a number of
birthmarks common to all the historical myths of formerly “non-histori-
cal” nations that begin to assert themselves as “historical.” (Let us note
parenthetically that the corresponding myths of “historical” nations pos-
sess the same features, the only difference being that they have already
been taken “out of the framework” of professional historiography and
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introduced as part of “textbook” history in the schools. Indeed, given
the process of European integration, particular “exclusivist” elements 
of that myth are already being eliminated in order to promote “integra-
tionist” components of mass consciousness. This applies particularly to
the “European character” of Ukraine, an important element of the myth
of its civilizational allegiance.) But this refashioning or reorientation of
the myth is not working, as the idea of Ukraine’s “European character”
has no resonance among much of the population of eastern and southern
Ukraine.

The mythological repertoire of nationalized Ukrainian history is a
fairly standard one for Eastern Europe: here we find the myth of the civ-
ilizational barrier between East and West, the myth of ancient origins
(again featuring the Trypilians), the myth of “historical firsts” with regard
to major events and processes (let us mention at least the very agreeable
but groundless myth about Pylyp Orlyk as the author of the first consti-
tution in Europe, or exclusivist claims to the legacy of Kyivan Rus′), the
myth of distinctive Ukrainian social characteristics (especially innate
democratism), the myth of unbroken (continuous) Ukrainian settlement
within a particular habitat, and so on.

To be sure, in speaking of the Ukrainian national historical myth one
should not consider it fully formed or, most importantly, functional.
However paradoxical it may seem, this myth remains quite amorphous
despite certain distinct and stable features. The myths created in nine-
teenth-century grand narratives cannot simply be reinstalled in histori-
ography and mass consciousness, if only because the geographic con-
figuration of contemporary Ukraine does not allow it. Since the ethno -
national myth is an element of exclusivist history intended to fulfill
mainly ideological functions, it is difficult to address it to and impose it
on a considerable part of the population, even within the Ukrainian eth-
nic community. For instance, the Cossack myth does not have powerful
emotional resonance in the western regions of Ukraine, while the heroic
myth of the nationalist movement and the armed struggle of the Ukrain-
ian Insurgent Army during the Second World War, which is particularly
important in western Ukraine, is actively rejected in the east. Let us add
to this the presence and continued functioning in intellectual space of the
remains of Soviet intellectual mythology and the introduction of new,
confrontational myths associated with the struggle against that Soviet
mythology. These include the myth imported from the diaspora and then
reconstructed in Ukraine of the deliberately anti-Ukrainian “ethnocidal”
policy of the Soviet state and the powerful related thematic line of the
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famines and repressive policies of the 1920s–40s. This myth (whatever
the real grounds for it that can be found in the past) also serves as a
powerful explanatory tool in current political debates and collective
memory construction: political, economic and cultural problems are
often explained as an outcome of human losses suffered by the Ukrain-
ian people during the Soviet period.

Mention may also be made in this context of the problem of creating
a national pantheon. It is almost impossible to establish a group of “all-
Ukrainian” figures while remaining within the canon of nationalized
history and ethnic exclusivity. Taras Shevchenko, Lesia Ukrainka and
Bohdan Khmelnytsky may, after all, be accepted by most of the popula-
tion as symbols representative of the whole society (not only because 
of their “universality” but also because they belonged to the Soviet 
pantheon). But the figures of Ivan Mazepa, Stepan Bandera, or even
Mykhailo Hrushevsky lack such broad appeal, not only because they
belong mainly to nationalized history, but also because of the inertia of
the selfsame Soviet mythology. Thus the inability of nationalized histo-
ry to create a fully functional “all-Ukrainian pantheon” as part of an
integrative civic mythology considerably undermines the realization of
the very task of creating an imagined civic nation.

The rhetoric of nationalized history and, generally, its discursive prac-
tice as such deserves particular attention. Its manner of speaking, which
necessarily reveals its world view and way of thinking, gives rise to a
rather undemanding cognitive and categorical space in which breathing
is very easy—that air, which consists of almost pure oxygen with a min-
imum of foreign elements, induces a euphoria of recognition and rela-
tion. It suffices to master a few standard concepts and categories (from
“national renaissance,” “instinct for statehood” and “national wisdom”
to “the people’s state-forming potential”) that can be used to encompass
and characterize anything, any kind of “history.”

This way of speaking also highlights confrontation and drama: nation-
alized history consists entirely of the nation’s struggle for survival and
its contest with internal and external enemies; it is constantly “othering”
neighbors to produce a black-and-white high-contrast world. Closely
related to this is another important feature of the linguistic practices of
nationalized history—what Mark von Hagen aptly termed “lacrimogen-
esis.” Fetishizing the “long-suffering people”; emphasizing its losses (and
consciously or unconsciously exaggerating them); intensifying the emo-
tional stress associated with certain terrible facts and events; attempting
to explain present-day failures by invoking large-scale “genetic losses,”
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“elite betrayals,” and “perfidious enemies”; the frequent use of invec-
tive and adjectives such as “terrible,” “frightful,” “murderous,” “hos-
tile,” and “mortal”; as well as nouns like “terror,” “losses,” “treason,”
“perdition,” and so on—all these are the first and most obvious charac-
teristics of the classic canon of nationalized history.

No less definite a characteristic of this canon is the preponderance of
metaphors over clear and substantial scholarly definitions. The concepts
and categories with which the historian operates in this case require no
explanation: there is an informal consensus on their content and appro-
priateness to the canon. In the pages of canonical works of nationalized
history the reader will find no elaborate specifications: concepts and
categories are completely self-sufficient and self-evident, nor is there any
chance of misinterpretation, for everyone writes according to the same
model. As for figurative language, it is most glaringly apparent in the
excess of anthropomorphisms. In this discourse Ukraine “wishes,” “is
able,” “suffers,” “strives,” “struggles,” “aspires,” “wins”; it is “oppressed,”
“plundered,” and “exploited.” It is a living being with its own emotions,
diseases and conflicts—and in this regard it is highly tempting to draw
parallels with the basic outlook of organic nationalism, for which the
nation is also a living entity.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the obvious overload of archaisms in
the language of this canon. The best-known example is the application
of terminology from the modern era to premodern and early modern
times and the archaization of related phenomena. Writers working in
this mode point out that in the seventeenth century Ukrainian peasants
were already nationalists; that Cossacks had already laid the foundations
of a farming economy; that Bohdan Khmelnytsky introduced a balanced
budget and created a presidential form of government; that elements of
civil society were established on those territories, and so on.11

Naturally, we are concerned first and foremost with general typical
characteristics of the method and language of nationalized history, in
which gradations from radical to moderate are entirely possible. The
point here is not to draw up a list of “mortal sins” but to take a fairly
detached view; not to make accusations of “backwardness” but to estab-
lish facts and render a diagnosis.

Nationalized history is a perfectly legitimate intellectual product both
from the viewpoint of public demand and because of the need to “catch
up” or “fill in a gap.” Although it means falling into the sin of function-
alism, one should admit that this kind of history does indeed fulfill an
important social function associated with legitimizing the presence of a
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certain nation in space and, no less important, in time. The problem is
not so much nationalized history itself, with its rather archaic cognitive
and classifying apparatus, its orientation on satisfying ideological demand,
and its intellectual hermeticism (for it is entirely self-sufficient). The
problem lies, rather, in its extensive mass self-replication, which creates
conditions uncongenial to the diversification of intellectual space and to
the establishment and existence of other versions of both nationalized
history and national histories in the framework of Ukrainian history, 
to say nothing of the possibility of creating transnational histories of
Ukraine. Solving this problem is a serious intellectual challenge to
Ukrainian historians.
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Notes

1 Both phenomena have received accurate and in-depth treatment in works
that have become classics: Miroslav Hroch, Social Preconditions of Nation-
al Revival in Europe: A Comparative Analysis of the Social Composition of
Patriotic Groups among the Smaller European Nations (Cambridge, 1985);
Eric Hobsbawn and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition (Cam-
bridge, 1983). 

2 See Formuvannia ukraïns′koï natsiï: istoriia ta interpretatsiï (Lviv, 1995). 
3 See “U TsK Kompartiï Ukraïny. Formuvaty istorychnu svidomist’,” Radi-

ans′ka Ukraïna, 3 February 1989. 
4 Interview with Stanislav Kulchytsky, deputy director, Institute of Ukrainian

History, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 19 May 2005. 
5 V.A. Smolii and O.I. Hurzhii, Iak i koly pochala formuvatysia ukraïns′ka

natsiia (Kyiv, 1991). 
6 Orest Subtelny, Ukraine: A History (Toronto, 1988; 3d ed., 2000). The vol-

ume was translated into Ukrainian and Russian and reprinted no less than
three times, with an overall circulation of no less than nine hundred thou-
sand copies.

7 Istoriia Ukraïny. Nove bachennia, 2 vols., ed. V.A. Smolii (Kyiv, 1996). An
updated one-volume version of the book appeared in 1999 and was reprinted
in 2002 with the financial support of the state. It has become one of the most
popular textbooks in institutions of higher learning, especially for the stan-
dard course on Ukrainian history obligatory for incoming students at all
higher educational institutions. 

8 Istoriia Ukraïny. Navchal′nyi posibnyk (Kyiv, 2002), p. 6.
9 President Viktor Yushchenko’s innocent enthusiasm for the artifacts of Try -

pilian culture stands a perfectly good chance of legitimizing the “Try pilian
syndrome” of nationalized history. If realized, plans for establishing a spe-
cial museum complex dedicated to the subject under his supreme patronage
will be an undoubted triumph of nationalized history. In that case, Ukraini-
ans will have a chance to become one of the most ancient peoples in the
world… 

10 See the rather outspoken considerations on this subject: M. Riabchuk,
“Znakuvannia politychnoho prostoru,” Krytyka, 2003, no. 5: 4–9; Iu. Shapo-
val, “Dialektyka derzhavnoho poshanuvannia,” ibid., pp. 9–11.

11 A real treasury of such pearls is the brochure issued by the National Insti -
tute of Strategic Studies attached to the administration of the president of
Ukraine, Pereiaslavs′ka uhoda 1654 roku: istorychni uroky dlia ukraïns′koho
narodu (Kyiv, 2004).
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Revisiting the Histories of Ukraine

Mark von Hagen

In a conversation a few years ago in Kyiv with a fashionable art gallery
owner, I was challenged to state what I thought made Ukrainian history
distinctive and interesting. 

Before long I found myself refuting her notion that these distinctions
were “primal” and somehow based in the genetic material of contempo-
rary Ukrainians. This primordial reading of Ukrainian nationality is
something that we scholars working in the postmodern paradigms find
difficult to bear,1 but I also have to acknowledge that I achieved next to
nothing in destabilizing this Ukrainian woman’s firm conviction of her
nation’s genetic superiority to others, especially the Russians. (In char-
acteristically ironic fashion, this very conversation occurred in Russian,
although both the art gallery owner and I had begun our acquaintance in
Ukrainian; the Russian language was necessary to accommodate two of
our fellow discussants/listeners who only knew Russian, one a German
and the second an American NGO representative in Kyiv!)2

Still, even as I was arguing against such notions of biological differ-
ence and uniqueness, I also realized that my own approach to Ukrainian
history had nonetheless been shaped by efforts to consider what has made
it the way it is and has been over the centuries in which Ukraine has
been conceivable. The question of what made Ukrainian history “Ukrain-
ian” was no doubt behind my provocative essay title of a few years
back, “Does Ukraine Have a History?”3 After all, I came to Ukrainian
history (and the language) from years of work in Russian history and
language and some background in Polish history and language (as well
as graduate-school work in modern European history, defined as West
European and mostly German, French, and British), so I have been
comparing the history of Ukraine with at least those several traditions
from the start.4
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But my comparativist inclinations regarding Ukraine have even ear-
lier roots. When I paid my first visit to the city that I knew as Kiev in
1975, it impressed me as a very Russian metropolis, a very Orthodox
Christian one by its historical culture, and thereby linked in complicated
ways to Russia itself. I was in the Soviet Union to study the Russian
language that summer (at Leningrad State University’s department of
Russian language for foreigners). Kiev was the last stop on our itinerary
after six weeks of study in Leningrad, followed by a week in Moscow
and a few days in Tbilisi, Georgia. That summer we had also visited
Novgorod and Tallinn, so my comparative approach to Ukraine was
already widely cast. Tallinn and Tbilisi seemed to me to be more differ-
ent from Kiev than Novgorod or Moscow. But I did not give a great deal
of thought to developing this comparative framework until later years.

After earning a reputation as a moderately competent historian of
Russia—more specifically, the early Soviet period—I came to feel that
my background and training had left me unprepared to understand the
Soviet Union as a multinational state—this several years before the end
of the USSR. My first venture was in Turkic studies, but after two years
of studying modern Turkish, I realized that I needed not just a few years
but probably another lifetime to master the languages of the Turkic peo-
ples of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. While I read widely 
in the histories of the Ottoman Empire and the Turko-Muslim peoples
of the Russian Empire, I came upon an ultimately more sensible option,
Ukraine and the Ukrainian nation. After all, Ukraine was the most popu-
lous republic after Russia, and Ukrainians the largest nation in the Sovi-
et Union, after the ethnic Russians. It also became clear that for a mili-
tary historian (even—perhaps especially—one like myself, who is more
a historian of armies and soldiers, and the social and cultural conse-
quences of war than the more conventional guns-and-battles specialists)
Ukraine was a veritable laboratory of international and civil wars and
other violent conflicts that promised some exciting findings. Incorrectly
assuming that Ukrainian would come naturally to me after Russian and
Polish, I began reading in the voluminous historiography of modern
Ukraine, mostly from diaspora historians and their students. I was per-
suaded that there was still room for a sympathetic if critical outsider 
to make some contribution to this volatile field, especially given the
prospects of greatly expanded archival access after 1989 and the oppor-
tunities for Ukrainian historians themselves to revise, if not abandon,
the more and more discredited Soviet paradigm.

Perhaps my focus on conflict and battles helped shape my under-
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standing of the field of Ukrainian history as well. One of the things I
learned from my first foray into Ukrainian studies, the “Does Ukraine
Have a History?” essay, was how contested the intellectual and political
stakes have been in Ukrainian history;5 this is still true, and in some
ways even more true, since the latest independence proclamation in
1991.6 I felt that I was suspected in the Ukrainian-history community of
acting as a Russian imperialist wolf in Ukrainian national sheep’s wool
and that I had to prove my worth as a Ukrainist—a position, by the way,
with which I myself agreed, since I was quickly daunted by how much
literature there was to master. But “proving my worth” often translated
into a tacit demand to agree with a given historian’s view of Ukraine’s
past and present, and here I found fewer allies at home and in Ukraine. 
I should say at once, however, that most Ukrainian historians welcomed
me as one who had come to appreciate something (not always clear 
to them) in “their” history, even if my views were still “immature” or
“underdeveloped,” that is, not informed by years of grappling with the
central issues of modern Ukrainian history.

Another important context of my continual reflection on Ukraine’s
history is my involvement in the late-twentieth-century profession of
area studies, especially the challenges on the part of presentists and
globalists to models derived from local knowledge. In the course of
articulating why I believed that time and place were important “vari-
ables” in explaining the world, I realized that Ukraine, once again, was
a marvelous case study precisely of the geographical and chronological
determinants of social and political life. The now discredited former
president of Ukraine, Leonid Kuchma, wrote a book, Ukraine is not
Russia7 (or had it ghost-written, according to most accounts), that prob-
ably garnered little more than further contempt from his intended Rus -
sian audience, but he was onto something in which all of us in the field
have some stake, namely, demonstrating that place (and time) matters.

Mainstream Russian attitudes seem to have changed little after more
than a dozen years of Ukraine’s independence: Vladimir Putin’s pro-
nouncements during the hotly contested 2004 Ukrainian presidential
elections included a comparison of Ukraine and Russia to East and West
Germany!8 Meanwhile, Russian academic institutions and some politi-
cians on the liberal-centrist part of the Russian spectrum have a more
informed perspective. During the Orange “revolution” events, Russian
liberals and democrats distanced themselves from their president and
his team of political technologists.9 Ukrainian language and history are
taught at Moscow State University; St. Petersburg State University has
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hired one of the best young Russian scholars in Ukrainian history, Tatiana
Yakovleva, a specialist on the Cossack Hetmanate (she directs the Cen-
ter for Ukrainian Studies).10 The Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute
of Slavic Studies has an active Ukrainian (and Belarusian) section con-
sisting largely of historians, headed by Leonid Gorizontov; they recent-
ly published the second of what is projected to be a yearly collection of
Ukrainian and Belarusian studies.11 Despite the relatively hostile atti-
tude of the institute’s former director, Vladimir Volkov, toward Ukraine
and its independence, he appears to have tolerated or at least not banned
serious scholarly interest in its history and culture.12 All these Russian
developments can also be viewed in the broader context of scholarship
on imperial and Soviet history, which is more and more readily (and
even occasionally critically) acknowledging the multinational and impe-
rial aspects of that past.13

Elsewhere, outside North America (importantly, Canada and the Unit-
ed States), the community closest to me geographically and therefore
the subject of most of this essay, Britain, has been establishing chairs in
Ukrainian studies at several universities, but these have tended to favor
specialists in contemporary Ukraine. Social scientists (at least in politi-
cal science, anthropology, and sociology)14 have embraced (present-day)
Ukraine more easily than specialists in the traditional humanities disci-
plines, especially history and literature, who find it difficult to acknowl-
edge a Ukrainian past or an autonomous Ukrainian culture. Italy has been
more comfortable with Ukraine’s past, though East European studies
generally are not well funded and institutionalized there.15 In France
since the retirement of Daniel Beauvois there has not been a major schol-
ar working on Ukrainian topics.16 German-language scholarship has
been the most actively invested of “old Europe,”17 where interest in
Ukraine has a longer history dating back to the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, but the new scholarship is also a product of Ger-
many’s (and, to a lesser degree, Austria’s) coming to terms with its own
tortured modern history, the so-called Vergangenheitsbewältigung and
the resulting Historikerstreit. Although those debates centered on the
behavior of Germany and Germans during World War II,18 they also
touched on broader issues of German imperial thinking and policy,
especially in the Wilhelmine period and World War I.19 Indeed, a popu-
lar model of Ukraine’s integration into contemporary European struc-
tures is Habsburg rule over Austrian Galicia or some modern version of
Austro-Marxism. German-language scholarship is particularly strong on
the former Habsburg lands of Galicia and Bukovyna.20
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Perhaps the most important and still somewhat surprising change 
in Ukraine’s status in the larger world has been the dramatic change in
Polish attitudes. Decades-long debates in émigré Polish and Ukrainian
journals prepared the ground for a historic turnaround in Polish attitudes
such that in Poland today,21 former president Aleksander Kwa√niewski,
his foreign minister, and former president Lech Wa°¡sa have been com-
peting for the position of most fervent non-Ukrainian advocates of
Ukraine’s admission to the European Union and NATO. (The largest
national association for Ukrainian studies after the Ukrainians’ own is
the Polish one; Polish universities have been very active and innovative
in the revival of Ukrainian studies since independence, but the roots go
back further.)22 As Ukraine’s contemporary literature is rapidly being
translated into Polish,23 Ukraine’s identity problems are subjected to fas-
cinating analysis.24 Works on Ukrainian history are also widely avail-
able in modern Poland and figure as a topic of public discussion.

What about Ukrainian history—and the context of Ukrainian studies
more broadly—in Ukraine itself? The last dozen years have seen a good
part of the Ukrainian historians’ scholarly community integrated to vari-
ous degrees into a number of international forms of collaboration and
production. Established historians have had virtually unlimited opportu -
nities for travel and research abroad; many of them are having their work
translated into major European research languages and their essays
included in authoritative collections.25 Younger historians are not only
getting their newest work published abroad or in Ukraine with interna-
tional support but are also frequently teaching abroad26 and, in some
cases, getting training in Western universities and pursuing careers out-
side Ukraine.27 These scholars, who are able and eager to maintain con-
tacts with colleagues in their former native lands, serve as a very solid
bridge between Ukrainian studies in Ukraine and abroad. 

Thanks to a vigorous wave of republication of émigré and other for-
merly proscribed scholarship and the translation of important European
works of the historical imagination, Ukrainian historians generally—
despite severe cutbacks in state funding for universities and academic
institutions—share a common pool of references and concepts with
their colleagues outside Ukraine. They, in turn, are also publishing new
archival sources and previously unpublished manuscripts that enable the
development of new perspectives on Ukraine’s past.28 Indeed, in the
past dozen years, Ukrainian historians of this variously described com-
munity have been moving beyond the era of rehabilitation of diaspora
narratives and forging new ones based on their own experience. Histori-
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ans have thus carved out some autonomous space from the nation-build-
ing mission of past generations and their assumed role as staatstragende
Elemente, gaining the freedom to write a critical history of their state
and its historical societies, and not only because the “state”—even the
post-Orange state—is now largely indifferent to its past. These histori-
ans partake of a Ukrainian version of the postcolonial intellectual’s 
critique of national elites after the end of formal empire. While most
acknowledge, for example, that Russian rule has rarely benefited the
peoples of Ukraine (or Russia, for that matter), the historical record of
Ukrainian elites as rulers in the modern period has been too short and
mostly disappointing to date. This pertains above all to the early twenti-
eth-century proto-governments of the Rada, Hetman Skoropadsky, and
the Directory, but also to the post-Soviet governments of Leonid Krav -
chuk, Leonid Kuchma, and Viktor Yushchenko. For a historian who
wants to survey current trends in Ukrainian scholarship, required read-
ing today includes not only a rehabilitated and made-over Ukraïns´kyi
istorychnyi zhurnal, the official journal of the Academy of Sciences’
Institute of Ukrainian History, but also at least three new publications
that regularly feature historical works: Ukraïna Moderna, Ukraïns´kyi
humanitarnyi ohliad, and Krytyka.

Finally, the dramatic outburst of studies of nationalism has made
Ukraine a frequent case study, whether for modernists, who date the
nation to the French Revolution, or for moderate traditionalists, who
prefer the early modern period and foreground religious and regional
differences, or for primordialists (who provide a scholarly rendition of
my art gallery owner’s essentializing arguments), or for constructivists,
who believe that nations are imagined communities, neither unchanging
nor monolithic. And overlapping with these debates about the nation-
state are histories of other state formations and international orders that
challenge the nation-state’s claim to superiority in the organization of
human societies. These histories most often focus on empires but also
consider other forms of pre- and transnational order or shift focus alto-
gether to cities and regions.29

Where Are We Today?

If this self-consciously postmodern and postcolonial approach is worth
anything, it must come up with a somewhat less amorphous research
and teaching agenda. What follows is a survey of recent trends, mostly
in historical scholarship (with some references to work in anthropology,
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literature, and other related fields), that offer some interesting new
directions for scholars who choose to focus on Ukraine. Most of the
work responds to developments in non-Ukrainian history generally but
also challenges some models originating in histories of other parts of
the world in emphasizing the importance of local and historical con-
texts, that is, place and time. 

The focus of themes covered and periods highlighted mostly reflects
my teaching and research in the dozen years since “Does Ukraine Have
a History?” The research has been for a book about the rise and fall of
modern Ukraine at the beginning of the twentieth century and focuses
on the period of World War I and the Civil War. My project has taken
me to archives in Ukraine, of course, but also to Moscow, Warsaw, Frei -
burg, Ottawa, New York City, and Palo Alto, California. I have taught
courses with colleagues on the Russian Empire and its nations; on the
comparative history of the Ottoman, Russian, and Habsburg empires; 
on postcolonial discourses; on Ukrainian–Russian relations and interac-
tions; and on cities in Russia, the Soviet Union, and beyond, in which
Kyiv and Odesa figured prominently (alongside Moscow, St. Peters-
burg, and Kazan), with some attention to Kharkiv and Lviv.30 Many 
of the questions that shape my exploration of Ukraine’s history have
emerged from those teaching and research experiences. What I have
learned is reflected in the footnotes to the work of those colleagues
from whom I have particularly (and gratefully) benefited.

Borderlands, Regions, and Cities as Complements 

to the Nation-State

Borderland studies have found a natural home in Ukrainian history;
after all, the very name of the country (in most translations, “on the bor-
der,” “on the edge”) would invite such an approach. Several fascinating
projects have taken advantage of Ukraine’s historic divisions and rival
pulls between two or more empires or states to explore comparative his-
tory by focusing on regions. Still, many Ukrainians resist “borderland”
approaches because they presume that Ukraine is conceived as a border-
land of some outside power and thus not in control of its own destiny.
Typically, these histories treat not only the diverse political cultures that
intersect in the regions but also economic and social interactions, from
smuggling and legal trade to migration and forced resettlement.31 Fur-
thermore, a country perennially preoccupied with trying to create a
national unit out of disparate regions has to confront the diverse imperi-
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al and other (temporary) occupation histories that have shaped those
regional differences. This is hardly a uniquely Ukrainian “problem” or
challenge; on the contrary, in recent history, Poland (after 1918 and
1945), Italy (after 1859 and 1866), and Germany (after 1866, 1871,
1918, and 1989) have had to harmonize regions whose developmental
paths had been shaped according to very different national or imperial
models.32 The history of Ukraine’s neighbor to the north, Belarus, offers
another variant on the borderland concept, with striking parallels and
differences from the Ukrainian paths.33 Even Russia, which has enjoyed
or endured more or less continuous rule for several centuries, also con-
fronts a challenging array of regions and a fragile federalist negotiation
of national unity.

To be sure, the multiconfessional and multinational character of the
borderlands has contributed to a history of ethnic violence and religious
warfare. In this connection Ukraine, along with other East and Central
European regions and nations, has been best known for anti-Jewish and
anti-Semitic pogroms. For many, that history begins with the anti-Jew-
ish violence of Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s social rebellion, which primarily
targeted Polish elites.34 Indeed, Polish–Ukrainian conflict has been
another feature of the early modern and modern history of this “border-
land.” Although considerable progress has been made in mutual under-
standing of the Polish–Ukrainian conflicts of the years of World War I,
revolution, and civil war, the ethnic violence of the period after World
War II, notably the Volhynian conflict and Akcja Wisła, remains a
volatile topic in Polish–Ukrainian intellectual and political relations.35

The Civil War period in general (1917–23) displays many of the most
horrible downsides of life in the borderlands.36 Russo-Ukrainian rela-
tions are also burdened with the legacy of several historic episodes of
brutality and violence, from Emperor Peter’s brutal suppression of Het-
man Ivan Mazepa’s “betrayal” and mutiny to the Moscow Communist
Party origins of the famine in Ukraine, which had most if not all the 
features of a genocide for that “republic” and others (most notably,
Kazakhstan). 

Austria-Hungary and Germany, both separately and together, have a
legacy of involvement with the region and all its major ethnic nations.
Most directly, Germany and Austria-Hungary occupied most of today’s
Ukraine at various points during World War I and World War II; this
leaves aside the issue of how to view Austria’s rule of Galicia and Hun-
gary’s over Bukovyna. The published record of archival and memoir 
literature from most of the important political actors and institutions
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reveals a fitful dynamic in relations between Berlin, Vienna, Kyiv, and
Lviv, to highlight a few sites.37 Indeed, the history of occupation has
clearly come to play a shaping role in the understanding of Ukraine’s
distinctiveness and its borderland location.38 The rich archival legacy 
of Ukraine, despite wars, occupations, deportations, and other “interrup-
tions” in the documentary record, very much reflects that violent history
and the local unfolding of more global conflicts and wars.39

Much of the activity of diaspora historians of Ukraine and their post-
Soviet counterparts since independence has been organized around
intellectual and historical reconciliation with the “other” communities
that have shared much of the history of Ukraine.40 And part of the efforts
of these conferences and the historians associated with them has been to
find alternate political and intellectual currents in the region that have
sought to understand the history of the region as mutual suffering of
several nations and the imperative arising from that common history 
to find ideas and institutions that might allow for the preservation and
flourishing of diversity. Ukrainian political thought, even if we limit it
to self-identifying ethnic Ukrainians, has had a strong current of multi-
national solidarity and defense of the rights of all ethnic minorities.
From Taras Shevchenko’s appeal to all oppressed Slavs to the strong
support for autonomy, federalism, and minority rights in the mainstream
of the Ukrainian national movement of the first decades of the twentieth
century, Ukrainian thought has been similar in this transnational solidar-
ity to that of the Poles, with their slogan of “For your freedom and ours”
(za naszą i waszą wolność ).41 Polish thought was in turn influenced by
the thought of Giuseppe Mazzini, and the Poles then served as intellec-
tual bridges of Italian nationalist thought to the Ukrainians.42 This was
the core of much of the thinking of Mykhailo Drahomanov and the
Ukrainian autonomist-federalists around Mykhailo Hrushevsky and the
Society of Ukrainian Progressives.43 A vision of a Polish-led confedera-
tion of independent Slavic and other East European nations, free of
Russian/Soviet rule, was part of the politics of Józef Piłsudski and the
Second Polish Republic of the interwar years. Ukraine played a crucial
role in the Polish Promethean movement, which promoted the liberation
of several nations under Soviet rule.44

This recognition of the need for an ideology of multinational coexis-
tence was very productive in Jewish thought in “historic” Ukraine as
well. Thanks to its historically large Jewish population, Ukraine has
been the home of the broadest diversity of expressions of Jewish identi-
ties, from the Haskalah communities in Kyiv, Odesa and elsewhere to
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the pilgrimage sites of the fundamentalist Hasidim communities to the
socialist intellectuals involved in the working-class Jewish secularist
Bund. The Ukrainian national movement—at least its leftist and centrist
wings—sought common ground with Jewish political movements; the
Rada cabinet in 1917 counted a “secretary” for Jewish affairs.45 Odesa
was also the home of Vladimir/Ze´ev Jabotinsky, who in his later years
was the father of the militarized Jewish nationalism of the Likud Party
but earlier gained fame (and infamy) for his cosmopolitan defense of
Ukrainian nationalism in his polemics with the Russian Kadets before
the revolution and then for his defense of Symon Petliura against charges
of anti-Semitism during the Civil War. This early Jabotinsky interpreted
his Odesa upbringing through the lens of the earlier cosmopolitan Ital-
ian nationalism of Giuseppe Mazzini.46 This common exploration of
peoples’ pasts is reflected in post-1991 tourism to Ukraine, which includes
not only large numbers of Poles, Jews and Ukrainians “returning” to
their “ancestral” homelands but, recently, even joint multinational tours.47

Contemporary historians from several countries (Ukraine, Poland, Israel,
Canada, and Germany, among others) seem to be able to acknowledge 
a long tradition of shared suffering at the hands of oppressive foreign
regimes, but also of one another; rather than pursuing a logic of histori-
cal ethnic cleansing, these historians search the past for models of mul-
tiethnic and multiconfessional coexistence but also try to understand
why they failed or were defeated by other forces. 

In the context of Jabotinsky’s evolution toward a more exclusionary
and militarized nationalism, Ukraine has other well-known examples
among Ukrainians, Poles, Russians and others, from Dmytro Dontsov’s
“integral nationalism” to the Polish right-wing nationalism of the National
Democrats under Roman Dmowski to Russian nationalists of the early
twentieth century, whose most active base was in the Polish-Ukrainian-
Russian-Jewish borderlands.48 Several rival armies and proto-states
considered Ukraine the “Piedmont” of their state reconstitution projects.
This was true of the Poles and, even more, of the Russian Whites during
the Civil War, who saw Hetman Skoropadsky’s state as a temporary and
transitional stage between the Ukrainian nationalism of the Rada and a
restored Russia, “one and indivisible.”49 Still, it was Ukraine that host-
ed the most widely representative gathering of the non-Russian peoples
of the Russian Empire at the Congress of Oppressed Peoples in Kyiv 
in September 1917. Such a gathering had itself become an aim of the
Ukrainian national movement: Ukraine’s important role in the future
transformation of the post-imperial world was acknowledged in the
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election of Mykhailo Hrushevsky as chairman of the congress.50 A few
years later, in drastically different circumstances, Ukraine’s communist
party was key to the loose non-Russian alliance that prevented the cen-
tralizers around Stalin from restoring too much power to a Russian
Moscow during the struggles over the constitution of the USSR.51

If we move from the realm of intellectual history and political thought
to institutional and social history, there are several crucial institutions in
Ukrainian history that are clearly shaped by Ukraine’s borderland lega-
cy, among them the Cossacks, who lived and fought on the borders of
several empires and other states, and the Greek Catholic (or Uniate)
Church, which is a hybrid form of Eastern and Roman Christianity and
was the result of a typical borderland political and religious compromise.
The remarkable life of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky, who left his
Polonized Roman Catholic family to “recover” the legacy of his Greek
Catholic ancestors, encapsulates much of the dramatic struggles of the
Ukrainian church.52 Sheptytsky’s career is also an important illustra-
tion of the key role played by Greek Catholic clergy in the Ukrainian
national movement of the nineteenth century.53 Even within the Eastern
Orthodox world, the Ukrainian church played contradictory roles, one
part of its hierarchy helping to forge Russian imperial institutions and
ideology (represented by Teofan Prokopovych/Feofan Prokopovich and
other graduates of the Kyiv Mohyla Academy), while another group of
hierarchs asserted a tradition of autonomy for the Kyivan church (Olek -
sander Lototsky is a modern version of this alternative).54 Moreover, the
institution of lay brotherhoods in Ukraine led the Orthodox Church there
to diverge at various periods from its counterpart in Russia “proper.”55

Another important distinction was that several of Ukraine’s cities
had the status of Magdeburg Code cities, which shaped different politi-
cal and economic roles than was the rule for many (but not all) of the
cities established in the Russian Empire as administrative centers.56

City histories as such have earned a respectable if not venerable place 
in the history of Ukraine. Michael Hamm wrote a pioneering history 
of imperial Kyiv, treating it largely as a Russian provincial city but
nonetheless establishing its distinctiveness among late imperial cities.57

Another groundbreaking city history is Patricia Herlihy’s introduction
to Odesa from its founding to the 1917 revolutions.58 Following in her
wake, several historians have focused on specific institutions or shorter
periods in that city’s history.59 Of course, Lviv, as one of Ukraine’s
most ancient cities, and known alternately as Leopolis, Lwów, Lvov,
and Lemberg, has long inspired historians and scholars of literature,
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who highlight its multiethnic and multiconfessional pasts.60 An Ameri-
can- and Canadian-trained Israeli scholar has written a definitive two-
volume study of Donetsk (as Iuzovka in its Russian imperial identity) in
southeastern Ukraine; this effort was followed by a more recent study of
the Donbas in the Soviet period by an American-trained Japanese histo-
rian.61 And an Israeli- and American-trained historian has revisited the
wartime and postwar history of Vinnytsia in an ambitiously revisionist
study.62 Other cities have attracted less attention, particularly Kharkiv
and Chernivtsi, but that situation is changing rapidly.63 A British jour-
nalist took excellent advantage of this tradition of city histories to high-
light the diversity and distinctiveness of Ukraine’s history by using each
city as a window on a set of problems and themes.64

Cities offer intriguing possibilities of alternate perspectives on seem-
ingly familiar events and periods. In my own recent work on World War I
and the Eastern Front, I have been struck by how far Kyiv could seem
from Petrograd and Moscow, even in the twentieth century. The mem-
oirs of Konstantin Oberuchev, a Russian Socialist Revolutionary who
served as army commissar and then commander of the Kyiv Military
District for eight months in 1917, repeatedly refer to episodes in which
residents of Kyiv, even the military command with all its telegrams 
and telephones, still had to guess what was going on in the imperial
capital, whether during the tumultuous events of the February Revolu-
tion itself, when it was not clear what to believe from the day-old news-
paper accounts arriving in Kyiv, or in the course of the Kornilov putsch
in August, which nearly toppled the Kerensky regime. (And Oberuchev
had only recently been in Petrograd and met with Kornilov but still was
unaware of the coming crisis and what it might mean for Kyiv.) More-
over, Oberuchev, who grew up in Kyiv and identified himself with the
city, found himself in the position of having to “translate” Petrograd
politics and policies to his Kyivan colleagues and audiences, while also
occasionally having to similarly “translate” Kyivan politics to his coun-
terparts in Petrograd and Moscow. Because he tried so scrupulously to
record in his memoirs only that which he personally saw or experienced,
his frustrations and ignorance at key moments are well captured.65

Oberuchev was not in Petrograd for the two events that were likely the
most important in his life: during the February/March Revolution he
was under arrest in Kyiv, and he learned of the Bolshevik coup in Swe-
den, while on his way home from talks in Copenhagen with the Central
Powers about prisoners of war. His memoirs remind us that although 
the revolution and civil war in Petrograd were certainly tied to what
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happened in Kyiv and, more broadly, in Ukraine, we are also dealing with
two very different stories. Many of those differences have to do with the
differing dynamics of revolution in the capital and the provinces, but
they also have to do with the local dynamics of Russian and Ukrainian
history—a point that becomes especially clear in this tumultuous peri-
od, when many previously suppressed or marginalized potential alterna-
tives were able to challenge the “natural” status quo. 

During the same year, General Pavel Skoropadsky (soon to become
Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky) was also in Kyiv, where he found it diffi-
cult to understand what the Army minister and the High Command 
in Petrograd and Headquarters wanted him to do under the slogan of
ukrainizing the 34th Army Corps. A year later, Hetman Skoropadsky
desperately tried to understand what his occupation masters in Berlin
and Vienna were contemplating for his future;66 even the German occu-
pation commander, General Wilhelm Groener, was challenged in try-
ing to get his superiors in Berlin (and military headquarters at Spa) to
understand the dilemmas in wartime Ukraine (and vice versa).67 Skip-
ping ahead more than twenty years to a second German occupation of
Kyiv, with the presumed greater efficiency and monolithic ruthlessness
of Hitler’s Third Reich, a comparison of German archival materials in
Kyiv with those in Berlin archives and the conflicts between the capi-
tal and the occupation regime in Ukraine reaffirms the importance of
exploring multiple sites of major historical events, be they wars, revolu-
tions, or other important transformations.68 The point of these biograph-
ical detours is to emphasize how important local perspectives can be in
shaping historical outcomes.

The point of this review of literature on borderlands, regions, and
cities is to highlight how central the fact of Ukraine as a multinational
and multiregional idea has been to the history of Ukraine. To repeat, not
all inhabitants of Ukraine have been able to accept it as a multinational
space, and many have responded to that set of historical legacies with
slogans such as “Ukraine without Russians and Jews!” “Russia for Rus-
sians!” and “Poland for Poles,” all the while laying claim to the same
set of territories and populations. But for many centuries institutions in
Ukraine have had to carve out a space of cultural distinctiveness in a
broader, not always friendly, environment. Today one of the none too
numerous positive signs to appear since the end of the Soviet empire
has been the acknowledgment of a common history of imperial subjuga-
tion that includes Poles, Jews, Ukrainians, and others (even Russians).
This common history has been very productive of thinking and institu-
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tional experimentation toward an ideal of national autonomy and federal
structures, but also the protection of minority rights, above all in lan-
guage, schools, and local government.69

Diaspora History, Biography, and Some Limits 

of the Traditional Nation-State Model

Since independence, and even starting somewhat earlier during the 
liberalization of the Gorbachev reforms, the various diasporas have
“returned” to Ukraine, where they have been reintegrated into the nation’s
present and past in remarkable ways. In the post-Orange government,
First Lady Kateryna Yushchenko (Chumachenko) and former justice
minister Roman Zvarych were both former American citizens, now nat-
uralized as Ukrainians. Even earlier, thousands of Ukrainian-Ameri-
cans, Ukrainian-Canadians, and hyphenated Ukrainians from other dias-
pora communities were on the ground as advisors, businessmen and
women, teachers, and priests, among the most prominent roles. These
expatriates bring with them the attitudes and experience of their home
countries and transmit this to contemporary Ukraine in a host of ways,
but they also bring collective memories of a largely imagined Ukraine
(most of them are second- or third-generation Ukrainians by this time)
constructed for them in summer camps and scouting organizations, Sat-
urday schools, and church educational efforts. However accurate those
collective memories, even with regard to the Ukraine that was left
behind long ago, the confrontation of those ideals with contemporary
politics, society, and culture has encouraged native Ukrainians (and
probably some of the most self-conscious expatriates as well) to try to
imagine alternatives to the present that reflect global experience. One
way in which the recent (November–December 2004) electoral split
was cast both inside and outside Ukraine was as a choice between a
more Europe-oriented future and one more integrated with Russia. In
itself, that translated into a choice between a greater tolerance for the
hybrid Soviet era/post-independence way of running the country with
one more unambiguously committed to “Western-style” market reforms
and democratization. That the votes were so evenly split nationwide
nonetheless suggests that the space for imagining a different present and
future has expanded considerably in the more than dozen years since
independence.

What has been true of the contemporary scene is reflected dramati-
cally in the “return” to Ukraine of the scholarship of the diaspora and of
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those relegated to internal exile when their works were suppressed by
successive Russian imperial and Soviet Ukrainian states. This has been
especially true of history, where the Hrushevsky paradigm of Ukrainian
history has virtually replaced the former reigning Soviet/Russian impe-
rial one, which denied any genuine autonomy to events and develop-
ments in “southern Russia.” The Western diaspora played a critical role
in nurturing this alternate historiographic vision, so that scholars in con-
temporary Ukraine did not have to start from zero in rethinking their
past. Among the most popular textbooks are Orest Subtelny’s Ukraine:
A History70 and Paul Robert Magocsi’s A History of Ukraine.71 Hru-
shevsky himself became part of the diaspora when, as a Russian subject,
he accepted a teaching position at Lemberg University in a foreign
country, Habsburg Galicia, and again when he was banished by the
Soviet authorities to Moscow in his final years. In a reverse transmis-
sion of Hrushevsky’s legacy, another major (largely diaspora) scholarly
organization is translating and publishing handsome editions of Hru-
shevsky in English so that historians of Eastern Europe (and Russia)
will have this important alternate reading of the region’s past.72 Another
important Ukrainian(-Polish) scholar, Viacheslav Lypynsky, established
the rival “state school” in Ukrainian history. Lypynsky also went into
exile following the collapse of the proto-states of the independence
period (1918–19); his legacy, too, was preserved in the emigration,
where conferences were organized and volumes edited that reflected a
view of Ukraine as a civic nation and a territorial state.73

What these examples suggest is that Ukraine, both past and present,
reminds us that people’s lives do not end when they leave the borders of
their erstwhile homeland or native land, let alone when they are subject
to new occupying authorities, even if they remain in their native towns
and regions. Similarly, the histories of nations and nation-states do not
cease to exist when they are occupied by a foreign power, however
defined and perceived. Instead, much like individual biographies, those
countries’ already complex histories take on new layers of complexity
as they are interwoven with and interposed into the equally complex
histories of a second (or, in some cases, third) country. To come back to
our country of interest, Ukraine, it is important to recognize that it does
have a distinctive set of pasts, and that even when Ukrainian state sover-
eignty has been ruptured by outside powers, the ways in which Ukrain-
ian lands, institutions and populations interacted with the new authori-
ties were also part of that distinctiveness. Not only was Ukraine not
Russia; it also was not Estonia or Finland or Georgia or Uzbekistan, to
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state the obvious. And this was true for tsarist Russia, albeit in different
ways, as well as for the Soviet Union. And so Ukraine’s history, while
demanding and deserving its autonomy, is also intimately part of Russ-
ian history, Polish history, Jewish history, and, with diminishing promi-
nence, other histories as well (Lithuania, Belarus, Turkey, Romania,
etc.). Along these lines, perhaps we can imagine a concept of a “diaspo-
ra state” together with the more widespread diaspora nations and indi-
viduals. Emigrations in Russian history, whether the revolutionary Rus-
sia of the nineteenth century, the Silver Age “Russia Abroad” of the
interwar years, or the Soviet-era dissident and ethnic emigrations, have
all shaped contemporary Russia and its understanding of its past as well,
though often in profoundly different ways from that of/in Ukraine.

The current acknowledgment of the relative porousness of bound-
aries, whether contemporary state boundaries or intellectual links with
the past, has challenged the traditional insistence of the nation-state, its
spokesmen and historians that the capital (whether imperial or national)
controls the movement of populations, goods and ideas within the con-
fines of its borders. While this is clearly not a complete picture of the
situation today (however globalization is understood), it also has rarely
been a complete picture in the past. The low level of regimes’ technologi-
cal capacity to secure their borders coexists with the persistent determi-
nation of local populations to smuggle goods, visit relatives, learn about
other worlds, and try to survive in often harsh environments. Two of 
the most important constituent elements of early modern and modern
Ukraine are Cossacks and Jews. The Cossacks have their origins in any
number of ethnic and confessional groups fleeing enserfment in Poland
and, especially, Russia. They led a characteristically borderland exis-
tence, an important part of which was refusing to acknowledge state
borders (until they were defeated, deported, and integrated into more
“modern” state structures in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries).
The Jews are widely accepted as the Ur-diaspora nation; their alternate
paths of assimilation and national affirmation, as well as their rich diver-
sity of religious and intellectual traditions, are well reflected on the ter-
ritory of Ukraine. Equally important, Jewish communities’ ties to other
Jewish (and non-Jewish) communities have helped both to sustain and
undermine certain visions of Jewish (and non-Jewish) futures.

Just as nations’ histories do not “end” when they are absorbed into
neighboring states’ borders and political systems, so too individuals’
lives do not end when they leave the borders of their homelands, how-
ever defined; biography (and its relatives: memoirs, diaries, and oral
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histories), a genre recently thought to be old-fashioned if not passé, pro-
vides another helpful window on the transformations that have shaped
the lives of millions of inhabitants of a variety of Ukraines.74

Conclusions

If prior to Ukraine’s most recent independence in 1991 scholars involved
in Ukrainian studies often regarded themselves as embattled or besieged,
especially by indifferent or hostile Russianists (and, less often, Polonists),
the fact of Ukraine’s existence is harder to deny today across a host 
of social-science and humanities disciplines. As befits a community
embattled, the ethos of the scholarly community was often shaped by 
a faith in monolithic truth and resulting highly personalized and politi-
cized arguments. Today the political and intellectual climates have
changed. 

To return to the conversation in Kyiv with the art gallery owner and
my protest against her primordialist—if not eugenicist—reading of
Ukraine’s history, I want to argue that her (and others’) reducing the sur -
vival and persistence of something distinctly “Ukrainian” to the realm
of biology strikes me as unconsciously dismissive of—if not insulting
to—the hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of inhabitants of Ukraine
who have toiled to build institutions and movements to organize their
cultural, religious, social, and political lives. Such an emphasis on genes
takes away the hard-won achievements of centuries of struggle by indi-
viduals and various forms of collectives to improve their lot and shape a
better future. It is those efforts of institutional and intellectual creation
and creativity, with all their forced compromises with powerful outside
forces in the region, that shaped and continue to shape Ukraine’s dis-
tinctive paths in the past and present. This type of struggle and achieve-
ment (and frequent defeat) can best be understood by shifting the per-
spective away from the imperial capitals, which, for so long, have dic-
tated the historiographic illegitimacy of Ukraine’s history, back to the
region itself and to the cities and other communities that inhabit the
lands that make up today’s Ukraine. In so doing, historians will once
again acknowledge that place and time matter in shaping distinct out-
comes; that regions, cities, and other communities are worthy of study
precisely because of the diversity they illustrate.
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Notes

1 See the history textbooks of Vitalii Vlasov for a contemporary primordialist
narrative. A perspective that shares some of the features of these approaches
is the promotion of the Trypilian origins of contemporary Ukrainians by
President Viktor Yushchenko and his American-born First Lady. 

2 For a recent work that insightfully captures some of the politics of language
choice in contemporary Ukraine, see Laada Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues:
Language Politics and Cultural Correction in Ukraine (Ithaca, NY, 2005).

3 Slavic Review 54, no. 3 (1995): 658–73.
4 Early in my self-ukrainization process, I read Stephen Velychenko, National

History as Cultural Process (Edmonton, 1992), which highlights the con-
flicting claims of Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian historiography on the his-
tory of Ukraine. Historiography has remained at the forefront of my research
and teaching.

5 See especially the defensive response of Yaroslav Isaievych, then the dean
of Ukrainian historians at the National Academy of Sciences in Kyiv, though
a Lviv-based scholar himself. From the Russian historians’ side, even the
reply of my friend and colleague Yuri Slezkine was a mild form of the
harsher charge I heard from Russianist colleagues that I had “betrayed”
Russian history and been seduced by the false siren of the Ukrainian nation-
alists. Jokingly, I have been called a Banderite, Mazepist, or Petliurist by
Russian history colleagues, both in the United States and in Russia itself,
parodying the Russian imperial and Soviet political pejoratives for any
advocate of Ukrainian national distinctiveness or autonomy (or indepen -
dence). Behind the joking, though, I sensed a disapproval of my “turning
away” from Mother Russia. 

6 Ukraine, under one name or another, has been independent (or its ruling or
would-be ruling elites have proclaimed it so) at several times in the past.
Least controversial are the proclamations and policies of the governments of
1917–19 (Rada, Hetmanate, Directory); the early modern Hetmanate was
independent, though some scholars dispute whether it was a real state; Kyi-
van Rus´, the medieval East Slavic set of principalities, was also ruled by a
non-modern type of state structure but was certainly an important power in
the steppe and Baltic-Black Sea corridor. Not surprisingly, all these periods
have generated a rich historiography that addresses several contentious issues.

7 Ukraina—ne Rossiia (Moscow, 2003). 
8 A joke circulating in Kyiv during the summer of 2005 has the narrator chal-

lenging his interlocutor to describe the main outlines of Russia’s foreign pol-
icy toward Ukraine. The answer is that Russia has no such policy because it
does not regard Ukraine as a foreign country.

9 Above all, Grigorii Yavlinsky from the Yabloko faction; Yabloko’s youth
organization declared itself an ally of Pora in Kyiv; also Boris Nemtsov,
Vladimir Ryzhkov, and several human-rights activists, ranging from the
leadership of Memorial to Liudmila Alekseeva.

10 Serhii Plokhy reminded me that Ukrainian history was taught at St. Peters-
burg (Leningrad) University throughout the Soviet period.
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11 Belorussiia i Ukraina: Istoriia i kul´tura. Ezhegodnik 2003 (Moscow, 2004);
second volume issued as Ezhegodnik 2004 (Moscow, 2005).

12 See L.E. Gorizontov’s survey of Ukrainian studies at the Russian Academy
of Sciences, “Otdel vostochnogo slavianstva Instituta slavianovedeniia
RAN: vozmozhnosti, rezuĺ taty, plany,” pp. 395–401; also M.V. Dmitriev’s
survey of the situation at Moscow State University, “Tsentr ukrainistiki i
belorusistiki v MGU (1990–2002),” pp. 402–11, in Ezhegodnik 2003. The
historical sections of the two national Academies of Science have organized
several joint conferences, one of the latest of them in St. Petersburg, “‘Ukrain-
skii voproś v preddverii i v gody revolutsii 1917 g.”

13 See the work of historians associated with the St. Petersburg school of Boris
Ananich, Rafail Ganelin and others, including Anatoly Remnev, Elena
Campbell, Irina Novikova, and Katerina Pravilova; in Kazan, the work of
Rustem Tsiunchuk, Elena Vishlenkova, and the journal Ab Imperio, which
unites most of these historians; in Voronezh, Mikhail Dolbilov.

14 Andrew Wilson in politics at University College, London; see also a recent
dissertation in anthropology on contemporary Odesa by Tanya Richardson,
“Odessa, Ukraine: History, Place and Nation-Building in a Post-Soviet City”
(Cambridge University, 2005). The British historian Geoffrey Hosking has
also contributed to several volumes exploring Russo-Ukrainian relations.

15 Giovanna Brogi Bercoff (Milan) specializes in early modern Ukrainian liter-
ature; Andrea Graziosi (Naples) works on modern Ukrainian history. See the
recent survey of scholarship in Italy in Ukraine’s Reintegration into Europe:
A Historical, Historiographical and Politically Urgent Issue, eds. Giovanna
Brogi Bercoff and Giulia Lami (Alessandria, 2005).

16 See his Le noble, le serf et le révizor: la noblesse polonaise entre le tsarisme
et les masses ukrainiennes, 1831–1863 (Paris, 1985; Polish translation, Paris,
1987); La bataille de la terre en Ukraine, 1863–1914: les Polonais et les
conflits socio-ethniques (Lille, 1993; Ukrainian translation by Krytyka, Kyiv,
1998); and Pouvoir russe et noblesse polonaise en Ukraine: 1793–1830
(Paris, 2003).

17 For a good survey of German-language scholarship on Ukraine, see the
Handbuch prepared by a team of specialists at the University of Vienna’s
Institute of Eastern and Southeastern Europe: Ukraine: Geographie. Ethni-
sche Struktur. Geschichte. Sprache und Literatur. Kultur. Politik. Bildung.
Wirtschaft. Recht, eds. Peter Jordan, Andreas Kappeler, Walter Lukan and
Josef Vogl (Vienna, 2000).

18 See Dieter Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien
1941–1944. Organisation und Durchführung eines staatlichen Massenver-
brechens (Munich, 1996). 

19 See Philipp Ther’s provocative suggestion to rethink much of German history
as imperial in his article “Imperial Instead of National History: Positioning
Modern German History on the Map of European Empires,” in Imperial Rule, eds.
Alexei Miller and Alfred J. Rieber (Budapest and New York, 2004), pp. 47–66.

20 See Anna Veronika Wendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien. Ukrainische Kon -
servative zwischen Österreich und Rußland 1848–1915 (Vienna, 2001); also
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Klaus Bachmann, “Ein Herd der Feindschaft gegen Rußland”: Galizien als
Krisenherd in den Beziehungen der Donaumonarchie mit Rußland (1907–
1914) (Vienna, 2001). See also the various works by Marianne Hausleitner
on Bukovyna.

21 The Polish émigré journal in Paris, Kultura, its publisher, Jerzy Giedroyc,
and the writings of Ukrainian diaspora scholars and publicists, including
Jaroslaw Pelenski and Bohdan Osadczuk-Korab, kept the Polish-Ukrainian
dialogue alive during the period of the Polish communist state. 

22 Recently the University of Warsaw celebrated fifty years of its commitment
to Ukrainian studies. In the spirit of this essay, see also the publications of
the Lublin-based Institute of East Central Europe (Instytut Europy Środkowo-
Wschodniej) under the direction of Jerzy K°oczowski, as well as those edited
by Krzysztof Jasiewicz at the Warsaw Institute of Political Studies. I thank
Tim Snyder for these references. 

23 For example, the novels of the Ukrainian writer Yurii Andrukhovych, leader of
the Bu-Ba-Bu literary group, are published in high-quality Polish translations
soon after their appearance in Kyiv. They are also very popular in Germany.

24 Ola Hnatiuk, Po¿egnanie z imperium. Ukrai≈skie dyskusje o to¿samo√ci
(Lublin, 2003).

25 Yaroslav Isaievych (Lviv) is the best example.
26 Yaroslav Hrytsak is the best example of this; see his Strasti za natsionaliz-

mom: istorychni eseï (Kyiv, 2004); his History of Ukraine, 1772–1999:
Birth of a New Nation (in Polish; Lublin, 2000); also Oleksiy Tolochko,
Natalia Yakovenko, and Georgiy Kasianov. Kasianov is one of the very few
historians of the middle generation who treat the Soviet period. See his
Nezhodni: ukraïns´ka intelihentsiia v rusi oporu 1960–80-kh rokiv (Kyiv,
1995). He has coedited an important volume with the dean of historians of
Soviet Ukraine, Stanislav Kulchytsky, deputy director of the Institute of
Ukrainian History. See Stalinizm na Ukraïni: 20–30-ti roky, also with V.M.
Danylenko (Kyiv, 1991). Another Kyiv-based scholar of the older generation
focusing on the Soviet period is Yuri Shapoval, who has published several
very valuable collections of archival documents.

27 Among the best examples are Serhii Plokhy, educated at Dnipropetrovsk
State University, with early training at Columbia under the IREX exchange,
and later at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies; Serhy Yekelchyk,
first history training at Kyiv National University, now tenured at the Univer-
sity of Victoria, British Columbia. See his Stalin’s Empire of Memory: Russ-
ian-Ukrainian Relations in the Soviet Historical Imagination (Toronto,
2004).

28 Vladyslav Verstiuk’s volumes on the Rada and 1917: Ukraïns´ka Tsentral´na
Rada: Dokumenty i materialy u dvokh tomakh (Kyiv, 1996–97); Ukraïns´kyi
natsional´no-vyzvol´nyi rukh: berezen´-lystopad 1917 roku: dokumenty i
materialy (Kyiv, 2003); Yuri Shapoval on the Stalin-era terror: Cheka-GPU-
NKVD v Ukraïni: osoby, fakty, dokumenty (Kyiv, 1997); idem, Petro Shelest:
“Spravzhnii sud istoriï shche poperedu” (Kyiv, 2003); S.V. Kulchytsky and
others on the famine-genocide: Holod 1932–1933 rokiv na Ukraïni: ochyma
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istorykiv, movoiu dokumentiv (Kyiv, 1990); Valerii Vasil´ev and Lynne Viola,
eds., Kollektivizatsiia i krest´ianskoe soprotivlenie na Ukraine (Vinnytsia, 1997). 

29 I surveyed much of this literature not only in “Does Ukraine Have a Histo-
ry?” but also in “Writing the History of Russia as Empire: The Perspective
of Federalism,” in Kazan, Moscow, St. Petersburg: Multiple Faces of the
Russian Empire, eds. Boris Gasparov et al. (Moscow, 1997), pp. 393–410,
and most recently in “Empires, Borderlands, and Diasporas: Eurasia as Anti-
Paradigm for the Post-Soviet Era,” American Historical Review 109, no. 2
(April 2004): 445–68. 

30 At Columbia University I taught with Michael Stanislawski, a specialist in
Russian and East European Jewish history; with Karen Barkey, a historical
sociologist and Ottomanist; with Frank Sysyn, who has a breadth in Ukrain-
ian history that far surpasses my own in Russian history; with Richard 
Wortman, a distinguished historian of imperial Russia; and with Catharine
Nepomnyashchy, a specialist in Russian, Slavic and comparative literature.
At the European Humanities University my partner in Minsk was Walter
Mignolo, who is still best known as a Latin Americanist. And finally, I thank
my colleagues in a Ford Foundation-funded collaborative research project
on region and territory in the Russian Empire and Soviet Union, especially
Jane Burbank (New York University) and Anatoly Remnev (Omsk, Russia).

31 Andreas Kappeler (University of Vienna) is leading a team of scholars
studying a number of cities and regions in the Ukrainian borderlands. See
the panel at the 2005 Berlin Congress of Central and East European Studies
(“Old and New Borders in Eastern Europe: The Case of Ukraine”) featuring
Laurie Cohen, Anna Veronika Wendland, and Tatiana Zhuzhenko. See also
recent works that successfully use a borderland paradigm: Kate Brown, 
A Biography of No Place: From Ethnic Borderland to Soviet Heartland
(Cambridge, Mass., 2004); Timothy Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations:
Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, 1569–1999 (New Haven and London,
2003). Cf. a recent dissertation that explores the Ukrainian-Moldovan bor-
derland: Diana Blank, “Voice from Elsewhere: An Ethnography of Place in
Chelnochovsk-na-Dnistre, Ukraine” (University of California at Berkeley,
Anthropology, 2005).

32 There has been a recent surge of interest in regions among historians of
Europe and America. See, for example, Celia Applegate, “A Europe of
Regions: Reflections on the Historiography of Sub-National Places in Mod-
ern Times,” American Historical Review 104 (1999): 1157–82; Eric Storm,
“Regionalism in History, 1890–1945: The Cultural Approach,” European
History Quarterly 33 (2003): 251–65; Julian Wright, The Regionalist Move -
ment in France, 1890–1914: Jean Charles-Brun and French Political Thought
(Oxford, 2003); Edward Royle, ed., Issues of Regional Identity: In Honor of
John Marshall (Manchester, 1998).

33 See the issues of a new Russian-language Belarusian journal, Perekrestki
(Crossroads), whose subtitle is “A Journal of Research on the East European
Borderlands” (Pogranich´ia), published by the European Humanities Univer-
sity in Minsk and Vilnius; see also I. Bobkov, S. Naumova and P. Teresh ko -
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vich, eds., Posle imperii: issledovaniia vostochnoevropeiskogo Pogranich´ia
(sbornik statei) (Vilnius, 2005).

34 On the ambivalent legacy of Khmelnytsky’s experiment in nation- and state-
building, see Bernard Weinryb, “Hebrew Chronicles on Bohdan Khmel´nyts´kyi
and the Cossack-Polish War,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1 (1977): 153–77;
Jaroslaw Pelenski, “The Cossack Insurrection in Jewish-Ukrainian Rela-
tions,” in Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Historical Perspective, eds. Peter J.
Potichnyj and Howard Aster, 2nd ed. (Edmonton, 1990), pp. 31–42. On the
history of pogroms in Eastern Europe, see John Klier and Shlomo Lambroza,
eds., Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Jewish History (Cambridge,
1992). 

35 See Eugeniusz Misi o, ed., Akcja “Wisla”: Dokumenty (Warsaw, 1993);
Timothy Snyder, “‘To Resolve the Ukrainian Problem Once and for All’:
The Ethnic Cleansing of Ukrainians in Poland, 1943–1947,” Journal of Cold
War Studies, 1999, nos. 1–2: 86–120. There is also a recent Ukrainian-lan-
guage collection of original documents covering the deportation and expul-
sion of both Ukrainians and Poles. See Pol śhcha ta Ukraïna u trydtsiatykh-
sorokovykh rokakh XX stolittia. Nevidomi dokumenty z arkhiviv spetsial´nykh
sluzhb, vol. 2, Pereselennia poliakiv ta ukraïntsiv 1944–1946 (Warsaw and
Kyiv, 2000). A very good and impartial overview of the Polish-Ukrainian
conflict is provided by Grzegorz Motyka, Tak było w Bieszczadach. Walki
polsko-ukrai≈skie 1943–1848 (Warsaw, 1999). Of the many publications on
the Volhynian conflict, see a recent volume of the journal Ï, which is pub-
lished in Lviv. 

36 See the very thoughtful survey of the period and region in Geoff Eley, “Remap -
ping the Nation: War, Revolutionary Upheaval and State Formation in East-
ern Europe, 1914–1923,” in Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Historical Per-
spective, pp. 205–46.

37 The now classic English-language work on German-Ukrainian relations dur-
ing World War I and the Civil War is Oleh S. Fedyshyn, Germany’s Drive to
the East and the Ukrainian Revolution, 1917–1918 (New Brunswick, NJ,
1971). Among the most important German memoirs is that of the occupation
commander, Wilhelm Groener, Lebenserinnerungen, ed. F.F.H. von Gaer-
tringen (Göttingen, 1957). Extensive documentation from the Austrian and
German military and diplomatic archives is available in Theophil Horny -
kiewicz, ed., Ereignisse in der Ukraine 1914–1922: deren Bedeutung und
historische Hintergründe, 4 vols. (Philadelphia, PA, 1968).

38 On the Russian army’s occupation of Galicia during World War I, see A. Iu.
Bakhturina, Politika Rossiiskoi Imperii v Vostochnoi Galitsii v gody Pervoi
mirovoi voiny (Moscow, 2000); also my recent book, War in a European
Borderland: Occupations and Occupation Plans in Galicia and Ukraine,
1914–1918 (Seattle, 2007); on Germany’s occupation during World War II,
see the recent book by Karel C. Berkhoff, Harvest of Despair: Life and
Death in Ukraine under Nazi Rule (Cambridge, MA, 2004).

39 See the monumental history of Ukraine’s archives by Patricia Kennedy
Grimsted, Trophies of War and Empire: The Archival Heritage of Ukraine,
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World War II, and the International Politics of Restitution (Cambridge, MA,
2001).

40 Peter Potichnyj has been an organizer of several conferences and editor of
the resulting volumes of essays: see Poland and Ukraine: Past and Present
(Edmonton, 1980); the already cited Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Histori-
cal Perspective; and Ukraine and Russia in their Historical Encounter, eds.
Potichnyj et al. (Edmonton, 1992). See also Culture, Nation, and Identity: The
Ukrainian-Russian Encounter (1600–1945), eds. Andreas Kappeler, Zenon
Kohut, Frank Sysyn, and Mark von Hagen (Edmonton and Toronto, 2003).

41 See the documentary collection edited by Manfred Kridl, Władysław Mali-
nowski, and Józef Wittlin, “For Your Freedom and Ours”: Polish Progres-
sive Spirit through the Centuries (New York, 1943).

42 On the connections between Mazzini and the Polish and Ukrainian intellec-
tuals associated with the Young Europe movement of the first half of the
nineteenth century, see Anna Procyk, “Polish Émigrés as Emissaries of the
Risorgimento in Eastern Europe,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 25, nos. 1–2
(2001): 7–29.

43 On Drahomanov’s ideas, see Ivan Rudnytsky, “Drahomanov as a Political
Theorist,” in Mykhailo Drahomanov: A Symposium and Selected Writings,
Annals of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S. 2, no. 1
(3) (spring 1952): 70–130. 

44 See Timothy Snyder, Sketches from a Secret War: A Polish Artist’s Mission
to Liberate Soviet Ukraine (New Haven, CT, 2005); on Prometheanism, see
Etienne Copeaux, “Le mouvement ‘Promethéen,’” Cahiers d’études sur la
Méditerranée orientale et le monde turco-iranien, 1993, no. 16: 1–36.

45 See Henry Abramson, A Prayer for the Government: Ukrainians and Jews in
Revolutionary Times, 1917–1920 (Cambridge, MA, 1999); see also Moshe
Mishkinsky, “The Attitudes of the Ukrainian Socialists to Jewish Parties in
the 1870s,” in Ukrainian-Jewish Relations, pp. 57–68; and Ivan Rudnytsky’s
article in the same collection, “Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Nineteenth-
Century Ukrainian Political Thought,” pp. 69–84. Jewish-Ukrainian relations
during World War II are addressed in the present volume by John-Paul Himka.

46 On Jabotinsky, see Michael Stanislawski, Zionism and the Fin de Siècle:
Cosmopolitanism and Nationalism from Nordau to Jabotinsky (Berkeley,
2001); Israel Kleiner, From Nationalism to Universalism: Vladimir (Ze´ev)
Jabotinsky and the Ukrainian Question (Edmonton, 2000); Olga And riews ky
on Jabotinsky’s polemic with Petr Struve and, by extension, with Russian
liberalism on behalf of the Ukrainian cause, “Medved´ iz berlogi: Vladimir
Jabotinsky and the Ukrainian Question, 1904–1914,” Harvard Ukrainian
Studies 14, nos. 3–4 (1990): 249–67; Taras Hunczak, “A Reappraisal of
Symon Petliura and Ukrainian-Jewish Relations, 1917–1921,” Jewish Social
Studies 31, no. 3 (July 1969): 163–83. 

47 See the recent announcement of a tour organized by Shimon Redlich and
John-Paul Himka to explore the Ukrainian and Jewish features of Galicia.
Redlich is the author of a work in this vein, Together and Apart in Brzezany:
Poles, Jews, and Ukrainians, 1919–1945 (Bloomington, IN, 2002).
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48 On Dontsov, see Vasyĺ Rudko, “Dontsov i Lypynś kyi,” Harvard Ukrainian
Studies 9, nos. 3–4 (1985): 477–94; and Alexander J. Motyl, The Turn to the
Right: The Ideological Origins and Development of Ukrainian Nationalism,
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From an Ethnonational to a Multiethnic 

to a Transnational Ukrainian History

Andreas Kappeler 

At the beginning of January, the patriarch [of Jerusalem] himself, togeth-
er with the local metropolitan [of Kyiv], heading a procession of a thou-
sand horsemen, came out to greet him… Huge masses of people, the
whole folk came out of the city to greet him, and the Academy [greeted
him] with orations and acclamations, [calling him] Moses, deliverer,
savior, liberator of his people from Polish servitude, and well named
Bohdan, meaning God-given… [The other day] in church he stood in
the place of eminence, and all adored him, and some kissed his feet.

Verily, God is with you—He who appointed you for the liberation of
this chosen people from the slavery of the pagans, even as Moses once
liberated Israel from the slavery of the Pharaohs: He drowned the Egyp-
tians in the Red Sea, while you, with your sharp sword, destroyed the
Poles, who are more wicked than the Egyptians.

The first quotation is from the diary of Wojciech Miaskowski of Lviv, a
member of a Polish royal commission that visited Kyiv in January 1649,
when Bohdan Khmelnytsky returned there after a successful campaign
across most of Ukrainian territory. The author of the second quotation
was Paul, the son of the patriarch of Aleppo, who visited Ukraine sever-
al years later. These two sources have often been cited in Ukrainian his-
toriography, beginning with the work of Mykhailo Hrushevsky.1

In the chronicle of the Volhynian rabbi Nathan Hanover, however,
Khmelnytsky appears not as a new Moses but as an archenemy of the
Jews: 

I named my book The Deep Mire (Yeven Metzulah) because the words
of the psalmist allude to these terrible events and speak of the oppres-
sors, the Tatars and the Ukrainians, as well as of the arch-enemy, Chmiel,
may his name be blotted out, may God send a curse upon him… Now I
shall begin to record the brutal oppressions caused by Chmiel… Had
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not God spared us one, all Jews would have perished as did the city of
Sodom… Whoever failed to escape or was unable to flee was killed.2

Contemporary sources are thus irreconcilably opposed in their evalua-
tion of Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the Ukrainian revolution of 1648.
What for Ukrainians was the glorious liberation of the Orthodox from
the rule of the Polish Catholic nobility was for East European Jews their
first great persecution. The narratives of national historians generally
followed this pattern. I quote the émigré Encyclopedia of Ukraine (1984–
2001), which reflects the so-called statist school of Ukrainian historiog-
raphy: 

Khmelnytsky, Bohdan. Hetman of the Zaporozhian Host… Khmelnytsky’s
greatest achievement in the process of the national revolution was the
Cossack Hetman state of the Zaporozhian Host… His statesmanship
was demonstrated in all areas of state-building…  The national uprising
of 1648–57, headed by Bohdan Khmelnytsky, liberated a large part of
Ukrainian territory from Poland…3

The prerevolutionary Russian Jewish Encyclopaedia defines the
Khmel´nishchina (Khmelnytsky Uprising) as “a popular movement 
in Ukraine… that signified a great catastrophe in the history of Polish
Jewry.”4 The entry on Khmelnytsky in the German-language Ency -
clopaedia Judaica (1930) calls him a “Cossack hetman and leader of a
Ukrainian national rebellion against the rule of Polish magnates in the
years 1648–57 that was also directed against the Jews as their instruments.
The persecutions of the Jews under Khmelnytsky recall the events of
the Crusades and the Black Death.”5 Finally, the Encyclopae dia Judaica
(1972) represents Khmelnytsky as a precursor of the Shoah (Holocaust): 

Leader of the Cossack and peasant uprising against Polish rule in the
Ukraine in 1648 which resulted in the destruction of hundreds of Jewish
communities… In the annals of the Jewish people, Chmielnicki is
branded as “Chmiel the Wicked,” one of the most sinister oppressors of
the Jews of all generations, the initiator of the terrible 1648–49 mas-
sacres… Chmielnicki has gone down in history as the figure principally
responsible for the holocaust of Polish Jewry in the period, even though
in reality his control of events was rather limited.

In the Encyclopaedia Judaica there is also a picture of the Khmelnytsky
monument in Kyiv, with the following explanation: “This 17th-century
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butcher of Jews is still regarded as a Ukrainian national hero.”6 Thus, in
Jewish collective memory, the Khmelnytsky rebellion is the first major
catastrophe in a long history of suffering and persecution in Ukraine,
followed by the Koliivshchyna of 1768, the pogroms of 1881, 1905–6
and 1919–20, and finally by the Shoah during the Second World War. 

We also find negative characterizations of Khmelnytsky and his Cos-
sacks in Polish historiography. In the Polish tradition, the Ukrainian
Cossack revolt of the mid-seventeenth century has been regarded as the
first blow to the stability of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, set-
ting off an endless series of wars that finally led to the partitions of
Poland. In the late nineteenth century, Józef Szujski, the founder of the
Cracow historical school, described Khmelnytsky and the Ukrainian
Cossacks as “an impromptu entity without a national idea” character-
ized by “adventurism, bellicosity, and the quest for plunder… . Histori-
cal ideas whose traditions consist of nothing but butchers’ knives and
massacres cannot create anything, and they can only have deleterious
consequences.” The Cossacks, then, were regarded as untrustworthy
barbarians and traitors to Poland.7

In Russian and Soviet narratives, by contrast, Khmelnytsky and the
Ukrainian rebels of 1648 have a positive connotation as initiators of the
so-called reunion of Ukraine with Russia. As early as the mid-nine-
teenth century, the Russian historian Nikolai Ustrialov asserted that “the
major fact in the history of the Russian tsardom was the gradual devel-
opment of the idea of the necessity of reestablishing the Russian land
within the borders it had under Yaroslav” (that is, in the times of Kyivan
Rus´). Rus´ “repeatedly expressed its keen desire to return to the rule of
an Orthodox tsar,” which resulted in the Treaty of Pereiaslav, uniting the
“two Russias.”8 Although early Soviet historiography condemned tsarist
expansion and stressed Khmelnytsky’s class interests,9 in the 1930s it
reverted to the Russian national interpretation, which was canonized 
in 1954 by the “Theses on the Three-Hundredth Anniversary of the
Reunion of Ukraine with Russia”: 

Three hundred years ago, by the powerfully expressed will of the
Ukrainian people… the reunion of Ukraine with Russia was proclaimed.
This historic act culminated the long struggle of the freedom-loving
Ukrainian people against alien enslavers for reunion with the Russian
people in a single Russian state… By linking their destiny forever with
the fraternal Russian people, the Ukrainian people freed themselves
from foreign subjugation and ensured their national development.10
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Thus, for Soviet Ukrainian and Russian historiography, Khmelnytsky
was a positive national hero.11 During the Second World War, an Order
of Khmelnytsky was introduced (at the initiative of Ukrainian intellec-
tuals), and the city of Pereiaslav was renamed Pereiaslav-Khmelnytskyi;
in 1954, the Ukrainian town of Proskuriv was renamed Khmelnytskyi.12

In Ukrainian national historiography, oriented on Ukrainian inde-
pendence and state-building, the Pereiaslav Agreement was not accord-
ed extraordinary significance. It “did not change the political status of
Ukraine” and amounted only to a “symbolic claim of Muscovite suprema-
cy”; “the Zaporozhian Host remained a separate, independent state known
as the Rus´ state.”13 Debates between supporters of the Ukrainian and
Russian orientations were recently resumed in Ukraine in connection
with the 350th anniversary of the Khmelnytsky Uprising (1998) and the
Pereiaslav Agreement (2004).14

The controversial image of Khmelnytsky, the Ukrainian revolution
of 1648 and the Pereiaslav Agreement is only one of many examples of
competing or even exclusive national narratives and collective memo-
ries pertaining to the history of Ukraine. I could add the highly contro-
versial figure of Ivan Mazepa, who has been variously interpreted as a
national Ukrainian hero, a traitor to Russia, and a selfish feudal lord.
Among Ukrainian personalities of the twentieth century, Symon Petliura
has evoked contradictory judgments. The Encyclopedia of Ukraine
praises him as a “statesman and publicist; supreme commander of the
UNR Army and president of the Directory of the Ukrainian National
Republic” who “personified, perhaps more than any other person, the
struggle for Ukrainian independence.”15 According to the official Soviet
view, Petliura “was the leader of the Ukrainian counterrevolutionary
bourgeois-nationalist movement… who in fact led an antipopular policy
of bloody anti-Soviet and nationalistic terror.” “The Petliura movement
served foreign imperialists… and propagated bourgeois nationalism,
instigating national hatred between the Russian and Ukrainian peoples
and organizing Jewish pogroms.”16 This last point is taken up in Jewish
historical memory, where Petliura is presented as an exponent of a
perennial Ukrainian anti-Jewish tradition started by Khmelnytsky: 

Ukrainian nationalist leader held responsible for not having stopped the
wave of pogroms which engulfed the Jews in the Ukraine in 1919 and
1920… In the winter of 1919… his units turned into murderous bands
and perpetrated mass killings of Jews in the Ukrainian towns and town-
lets… Petlyura did little to stop the wave of mob violence which
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became endemic within the Ukrainian army and the gangs of rebellious
peasants, connected with his government… Ukrainian nationalists con-
sider Petlyura an outstanding leader and claim that he personally could
not be held responsible for the pogroms, because of the anarchical con-
ditions of the revolutionary period.17

Again, in the historiography of the Second World War in Ukraine, we
find four contradictory national narratives. The Russian narrative relies
on the myth of the Great Patriotic War and on the struggle of the Soviet
partisans against Nazi Germany and its collaborators. In the Polish nar-
rative, Poland is the main victim of Nazi and Soviet rule; the struggle 
of the Home Army against both foreign occupants and the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army (UPA) is emphasized. On the other hand, the (western)
Ukrainian narrative heroicizes the struggle of the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN-Bandera) and the UPA against the Soviet
forces. The Jewish narrative focuses on the Holocaust, perpetrated by
the Germans and their Slavic—above all, Ukrainian—accomplices. In
Russian, Polish and Jewish memories of the Second World War, at least
some Ukrainians figure as collaborators with Nazi Germany—traitors
and murderers in the tradition of Khmelnytsky, Mazepa and Petliura.
On the other hand, in (western) Ukrainian collective memory, Soviets
(Russians) and “Bolshevik Jews” are held responsible for ethnic cleans-
ings and deportations of Ukrainians in the years 1939–41 and 1944–47.
Despite some joint conferences and discussions, interpretations of this
war still differ widely.18

Different Traditions in Ukrainian Historiography

Ukrainian historiography has been—and is—by no means uniform, and
it still comprises different regional narratives. The extreme positions are
marked, on the one hand, by western Ukrainian traditions, according to
which Mazepa, Stepan Bandera and the UPA are heroes, and, on the
other hand, by interpretations oriented toward Russian and Soviet tradi-
tions, in which Mazepa, Bandera and the UPA figure mainly as traitors.
In a representative survey carried out in 1997, Mazepa was a positive
personality for 55 percent of respondents in western Ukraine, compared
with only 22 percent in eastern Ukraine. For Petliura, the percentages
were 31 and 6 respectively; for Bandera, 41 and 7. By contrast, Volodymyr
Shcherbytsky, the last first secretary of the Communist Party of Ukraine
from 1972 to 1989, garnered 18 and 31 percent respectively.19 These dif-
ferences in collective memory reflect, at least to some extent, the politi-
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cal cleavages in Ukraine between west and north on the one hand and
east and south on the other. Divided memory is a reality in today’s
Ukraine.

The examples cited show how contradictory the interpretations of
crucial figures and events of Ukrainian history are in various national
narratives, which often exclude one another. Most significantly, the
golden ages of national Ukrainian history coincide with the most tragic
periods of persecution and suffering in the historical memory of Ukrain-
ian Jews. Ukrainian narratives emphasizing national resistance to Pol-
ish, Russian and Soviet rule are incompatible with Polish, Russian and
Soviet collective memories, which tend to regard Ukrainians as subordi-
nate actors in their national histories. If they try to play an independent
role, they are treated as representatives of destructive and treacherous
historical forces. Thus the different national narratives are broadly irrec-
oncilable: there seems to be no common history of Ukraine.

Mark von Hagen asked thirteen years ago in Slavic Review: “Does
Ukraine have a history?” The discussion in the same issue of the journal
answered his rhetorical question in the affirmative but produced no
unanimous conclusion about the nature of Ukrainian history. In this
contribution I shall take up some of the questions raised in that discus-
sion, in which I also participated.20 The question remains open: What
should be regarded as Ukrainian history? Is it represented only by the
national Ukrainian narrative, focused on the Ukrainian people and their
attempts to create a Ukrainian national state? Or does it embrace the ter-
ritory of Ukraine, with its multiethnic population, from antiquity to the
present time? Do the other national narratives belong to Russian, Polish,
Jewish and Soviet history but not to Ukrainian history? Or are there
many different Ukrainian histories? Or, most radically, is Ukrainian his-
tory obsolete? In an epoch of European unification and globalization,
should it be replaced by European or global history?

There are, however, good reasons for a Ukrainian national approach.
Ukrainians living in empires and states dominated by Poles, Russians 
or Austrians during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries wrote their
national history against the grand narratives of the dominant nations and
empires. The construction of a Ukrainian past and of a collective memo-
ry, the invention of a national tradition, was one of the main elements of
Ukrainian nation-building. In that regard, Ukrainian historians followed
the general pattern of European historiographies, which universally
adopted the national paradigm.21
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Thus Mykhailo Hrushevsky presented his view of the history of
Ukraine-Rus´ in opposition to the “Traditional Scheme of ‘Russian’
History” (the title of his programmatic article of 1904), which posited
an unbroken sequence of reigns from Kyiv to Moscow and St. Peters-
burg. This imperial conception of Russian history was adopted by most
foreign historians of Eastern Europe and Russia, who followed the pat-
tern of an all-Russian history that included Ukraine and the Ukrainians.
For Hrushevsky, however, Kyivan Rus´ was a Ukrainian state that was
succeeded by the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia, the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania, and the Cossack Hetmanate. The so-called populist school 
of Ukrainian historiography, of which Hrushevsky was the most promi-
nent member, focused on the Ukrainian people, whose values and ideals
were represented in the Cossack myth of freedom and equality (égalité).
This national myth was diametrically opposed to the “aristocratic” val-
ues of the Polish nation and to the “autocratic” and “despotic” nature of
Russia. After the last golden age of the Cossack Hetmanate, Ukrainian
history was mostly a narrative of suffering and martyrdom under the rule
of foreign elites and states. Poles, Russians and Jews living in Ukraine
were perceived as agents of foreign rule and oppressors of the Ukrainian
people. There was no positive place for them in the Ukrainian national
narrative and in the collective memory of Ukrainians, nor is there one
today.

The populist school echoed the tradition, founded by Hegel and
Engels, that applied the term “non-historical” to peoples lacking conti-
nuities of state, elite and high culture. In its view, these deficits were
only gradually eliminated by the national movement of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, the so-called rebirth or renaissance of the
Ukrainian nation.22 The so-called statist school, founded by Viacheslav
Lypynsky, disputed the populist view and strove to elaborate the history
of Ukrainian elites in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the
Russian Empire, as well as the traditions of Ukrainian statehood. Both
variants of the national Ukrainian narrative, which were often intermin-
gled, survived in the emigration. They interpreted the Soviet period of
Ukrainian history as another era of foreign (Russian) rule and Ukrainian
martyrdom.

In the Soviet Union, the Ukrainian historical narrative had to be
adapted above all to Marxism-Leninism, the priorities of the class strug-
gle, and party-mindedness (partiinost´). In the 1930s, however, official
Soviet historiography took up the old imperial scheme under the new
guise of Soviet patriotism and the “friendship of peoples.” Of necessity,
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nationalism was exploited during the “Great Patriotic War,” which saw
a resurgence of ethnic and national elements in the historical narrative.
Although this applied mainly to the “great” Russian people, who were
considered more equal than their younger brothers and sisters, the new
tendency also manifested itself in Ukrainian history. The so-called “re -
union” of western Ukraine in 1939–44 united all Ukrainian territories
into a single state for the first time in modern history and was lauded as
the last stage (after 1654 and the partitions of Poland) of the Ukrainian
people’s age-old struggle for unity and friendship with “the great Rus -
sian people.” Ukrainian historians participated actively in the construc-
tion of a national Ukrainian narrative, although they did so within the
narrow limits of official ideology.23 The Soviet period was of crucial
importance for Ukrainian historical thinking and Ukrainian nation-build-
ing in general. As recent studies convincingly show, from the 1930s
Soviet ideology was not only committed to historical materialism but
also furthered a general “ethnicization” of society (for example, through
the ascriptive category of hereditary nationality) and an essentialist 
ethnonational approach to history.24

Thus, for post-Soviet Ukrainian historians, who had been educated
in the ideologies of Leninism and Soviet patriotism, the immediate
adoption of an ethnonational approach after 1991 represented no great
break, for ethnic nationalism and essentialism were already inherent in
Soviet ideology. But the post-Soviet Ukrainian state, established in
1991 on the basis of the Soviet Ukrainian republic and its elites, needed
supplementary historical legitimization in order to deconstruct the Sovi-
et historical myths. The traditional national approach, anterior to the
Soviet Union and transmitted from North America by émigré historiog-
raphy, was revived. The prerevolutionary narratives of Hrushevsky and
Lypynsky, banned in Soviet times, became the new guiding concepts,
and Hrushevsky became the canonized model for post-Soviet Ukrainian
historians. The national myths of Cossackdom and of the thousand-year-
old traditions of Ukrainian statehood (according to the Declaration of
Independence of 24 August 1991) were reconstructed, as was the tradi-
tion of Ukrainian populism and martyrology.25

The tradition of suffering was reinforced in post-Soviet historiogra-
phy by the tragic experiences of Soviet rule, culminating in the famine
of 1932–33, and by the Chernobyl disaster of 1986. The Great Famine
(holodomor), caused by the Stalinist Soviet government and denied by
the Soviet authorities until 1988, became the most important new ele-
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ment of Ukrainian collective memory. It serves to delegitimize Soviet
rule and counteract strong Soviet traditions. The famine was officially
designated a genocide of the Ukrainian people and sometimes termed
the Ukrainian Holocaust.26 The implicit contention that Ukrainians had
been victims of a genocide in the 1930s—one that was equated with the
Nazi extermination of the Jews—is not only a major element in Ukrain-
ian national martyrology but may also be interpreted as a response to
allegations of a so-called perennial Ukrainian anti-Semitism and of
Ukrainian collaboration with Nazi Germany during the Second World
War. The identification of the Holodomor with the Holocaust has, how-
ever, been rejected by most non-Ukrainian historians.27 It challenges the
singular and exclusive place of the Holocaust and Auschwitz in the col-
lective memory not only of Jews but also of most Western Europeans
and Americans. 

This very approximate picture of current Ukrainian historiography
does not take into account the many differing views now current mainly
among historians of the younger generation and in some regional histor-
ical schools.28 Nevertheless, if we look at the contents of recent general
surveys of Ukrainian history written by Ukrainians in Ukraine and
abroad, the general pattern remains that of a national historical mytholo-
gy founded by Hrushevsky and Lypynsky, combining the history of the
Ukrainian people with that of the present-day territory of the Ukrainian
state. It focuses on the history of the Cossacks, the Ukrainian national
movement, and the development of a Ukrainian high culture; on the suf-
ferings of Ukrainians under Polish, Russian and Soviet rule; and on the
traditions of Ukrainian statehood from Kyivan Rus´ to the Cossack Het-
manate and the People’s Republic of 1917–20, culminating in the post-
Soviet Ukrainian national state.29 This revived Ukrainian national histo-
ry, based mainly on the canonized schemes of prerevolutionary histori-
ans (novonarodnytstvo and novoderzhavnytstvo), and constituting above
all a history of the Ukrainians, has its merits. It fulfills the important
task of legitimizing and strengthening the new Ukrainian state and the
fragile Ukrainian nation. It serves as a counterweight to Soviet tradi-
tions, still vital in the minds of many citizens of Ukraine. It also seeks
to oppose the Russocentric imperial view, which includes and absorbs
Ukrainians into an all-Russian history and dominates historiography not
only in Russia but also in Western Europe and North America. 
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From an Ethnonational to a Multiethnic Approach

The ethnonational narrative of Ukrainian history, however, also has its
weaknesses. It remains incomplete and reflects the “incompleteness” 
or “deficits” of a so-called non-historical nation that lacks continuity 
of statehood, ethnic elites and high culture. Ukraine’s historical demo-
graphic characteristics themselves suggest a multiethnic approach. Until
the Second World War, the territory of the contemporary Ukrainian state
comprised numerically strong groups of Russians, Poles, Jews, Ger-
mans, Czechs, Belarusians, Crimean Tatars, Romanians, Bulgarians,
Greeks, Hungarians, Armenians, Roma, and Sinti, as well as other eth-
nic groups. Only after the “ethnic cleansings” and mass murders of the
war did Ukraine cease to be a multiethnic land and become a biethnic
Ukrainian-Russian country, with only small minorities.

A historical narrative that excludes non-Ukrainians cannot adequate-
ly relate the history of statehood, elites and high cultures in Ukraine; the
history of trade and industrialization; or the economic, social and cultur-
al life of Ukrainian cities, which were populated by large non-Ukrainian
majorities during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This is
demonstrated in an important article by Yaroslav Hrytsak about the mul-
ticultural history of Lviv.30 The virtual absence of Jews in most text-
books of Ukrainian history published before and after 1991 is especially
striking. If Jews are mentioned at all, they appear as an alien element
and are not integrated into the Ukrainian narrative.31 A strict limitation
to ethnic Ukrainians restricts the narrative (at least for the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries) largely to peasants and agriculture, priests, and
a small number of intellectuals. Similar problems pertain to the history
of Ukrainian culture, which cannot be understood in an exclusively 
ethnic Ukrainian framework. Even such Ukrainian personalities—now
mythic figures—as Petro Mohyla, Ivan Mazepa, Taras Shevchenko,
Mykola Kostomarov, Mykhailo Drahomanov, Ivan Franko, Mykhailo
Hrushevsky, Viacheslav Lypynsky, Symon Petliura, Dmytro Dontsov
and many others were educated in a multicultural milieu and wrote their
works in several languages. Their historical role can be adequately under-
stood only in a multifaceted Ukrainian, East Slavic, all-Russian, Rus -
sian imperial, Polish, Habsburg-German, and/or European framework.

Thus a narrow ethnonational narrative cannot offer a comprehensive,
balanced Ukrainian history. Ukrainian history cannot be presented with-
out taking account of the history of Ukrainian Poles, Jews and Russians;
Ukrainian culture cannot be understood without considering Ukrainian-
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Polish, Ukrainian-Jewish and Ukrainian-Russian interrelations. I there-
fore plead for the opening up of the narrow mono-ethnonational approach
and for a multiethnic history of Ukraine. This idea is not new. Such
Ukrainian national thinkers of the nineteenth century as Kostomarov
and Drahomanov already propagated a multiethnic, federalist approach
to Ukrainian history. Soviet histories of the Ukrainian SSR usually
avoided an overtly ethnic Ukrainian approach but underlined the coop-
eration of the progressive forces of all nationalities, above all the friend-
ship of the Russian elder brother with his younger Ukrainian sister.32

The Soviet myth of the “friendship of peoples,” which meant above all
friendship with the elder Russian brother, may discredit a multiethnic
approach in post-Soviet Ukraine. But Soviet dogma, which selected
only ideologically correct elements of history, harmonized interethnic
relations, and concealed crucial events such as the man-made famine of
1932–33 and the Holocaust, cannot serve as a model for a new multieth-
nic history. Nevertheless, we must consider that some Ukrainians may
perceive multiethnicity as a surreptitious resurrection of the slogan of
“friendship of peoples,” which aimed at merging all nations into a heav-
ily Russian-dominated Soviet people.

In non-Soviet historiography some attempts have already been made
to include non-Ukrainians in the narrative of Ukrainian history. I have
already mentioned Mark von Hagen’s seminal article, which pleaded for
a consideration of “subnational, transnational and international process-
es” in order “to challenge the nation state’s conceptual hegemony.”33

More than thirteen years ago, I tried to cover the history of non-Ukraini -
ans at least partially in my Brief History of Ukraine.34 The most success-
ful attempt may be Paul Robert Magocsi’s History of Ukraine, which
deliberately strives to overcome an exclusive ethnonational approach:
“While this book also traces the evolution of Ukrainians, it tries as well
to give judicious treatment to the many other peoples who developed
within the borders of Ukraine, including the Greeks, the Crimean Tatars,
the Poles, the Russians, the Jews, the Germans, and the Romanians.”35

Despite such declarations, these and other histories of Ukraine, includ-
ing mine, remain focused mainly on ethnic Ukrainians. They do not
really integrate the history of other ethnic groups into the narrative but
usually present it in supplementary paragraphs on minorities.

What could a multiethnic history of Ukraine look like? I asked myself
whether my own Russia as a Multiethnic Empire, published sixteen
years ago, could serve as a model. There I tried to counter the dominant
Russocentric view of Russian history by adopting a multiethnic approach,
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taking account of the non-Russians on the peripheries. Writing a multi-
ethnic history of Russia was, however, easier than drafting a history of
Ukraine, because I could use the Russian Empire as a general frame-
work. Accordingly, the central element of Russian historical conscious-
ness—the Russian state—was not put into question. The book was
translated into Russian and favorably reviewed by Russian historians.36

Ukrainian history, however, lacks such a stable political framework, 
and a multiethnic approach jeopardizes the very essence of the populist
national idea—the Ukrainian people as the main element of national
history.

Nonetheless, one could try to tell the history of Ukraine from a mul-
tiethnic perspective. Such an approach would have to take into account
the contradictory images of Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the Ukrainian
revolution of 1648; Symon Petliura and the Ukrainian People’s Repub-
lic; and the Second World War (including the Holocaust and the Ukrain-
ian-Polish struggles) in the historical memories of Ukrainians, Jews,
Poles, and Russians, as mentioned above. Discussions on these delicate
topics have begun, especially between Ukrainian and Polish historians,
but much remains to be done.

A multiethnic perspective cannot limit itself to a martyrology of the
Ukrainian people, culminating in the Holodomor, but has to include the
sufferings of the other ethnic groups of Ukraine under tsarist, Soviet 
and Nazi rule; the murder of tens of thousands of Jews in 1648–49 and
1918–20, as well as the extermination of Ukrainian Jews under German
rule; the extermination and deportations of hundred of thousands of
Ukrainian Poles, Ukrainian Ukrainians and Ukrainian Russians by the
Nazi and Stalinist regimes; and the deportation of Ukrainian Germans
and Crimean Tatars by Stalin. Instead of engaging in an ethnocentric
competition centering on the questions “Who has suffered most?” and
“Who had the greatest number of victims?” one should tell what is
known about all the atrocities of the past, their victims and perpetrators,
regardless of ethnic origin. Ukrainian historical memory, which usually
represents Ukrainians only as victims, must include the narrative of
Ukrainian executioners involved in mass killings of Jews and Poles. On
the other hand, one should relate the stories of people of various ethnic
origins who tried to oppose the atrocities and help their victims.37

A multiethnic Ukrainian history cannot be reduced to the narratives
of the Cossacks, Khmelnytsky and Mazepa, Shevchenko and Franko,
Hrushevsky, the UNR and Petliura, Dontsov and Bandera. It must include
the so-called Little Russians (malorosy) from Teofan Prokopovych,
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Petro Zavadovsky and Viktor Kochubei to Nikolai Gogol, Vladimir
Korolenko, Vladimir Vernadsky, Mykhailo Tuhan-Baranovsky and Anna
Akhmatova-Horenko to Mykola Pidhorny (Nikolai Podgorny) and Petr
Grigorenko (Petro Hryhorenko) and their mutable, multiple and situa-
tional identities and loyalties. The non-Ukrainian (Russian, all-Russian,
Soviet) elements of their lives, activities and identifications have to be
taken into account. Elites and intellectuals of premodern times and
modern empires usually had multiple, situational and fluid ethnic or
national identities or identifications. Many personalities of Ukrainian
history cannot adequately be described as Ukrainians, Russians, Poles
or Jews, but their lives and historical roles have to be told as multiethnic
or transethnic stories. Additionally, a multiethnic Ukrainian history 
has to embrace personalities of non-Ukrainian background connected
with Ukraine, among them Ukrainian Poles, such as Juliusz Słowacki,
Jarosław DΩbrowski, Kazimir Malevich and Józef Wittlin; Ukrainian
Russians, such as Ilia Repin, Aleksandra Yefimenko, Sergei Prokofiev,
Andrei Zheliabov, Mikhail Bulgakov, and Nikita Khrushchev; Ukrain-
ian Romanians, such as Petro Mohyla and Danylo Apostol; Ukrainian
Greeks, such as Grigorios Maraslis; Ukrainian Jews, such as Israel
Ba’al Shem Tov, Chaim Nachman Bialik and Sholem Aleichem; Ukrain -
ian Russians of Jewish origin, such as Isaak Babel, Nathan Milstein,
Leon Trotsky, Grigorii Zinoviev, or Lazar Kaganovich; Ukrainian Poles
of Jewish origin, such as Bruno Schultz; Ukrainian Austrians/Germans
of Jewish origin, such as Joseph Roth, Martin Buber, Paul Celan, and
Rose Ausländer; Ukrainian Germans, such as the Falts-Fain family,
Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, or Sviatoslav Richter. Such a multicultur-
al view of Ukrainian history and Ukrainian culture can open the way to
communication with other cultures in Ukraine and abroad. On the other
hand, Polish, Russian, Jewish, German and Austrian historical narra-
tives must take account of the Ukrainian environment and Ukrainian
cultural influences on many of their historical personalities. The most
prominent example may be the divergent interpretation of Gogol in
Russian and Ukrainian scholarship.38

A multiethnic history cannot limit itself to a juxtaposition of differ-
ent ethnonational narratives but has to analyze their interaction and
interdependence; the reciprocal influences, contacts and conflicts of 
the various ethnonational groups. Here the recent historiographical
approaches of “transnational” or “transcultural” history could provide
new impulses. They are based on multiperspectivity and comparison,
and they investigate interactions, communications, and overlapping phe-
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nomena and entanglements between states, nations, societies, economies,
regions and cultures. They aim at broadening historians’ ethnocentric,
nation-centered and Eurocentric perspectives. They reintroduce the 
category of territoriality and space at different levels (the nation-state
being only one among others), in conjunction with the recent “spatial
turn” in history.39 For more than twenty years now, the history of cultur-
al and intercultural transfers, the exchange of symbolic and material
artifacts, and the analysis of reciprocal perceptions has been a fruitful
field of research whose goal, in part, is a transnational history of Europe
and the world.40 This approach has been conceptualized in studies of
histoire croisée (entangled history) or divided history, especially between
Germany and France. Such studies address either the more traditional
history of political relations or the new cultural history.41 The histoire
croisée of Germany and East Central Europe, and especially Poland, has
yet to be written, but initial conceptual contributions have been made by
Jürgen Kocka and Philipp Ther.42 For the Russian-Polish connection,
we have the studies of Klaus Zernack and Martin Schulze Wessel.43

A triangular and quadrangular histoire croisée of France, Germany, 
Italy and Russia has been engaged in two collective volumes.44 The con-
cepts of cultural transfer and histoire croisée can readily be applied to
Ukrainian history, which could be conceptualized as a Ukrainian-Polish-
Russ ian-Jewish histoire croisée. There have been initial attempts at
writing Ukrainian-Russian, Ukrainian-Polish, Ukrainian-Jewish, and
Ukrainian-German entangled histories, though mostly in collections of
articles.45 Especially noteworthy is the recent publication of three vol-
umes on Ukraine and Russia in Historical Retrospect by the Institute of
Ukrainian History at the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.46

A thought ful attempt at a Polish-Lithuanian-Belarusian and Polish-
Ukrainian histoire croisée is Timothy Snyder’s recent work, The Recon-
struction of Nations.47

A focus on migrations and cultural transfers could help explain the
history of regions such as the Kuban, Galicia and Bukovyna or of émi-
gré communities in Western Europe or America. In the case of southern
Ukraine (Novorosiia) since the eighteenth century, a multiethnic history
has to include not only Ukrainians, Russians, Poles and Jews, but also
Greeks, Bulgarians, Armenians, Germans, Tatars, Romanians, Sinti and
Roma. A multiethnic turn could encourage the development of new
directions in Ukrainian historical scholarship. Today most Ukrainian
historians are specialists in the history of ethnic Ukrainians and Ukrain-
ian statehood (the Cossacks, the national movement, the Ukrainian Peo-
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ple’s Republic, and so on), while few are working on Poles, Russians or
Germans in Ukraine and on their histoire croisée.

Because of the national paradigm and a virtual taboo in the Soviet
era, there are still only a few specialists in Jewish history and culture in
Ukraine. Although there were important institutions of Jewish studies 
in Ukraine during the nineteenth century and in the 1920s, among them
the Zhytomyr Rabbinical College, the Jewish Historical and Ethno-
graphic Commission, and the Institute of Proletarian Jewish Culture,
today in Ukraine there is, as far as I know, no major scholarly center or
university chair of Jewish studies with adequate training in Yiddish and
Hebrew and in Jewish culture and religion—quite an anomalous situa-
tion in a country whose Jewish population was of crucial importance to
its history and historical memory. Nevertheless, some action has been
taken in the past few years. A non-governmental Institute of Jewish
Studies, founded in Kyiv in 1997, has published a whole series of books
on Jewish-Ukrainian history and culture and is collaborating with insti-
tutions in Israel and Russia. Among other projects, it is preparing an
encyclopedia on the Jews of Ukraine.48 In recent years a growing num-
ber of publications on Jewish-Ukrainian history have appeared, espe-
cially on the Holocaust in Ukraine.49 In Dnipropetrovsk, the non-gov-
ernmental Tkuma All-Ukrainian Center for the Study of the Holocaust
organizes regular conferences and seminars.50 One stream of Jewish
studies in Ukraine was revisionist and tried to rewrite Ukrainian-Jewish
history as an account of a non-antagonistic relationship. Such an inter-
pretation is politically motivated and unconvincing from a scholarly
point of view.

But these are only modest beginnings. The situation of Jewish stud-
ies in Russian universities and in the framework of the Russian Acade-
my of Sciences is better than in Ukraine.51 On the other hand, historians
in Russia do have problems with Ukrainian history. Aside from the
work of individual scholars such as Mikhail Dmitriev, Boris Floria,
Alexei Miller, Tatiana Yakovleva, and Lev Zaborovsky, three small
scholarly centers devoted to Ukrainian history have opened in Moscow
and St. Petersburg.52 In Poland, however, there are already well-estab-
lished centers and specialists in Jewish and Ukrainian history that could
serve as models for Ukrainian scholarship.53

A multiethnic approach to Ukrainian history could help overcome
the divided memories mentioned at the beginning of this article. They
cannot and need not be bridged, nor is there any need to reach compro-
mises. The main goal will be to promote understanding of other per-
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spectives and interpretations. The bilateral Ukrainian-Polish and (less
often) Ukrainian-Russian and Ukrainian-Israeli historical conferences
have been important first steps. But there is much more to be done, and
not only on the Ukrainian side. After seventeen years of independence
and the Orange Revolution of late 2004, the political task of Ukrainian
historiography cannot consist only of legitimizing the ethnic Ukrainian
nation. The time is ripe to elaborate a historical narrative based on the
concept of a multiethnic civic nation undergirded by the Ukrainian con-
stitution. 

From a Multiethnic to a Transnational Approach

A multiethnic approach to Ukrainian history, however, also has its
shortcomings. In a postnational era that aspires to transcend the borders
of national states and the limits of national histories, a focus on eth-
nonational issues, whether on a single ethnic group or on multiethnicity,
is somewhat outdated. This also applies in some measure to “transna-
tional studies,” histoires croisées and comparative studies. Although
they are helpful in overcoming exclusivist national analytical frame-
works and ethnonational historical narratives that focus only on one
nation (the dominant model in Europe since the nineteenth century),
they do not alter the very concept of the nation and/or the ethnic group
and/or the nation-state, which remain their fundamental units of analy-
sis.54 A transnational perspective, however, could mean one that over-
comes national categories.

First of all, the ethnonational paradigm, including a multiethnic or
multinational one, involves the danger of essentialism—a primordialist
approach in which ethnic groups and nations are projected back into
history. Such an approach does not sufficiently take into account that
ethnic groups and nations are constructs and processes with open begin-
nings and open ends. Over the course of history, ethnic and national cat-
egories were in constant flux; hence the terms Ukraine and Ukrainians,
Russia and Russians, Poland and Poles, Jews or Tatars designate quite
different entities embodying different meanings and modes of self-con-
ceptualization in the thirteenth, seventeenth, nineteenth or twentieth
centuries. The use of the terms “nations,” “national” and “transnational”
is questionable with regard to premodern epochs.

Another weakness of the ethnonational approach is its teleological
narrative, which usually begins with the homeland or with ethnogenesis,
leading inexorably from the ethnic group to the nation and finally to the
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ethnonational state as the crowning fulfillment of history. This scheme
recalls the stages of historical materialism from the primeval formation
to feudalism, capitalism, socialism, and communism. Instead of class
struggle, national or national-liberation movements are considered the
main driving forces of history.

The national narrative usually does not take into account alternatives
to the formation of contemporary ethnic groups and nations; in the
Ukrainian case, for example, the possible formation of a Ruthenian
nation in Poland-Lithuania embracing both Ukrainians and Belarusians;
the possible development of a Little Russian nation in Left-Bank Ukraine
in the eighteenth century; or the possible creation of a Ruthenian Greek-
Catholic nation (to the exclusion of Orthodox Ukrainians in Russia) in
Austrian and Polish Galicia; or of a Rusyn nation in Carpathian Ukraine.55

A counterfactual history could ask why Ukrainian nation-building was
not halted at a pre-state stage, as was the case for some national move-
ments in Western Europe, such as the Occitans/Provençals or the Bre-
tons in France (comparisons made quite frequently by Ukrainians in the
tsarist empire).56 Such alternative views of nation-building apply, of
course, not only to Ukrainian but also to Russian, Polish and Jewish his-
torical narratives.

An essentialist ethnonational approach tends to overlook other his-
torical forces, such as estates, social groups and classes, states and pow-
er structures, religions, and economic factors. In ethnonationalist dis-
course, these factors are often subordinated to ethnicity and nationalism,
although ethnonational elements usually were not decisive historical
factors before the nineteenth century and, in many cases, even later. It 
is important to overcome this essentialist ethnonational perspective and
assign ethnic and national categories their proper place as historical
forces. Instead of ethnonational categories, transethnic and transnational
factors—social, economic, demographic, religious—should be empha-
sized, as should the history of mentalities and everyday life and the new
cultural and gender history. In the Soviet Union, the dominant dogmas
of Marxism-Leninism and Soviet patriotism hampered the adoption of
alternative historiographic theories and methods. In post-Soviet Ukraine,
the dominant ethnonational approach makes it difficult for non-national
theories and methodologies to be accepted or even discussed. National
history, however, involves the danger of isolation and provincialization.
This is especially true for Ukrainian historiography, which was particu-
larly isolated and provincialized in Soviet times. Significantly, among
the numerous modern theories and methodologies of contemporary his-
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toriography, in Ukraine it is mostly the concepts of nationalism that
have been well elaborated.57

As a consequence, new theories and methods such as the new cultural
history, gender history, historical anthropology, historical demography,
the history of everyday life, and mental mapping are used only reluc-
tantly in the mainstream of current Ukrainian historiography. One
example: In November 2000, when I co-organized a workshop on “His-
torical Forms of Family in Russia and Ukraine in the European Frame-
work,” I had enormous difficulty in finding any candidates from Ukraine
who were well informed about international discussions in this field
(including, for example, debates on the so-called Hajnal Line between
the “European” and “non-European” marriage pattern) and had done
new empirical studies on family history in Ukraine. 58 This surprised me
because the history of the peasant family is at the heart of the populist
view of Ukrainian history. The same is true for other fields of historical
demography and transnational migration studies, although migrations
into and out of Ukraine are a principal element of Ukrainian history.59

Peasants, who constituted the great majority of the population of Ukraine
until the twentieth century and were the protagonists of populist Ukrain-
ian historiography, have been generally neglected. Their mentalities,
daily lives, families, communes, gender relations, economic organiza-
tion, education, beliefs, legal affairs and leisure pursuits have been
largely ignored by scholars. This is especially true for Russian Ukraine;
less so for Galicia. Because of the focus on ethnicity, interactions and
similarities between Ukrainian peasants and Russian or Polish peasants
have been overlooked, limiting our knowledge about the peculiarities of
Ukrainian peasants and their regional groups.60

Since the “spatial turn,” mental mapping, the construction of space,
and questions of territoriality have also become productive fields of
research. Thus it would be interesting to have a history of the Dnipro
River, the steppe, the Carpathian Mountains, and the Black Sea, includ-
ing Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian imaginations, just as we have histories
of the Rhine, the Danube and the Alps. Comparisons between the (Ukrain-
ian, Polish, Slovak, Hungarian, and Romanian) inhabitants of the Carpathi-
ans and their pastoral economies, ways of life and mentalities with
mountaineers in the Alps, the Balkans and the Caucasus would be fruit-
ful. History should not be treated only on the level of the nation and the
state but also on sublevels such as towns, villages and regions, families
and individuals. Microhistorical studies are one of the blossoming fields
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of contemporary research, providing insights not only into local struc-
tures but general ones as well.61

On the other hand, supranational levels are becoming much more
important in transnational history. Thus the history of empires has
expanded in recent years. For Ukrainian history, the framework of
Poland-Lithuania and of the Russian, Austrian and Soviet empires is
crucial. Fortunately, some Ukrainian historians are participating in proj-
ects and contributing to journals devoted to the comparative study of
empires.62 Nonetheless, virtually no new monographs devoted to the
history of the Russian or Austrian empires and the respective place of
Ukraine in their framework have been published. Another supranational
level is that of culture and religion. A supranational history of Ortho-
doxy—not only of the Orthodox churches and clergies but also of popu-
lar beliefs and everyday religion—has yet to be written. Here again,
comparisons with Russian Orthodoxy are crucial. Ukraine and its expe-
rience of several unions with the Roman Catholic Church would be of
special interest to comparative religious history. It could be compared
with the cases of Belarus and Romania, which also had Orthodox and
Uniate churches, and with the Gregorian and Uniate Armenians. Ukrain-
ian Orthodox and Uniates (Greek Catholics) should be integrated into
the comparative history of confessions and confessionalization in
Europe, which is still generally limited to Roman Catholicism and
Protestantism.63 Ukraine should be integrated into the study of cultural
transfers. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the metrop-
olises of St. Petersburg, Vienna, Budapest, Prague, Berlin, and Paris
influenced architecture, theater, music, literature, and fashion in Ukraine,
while Ukrainians, for their part, took their experience abroad. The trans-
fer of knowledge and science could be another field of research, encom-
passing not only the impact of Polish, German, Russian and other schol-
ars on Ukrainian universities but also the influence of Ukrainian schol-
ars who emigrated to other countries, from Yepifanii Slavynetsky and
Teofan Prokopovych (Feofan Prokopovich) to Dmytro Chyzhevsky and
Omeljan Pritsak.

European and global history are other expanding scholarly fields
already established as new subdisciplines of the historical sciences. In
an era of globalization we realize how closely interconnected the world
is. These interrelations, however, were already important in earlier peri-
ods, as shown by the examples of the Silk Road and the Pax Mongolica
or the diffusion of epidemics. Global history is thus connected with
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transnational history and histoire croisée. The interrelation of various
levels of research, from the global to the local, is of crucial importance.

On a subnational level, regional transethnic history is an important
focus. This applies to Ukraine, with its various historical regions that 
do not always coincide with political and ethnic borders but overlap
them. Examples are Sloboda Ukraine on the Ukrainian-Russian border;
Polisia and Podlachia in the Ukrainian-Belarusian-Polish borderlands;
Galicia, with its Ukrainian-Polish-Jewish-Austrian/German traditions;
Bukovyna, with its Ukrainian-Romanian-Jewish-Austrian/German
inhabitants; and the Carpathian mountain region, inhabited by Ukraini-
ans, Poles, Slovaks, Hungarians, and Romanians. All these regions had
ethnically mixed populations that cannot be categorized in clear-cut
national terms, as witness the inhabitants of Polisia and Podlachia
(tuteshni, tuteishi, tutejsi, polishchuky), the Donbas (donechchany
speaking surzhyk), southern Ukraine (chornomortsi, novorosiiany),
Carpatho-Rusyns and others. A transnational perspective also involves
comparisons between European regions. The Donbas could be com-
pared with other centers of industrialization such as Upper Silesia, the
Ruhrgebiet or the DΩbrowa Basin; Galicia with the Grand Duchy of
Pozna≈ or Transylvania; Bukovyna with the Banat and Bessarabia;
southern Ukraine with Wallachia, the Southern Volga region or Siberia.
The analysis of transnational groups such as the Sinti/Roma, Vlakhs
(Aromunians) and Cossacks, which did not become modern nations,
could be of special interest. For Ukrainian history, the steppe frontier
(Ukraïna), extending eastward to the Volga, Yaik/Ural and Terek regions,
was of crucial importance. A comparative approach to the history of
frontiers and Cossacks as typical frontiersmen could yield new insights.
There could be comparative studies not only of the different Cossack
hosts but also of Cossacks and other frontier societies, such as those of
the Uskoks and Haiduks on the Habsburg-Ottoman military border, or
those on the frontiers of Asia and America.64

One of the traditional branches of regional history is the history of
towns, which also lends itself to comparative studies. For example,
comparative research projects at the universities of Leipzig and Vienna
include Ukrainian towns.65

In general, comparative studies are one of the promising approaches
of transnational history, especially if the comparison is not between eth-
nic groups and nations but between other entities. This also implies the
growing importance of a transnational historiography. The traditional
close relationship between historiography, the nation and the nation-
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state could be overcome by intensified cooperation between historians
of different nations, states and continents. Joint international projects
would promote multiperspectivity and transnational approaches, while
counteracting exclusive ethnonational approaches.66

Summary

A multiethnic history of Ukraine could be an important complement to
the traditional ethnonational approach. It can also be understood as a
step toward the creation of a transethnic or transnational history. For
two centuries, historians mostly wrote national histories focusing on
ethnic groups, nations and nation-states. By and large they projected
their national ideologies onto prenational epochs in which dynastic,
social, regional, gender, religious and other identifications and loyalties
were usually more important than ethnicity. Yet ethnonational and mul-
tiethnic approaches tend to overestimate ethnic and national forces in
history and to give teleological explanations. They should be corrected
by a transethnic and transnational historiography appropriate to the 
era of globalization and European unification. This would help rela-
tivize mutual stereotypes of “Ukrainian nationalists and anti-Semites”;
“Mazepists,” “Petliurists” and “Banderites”; “Russian imperialists and
despots”; “Jewish exploiters, Bolsheviks and cosmopolitans”; and “Pol-
ish lords” disdaining Ukrainian “priests and peasants.” 

Such a postnational or transnational turn may be early for Ukrainian
historiography, which has not yet emancipated itself fully from the
Soviet, Polish and Russian national and imperial grand narratives that
were dominant for centuries. Other European historiographies needed
much more time to develop a postnational and transnational perspec-
tive. On the other hand, with the Orange Revolution, the first phase of
Ukraine’s national consolidation may have been successfully achieved.
The time could be ripe for a second phase of multiethnic or even (a third
step) transnational history. All this does not mean that an ethnonational
history of Ukraine will be rendered obsolete. It will serve the belated
Ukrainian nation by supplying its adherents with a common past and
national myths. Interest in explaining the history of the Ukrainian ethnic
group, nation and statehood will persist. Studies of the Ukrainian Cos-
sacks and the Hetmanate, national movements, national ideologies, and
national heroes will remain legitimate fields of the historical profession.
But Ukrainian historiography of the twenty-first century needs a diver-
sification of approaches, theories and methods. This includes multieth-
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nic and transnational approaches, comparative studies, and a method-
ological pluralism attuned to international scholarly discussions and
standards. 

All this is relevant not only to the historical profession but also to
politics. A multiethnic and transnational view of Ukrainian history can
help create a civic society based on citizenship and the rule of law, not
primarily on Ukrainian ethnicity. The Orange Revolution may have pre-
pared Ukraine for a civic nation-state with a focus on a constitutional
and not an ethnic patriotism. Such a reorientation could be an important
means of integrating diverse ethnic and regional groups into a civic
transethnic Ukrainian nation. As the elections from 1991 to 2007 have
shown, there are cleavages between the regions of Ukraine, especially
between the west, center and north on the one hand and the east and
south on the other. This applies not only to political options but also to
collective memories. Many citizens of Ukraine will not accept an exclu-
sive ethnonational perspective. Personalities like Ivan Mazepa, Symon
Petliura and Stepan Bandera cannot serve as national integrative person -
alities and myths for many Ukrainians. Perhaps only Bohdan Khmelnyts-
ky could be an acceptable candidate. But his positive memory is not
reconcilable with the negative Jewish and Polish images. Competing
and divided historical memories, such as those mentioned at the begin-
ning of this article, are often barriers to mutual understanding, not only
between ethnic and regional groups within a state but also between
nations and states. 

It is therefore important to deal in an open and scholarly manner
with all the ghosts of the past that have been praised or blamed in Sovi-
et and Ukrainian national, Russian, Polish, and Jewish historiography.
Difficult questions of Ukrainian-Jewish, Ukrainian-Polish and Ukrain-
ian-Russian relations in the times of Khmelnytsky, the Revolution and
the Second World War must be investigated from a multiethnic and
transnational perspective. This applies not only to Ukraine but also to 
its relations with its neighbors and with other countries. The modifica-
tion and diversification of the ethnonational approach to history is also
important for Ukraine’s integration into the European scholarly commu-
nity and the European Union. Although a united Europe will not destroy
ethnic groups and nations, it needs multiethnic and transnational per-
spectives, as well as citizens who are not blinkered by narrow ethnona-
tional views but prepared to cooperate and listen to other arguments and
perspectives. 
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The Transnational Paradigm of Historiography

and Its Potential for Ukrainian History 

Philipp Ther

The American historian Ronald Suny once wrote pointedly about the
institutionalization of history in the nineteenth century: “History as a
discipline helped to constitute the nation, even as the nation determined
the categories in which history was written and the purposes it was to
serve.”1 One need only mention the name of Mykhailo Hrushevsky to
confirm the validity of this statement. He was not only the most impor-
tant Ukrainian historian of the nineteenth century but also a preeminent
nation-builder, like the Czech historian Franti≥ek Palacký.2 Hru-
shevsky’s uniqueness in the history and historiography of Ukraine is
based on a structural phenomenon. Building a nation within the frame-
work of an empire required the construction of a national history that
laid claim to a particular territory and people. This task was especially
difficult in the Ukrainian lands, where in the nineteenth century there
was neither an uninterrupted tradition of statehood nor an established
high culture with a standardized language. By general European stan-
dards, this was not an exceptional situation. The parallel with the Czech
national movement has already been mentioned, but there were also
similarities with the Croatian and Lithuanian movements, as well as
with some West European national movements, such as the Catalonian.3

Unlike these “small” European nations, as defined by Hroch, pres-
ent-day Ukraine extends across a very large and diverse territory and
was ruled by various empires and nation-states. These multiple contexts
make it difficult to write a compact history of Ukraine on the model of a
history of the Czech lands, which, after all, have a fairly continuous his-
tory within one empire. However, this diversity has attracted Western
historians, who have no personal or family links to Ukraine. Renowned
specialists on Ukraine such as Andreas Kappeler and Mark von Hagen
began their careers as students of the Russian Empire, while others,
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such as the present author, came to study Ukraine after an initial con-
centration on the Habsburg Empire and Poland. Furthermore, Ukraine’s
diverse history makes it a highly interesting case for the study of process-
es such as nation-building, religion and nationalism, language standard-
ization, empire, and emancipation. What makes Ukraine so interesting
in this respect is the simultaneous existence of several national and reli-
gious movements and empires or, to be even more general, cultures and
societies. That is why we have termed Ukraine a “laboratory” in the title
of this collection. 

As Georgiy Kasianov and Andreas Kappeler show in this volume, the
independence of Ukraine in 1991 has created a new (and old) trend—
the nationalization of its history. Understandably enough, political elites
encourage this trend in the hope that citizens will identify themselves
with Ukraine as a nation-state. This has also been a trend in the newly
independent or fully sovereign countries of East Central Europe.4 But
should historians still act like nineteenth-century nation-builders? How
does this influence the academic quality of their work, and does it really
help their countries of origin to become strong nation-states?

Attempts to nationalize history in the former socialist countries con-
trast with recent developments in the historiography of the older mem-
bers of the European Union (EU). In Germany and France especially,
there is a lively debate on how to overcome the national framing of his-
toriography. That debate on “transnational history” and its potential sig-
nificance for Ukrainian historiography is the main subject of the present
article. But the Ukrainian case might also influence how historians of
Western and Central Europe develop their own historiography and the
transnational paradigm. Moreover, the case of Ukraine might also be
interesting for American historians and their debate about transnational
history, where the imperial past of Europe, or Eastern Europe in gener-
al, has been strangely absent. 

Another issue is the conceptualization of European history, and
whether and how Ukraine is included in it. Unfortunately, politicians,
intellectuals, and most recent master narratives of European history
often apply the present political map of the European Union to the past.
In many cases this leads to the exclusion of Ukraine, which is assigned
to a post-Soviet space or a Russian sphere of dominance. Transnational
history can reveal Ukraine’s past links with its European neighbors and
thus potentially make an important impact by encouraging Western his-
torians to understand Ukraine as a component of European history.
Moreover, a transnational approach might more adequately bridge gaps
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of historical memory and experience in the different regions of Ukraine
than an exclusive nationalizing history based on nineteenth-century
models.5

Definition of Terms

The terms “national” and “transnational” history require more specific
definition if they are to be useful. While the various trends and methods
that have developed in historiography since the age of romanticism
could not convincingly be summarized under the rubric of “national his-
tory,”6 it is clear that the national paradigm has greatly influenced histo-
riography. Although radical nationalism was officially banished from
West European politics in the postwar period and weakened by the
process of European integration, the postwar “master narratives” of his-
tory in various European countries were still written from a national
perspective.7 The same applied to Ukraine until the late twentieth centu-
ry. Orest Subtelny’s Ukraine: A History is a typical example of a nation-
al history that constructs a linear chronological narrative of a society or
nation (“the Ukrainians” or “the Ukrainian people”) and locates it on an
imagined or already acquired territory (present-day Ukraine). One of
the main features of this and comparable books is continuity in terms of
time, space and ethnicity. 

National history is not necessarily nationalistic, but it marginalizes
or excludes minorities and other non-dominant groups that inhabit the
territory of a given nation or nation-state. Owing to the prevalent identi-
fication of nationhood with ethnicity in Central and Eastern Europe,
national history is usually ethnocentric. This exclusivity may be observed
on the level of research and narrative structures. Some authors of national
history have a tremendous knowledge of the history of other countries
but do not make use of it because they want to reduce their narratives. 

National history is also often nationalizing. Certain persons or places
are claimed for the history of a nation, although their allegiance is
debatable. For example, there have been numerous books claiming that
the city of Gda≈sk is either German or Polish.8 Only since the 1970s
has it been generally accepted that Gda≈sk was shaped by various cul-
tures and nations.9 But would Ukrainian historians find it acceptable to
think of Lviv as also (or historically even predominantly) a Polish city?
One might think that these questions belong to the age of nationalism,
but they are more fundamental. Historiography is still dominated by
“territorialized” thinking, which was spread by modern national move-
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ments and nation-states.10 It neatly divides the map of Europe into
states and nations that cover particular territories. We all know these
maps from schoolbooks and academic atlases, and thus they are deeply
ingrained in the mental mapping of modern Europeans. The imagination
and representation of states requires borders, and so territorialized
thinking necessarily results in mutually exclusive histories. At the
moment, the only way out of this dilemma is to accept that there are
several national versions of the history of Gda≈sk or Lviv and promote
dialogue among historians. Transnational history tries to overcome the
bilateral approach by producing multinational histories of these ethni-
cally mixed and disputed cities. Yaroslav Hrytsak showed how this
could be done with the history of Lviv even before the term “transna-
tional” became popular among Western academics.11

Another characteristic of national history pertains to its explanatory
structure. In Western Europe especially, the history of European nations
and nation-states has been researched and explained from an internalist
perspective: events and processes that occurred on the same territory or
within the same imagined nation are used to explain subsequent devel-
opments. This internalism may be termed “methodological national-
ism,” which is less common in Polish and Ukrainian historiography but
has particularly influenced French and German historical writing.12

It should be noted, however, that national history has its advantages. 
It is much easier to write a national narrative precisely because of its
reductionist character. Nation-states offer not only heroes and villains
but also statistics and discourses. The bulk of the existing scholarly his-
torical literature is written from a national perspective. It is easier to use
this research and stay within its framework than to follow a transnation-
al approach, which requires substantial new research. Above all, nation-
al history has a market advantage because of its popularity. In spite of
the many appeals and attempts to Europeanize history in the old EU
countries, most readers, especially the older generation, prefer national
narratives. In the media, books that touch upon sensitive national issues
get better coverage and more reviews than books with a European
dimension, since the media are still mostly organized on a national lev-
el, and historiography still influences the formation and change of
national identities.

Yet, since 1989–91, new and better circumstances have arisen for
going beyond the perspective of national history. With small exceptions
in the Caucasus and the former Yugoslavia, international borders in
Europe are stable and undisputed; hence no country need fear that plu-
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ralizing its “own” history might endanger its existence or territory. 
A discussion about the Polish past of Lviv does not trigger territorial
claims to that city on the part of the Polish government. One could also
argue that so many years after independence Ukraine is sufficiently con -
solidated not to need a mythical national history any more. Such a history
might even be counterproductive, since collective memories in western,
central, southern and eastern Ukraine are so different. If those memories
are at odds with a narrow state-sponsored national history, the conflict
between history and memory may even weaken national identity. 

Another factor that supports a transnational paradigm is the process
of European integration. The once dominant nation-state has lost rele-
vance, while international politics and cultural and economic exchange
are receiving greater attention. The more closely the European states are
integrated, the more questions about European history are asked. This is
an obvious trend among students not only in Germany and France but
also in Poland and Ukraine. Although Ukraine is not (yet) a member 
of the EU, economic and cultural exchange with its western neighbors,
especially Poland, has grown, raising interest in the common past of
Ukraine and Poland. Moreover, labor migration to Italy, Spain and Por-
tugal connects Ukraine to European countries that were inaccessible
before 1991. 

Europeanization is paralleled by globalization, which also deeply
influences Ukraine. One need only think of Ukraine’s recent economic
growth, driven in part by Chinese demand for steel produced in the
Donbas region. Moreover, Ukraine has always had strong trans-Atlantic
connections through the exile community in the United States and
Canada.13 This is obviously relevant on the political level. Ukraine is
the primary recipient of American political aid in the post-Soviet space,
and it sent soldiers to Iraq, a country of which not many Ukrainians had
heard before 1991. The connections to America are also of great impor-
tance for historiography. As Mark von Hagen shows in his article in this
volume, the study of Ukraine has become an increasingly international
project and process. 

But there are more than presentist arguments for a transnational par-
adigm in Ukrainian historiography. As Charles Maier points out in his
influential article about the periodization of modern history, the age of
territorialized nation-states began in the 1860s and has been waning
since the 1960s.14 Although nationalism had a terrible comeback in the
former Yugoslavia and was a major factor in the disintegration of the
Soviet Union, it peaked in Europe during the first half of the twentieth
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century. Precisely because Ukraine was ruled by empires for such a long
time, its history cannot be written within a national framework. Thus
there are profound historical arguments for a transnational approach to
Ukrainian history. This may influence Western scholars, who take the
existence of nation-states more for granted than Ukrainians, Poles or
other East Central Europeans, and it may eventually change the histori-
ography of Europe. 

But what precisely does the term “transnational” mean? It is general-
ly agreed that transnational history differs from international or diplo-
matic history. The new paradigm concentrates on relations between cul-
tures, societies, or groups of societies and deliberately transcends the
boundaries of one culture or country. It concentrates on agents of cultur-
al exchange and is thus oriented toward agency.15 Yet transnational his-
tory also requires profound knowledge of sending and receiving cul-
tures and thus has to be built upon structural comparisons. Transnational
history refutes simple models of diffusion. It studies the ways in which
cultures use and appropriate cultural goods of foreign origin.

As Andreas Kappeler observes in his contribution to this volume, there
is no consensus on the definition and application of the term “transna-
tional.” Some authors implicitly regard the transnational approach as an
extension of national history. They still prefer to focus on the history of
one country but propose to put it into a broader international context.
This would be a minimal version of transnational history, but it might
suffice to help open up Ukrainian history and internationalize master
narratives in standard schoolbooks and on an academic level.16

Other historians, including the present author, criticize the national
ontology of European cultures on more fundamental grounds. Europeans
have become used to labeling and understanding their environment in
national terms. But in Eastern Europe especially, there has always been
a great divide between cities and rural areas. To a city dweller of the
late nineteenth century, a peasant might seem as alien as a foreign
national, and vice versa. Another obvious and well-studied distinction
was that of religion. There is a danger in the very term “transnational”
that all these social and cultural differences may be reduced to issues of
nationality and ethnicity. Accordingly, this new paradigm should be
understood in a broader sense. It can help demonstrate the connected-
ness and hybridity of European cultures (whether they are defined as
national or not) and change the established mindset of historians. The
transnational paradigm might motivate one to look abroad as much as to
one’s own country or place of residence, applying “externalism” to cor-
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rect the aforementioned internalism, which dominated historiography
for such a long time. 

There have been previous attempts to overcome national limitations
or, to put it more broadly, the provincialism of historiography. These
attempts, which were made long before the term “transnational” came
into use and grew fashionable, have shaped the recent debate in Ger-
many and France. I shall now go on to introduce these approaches and
ask how they might be applied to Ukrainian history. 

Comparative History

As early as the interwar period, the French historian Marc Bloch proposed
in his article “Pour une histoire comparée des sociétés européennes” to
juxtapose the histories of neighboring European societies in order to
explain their specific development.17 In this sense Bloch, one of the
founders of the Annales school, was close to Max Weber. The German
sociologist had compared the attitudes of various world religions to
explain why modern capitalism developed first and most strongly in
northern Protestant countries.18 Because of this tradition, the Dutch his-
torian Chris Lorenz concluded in his book on the theory of historiogra-
phy that the main purpose of comparisons is to generate explanations.19

But besides exploring an additional explanatory potential, which Bloch
most brilliantly demonstrated in his analysis of feudal societies, com-
paratists also connected various countries and cultures.20 One may criti-
cize Bloch or Weber as Eurocentric, yet both showed genuine interest in
non-European cultures. 

Weber deeply influenced the Bielefeld school of social history in
postwar West Germany, which aspired to go beyond historicism and
apply the tools of modern social science to history. It was not interested
in “great men” or in narrow political history but in the history of socie-
ty. Jürgen Kocka particularly advocated comparisons between societies.
A problem of major interest was that of explaining Germany’s Sonder-
weg, the development of which led to the rise of National Socialism.21

Imperial and Weimar Germany was contrasted with the United States,
England and France in order to generate a causal explanation for the
rise of militarism and anti-Semitism in Germany in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The main approach was a comparison of
social groups and societies. One of the (many) conclusions derived from
this research was that Germany had a relatively weak bourgeoisie with a
limited democratic consciousness that was further hampered by a mili-
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taristic state and feudal elites. There were of course much more refined
arguments about the Sonderweg, but research on it helped build up an
antifeudal and antimilitaristic identity in postwar Germany and motivat-
ed several generations of historians to look beyond the boundaries of
their country and culture.22

If this research model were applied to Ukraine, one might ask why
Ukraine failed to establish an independent nation-state for such a long
time. One could then compare the Ukrainian and Polish elites, and a
likely explanation would be that independence was hampered by the
mostly peasant character of Ukrainian society in the early twentieth
century. Or one might conclude that the population that could be con-
sidered Ukrainian was less affected by modern nationalism than were
the Poles, who had fought wars of independence in 1794, 1830–31 and
1863. A third explanation could be that the main obstacle for the Ukraini-
ans was lack of international recognition as a nation. The variety of pos-
sible explanations derived from such comparisons shows how fruitful
this method can be. Comparative research schemes generate new ques-
tions and contribute to new insights.

Moreover, comparisons connect the study of two or more countries
and thus in principle support a transnational paradigm. If one compares
the politicization and nationalization of Ukrainian and Polish society 
in the early twentieth century, one connects the study of Poland and
Ukraine. It follows that no history is unique, but all must be viewed in
relative terms. Even national suffering, so prominent in the history of
Ukraine, Poland, and other nations of East Central Europe, becomes
less unique. This might lead to communication with neighboring coun-
tries and their historians in order to go beyond mutually exclusive mar-
tyrologies.23 And there would be learning effects across borders. For
example, it used to be a commonplace that the Germans, fascinated by
the military and a strong state, were especially belligerent. But compar-
ative research has shown that admiration for the military and radical
nationalism has also been strong in France.24 The conclusion of this
comparative research is that prior to World War I militarism was a Euro-
pean problem with specific characteristics in various countries. There
might also be learning effects for Polish-Ukrainian history. It has become
a dogma in Poland that the People’s Republic of Poland is not acknowl-
edged as an independent Polish state. Accordingly, the interwar republic
is considered the Second Republic, followed by post-1989 Poland, which
is termed the Third Republic. But compared to Ukraine or East Ger-
many, Poland was highly independent in the socialist period. Hence the
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comparative study of Poland (and Ukraine) might put such common-
places of national history into question.

Yet one should not overlook certain basic problems if traditional
models of comparative history are applied to the study of Ukraine. The
Annales and Bielefeld schools relied heavily on the nation-state as a
framework for comparison. In the case of Ukraine and most Central and
East European nations, there was no independent statehood for a long
time, so that framework cannot be applied. Nor should one overlook the
problems that “statism” created in French and German historiography.
Quite often the past was inappropriately interpreted from the perspective
of the nation-state. The Holy Roman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth were multiethnic entities in which social stratification
was much more relevant than ethnic divisions. The same problem exists
in the Ukrainian lands, which were inhabited by various ethnic groups,
and where nationally conscious Ukrainians were probably a minority
until World War I.25 In general, any large-scale spatial organization of
comparisons is difficult in areas where borders moved frequently. For
example, if one compares Germany and Poland in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, where would one draw the line between those two
units of analysis? This might be considered a highly abstract problem,
but it is relevant, for one can only compare units that are clearly defined
and capable of being distinguished.26

If the framework of a stable state is absent, macro-comparisons could
alternatively rely on societal units of analysis. Instead of nation-states,
one would compare societies or social groups. This is what Marc Bloch
proposed, basically equating societies and nations. But if one compares
Ukrainian, Polish, and Russian society, this again creates many prob-
lems. In the modern period one is confronted with the fact that these
societies overlapped in the spatial and social sense. Moreover, for a very
long time social hierarchies were more important than ethnic divisions,
which also explains why many large landowners of East Slavic origin
and Orthodox religious allegiance considered themselves Poles. There
would also be a danger of labeling people whose national allegiance or
culture we cannot verify as Poles, Ukrainians, or Russians and thus
members of the respective societies. But even in the age of nationalism
significant numbers of people had multiple identities. One need only
mention the Szeptycki or Sheptytsky family to indicate the problem.
While one brother was a Polish general, another was the leader of the
Greek Catholic Church in Ukraine. Moreover, people drew on their
mixed cultural background according to context. As linguistic research in
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other parts of East Central Europe has shown, use of language depended
on social context.27 People often spoke different languages and dialects
at home, in the marketplace, and when they had to communicate with
state authorities. Hence great care must be taken in using language as a
marker of identity. The same is true for large parts of Ukraine, where
the spread of a codified national language and the diffusion of national
identities among the population occurred relatively late. 

It may be concluded that the comparison of societies according to
Bloch and the Bielefeld school of social history can hardly be applied to
Ukraine. But one could choose units of comparisons within Ukraine and
compare them with similar entities farther west or east. For example,
Kyiv, Lviv, and Odesa have many similarities with multiethnic cities
such as Riga, Vilnius, Prague, and Budapest, or even Belfast and Liver-
pool.28 Villages with a low level of literacy and politicization can be
found in the late nineteenth century not only in Ukraine but also in the
Balkans, Italy, or Spain. There are of course many more medium-sized
units of comparison, such as institutions. Below this one could compare
neighborhoods, families and smaller units. This would also be in line
with recent trends in international comparative historiography, where
macro-units are increasingly replaced by small or medium-range units
of analysis.29

The Approach of Transfer History 

Another way of doing transnational history is the “cultural transfer” or
“transfer history” approach, developed in France since the 1980s.30 Its
two main proponents, Michael Werner and Michel Espagne, were inter-
ested in foreign influences on French culture that had previously been
studied mostly from an internalist perspective, meaning that major events
and processes in French history were explained by previous events and
processes in France. An early object of study in this regard was the
reception in France of the German poet Heinrich Heine, who greatly
influenced French literature. Later on, Werner and Espagne covered 
other areas of French and German culture that had been driven by cul-
tural transfers. “Transfer” was used in order to avoid the term “influ-
ence” and older models of diffusion. In contrast to the latter, the “cultural
transfer” approach stresses the adaptation and appropriation of imported
cultural goods.

The recent discussion concerning transnational history in Germany
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and France has its roots in a sometimes polemical debate, which peaked
in the late 1990s, between adherents of traditional historical comparison
and proponents of the model of transfer history.31 Michel Espagne
attacked the comparatists for artificially juxtaposing isolated national
cases and overlooking contacts between cultures.32 He also criticized
comparisons as too static, concentrating excessively on structures
instead of agency. The debate reflects the fact that most comparatists in
Germany and France have a background in social history, while propo-
nents of the model of transfer history have a propensity to cultural his-
tory and are influenced by postmodernism.

The potential of this approach has been demonstrated in many areas.
One example is welfare systems, which are widely studied in compara-
tive history. According to an internalist interpretation, the various mod-
els of the German, French or Swedish welfare state appeared to be
unique national achievements. In fact, however, these welfare states
developed from the late nineteenth century not only because of specific
national traditions, needs and responses but also because of mutual
influences and cultural transfers. It was common practice to refer to for-
eign models when arguing for changes in social policy.33 Even if the
reference was negative, such models served as examples and implicitly
influenced other countries. Another example is that of social history 
as pursued during the Cold War. Despite the political confrontation
between East and West, the two sides influenced each other through
competition between their welfare systems. The countries of Western
Europe, especially West Germany, competed with eastern countries in
the establishment of social standards. 

Another example of continuous and intensive cultural transfers is
education. The French university system partly rejected but generally
adopted the German or Humboldtian model in the second half of the
nineteenth century.34 Juxtaposing these social security or university sys-
tems in a traditional comparison, one would find many differences and
then probably conclude that one country was more advanced than the
other. Comparison might indicate an exceptional case, but then it would
be hard to offer a convincing explanation of how Europe built up such a
high general level of social security and public education. To date, most
studies of transfer history have concentrated on France and Germany.
Together with earlier comparative studies, they have shown how closely
the French and Germans observed themselves and then used and adopt-
ed or rejected elements of the neighboring culture. 
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Similar conclusions can be drawn about Polish–German relations.35

The ways in which Germans came to define themselves as a modern
nation in the course of the nineteenth century, pivotal aspects of imperi-
al German politics, and the obstacles to democratization before World
War I were deeply connected with the partition of Poland and the pres-
ence of a strong Polish minority in Germany, and hence of Poles as
agents in German history. 

In this volume, Roman Szporluk argues convincingly for the western
or Polish dimension of Ukrainian history. But one could also turn the
argument around and reassess the Ukrainian dimension in Polish history.
The great-power status of the Polish Commonwealth was obviously based
on the possession of Ukraine. When Poland lost Left-Bank Ukraine to
Russia in 1667, the balance of power shifted to Russia for almost three
centuries, until 1991.36 There were also many influences in the realm of
culture, as exemplified in fashion, the vogue for Sarmatism, and the ide-
ology of the borderlands (kresy), which were seen as the locus of true
Polish culture.

Even after the partitions, the Ukrainian lands and the kresy remained
a major point of reference in Poland. There Wincenty Pol and other
intellectuals discovered their imagined homelands and the ideal of un -
spoiled Polish culture.37 In the second half of the nineteenth century,
when the Polish and Ukrainian national movements began to compete,
their mutual references became increasingly negative. The competition
and conflict between Poles und Ukrainians shows that the very forma-
tion of modern European nations can only be understood if one analyzes
the complex interaction of nationalisms and national movements. This
might appear obvious, but works of national history like Subtelny’s
textbook usually treat the Ukrainian national movement and its ideology
in a rather isolated manner. There was also intensive interaction between
the imperial government and Russian nationalism on the one hand and
Ukrainian nationalism on the other in the Russian Empire.38 In other
words, even the phenomenon of nationalism requires a transfer history
approach. This is also a good basis for the study of internal communica-
tion in the Ukrainian national movement. As shown by a recent study 
of Ukrainian activists from both empires, public encounters beyond the
borders of the Habsburg and Romanov empires shaped the ideology of
the Ukrainian national movement39 (“movements” may be the more
appropriate term until the late nineteenth century).

The “cultural transfer” approach does not idealize contacts between
two countries or cultures. It includes the deliberate exclusion and rejec-
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tion of elements of culture perceived as foreign. But territorial entities
and groups that perceived themselves as backward had a particularly
strong tendency to look across the border and import and adapt cultural
goods from abroad. “Comparing oneself” has been a driving force in
East Central European and Ukrainian history since the Age of Enlight-
enment. This was not restricted to the realm of culture in the narrow
sense. The “reforms from above” that were so typical of the states of
East Central Europe in the “long” nineteenth century constituted a reac-
tion to a perceived backwardness and were meant to help those states
catch up with such cultural and economic pioneers as France or Eng-
land. This resulted in major changes. Remarkably, for example, the
Habsburg Empire caught up economically at least to some degree with
the more industrialized countries of Europe.40

These cultural transfers continued in the twentieth century in spite 
of the erection of new and less permeable state borders and ideological
boundaries in the interwar and postwar periods. The countries and soci-
eties of East Central Europe kept on comparing themselves with a pre-
sumably more advanced “West,” even when the Soviet Union proclaimed
that it had entered upon a victorious path of development. Cultural
transfers based on a broad definition of culture have also been a crucial
factor in the process of transformation in the former communist coun-
tries since 1989. That transformation was driven by Western examples,
their transfer to the formerly socialist countries, and the local adaptation
of cultural goods. Institutions like the International Monetary Fund and
individuals such as Jeffrey Sachs and the former finance ministers
Leszek Balcerowicz and Viktor Yushchenko played a crucial role as
agents of cultural transfer. 

The historicity of comparisons is only one historical argument for
combining the traditional comparative method with the “cultural trans-
fer” approach. The sometimes sharp polemics between proponents of
these approaches overlook the fact that both are constructivist, since
they combine the study of units that have to be detached from their con-
text and connected by the researcher. The analysis of cultural transfers
requires drawing a boundary between the transmitting and receiving
culture and defining “one’s own” and “the other.” Obviously, this is a
complex task in the case of Ukraine because of its history as part of sev-
eral empires, but such complexity might well serve to modify the “cul-
tural transfer” approach itself. The cultural holism that characterizes
some of the French and German literature on the subject, which speaks
of one German or French culture, cannot be sustained in the case of
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Ukraine. In the imperial period at least, one must speak of Ukrainian
cultures in the plural. 41

The difference on the hermeneutical level is more operational than
theoretical. As noted above, it is the purpose of scholarly comparisons
to measure differences and commonalities and produce causal explana-
tions. But the latter goal can often be attained only if one takes account
of previous cultural transfers. In the “cultural transfer” model, which is
central to the transnational paradigm, analysis relies on knowledge of
the transmitting and receiving cultures. This is necessary in order to
understand why certain cultural goods were imported and then adapted.
It follows that both units, the exporting and receiving cultures, have to
be compared.42

Both approaches, historical comparison and transfer history, have so
far concentrated on national units of analysis. While in the case of com-
parative history the main objects of interest have been nation-states 
and nationally defined societies, transfer history has dealt mostly with
national cultures, especially those of France and Germany. Since the
mid-1990s Espagne and Matthias Middell have broadened their scope
and analyzed cultural transfers to and from regions, especially Sax-
ony.43 But regions are constructed entities like nation-states and thus are
not fundamentally different on a theoretical level. They still conform to
territorialized thinking. Both approaches have the common goal of pro-
ducing a historiography that transcends current national borders, but
both are deeply rooted in a national ontology. It is therefore question-
able whether they can serve as a basis for the transnational paradigm.
Institutions, social groups, elements of culture, and other small or medi-
um-sized units are better suited to the transnational approach than the
traditional macro-units of analysis.

The Concept of Histoire Croisée

The French historian Michael Werner has concluded that comparative
history and the study of cultural transfers belong to a “family of rela-
tional approaches.”44 He introduced into the debate the term histoire
croisée, which can be translated literally as “crossed history.” Croiser
has two dimensions. Like Espagne, Werner argues firstly that German
and French history are closely connected. This argument could also be
applied to German and Polish or Polish and Ukrainian history. Second-
ly, Werner explicitly avows the constructivist nature of his approach.
Together with his coauthor, Bénédicte Zimmermann, he has devoted
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considerable thought to the historian’s position vis-à-vis his object of
analysis. This demand for self-reflexivity shows the influence of post-
modernism.45

The recent theoretical debate should be seen in a wider context, for it
reveals interesting parallels with the political development of France,
Germany, and the European Community/Union. In the 1970s–80s, when
social history comparisons reached their peak, the European Communi-
ty was still conceptualized (according to Adenauer and De Gaulle) as a
union of fatherlands. The European political order of nation-states also
influenced the structure of European history departments in the United
States, which usually divided the field into chairs of French, German,
English, Russian, and other national histories.46 Hence the juxtaposition
of national cases in comparative social history corresponded to the 
postwar political situation. In Germany, there was also a strong trans-
Atlantic dimension in comparative history. The focus on comparisons
with Western countries reflected the strong desire of the political and
intellectual elite of the Federal Republic to integrate with the West.
Consequently, German historians rarely made comparisons that went
beyond the Iron Curtain and dealt with Central and Eastern Europe.47

There is also a political background to the study of cultural transfers.
As proponents of this approach stressed the connections between French
and German history,48 the two countries signed the Maastricht Treaty,
which set the pace for a common currency, the Euro, and a much closer
integration of Western Europe. Transfer history might be interpreted as
a historical blueprint for the present integration of Germany and France
and the deepening of the European Union. Histoire croisée suggests a
historiography of European countries integrated so closely that they no
longer need separate national histories. Yet the parallels between histori-
ography and politics should not be carried too far. Michael Werner was
already developing his histoire croisée before the introduction of the
Euro and before the Bush administration provoked attempts at closer
European integration. In Western Europe, historians are not subject to
political dictates and sometimes write books that run counter to prevail-
ing trends. This is apparent from older works of “transnational” history
that did not use this term but pursued similar aims.

When the French historian Lucien Febvre published his book about
the Rhine River more than seventy years ago, the Nazis had just taken
power and were about to provoke another war with France. This work
by one of the founders of the Annales school deserves special attention
because it integrates both sides of a contested border region into one
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transnational historical narrative.49 Furthermore, the book is based on a
regional approach and thus already went beyond the nation-state para-
digm. The Czech historian Josef Peka‡ did not go as far as Febvre, but
in some of his works he also took an approach that could now be called
transnational. He argued in his programmatic book O smyslu ∑eských
dějin (On the Meaning of Czech History, first published in 1929) that
foreign—Byzantine, West European, German, and Hungarian—influ-
ences were of paramount importance to Czech history. Peka‡ concluded
that at times these external factors shaped the history of the Czechs
more than internal developments.50 These examples of interwar histori-
ography show that attempts to transcend the national paradigm of histo-
ry are not a novelty. Although the term “transnational” had not yet been
invented, the national and then still mostly nationalist tradition of histo-
riography was already being challenged.

Nationalism in Europe reached its peak in the interwar period; today,
by contrast, few historians argue openly for the national paradigm. In
Canada and the United States, sympathy for national history often takes
the form of rebuking multiculturalism and political correctness and crit-
icizing topics such as diasporas, minority cultures, postcolonialism, or
world history.51 In Europe, advocacy of the national paradigm is also
usually implicit or indirect. The argument is made that national history
remains relevant (which is indisputable), that European history was
shaped by nations, that the welfare state was built up by nation-states,
and so on. As mentioned earlier, the national paradigm is also supported
by conventional narrative structures and the present state of research.

In contrast to the implicit character of national history, transnational
history is necessarily explicit. In his proposal for a histoire croisée and
his empirical studies of cultural transfers, Michael Werner has in effect
developed a Carolingian vision of German and French history. This is
now being realized in a new book series entitled Deutsch-französische
Geschichte (German-French History).52 If one carries his article and the
concept of this book series further, the study of these two countries can
be reconceptualized as Western or West Central European area studies. 

Werner’s proposal corresponds to approaches already developed for
studying the history of Central or East Central Europe. This part of
Europe is commonly understood to comprise countries and regions
located between Germany in the west and Russia in the east. In the
postwar period, the exiled Polish historian Oskar Halecki, the German
historian Klaus Zernack, the Hungarian historian Jenô Szûcs and other
scholars expended considerable effort to define the historical region of
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“Central Europe,” usually known in German as Ostmitteleuropa (East
Central Europe).53

These founding fathers of Central or East Central European history
as area studies—both terms are often used interchangeably—based their
definition on Strukturgeschichte, a framework of social and political
structures. According to this view, developments in East Central Europe
were driven by Western Christianization and the establishment of rela-
tively autonomous cities governed by Magdeburg law. There was an
extraordinarily long and intensive tradition of feudalism, a strong nobil-
ity, and a relatively weak bourgeoisie. Consequently, the economy
remained largely agrarian, and industrialization came late. Other charac-
teristics commonly associated with East Central Europe are long-lasting
imperial rule and ethnic diversity, which resulted in nationalism, armed
conflicts and wars.54 These structural factors of East Central European
history have often been viewed normatively and condemned as late,
untimely, backward, superficial, distorted (and other negative terms) on
a scale of time or values. These negative judgements, especially pro-
nounced in Szûcs’s work, are based on comparisons with “normal”
development in the West. Hence there are certain parallels to the Son-
derweg argument, which accentuated the exceptionalism of Germany
vis-à-vis the West.

The structural history of East Central Europe was based on compara-
tive studies encompassing the territory from the Elbe River in Germany
to the western borderlands of the Russian Empire. This obviously puts
Germany and Ukraine in an awkward position. Klaus Zernack includes
the northeastern part of the German Empire in the study of East Central
Europe, which corresponds to the mapping of the preeminent English-
language journal devoted to the region, Central European History. 

But the aforementioned authors have also drawn a line dividing
(East) Central Europe from East Slavic, Orthodox and, from 1917 to
1991, Soviet Europe.55 This distinction was again influenced by politi-
cal considerations, especially an attempt to distinguish the socialist
countries in the Soviet sphere of influence from the Soviet Union itself.
This obviously creates a problem for Ukraine. While its western parts
can be included in East Central Europe according to the standard defini-
tion, eastern Ukraine does not share all of these structural characteris-
tics. But how sustainable is the structural definition of East Central
Europe or Ostmitteleuropa? 

Structurally defined area studies are based on the assumption that the
aforementioned characteristics shaped the history of the region from the
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Middle Ages until recent times. But Bohemia can hardly be considered
agrarian in the modern period: in Bohemia and Poland large landowners
were a major force for modernization in the nineteenth century,56 and
even ethnic conflict was more a result of the modern nation-building
process than of ethnic diversity as such. It was not the diversity of lan-
guages and cultures per se that gave rise to conflict but the interpreta-
tion of cultural and social conflict in national terms. Clearly, this struc-
tural definition of East Central Europe needs to be modified from a per-
spective that does not ignore the postmodern critique of longue durée
approaches and causal explanations. This also opens up greater prospects
for including Ukraine in the study of Central Europe.

In Austria there has been an additional attempt to define Central
Europe. The historian Moritz Csáky has developed a cultural definition
of the region that was applied to many of his special research fields,
such as music theatre, everyday culture, and memory. According to
Csáky, Central Europe was partly united by the aforementioned struc-
tures, but even more by culture on various levels, ranging from food to
the high arts. He stresses the relevance of communication and cultural
transfers within the region,57 maintaining that there was a common cul-
tural identification in the late Habsburg Empire.58 Csáky’s cultural con-
cept of Central European studies has the advantage of being more flexi-
ble and inclusionary than the standard structural definition. 

Such a culturally based concept of area studies facilitates the integra-
tion of Ukraine into the study of Central or East Central Europe. In the
early modern period there was intensive communication with the West
through Poland, shaping many areas of cultural history such as religion
(Union of Brest) and public education. Often these transfers encoun-
tered fierce resistance but nevertheless provided a strong stimulus. An
example of this was the establishment of the Kyiv Mohyla Collegium,
which was also a counter-reaction against the activities of the Jesuits.59

Hence cultural transfers did not necessarily create convergence but also
produced conflict and resistance. 

For a “cultural history” concept of Central Europe it is equally impor-
tant to note that cultural transfers did not proceed in only one direction.
For example, Sarmatism, a basic element of Commonwealth culture,
was shaped by cultural transfers from Ukraine to Poland. These con-
nections were so strong that one can regard Ukraine as part of Central
Europe at least until the late eighteenth century. 

The problem is that the standard national interpretation of Ukrainian
history has reduced the Polish period to a narrative of feudal exploita-
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tion, suffering and national resistance, although the Khmelnytsky Upris-
ing could also be interpreted as an intra-elite conflict within the Com-
monwealth. Perhaps the time has come to acknowledge that the Com-
monwealth was not exclusively detrimental to the Ukrainian lands, that
many nobles of Ukrainian origin chose to be integrated into it, and that
this early modern state was not a nation-state bent on suppression. On
the Polish side, Andrzej Kami≈ski has opened the door to a new inter-
pretation with his book A Republic of Many Nations, while in Ukraine
Natalia Yakovenko’s research on medieval and early modern Ukraine
has surpassed established nationalistic or anachronistic interpretations
of early modern history.60

After the partitions of Poland, the Ukrainian lands were mostly gov-
erned by Russia and hence are rarely regarded as part of East Central
Europe. Yet the national movement in Ukraine was greatly inspired 
by the Polish example. There are also many parallels with the Czech
national movement, which had to act without a strong social elite or
indigenous aristocracy of the kind that existed in Poland or Hungary.
The lower-class origin of the activists of the national movement was
initially a disadvantage, especially for advocating interests within the
institutional framework of the Russian and Habsburg empires. But the
strong social component made Ukrainian nationalism attractive to the
lower classes and contributed to the creation of a popular culture. The
composers Bed‡ich Smetana and Mykola Lysenko created a unique
musical culture that simultaneously attracted the masses and could be
interpreted as high art.61 Within the framework of the Habsburg Empire,
there were also numerous cultural transfers from the Czech to the
Ruthenian and, later, the Ukrainian national movement. All this can
serve as an argument for including Ukraine in Central or East Central
European studies. Finally, one can use a presentist argument. The
Orange Revolution of 2004 set Ukraine on the path taken by Central
Europe in 1989, and the country is now developing into a pluralistic
democracy. 

Area studies based on communication and interaction rather than on
social structures have the additional advantage that the various spaces
under consideration do not have to be treated as mutually exclusive ter-
ritorial units. For example, there are areas of geographical and topo-
graphical overlap between Michael Werner’s Carolingian West Central
Europe and a Germano-Slavic East Central Europe. Metropoles in par-
ticular functioned as centers of communication for several cultural
spaces and as nodes of cultural exchange. Vienna was obviously an
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important political and cultural center for East Central Europe, but it also
heavily influenced German culture and politics and should therefore be
integrated into Werner’s Franco-German histoire croisée. Because of its
status in music and opera production and, at times, as a political capital,
Vienna is also part of Italian or South European cultural history. Metas-
tasio, the most productive author of librettos in the history of opera, was
long employed by the Viennese court. 

Another example of the multispatial relevance of a metropole is the
port city of Hamburg. On the one hand, it is located in western Germany
and has always played a major role in exchange with the Netherlands,
England, and the North Atlantic. On the other hand, Hamburg was a
major port of emigration and trade for the East Elbian areas of Prussia,
as well as for Bohemia and Poland. In the history of opera and theater,
Hamburg closely cooperated and competed with Leipzig, Dresden,
Prague, Vienna, and Budapest. Thus it was the hub of an axis of cultural
transfers whose influence extended into Southeastern Europe.62 There
was an intense exchange of composers, conductors, costumes, music
scores, singers, and actors along this route.

Kyiv played a similar role in Central and Eastern Europe.63 On the
one hand it was a city inhabited by a strong Polish aristocracy and
hence had a Polish theater with a typical repertoire for the period. Natu-
rally, the Polish theater concentrated on Polish plays, especially come-
dies, but also offered Italian opera in a stagione system. After the upris-
ing of 1863 the Russian government attempted to strengthen Russian
culture in Kyiv. It invested heavily in cultural institutions and eventually
built what is now the Ukrainian national opera house. However, because
of its representative function, the Russian theater and other state-funded
cultural institutions had difficulty in reaching a mass audience. This cre-
ated an opportunity for popular Ukrainian culture, which used the ver-
nacular and was staged in more accessible public spaces. Hence Kyiv
was a crossroads of aristocratic Polish, imperial Russian, and popular
Ukrainian culture. Since 2005, the Ukrainian historian Ostap Sereda has
been studying this unique conjunction in a project with the working title
“Musical Theatre and Cultural Politics in Russian-Ruled Kyiv in the
Second Half of the Nineteenth Century”64 It remains to be seen whether
the national or the social dimension of these three cultures is the main
factor of differentiation.

Culturally defined area studies can contribute to a new mental map-
ping of Europe in which places and axes of cultural exchange, not the
nation-state or other territorial units of analysis, shape the map of the
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continent. It should be stressed that this vision is not driven by antipathy
to nation-states but follows Charles Maier’s observation that the territo-
rialized state reached its apex between the 1860s and the 1960s. Since
then, Europe and the globe have entered a post-territorial age. More-
over, the period of nation-states was delayed in East Central Europe by
the long duration of multinational empires. East of Germany, some
nation-states were formed in 1918, but a full-fledged system of nation-
states was established only in 1989–91.65 This is yet another, purely his-
torical, reason why the national framing of historiography should be
avoided or at least reduced in the case of Ukraine. Area studies are an
already well-established way to move in that direction. Framing histori-
ography in terms of larger European regions would be a particularly
fruitful pedagogical device, producing students who know several lan-
guages and cultures.

European History as a Process

If cultural history is used as a basis for area studies, a different picture
of Europe and European history emerges. For the early modern period
and the “long” nineteenth century, one can distinguish partly overlap-
ping West Central and East Central European, East European, and South
European or Mediterranean cultural spaces.66 But beyond these culturally
defined areas, Europe served as a common (and disputed) point of refer-
ence and denominator for all subregions. Europe itself can be regarded as
a cultural space held together by communication and interaction, even if
it was conflictual. In this view, Europe is not a territorial container full of
history, like nation-states full of national history,67 but a process and a
result of communication and interaction. This approach might appear to
be highly constructivist at first glance, but obviously the cultural trans-
fers also decreased in several periods of history such as the Cold War. 

Regarding Europe not as a fixed territorial unit or a telos but as an
open process can help prevent European history from becoming confined
to member countries of the enlarged EU and excluding Ukraine. In the
non-academic literature, as well as in most recent master narratives of
European history, one finds many attempts to construct such a Europe
on the basis of normatively charged elements of culture such as the tra-
dition of the Occident, Western Christianity or the Judeo-Christian tradition,
Latin literature, Roman law, the Enlightenment, secularism, overcoming
nationalism, and so on.68 This results in an affirmative understanding of
Europe that may be useful politically, but not for analytical purposes.
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Understanding Europe as a space of communication and interaction
and focusing on cultural history would make it possible to study not
only its intensive internal but also external cultural exchange, which is
again of particular relevance to Ukraine. The name “Ukraine” means
borderland, and indeed it bordered not only on Russia and Poland but
also on the Ottoman Empire. Neal Ascherson’s work addresses some of
the cultural exchange that took place across the Black Sea, which could
be expanded into an eastern version of Braudel’s Mediterranean.69 But
there are also other vectors of communication and interaction with the
Ukrainian lands. Through the Russian Empire, Ukraine participated in 
a vital cultural exchange with Central Asia. Ukrainians were recruited
for the task of colonization, which on the one hand promoted their Slav-
ic and imperial identity but, on the other, weakened their Ukrainian
national identity (if formed prior to their departure for the Asian regions
of the Russian Empire). Postcolonial approaches might also be applied
to the analysis of Russo-Ukrainian relations.70 The high-handed and
patriarchal attitudes of past and present Russian elites toward Ukraine
are reflected in the historical term “Little Russians.” These attitudes
have also influenced conflicts between Russia and Ukraine since 1991.

Postcolonial studies have generally increased sensitivity to the fact
that cultural relations rarely involve roughly equal partners like France
and Germany. The political and social asymmetry between cultures is
an urgent problem in the study of Ukraine, where nobiliary Polish and
imperial Russian culture and rule were long dominant. But foreign dom-
ination also resulted in learning processes that cannot be evaluated only
in terms of suffering. The inhabitants of Ukraine observed, utilized and
transformed elements of Polish and Russian culture. And in spite of the
great famine of 1932–33, the forced-labor camps and other components
of Soviet totalitarianism, Ukraine also benefited in paradoxical ways
from Russian rule within the Soviet Empire. Stalin established the pres-
ent-day western boundaries of Ukraine by westward expansion of the
Soviet Union at Poland’s expense.71

Throughout Europe, the amount and intensity of cultural transfers
grew exponentially in the second half of the nineteenth century until
World War I. This also connected Ukraine with cultures beyond those of
its immediate neighbors. Ivan Franko was not only a great Ukrainian
writer but also a Habsburg cultural figure who published in German, as
well as in Polish.72 Mykola Lysenko composed in a national style com-
parable to that of Moniuszko or Glinka. He integrated popular harmonies,
rhythms, melodies and dances into his music and thus invented a Ukrain -
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ian style that was later canonized. He was also influenced by composers
of the New German School (Neudeutsche Schule), especially Wagner
and Smetana. This fusion of styles gave his work a unique quality with
which students of Central and West European music are insufficiently
acquainted. It would be an exaggeration to claim that Lysenko influ-
enced German or Austrian composers, but the creation of national styles
throughout Central and Eastern Europe in the nineteenth century had an
impact on the development of opera and instrumental music on the con-
tinent. Music was increasingly perceived through the prism of national
culture. This also affected the once universal Italian opera, which became
one of many national styles, forcing Italian (and French) composers to
respond with their own musical nationalism.73

In the half century before World War I, cultural exchanges, which
can also be observed in politics and economics, were institutionalized
and transformed into networks.74 Europe increasingly became a point 
of reference, a space of experience and agency (Erfahrungsraum and
Handlungsraum). Among the elites, one also observes a rising European
consciousness.75 Affection for an idealized Europe was especially strong
in the eastern part of the continent.76 During the 1880s, a widely distrib-
uted Polish cultural journal in Warsaw introduced a column titled “From
Europe” and was thus among the first periodicals to perceive the conti-
nent as a common cultural space.77 This process of Europeanization and
cultural exchange affected illiterate peasants in Ukraine much less and
on a different level, but members of the Ukrainian elites were involved
in this European cultural space. In fact, they could travel more freely
through Europe than their present-day successors.78

Thanks to these cultural exchanges, Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa and other cities
in Ukraine became European metropoles. They acquired the attributes
of European culture—a representative opera house, a concert hall, pub-
lic museums, and so on. These institutions were not just a façade of
European civilization but were rooted in society, supported by associa-
tions and prosperous individuals. This urban elite differed from its Cen-
tral and West European equivalents in social and ethnic background, but
it aspired to create a cultural and social life perceived as European. The
elite was mostly destroyed after the Russian Revolution and survived
only partially in western Ukraine. The Bolsheviks also interrupted 
most of Ukraine’s contacts with its western neighbors. Thus the process
of Europeanization in the “long” nineteenth century was halted and
reversed after 1917 and 1939. Yet it is one of the ironies of the Soviet
era that because of the classicism of Soviet cultural policy since the late
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1920s, these cultural institutions retained their central status in society
much longer than in Western Europe. Ukrainian parents still try to give
their children a classical education if they can afford it. Even during the
worst financial crises of the 1990s, cities like Lviv renovated their opera
houses and public theaters. This propensity for European high culture
may fade with the rise of the nouveaux riches, but one can still claim
that in some aspects of their values and daily life Ukrainians are more
(traditionally) European than Western Europeans. 

This Europeanization was not restricted to “high” culture, which is a
standard topic of transfer history. It can also be observed on a different
social level and historical stratum—that of migration. As Klaus Bade has
put it, nineteenth-century Europe was “a continent on the move.”79 The
history of the Ukrainian diaspora in America shows that migrants often
remained connected with their home places and countries. They advised
relatives and friends whether to follow them, on the best means of trans -
portation, where to look for work in cities and countries of arrival, and so on.
This knowledge was communicated over great distances and contributed
to patterns of migration based on gender, relatives, neighborhoods, or
village communities. Studies from the Carpathian Mountains, an area of
especially high emigration, have shown that even return migration was
very frequent.80 Just like agents of culture, these migrants formed net-
works maintained over long distances and considerable periods of time. 

The Ukrainian diaspora was kept at a distance during the Soviet era,
but since the independence of Ukraine it has been very active there.
Diaspora historians also contributed to the nationalization of Ukrainian
history, which was natural enough, since the continuous existence of a
diaspora requires that its members maintain a strong ethnic and cultural
identity. Yet the very existence of Ukrainian communities in the United
States, Canada, Poland, and Germany adds another transnational aspect
to Ukrainian history and supports a paradigm that goes beyond the terri-
torialized nation-state. 

Summary

This article begins with an introduction to the current debate on transna-
tional history. It goes on to present a “family of relational approaches,”
all of which can be used to go beyond the “internalism” of national his-
tory. The first extensively treated approach is that of historical compari-
son. The article emphasizes the explanatory potential of comparative
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history, especially with regard to comparisons between Polish and
Ukrainian history. Comparisons could also be carried out with more dis-
tant lands, connecting the study of Ukraine with that of other parts of
Europe. Because of the difficulty of precisely locating and defining a
Ukrainian state and society before 1991, comparisons are best pursued
on a meso- or micro-level.

The second approach is that of “transfer history,” which is based on
the study of cultural transfers. This approach concentrates on processes
and agents of cultural exchange that are particularly relevant to Ukrain-
ian history. Because of its history of Polish, Russian and Austrian rule
and the long-lasting imperial order in East Central Europe, Ukraine was
subject to multiple foreign influences. Transfer history does not, howev-
er, rely upon the term “influence.” It concentrates on processes of
accommodation and utilization, investigating the ways in which local
cultures use and transform imported cultural goods. Although transfer
history has tended to concentrate on “high culture,” it could be applied
to cultural history in the broad anthropological sense. 

The approach of histoire croisée or “entangled history” is based on
transfer history. Its added value lies in the study of two or more coun-
tries (that is, an area studies approach). The concept was developed for
France and Germany (West Central Europe), but it could just as easily
be applied to (East) Central European and Ukrainian history. Ukraine
could also be integrated into cultural history concepts for the study of
East Central Europe. To be sure, this approach is not new: it has been
employed, for example, by the Institute of East Central Europe in
Lublin, directed by Jerzy Kłoczowski. But the histoire croisée approach
offers a more developed and somewhat postmodern methodological
basis for area studies. Areas are defined not only on the basis of struc-
tural similarities but also on that of internal communication and interac-
tion. This means that area studies become more flexible and less exclu-
sive. East Central European studies that include Ukraine could be used
for the development of university curricula, textbooks, and so on, mak-
ing them practically relevant. 

This article does not intend to prescribe ways of transnationalizing
the study of history in Ukraine or the history of Ukraine as a subject. 
Its main purpose is to introduce recently discussed approaches that seek
to overcome the “methodological nationalism” so apparent in Ukraine
and other European countries. This might also be a way of integrating
Ukrainian history into the European context and inspiring greater inter-
est in the subject among international scholars.
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II. Ukrainian History Rewritten
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Choice of Name versus Choice of Path 

The Names of Ukrainian Territories from the Late 

Sixteenth to the Late Seventeenth Century

Natalia Yakovenko

The very act of demarcating the real or imagined boundary of “our land”
creates two geographic and cultural entities—the “land of the Other”
and “one’s own” space. Establishing the name of “one’s own” living
space is far from the least important step toward endowing it with mean-
ing. Thus canonized, it is transformed by the inhabitants’ unwritten con-
vention into the sacred name of a fatherland—a land inherited from
ancestors on which objectively existing reality (territory) is infused with
a series of imagined values projected onto that territory; values associat-
ed with common “blood,” interests, history, cultural tradition, and the
like. In the Ukrainian case, it was the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries that saw the definitive “establishment of the convention,”
when the palm was awarded to the name “Ukraine” (Ukraïna). But the
contest of proposals began three centuries earlier, signaling the emer-
gence of a “national preoccupation” in a society content until then to
define itself with the vague notion of Rus´, at once an ethnonym and the
name of the territory inhabited by Ruthenians in the Polish-Lithuanian
state. The first round of that “contest,” which took place between the
late sixteenth and late seventeenth centuries, is the principal subject of
this essay. We shall also have to make an excursion into prehistory, for
some of the competing versions were articulated much earlier in other,
Greek and Roman, cultural poles of Europe. Thus, by comparing the
victories and defeats of the different versions reanimated by the Ruthe-
nians, we can obtain an indirect notion of the priorities of the con-
sumers, who were making a choice (just like present-day Ukrainians)
between “East” and “West.” In conclusion, we shall examine the fluctu-
ations of a hypothetically native creation, the concept of “Ukraine,”
which in time was to win the grand prize.

It is no easy task to give a brief account of the material on which my
observations are based. References bearing on the subject are to be
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encountered in practically all texts of the period, from official docu-
ments to private jottings and from scholastic verses to theological trea-
tises. The point, then, was not so much research as selection. My main
criterion was the Ruthenian origin of the authors, although, in order to
tease out particular nuances, it was necessary to seek views from the
sidelines; from the Polish or “Lithuanian” (more precisely, official Vil-
nius) perspectives. As for the intellectual grounding of this article, it
comes mainly from the pioneering thesis advanced by Giovanna Brogi
Bercoff, who maintains that the constitutive characteristic of Ukrainian
cultural space in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was its “poly-
morphism,” meaning its multilayered and polyglot character, mutability,
and susceptibility to external assimilative influences. In Brogi Bercoff’s
opinion, this elasticity of “cultural code” may be explained both by an
“immanent” tendency—dating from the times of Kyivan Ruś —to syn-
thesize divergent traditions and, in functional terms, as a response to 
the threat of disintegration facing a cultural community that was not yet
fully formed.1 As regards more particular questions, my thinking has
something in common with studies by Frank Sysyn and Serhii Plokhy
devoted to somewhat later (late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-cen-
tury) changes in the naming of Ukrainian space.2

Rosia/Russia/Rus’, Ruthenia, Roxolania

The Byzantines anticipated developments by naming a territory that had
not managed to come up with a general name for itself: the notion of
Rosia (Ρωσι′α) was first used to denote the “land of the Ruś ” in De cer-
emoniis by the Byzantine emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus
(908–59).3 But the “Ruś people” (Ρω′ ς) had come to the Byzantines’
attention much earlier, and that particular form of appellation—indeed,
self-designation—is recorded in the Annales Bertiniani under the year
839, where it is recounted that people came from Constantinople to the
court of Louis the Pious and “said that they—that is, their people—were
known as Ruś ” (se, id est gentem suam, Rhos vocari dicebant).4 In the
mid-tenth century, Bishop Liutprand of Cremona employed another Lat-
in variant of the Ruś name, Rusii, derived from the Greek ρουσιοι.
Accord ing to Liutprand’s Antapodosis, the Byzantine mercenaries
included “a certain people… whom the Greeks call… Rusii… because
of the strength of their bodies” (gens quaedam… quam a qualitate cor-
poris Graeci vocant… Rusios).5
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In Old Ruś writing, as we know, the self-designation Ruskaia zemlia
or Ruś became the established term for the “land of the Ruś ,” while its
inhabitants bore the political name Ruś (collective) and Rusyn (individ-
ual). This usage continued even after the disintegration of the Kyivan
state: in one of the first documents of the fourteenth century, which are
classified as “Old Ukrainian” on the basis of their linguistic attributes,
we already encounter the word Rusyn.6 Until the mid-sixteenth century
Ruś , Ruś ka zemlia and the designation Rusyn (no longer a political
name but an ethnonym) had no competition either in the Kingdom of
Poland or in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as customary terms for the
former Old Ruś territory and its inhabitants. As for the practice of call-
ing Ruś Rosia (from the Greek Ρωσι′α), which is to be encountered in
South Slavic writings beginning in the last quarter of the fourteenth cen-
tury and in Muscovy from the second half of the fifteenth century,7 this
neo-Byzantine syndrome made its way to the Ruthenians of the Polish-
Lithuanian state considerably later, in the 1580s. We shall return to the
initiators and circumstances of this innovation below; here, by way of
preliminary comment, we shall merely note that the Greek accent of
that name embodied a certain protest against the Latinization of Ruthen-
ian culture, manifested inter alia by the dissemination of Latin names
for Ruś .

This Latin nomenclature, encountered in European chronicles and
documents of the papal chancery, was rather unsystematic at first, but
signs of a certain “standardization” become apparent by the end of the
eleventh century. Most probably, the stimulus in that direction came
from the papal chancery, in whose documents a specific conceptual
dualism became established: the land itself was called Russia, and its
Ruthenian inhabitants were known as Rutheni. The words Ruthenus and
Rusyn are phonetically akin, which ideally suited the orientation of
medieval geography toward classical tradition, from which names of
lands and peoples that sounded similar were drawn and applied to new
realities. The Celtic tribe of the Rut(h)eni was well known in antiquity,
from Pliny the Elder and Caesar to the compilers of the first century
A.D. Thus adapted, the Rutheni/Ruś became firmly established in the
land of Russia, recorded in chronicles and papal bulls and, from the
thirteenth century, in letters and documents (especially in privileges
issued by Hungarian kings and Mazovian princes),8 and even in travel
notes, such as Willem de Ruysbroeck’s description of his voyage of
1253 to the Crimea, which mentions a “tremendous number of Rutheni-
ans” (Ruthenos… maxima multitudo) among the local Christians.9 Finally,
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from the fourteenth century the amicable pair Russia/Rutheni became a
fixture in Polish documents and chronicles and, somewhat later, in Latin
documents issued by the chancery of the Lithuanian grand dukes.

These terms were also unreservedly accepted in the chanceries of
judicial and administrative centers in Galician Ruś , where Latin became
the official language of business following the incorporation of those
lands into the Kingdom of Poland. Throughout the fifteenth century, the
Latin language, only just acquired by local chancery scribes, still consti-
tuted a striking instance of bilingualism—a Latin imitation of Ukrainian
speech, paradoxical in its “incorrectness.”10 There is consequently no
doubt that when writing Russia, the scribes mentally “pronounced”
Ruś , and the Ruthenus-derived concepts that they employed (such as
ius Ruthenicum, lingua Ruthenica, consuetudo Ruthenicalis, ecclesia
Ruthenicalis, Ruthenica fides, ritus Ruthenicus, Ruthenicale telum, and
so on) were calques of corresponding notions in Ruthenian public life:
Ruthenian law, the Ruthenian language, Ruthenian customs, the Ruthen -
ian Church, and the like. It was this very circumstance, one may assume,
that made the Latinization of names nonconflictual, for both the local
and the Latin names were essentially interchangeable and synonymous.
This parity was shaken, however, in the middle of the following (six-
teenth) century, when a designation of Ruś came into use for which no
equivalent was to be found in Ruthenian speech.

Strictly speaking, there were two such names, Ruthenia and Roxola-
nia. The first appeared episodically even earlier as a derivation from
Ruthenus used to denote the “land of the Ruthenians,” for example, in
privileges issued by Hungarian kings in 1261 and 1342,11 on Pietro Vis-
conti’s portolan map of 131112 and, much later, in a reply of 1635 from
the papal chancery.13 Given the conservatism of the latter institution,
the word may have been in use much earlier. But Ruthenia failed to
make a career, for it encountered a much stronger competitor, Rox -
olania.

Roxolania was not so much a linguistic product as a sociocultural
one—a side effect of the triumphant entrenchment of nobiliary liberties
in the Kingdom of Poland during the sixteenth century. This in turn pro-
moted the development of a supraethnic and supraconfessional ideology
for the “noble nation,” one of whose basic tenets was the conviction that
the nobility and the common folk were divided by an unbridgeable abyss
of “different blood.” Nor was there any lack of “historical proofs”:
according to the so-called Sarmatian ethnogenetic legend,14 which arose
sometime in the mid-sixteenth century, the biblical lineage of nobles
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and plebs could be traced back to different sons of the forefather Noah—
commoners were descended from Ham and nobles from Japheth. After
long wanderings, some of the descendants of Japheth, the “warlike Sar-
matians,” allegedly settled in the lands of Poland and Ruś that they had
conquered, giving rise to the “noble nation.”

For our purposes, the most important detail of this legend is that the
“Sarmatians” were understood to be a “nation” of two branches, Polish
and Ruthenian. The Ruthenian nobles identified themselves with the
“Sarmatian tribe of Roxolanians,” brethren of the “Polish Sarmatians”
and thus lawful heirs to the “Sarmatian inheritance.” The authoritative
codification of just such a “division of the inheritance” was carried out
by one of the best-known Polish publicists of the sixteenth century,
Stanisław Orzechowski (1513–66), a nobleman of mixed Ruthenian-
Polish descent, educated at the universities of Cracow, Vienna, Witten-
berg, Padua and Bologna, and, most importantly, a fervent propagandist
of the nobility’s “golden liberties.”15 Orzechowski took the ethnogeo-
graphic nomenclature of classical authors as his point of departure, as
did his predecessors (notably Maciej Miechowski, the author of the
famous Treatise on Two Sarmatias, which was reprinted as many as 
ten times in Poland and abroad between 1517 and 1582).16 Thus Orze-
chowski consistently identified his Ruthenian countrymen with the Sar -
matians/Roxolanians, referring to himself now as a Ruthenian (Ruthenus),
now as a Roxolanian (Roxolanus), and to Ruś as Roxolania.17 That the
identification of Ruthenus with Roxolanus was not considered axiomat-
ic until its “codification” by Orzechowski is demonstrated, inter alia, by
the binary formula in the treatise of Michael the Lithuanian (1550): in
describing the subjugation of neighboring peoples by the “descendants
of the Romans” (that is, the Lithuanians), he also makes mention of the
“Roxolanians, or Ruthenians” (Roxolanos seu Ruthenos).18

The “historical legacy” concocted in this manner appeared in the
right place at the right time. It was in the last quarter of the sixteenth
century, after all, that the former “Lithuanian” Ruthenians of Volhynia
and the Kyiv region first became closely acquainted with their consan-
guineous “Polish” brethren from Galician Ruś and Podilia: in 1569,
under the terms of the Union of Lublin, both Ruthenian regions became
part of a single state, the Kingdom of Poland. Pooling their efforts, the
intellectuals of both lands would soon proclaim their territory a direct
continuation of Kyivan Ruś and themselves “the ancient Ruś nation of
Volodymyr’s stock.”19 This is not the place for a detailed discussion of
the ways and means whereby “Ruthenian history” was appropriated;
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suffice it to say that in the broadest terms, the stimulus for that appro -
priation came from the competition arising after the Union of Lublin
between two cultural systems, Ruthenian and Polish. The wave of “edu-
cational revolution” and the “reform mentality” aroused by the Refor-
mation, which reached Poland in the second half of the sixteenth centu-
ry, had a triple effect. On the one hand, resistance to Protestant “innova-
tions” gave rise to the confessional (and therefore cultural) unification
of Polish society; on the other hand, in response to this challenge,
“Ruthenian” aspirations in Galician (“Polish”) Ruś gained their second
wind, and the hitherto somnolent elite of the former “Lithuanian” Ruś
was galvanized accordingly. The latter development doubtless resulted
from the geographical expansion of the cultural activity carried on by
Polish and Galician intellectuals. As they moved eastward, beyond the
border denounced by the Union of Lublin, and sought to gratify the
tastes of the fabulously wealthy new lords, these people promoted the
“dehermetization” of the Ruthenian world, hitherto closed to outside
observers. At the same time, that world was modified in the process of
retranslation, for the narratives about it were composed according to the
rhetorical standards for “historical description” and “ethnic description”
already established in Polish letters.

For a particularly striking example of such “mutually beneficial
cooperation,” we may turn to the creation of a genealogical program 
for the most powerful magnates of the former “Lithuanian” Ruś , the
Princes Ostrozky.20 The first known genealogical mention, dating from
1574, is still amorphous: the Ostrozkys are simply termed descendants
of “old Kyivan princes.” A few years later, their lineage is “concretized”
as an unbroken genealogical line extending from Prince Volodymyr of
Kyiv, the “first baptizer,” to the Galician-Volhynian king Danylo of
Halych; later still, “King Danylo” was proclaimed an ancestor of the
Ostrozkys dating back exactly eight generations. But even this version
seemed insufficiently prestigious, and a hero from obscure and distant
lands, the “primal forebear, Rus,” appeared on the horizon. This person-
age had long been known to educated people: Polish chronicles of the
late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries already mentioned the three
mythical heroes Czech, Lech and Rus, who sought the land promised by
God, divided it, and appropriately “built three kingdoms,” naming them
Czechia, Lechia (that is, Poland), and Russia after themselves. Rus
became the key figure in the final version of the Ostrozkys’ genealogi-
cal legend, which took the form of an artless syllogism in the hands of
the panegyrists: a) Rus established the state, endowing it with his own
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name and leaving it as an inheritance to his descendants, b) the descen-
dants of the “princes of Old Ruś ” were the Ostrozkys; hence c) the
Ostrozkys were the lawful heirs of Rus. In offering a more concrete
account of the “land” that Rus had “built” and “left as an inheritance” to
the princes of Kyivan Ruś , the panegyrists took no great trouble over
historical accuracy. The “land of Rus” that emerged from their descrip-
tions corresponded to prevailing conditions of the late sixteenth and ear-
ly seventeenth centuries, embracing the Ruś territories belonging to the
Kingdom of Poland: Galician Ruś , Volhynia, the Kyiv region, and
Podilia. Thanks to such a “grafting” of myth onto history, and of both
onto the political and geographic nomenclature of the day, we are in a
position to reconstruct the Ruthenians’ conception of their living space
as a self-contained entity that corresponded in geographic terms to the
former southern and western principalities of Kyivan Ruś , yielding
nothing to the “land of Lech” (Poland) in “historical dignity,” and, in
political terms, constituting one undivided realm extending from Kyiv
to Lviv. The virtual nature of that “realm” was of no consequence, for
the object was not political ambition but the “political legitimacy” of
the Ruś community. On the one hand, it acquired a sacralized point of
origin (the “quest for land” and the “building” activity of the forefather,
Rus); on the other, the existence of the Princes Ostrozky, the heirs of
Rus, was manifest proof of its unbroken continuity. Developed in this
fashion, the genealogical program of the Ostrozkys unquestionably pro-
vided a basis for Ruthenian identity conceived as equivalent to that of
its Polish counterpart; at the same time, it gathered the hitherto divided
Ruthenian lands into a common space of historical memory. This in 
turn was a springboard for the delineation of a new political actor, the
“ancient nation of Ruś ,” which had inhabited its territory (the “land 
of Ruś ”) since time immemorial—a land “found” and “built” by the
“forefather Rus,” enlightened by baptism through the agency of his
descendant, St. Volodymyr, and still abiding under the patronage of the
heirs of Rus and Volodymyr, the Princes Ostrozky.

Going back to Roxolania, we may note that the place of that name in the
Ruthenian identity described above is somewhat problematic. It aptly
denoted the status of Ruś as a unit of the Kingdom of Poland endowed
with equal rights, but after the assimilation of the Kyivan Ruś legacy
the word became “foreign,” as it indicated that the role of “root and
source” was assigned to the Sarmatians/Roxolanians, not to the “nation
of St. Volodymyr.” The dilemma of which name to choose was thus
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essentially transformed into the dilemma of two versions of “Ruthenian-
ism.”21 Clearly, both versions were perfectly loyal to the political father-
land, the Commonwealth, but, oversimplifying somewhat, the Roxolan-
ian version may be identified with a tolerant attitude to all things Polish,
while avoidance of it indicates distaste for Poland.

This semantic divergence becomes particularly apparent toward the
end of the sixteenth century, when the word Roxolania was predomi-
nantly employed not by Orthodox Ruthenians but by their Polish sym-
pathizers or by Ruthenian Catholics. Nevertheless, it is significant that
even in the perception of the Orthodox community, the territorial extent
of Roxolania corresponded to the Ruś “of Volodymyr’s stock,” mean-
ing that it did not include Belarusian territory, for which the terms
“Lithuania” or “White Ruś ” were reserved. In 1584, for example,
Sebastian Klonowic, a native of Great Poland who later became magis-
trate of Lublin, dedicated the lengthy poem Roxolania22 to “the most
illustrious Senate of the City of Lviv.” In this work, the geography of
the idyllic territory that he describes is demarcated by the towns of the
Kyiv, Galicia, Volhynia and Podilia regions—Kyiv, Lviv, Lutsk, Kam -
ianets, Peremyshl and others. The name Roxolania attained its peak of
popularity between the 1620s and 1640s, when the Orthodox Rutheni-
ans of Galicia, having taken over the higher ecclesiastical posts in Kyiv,
became arbiters of fashion and imposed their own tastes, heavily adul-
terated with “Sarmatian” discourse, on Orthodox literary convention. In
most Kyivan learned and scholastic texts of the day, we come across the
expressions “Roxolania,” “Roxolanian nation,” “Roxolanian borders,”
“our Roxolanians,” and even “the Roxolanian Church.” This is hardly
surprising, for it was in that very milieu, especially in the times of Met-
ropolitan Petro Mohyla (1632–47), that the model of the “Ruthenian
nobiliary nation” was intensively cultivated as a fraternal equivalent to
its Polish counterpart in the Commonwealth circle of the “noble nation.”

But such a peaceable attitude to Poland as we have just noted was
not characteristic of all Ruthenians. Accordingly, the spread of the
“Roxolanian” version of Ruthenian identity was accompanied by an
increasingly popular alternative with a distinct “anti-Latin” (and thus
anti-Polish) subtext. Its manifesto was a stress on the Greek origins of
Ruś , and its banner called for the restitution of the “true” name of Ruś ,
Rosiia, which arose as a calque of the Greek Ρωσι′α. As noted above,
“neo-Byzantinism” of this kind already had precedents in South Slavic
and Muscovite letters, but it would appear that they did not provide the
stimulus in this case. There is no doubt, after all, that the newborn Rosiia
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had a Lviv pedigree, and a burgher rather than a nobiliary one at that.
Moreover, the background to its appearance was provided, on the one
hand, by the visits of Eastern patriarchs to Lviv in the 1580s23—the first
such visits in the whole history of the Ruthenian church, which blew the
breath of life into the feeling of confessional affinity with the “mother
church”—and, on the other hand, by the “Greek accent” in the burst of
educational activity on the part of the Orthodox confraternity, newly
established by the Lviv burghers. (An attempt has also been made to
explain the reanimation of the name Rosiia as a consequence of the
realization of the “indivisible and common heritage” of Kyivan Ruś .24

To my mind, this explanation is anachronistic, since the first text that
might conditionally be termed a “realization of a common heritage,”
and that only from a dynastic perspective, did not appear until a century
later. This was the anonymous Synopsis, published by the printshop of
the Kyivan Cave Monastery in 1674 and reissued with addenda in
1681).25 As for the Lviv confraternity, having obtained a charter of con-
firmation in 1586 from one of the eminent guests, Patriarch Joachim I
of Antioch, it established its own school of “Greek and Slavic letters,”
and it is in the statute of that school that we first encounter the concept
of the “Rossian nation” as a designation for the Ruthenians. The Greek
bent of the school was strengthened by its first rector (1586–88), the
Greek Archbishop Arsenios of Elasson, and by 1591 the confraternity
printshop had already published its own grammar of the Greek lan-
guage, compiled, according to the introduction, by teachers and students
at the school.26 Heightened interest in the Greek matrix of Ruthenian
culture spread to other centers of schooling as well. Thus, some scholars
surmise that the future patriarch of Constantinople, Cyril Lukaris,
taught at the Ostrih school (contemporaries called it a “trilingual”—
Greek, Latin and Slavic—“lyceum”) in 1594 and that the Greek
Emmanuel Achilleos27 taught there in 1595. Greek was also taught at
the confraternity schools of Kyiv (est. 1615) and Lutsk (est. 1619).28

As we see, the educational groundwork for the adoption of the “anti-
Latin” name Ρωσι′α/Rosiia was perfectly adequate. A fair amount of
additional kindling for “anti-Latin” sentiments was supplied by the
agreement of several Orthodox hierarchs to union with the Roman
Catholic Church, which was proclaimed at Brest in 1596. As has been
noted more than once, it was after the Union of Brest that confessional
intolerance began its precipitous rise. As an authoritative contemporary
student of the problem, Mikhail Dmitriev, has expressed it, “From 
now on the ‘conscious’ Orthodox were greatly afraid of turning into
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Catholics (Uniates), while the Catholics and Uniates feared infection by
the ‘schism’; both the former and the latter began to guard themselves
diligently against Protestant influence.”29

The ground was thus cleared for a Greek designation of Rus´, and
the word Rosiia made a triumphant breakthrough into the usage of the
conscious Orthodox elite.30 Among the early instances of its painstak-
ingly conscientious use, it is worth citing the verses written by pupils 
of the Lviv Confraternity School to welcome Metropolitan Mykhailo
Rohoza on the occasion of his visit in 1591. Clearly, the schoolboy
muse labored to excess: there are no fewer than seven mentions of Rosi-
ia and rosiis´kyi narod (Rus´ people) in the brief text, and the metropol-
itan is called “Rosiia’s only eye.”31 Once the learned circle at the Kyi-
van Cave Monastery burst into activity in the 1620s, followed by the
newly established Kyiv Mohyla Collegium in 1632, Rosiia became the
trademark of the Orthodox intellectual in general. It made no difference
whether he wrote in Ruthenian, Polish or Latin, or to what degree he
tolerated all things Polish—the fashion for an “authentic,” “truly Ortho-
dox” name for Rus´ took precedence. Accordingly, the Latin Roxolania
coexisted in perfect harmony with the “anti-Latin” Rosiia on the pages
of Kyivan publications—ideology was one thing; the trademark quite
another. Here are just a few examples of such inconsistent attitudes: 
in the writings of one of the supreme authorities of Kyivan learning,
Zakhariia Kopystensky, “orthodox Rosiia” is settled now by the “Rox-
olanian nation,” now by the “Rossian nation,” the latter abiding “in love
and concord with the Polish and Lithuanian nations” (1621);32 in the
funerary verses of 1622 written by the rector of the Kyiv Confraternity
School, Kasiian Sakovych, on the death of the Cossack hetman Petro
Sahaidachny, Rosiia honors a hero who faithfully served the king;33 in
his treatise of 1638 on miracles at the Kyivan Cave Monastery, Afanasii
Kalnofoisky includes a verse epitaph (clearly of his own authorship) for
a hero of the Kyivan borderland, Semen Lyko, who was “begotten by
the Roxolanian and Polish land” (Roxola≈ska z PolskΩ ziemia, z której
spłodzon);34 in a school declamation in honor of one of the curators of
the Kyiv Mohyla Collegium, Adam Kysil, the collegium itself is called
the “Lyceum of the Roxolanian Palladium” (Roxolanae Palladis Lycaeum),
and the public importance of the benefactor is emphasized by the fact
that “Rosiia calls you father and Poland calls you father” (Rossia te
patrem canit atque Polonia patrem).35 And so on and so forth.

In the second half of the seventeenth century, Kyivan literary con-
vention was not averse to confusing Rosiia with Roxolania, even though
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the city was now part of a new state, with new heroes and new ideologi-
cal priorities (I remind the reader that after 1654 Kyiv came under the
protectorate of Muscovy, while the Orthodox Church was transformed
from an ecclesia militans into the dominant religious institution). The
formerly Latin Roxolania, having lost its pro-Polish subtext, turned into
an element of “high style” sanctified by tradition. This is particularly
apparent from the titles of courses in philosophy and rhetoric offered at
the Kyiv Mohyla Academy in the latter half of the seventeenth century,
which are addressed now to the “Roxolanian,” now to the “Rossian”
reader—Roxolanae iuventuti, auditore Roxolano, Rossiaco oratoribus,
and so on.36 With the passage of time, however, Rosiia became ever
more strongly entrenched. That name had the highest frequency of use
in Kyivan texts of the latter half of the seventeenth century, where we
encounter Rossia/Rosiia and derivative concepts at every turn—“Ros -
sians” (Rossiaci), the “Rossian nation” (gens Rossiaca), the “Rossian
fatherland” (patria Rossiaca), and the like. Serhii Plokhy has remarked
on “the Mohylan tradition of using ‘Russia’ predominantly, if not exclu-
sively, to denote the lands of the Kyiv metropolitanate.”37 I would make
this observation more specific: it was not a question of the whole metro-
politanate, extending across the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the
Kingdom of Poland, but only of its “Polish” (that is, Ukrainian) portion,
not including Belarusian territory. In other words, the Rosiia of Kyivan
intellectuals of the second half of the seventeenth century retained the
meaning it had had at the moment of its birth in the late sixteenth centu-
ry; like its partner/opponent Roxolania, it denoted the land “of the
nation of Volodymyr’s stock.” In the eighteenth century, to be sure, the
name Rosiia was fated to undergo certain mutations, but that is beyond
the scope of the present essay.38

All the same, the imposing career of Rosiia was limited to the terri-
tory that came under the protectorate of the Muscovite tsar after 1654.
In texts written by Ruthenians of the Commonwealth, the concept van-
ished as suddenly as it had appeared—clearly, it was tainted by associa-
tion with the hostile Russian state. The members of the Lviv Orthodox
confraternity, for example, enumerating their complaints yet again in
their declaration of 1649, locate “our people” not in Rosiia, as before,
but “on the whole extent of Rus’” (in toto ambitu Russiae),39 although
at times, on ceremonial occasions, they still refer to the church itself as
“Rossian.”40 For a certain period, the titulature of metropolitans was a
kind of “reservation” for the word Rosiia, which is understandable, as
none of them abandoned the hope of heading the whole Kyiv metropoli-
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tanate, including the lands that had come under Muscovite jurisdiction.
Yet even here one may note a characteristic ambiguity. In Ruthenian
documents, the metropolitans generally used the formula “of all Rosiia”
in referring to themselves, but in Polish documents it was replaced by
the accustomed wszystkiej Rusi (of all Rus´), although, as certain excep-
tions demonstrate, linguistic usage permitted both usiieï Rusi and wszys-
tkiej Rusi as equivalent terms.41 For evidence that the “choice of name”
was consciously made, we may turn inter alia to a letter of 1689 from
Bishop Yosyf Shumliansky of Lviv to the Tsarina Sofia. Requesting
financial support from the Muscovite ruler, Shumliansky chose the term
that would sound “more correct” to the Muscovite ear: the Turks, he
wrote, had devastated “the land of our Rosiia.”42

Finally, the word Rosiia is completely absent from the discourse of
Ruthenian Catholics. The best example here is the immense (more than
750 pages of printed text) diary of Vasyl Rudomych, a learned Ruthenian
from Zamość, a professor of the Zamość Academy, initially an Ortho-
dox and subsequently a Catholic.43 In making daily entries from 1656 to
1672, this “Ruthenian patriot”—and ardent advocate of reconciliation
between Ruthenian Orthodox, Ruthenian Uniates, and Ruthenian Catholics
— never once used the word Rosiia, although he exchanged friendly
correspondence with the archimandrite of the Kyivan Cave Monastery,
Inokentii Gizel, and was godfather to the child of the Cossack hetman
Pavlo Teteria, a friend of the Orthodox bishop of Lviv, Afanasii Zheli-
borsky, and a frequent guest of the Krekhiv Orthodox Monastery.

Little Rosiia

The birth of Rosiia at the end of the sixteenth century called another
Grecism, “Little Rosiia,” into existence. As in the case of Rosiia, it was
the neo-Byzantine syndrome—the drive to renew “true” Orthodoxy—
that served as the stimulus for its appearance, while the precedent was
supplied by the above-mentioned visits of Eastern patriarchs to Lviv in
the 1580s. Given the growing interest in the Byzantine sources of the
Ruthenian Church, the Greek designation for the Kyiv metropolitanate,
Μίκρà Ρωσία (Little Rosiia), was also reanimated. It is generally
agreed that one of the earliest mentions of this concept occurs in a bull
issued by Emperor John VI Cantacuzenus in 1347 on the liquidation of
the Halych metropolitanate and in the confirmation of that act by the
patriarchal synod in the same year.44 The complete “comprehensibility”
of the term to the inhabitants of the metropolitanate is established by the
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even earlier use of its Latin version (1339) in the title of the Galician-
Volhynian prince Bolesław-Yurii: “By the grace of God, native-born
prince of all Little Rus´” (Dei gratia natus dux totius Russie Mynoris).45

Given the Greeks’ rather amorphous notions of Rus´, Μίκρà Ρωσία
initially encompassed only the Volhynian and Galician eparchies, but by
1354 the patriarch was already mentioning Kyiv as the “first archepis-
copal seat” in Μίκρà Ρωσία.46 After the division of the Kyiv metropol-
itanate into Muscovite and Polish-Lithuanian halves in the mid-fifteenth
century, the patriarch’s documents began to style the Kyivan hierarch
“Metropolitan of Kyiv and All Rus´”; even later, in the first third of the
sixteenth century, the defunct Galician ecclesiastical unit was added to
his title: “Metropolitan of Kyiv, Halych and All Rosiia.”47 The recogni-
tion of the formula “of all Rosiia” as part of the metropolitan’s title did
not, however, spell the end of “Little Rosiia.” After all, according to
Byzantine notions of space, that concept entailed a binary opposition: if
“Little Rosiia” was the center, then there had to be a large borderland
territory, “Great Rosiia,” corresponding to it (indeed, in the opinion of
Anna Khoroshkevich, it was precisely because of a patriarchal missive
of 1561 that “Great Rosiia” made its way into Muscovy’s self-designa-
tion).48 Once the patriarchate of Constantinople recognized the Mus-
covite church in “Great Rosiia” in 1589, the other term of the forgotten
pair, “Little Rosiia,” was also logically reanimated. For instance, in a
letter of 1594 from Patriarch Meletios Pigas of Alexandria to Prince
Kostiantyn Ostrozky, there is a blessing to the Orthodox “of all Little
Rosiia,” not “of all Rosiia,” as the formula of the Kyivan metropolitan’s
titulature would have required; similarly, an anonymous Greek partici-
pant in the Council of Brest (1596) who left an account of it indicates
that the council was held “at the initiative of bishops in Little Rosiia.”49

A “Greek trace” is also apparent in the first known instance of the
use of “Little Rosiia” by Ruthenians. In a letter of 1592 from the mem-
bers of the Lviv confraternity to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich requesting finan-
cial support, we encounter the formula “Great and Little Rosiia,”50 that
is, the Greek binary spatial opposition that had not figured in Ruthenian
discourse up to that point. This letter must have been written “at the dic-
tation” of one of the Greek visitors, for in the following year Patriarch
Meletios Pigas also asked the tsar to support the Lviv confraternity,
which indicates the “coordinated” nature of the action. As for the intro-
duction of the Grecism “Little Rosiia” into Ruthenian discourse per se,
the initiative was probably taken by Ivan Vyshensky, a monk at one of
the monasteries on Mt. Athos who came from the vicinity of Peremyshl.
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An ardent propagandist of “pure” (that is, Greek) Orthodoxy, Vyshen-
sky addressed an epistle to his Ruthenian kinsmen ca. 1599–1600 call-
ing upon them to beware of “Latin enticements.” Frequently using the
expression “Little Rosiia,” the Athonite nevertheless reduced its scope:
in his missive, it did not denote the whole Kyiv metropolitanate extend-
ing across the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland
but only its “Polish” (that is, Ukrainian) portion. As Vyshensky writes,
he learned “from the Liakh land, that is, Little Rosiia” that “evil here-
sies had befallen” its inhabitants.51

Judging by texts available today, the concept of “Little Rosiia” was
forgotten until the appearance of the next Eastern hierarch, Patriarch
Theophanes of Jerusalem, on the Ruthenian horizon. In 1620, on his
way through Kyiv, Theophanes consecrated a metropolitan and several
bishops. The corresponding patriarchal missive announced their instal-
lation on the “thrones of Little Rosiia”; at the same time, the patriarch
issued two pastoral blessings to the Kyiv confraternity “in Little Rosi-
ia.”52 Subsequent isolated instances of the use of this concept until the
mid-seventeenth century are recorded exclusively in the Kyivan ecclesi-
astical milieu. More particularly, the formulas “Great and Little Rosiia”
reemerge with the rise of the Kyivan idea of all-Rus´ (Russian-Ukrainian-
Belarusian) kinship, analyzed by Serhii Plokhy,53 while in letters from
Kyivan metropolitans addressed to Moscow, their titulature is embel-
lished with the politically correct formula “of all Little Rosiia.”54 The
exclusively “export-oriented” character of this formula is indicated by
the invariable omission of the word “Little” in internal use, so that the
metropolitan title retained its old form, “by the grace of God, of all
Rosiia” or “of all Rus´.”

With the outbreak of the Cossack uprising of 1648, the concept of
“Little Rosiia” gained a powerful second wind. The basic impulse for
this came from the addition of appeals in defense of the “Greek faith” to
the demands of the insurgents: as Serhii Plokhy has persuasively shown,
the augmentation of the Cossacks’ social demands with the religious
slogan made it possible to justify rebellion against a legitimate ruler and
thus lent legitimacy to the Cossack war in the eyes of the non-Cossack
population.55 In intensive relations with “coreligious” Orthodox Mus-
covy, these appeals began to be embellished inter alia with the “politi-
cally correct” name of the Cossack Hetmanate, “Little Rosiia.” Nor is it
to be ruled out that the concept of “Little Rosiia” appeared in the Cos-
sack lexicon under the influence of the Eastern patriarchs, who were
perhaps the main promoters of the idea of uniting “Great” and “Little”
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Rosiia. In the summer of 1648, for example, it was none other than
Patriarch Paisios of Jerusalem who figured as Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s
first “lobbyist” at the tsar’s court.56 Upon the acceptance of the Mus-
covite tsar’s protectorate in 1654, which augmented his title with the
formula “Great, White and Little Rus´,” the designation of the Het-
manate as “Little Rosiia” took over completely in Muscovite official
discourse, and the special agency established in 1662 for relations with
the Hetmanate received the name “Little Russian Department.”

The Cossack officers were also gradually drawn into this nomencla-
torial tradition, although in their usage it was at first clearly “export-ori-
ented,” for use in relations with Moscow, while internally the territory
of the Hetmanate was called “Ukraine” and its inhabitants collectively
dubbed the “Ruthenian nation” (for example, in the proclamations of
Bohdan Khmelnytsky the expression “Little Rosiia” does not appear
even once, while Ukraïna is used as many as ten times).57 Clear evi-
dence that in the eyes of the Cossack officers the newborn “Little Rosiia”
had already lost its prewar ecclesiastical meaning—that is, it had come
to denote not the Kyiv metropolitanate but the territory of the Cossack
Hetmanate—comes from the minutes of negotiations between the Cos-
sack chancellor Ivan Vyhovsky and the Muscovite diplomat Vasilii
Kikin in August and September 1658. According to Kikin’s testimony,
Vyhovsky complained that he had received no thanks from the tsar for
his faithful service and for having “brought Little Rosiia into submis-
sion under the high hand of His Tsarist Majesty.” Henceforth, Vyhovsky
allegedly said, “Let Great Rosiia be Great Rosiia and Little Rosiia Little
Rosiia, for there is an invincible army in Little Rosiia as well.”58

On the other hand, the bloody contest for all the Rus´ territories of
the Commonwealth (“as far as the Ruthenian language and faith extend”)
that lasted from the late 1650s to the 1670s sometimes received ideolog-
ical justification from appeals to the legacy of the “Ruthenian nation of
Volodymyr’s stock,” and in such instances that territory was ceremoni-
ously named “Little Rosiia.” For example, in Hetman Ivan Briukhovets -
ky’s instruction to Cossack envoys dispatched to the Little Russian
Department, we encounter an extensive list of reasons why “Little Rosi-
ia” cannot belong to the “Liakhs”: they took it over by guile, although 
it once had a “hereditary monarch” of its own and was enlightened by
holy baptism not by the Polish king but by “Tsar Volodymyr, the equal
of the apostles.”59 Another characteristic instance of the identification
of “Little Rosiia” with the old principality of Kyivan Rus´ is the titula-
ture of Hetman Yurii Khmelnytsky, “Prince of Little Rossian Ukraine
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and Chieftain of the Zaporozhian Host.”60 Archimandrite Inokentii
Gizel of the Kyivan Cave Monastery, commenting in a letter of 1677 to
Hetman Ivan Samoilovych on Yurii Khmelnytsky’s appearance on the
political horizon, writes that the latter had “taken the Little Rossian
Principality upon himself” and, in his letters, was even using “the seal
of the ancient princes of Rus´.”61

Nostalgia for a “Little Rossian” territory greater than the Hetmanate
is also apparent in texts from ecclesiastical circles. At the same time,
they show clearly that by “Little Rosiia” their authors also understood
not the whole Kyiv metropolitanate extending across the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland but only its “Polish” (that is,
Ukrainian) portion. For example, in painstakingly setting down the names
of places where miracles of Nativity icons had taken place, Archiman-
drite Ioanikii Galiatovsky of the Chernihiv Monastery refers to all set-
tlements in Podilia and Galician Rus´ as “Little Rosiia,” giving them the
same status as the towns of the Cossack Hetmanate in which he himself
resided. For analogous instances on the territory of Belarus, however,
Galiatovsky consistently uses the identifier “Belarusian town” or town
located in the “Lithuanian Principality.”62

Indeed, “Little Rosiia” in its restricted hypostasis as the territory of
the Cossack Hetmanate even penetrated the conservative vocabulary of
the Eastern hierarchs: in his pastoral letter of 1678, Patriarch Dositheos
of Jerusalem addressed himself to the Orthodox of “Little Rosiia, Polo-
nia and Lithuania.”63 As we see, in the eyes of the Eastern hierarchs the
former “Little Rosiia” (the Kyiv metropolitanate) was already divided
into Cossack “Little Rosiia” (incorporated into Russia) and a Polish-
Lithuanian portion (incorporated into the Commonwealth).

Concurrently, in “high-style” texts produced on the territory of the
Hetmanate during the second half of the seventeenth century, “Little
Rosiia” progressively supplants Ukraïna, which is evidently regarded as
too colloquial. The vicissitudes of the civil war endow Cossack “Little
Rosiia” with the added status of “our lamented mother-homeland,”64

and this becomes the source of the long-term phenomenon of so-called
Little Russian patriotism and Little Russian identity, which soon (in the
eighteenth century) acquires both a definitive form and ideological
motivations.65
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Ukraïna

The etymology of the word Ukraïna, first used by an Old Rus´ chroni-
cler under the year 1187, is not entirely clear. Aside from its ostensibly
transparent identification with the concept of “borderland” (okraïna),
there are other hypotheses according to which this word may be derived
from the Old Slavic *krajm or *ukraj, that is, “separate part of a territo-
ry,” “country.” Proofs of just such a meaning were adduced by Serhii
Shelukhyn, who compared a Gospel translation of 1561 from Volhynia
with Gospel texts in Greek, Latin and Czech. In this case, the equiva-
lents of the concept of Ukraïna, which the translator used many times,
are the Greek χώρα (country, land), the Latin regio (country, region),
and the Czech krajina (land, country)66 (one might also add the Church
Slavonic strana, which Shelukhyn does not mention). The lack of rele-
vant monuments makes it impossible to confirm or disprove such an
extended meaning of the word Ukraïna in contemporary speech, but its
content in official political and geographic nomenclature of the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries does indeed correspond to the concept
of “borderland,” which is understandable: from the viewpoint of the
Lithuanian or the Polish capital, the lands of the future Ukraine were
regarded as nothing other than distant borderlands. Adhering strictly to
the “language of the sources,” older historiography used the term to
denote only the Dnipro region bordering on the steppe (as we shall see,
this is not entirely correct). Mykhailo Hrushevsky, endowing the con-
cept of Ukraïna with a new and expanded meaning in 1898 in his Histo-
ry of Ukraine-Rus´, found it necessary to comment on that innovation: 

In the sixteenth century this ancient term, which during the Old Rus´
period had meant “borderland,” was applied exclusively to the middle
Dnipro region… The name “Ukraine” assumed particular significance
in the seventeenth century, when this region of eastern Ukraine became
the center and symbol of the Ukrainian revival, and… concentrated in
itself the aspirations, dreams, and hopes of modern Ukraine… During
the literary renaissance of the nineteenth century, the name “Ukraine”
became a symbol of Ukrainian national life. As awareness of the conti-
nuity and uninterruptedness of ethnonational Ukrainian life grew, the
Ukrainian name gradually came to encompass the entire history of the
Ukrainian people.67

Hallowed by Hrushevsky’s authority, the use of the name Ukraïna in 
its new ethnogeographic meaning steadily established itself in the first
third of the twentieth century, and in time it wholly supplanted the pre-
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vious historiographic terms, which had “sliced” the territory of Ukraine
into Rus ,́ Little Rosiia, and Ukraïna itself. Commenting in the introduc-
tions to their works on the divergence between the name in use and the
“language of the sources,” historians are generally agreed that until the
Cossack wars of the mid-seventeenth century Ukraïna was used to
denote the southeastern borderland of the Commonwealth, that is, the
Kyiv and Bratslav palatinates.68

But the “language of the sources” is not so easily understood, for
with the passage of time the concept of Ukraïna not only broadened, as
scholars have established,69 but also took on specific “pulsing” mean-
ings depending on the viewpoint from which the authors of various
texts observed or perceived Ukraïna. As for the word itself, as far as
one can tell from the sources that have been preserved, it reemerged in
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania after the fall of Kyivan Rus´. Scholars
have noted that in its early period of use, from the mid-fourteenth to 
the mid-fifteenth century, the official (“Ruthenian”) language of the
chancery of the grand dukes of Lithuania was subject to the contrary
influences of both the south Ruthenian and Smolensk-Polatsk para-
digms.70 Nor can one rule out the influence of Pskov and Novgorod lit-
erary discourse, in which we find the word ukraina used to denote bor-
derlands in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.71 In any event, the
early chancery books of the Lithuanian grand dukes (in which the
Ruthenian language was used, as is well known) already refer to these
regions bordering on the steppe in the plural as ukraïny and to their
inhabitants as ukraïnnyky or liudy ukraïnni.72 At the same time, the con-
cept of Ukraïna could be extended to mean the whole southern part of
the state. Thus, in a letter of 1500 to the Crimean khan Mengli Giray,
the grand duke of Lithuania refers to the lands of Kyiv, Volhynia and
Podilia as “our ukraïny,”73 and a privilege of 1539 for the construction
of a castle in Kyivan Polisia (that is, fairly distant from the border per
se) is justified by the utility of such castles “in Ukraïna.”74 The concept
becomes even broader in a document of 1567 from the grand-ducal
chancery, where officials of the border zone not only in the southern
steppe but also in the Muscovite east—the fortresses of Slutsk, Rechitsa
and Rogachev, located on the upper reaches of the Dnipro—are called
vicegerents of “border (ukraïnni) castles.”75

In the Polish state, by contrast, the tradition of referring to the bor-
derlands as Ukraïna did not come into general use until the Union of
Lublin (1569), when the ukraïny of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania came
under the jurisdiction of the Kingdom of Poland. This is apparent, inter
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alia, from a comparison of the geographic nomenclature in a memoran-
dum written by Bernard Pretwicz, a paladin of the Polish–Tatar border-
land in Podilia (1550), with the nomenclature of the early post-union
period. In describing his campaigns, Pretwicz does not yet localize them
“in Ukraïna” but “on the border,” which is marked in his text by numer-
ous “small border castles,” rivers, Tatar routes and fords. There is only
one mention of “border (ukraïnni) villages” laid waste by Tatar raids.76

One of the first Polish cartographers, Wacław Grodecki, in publishing
his map of the Kingdom of Poland in Basel (1558), shows the Tatar bor-
derland but, unlike later cartographers, refers to it as “border localities”
(finitimarumque locorum), not as Ukraïna.77 Nor is the word Ukraïna
known to a certain anonymous Pole who left irate marginalia on a map
entitled Polonia et Hungaria nuova tavola—an appendix to a Venetian
edition of Ptolemy’s Geography (1562). Commenting on the errors per-
petrated here, he refers to the steppelands between the Buh and Dnipro
rivers as the “Lithuanian plains” and to those between the Buh and
Dnister as the “Crown plains.”78

In striking contrast to this is a proclamation of 1580 by King Stefan
Batory, from which we see how far Polish attitudes had advanced
toward the acceptance of “Ukrainian” geographic nomenclature in the
decade following the Union of Lublin. This document was addressed to
the “lords and knights residing in Rusian, Kyivan, Volhynian, Podilian
and Bratslavian Ukraine” (panom i rycerstwu na Ukrainie ruskiej,
kijowskiej, woły≈skiej, podolskiej i bracławskiej mieszkajΩcym).79 As
we see, the word Ukraïna appears here as a synonym of a generalized
name of all the Ruthenian palatinates, not only those annexed to the
Kingdom of Poland under the terms of the Union of Lublin (the palati-
nates of Kyiv, Bratslav and Volhynia), but also those that had long been
part of Poland (Podilia and Rus´). So sudden an effect of “Ukrainiza-
tion” is hard to explain, as the royal chancery was accustomed to the
names of “its own” palatinates, which had not hitherto been associated
with borderland ukraïny. Thus it may be assumed that the “Lithuanian”
name was imported by the scribes of the Ruthenian department of the
Crown Chancery, established in 1569 to serve the needs of the newly
annexed territories and dubbed the “Ruthenian Metrica.”80 Between
1569 and 1586, the Ruthenian department was headed by the Bratslav
nobleman Lavrin Pisochynsky, and the name of Mykolai Vaskovsky, a
noble from Kyivan Polisia, has been preserved from among its officials.81

It is to these people, especially Pisochynsky, that one may cautiously
“ascribe responsibility” for having introduced the new terminology into
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the official discourse of the Polish higher circles. I have also managed
to find a somewhat later corroboration that the broader meaning of the
word Ukraïna, synonymous with the notion of Rus´, was especially cur-
rent among the inhabitants of the former “Lithuanian” Rus´. In 1621,
commenting on a royal proclamation in which all the “border (ukraïnni)
palatinates” were ordered to assist the Crown army, the Volhynian Roman
Hoisky notes that it would be difficult to comply, for all the ukraïnni
palatinates had been overrun and devastated by the Tatars: among the
latter, he enumerates the Kyiv, Bratslav, Podilia, Volhynia and Rus´
palatinates.82

Concurrently with this broader notion of “all Ukraïna,” the latter
could be divided into a series of “Ukraines” that did indeed mark the
borderland location of its territories: “Podilian,” “Dnipro,” “Kyivan,”
“Bratslavian,” “Trans-Dnipro,” and “Buh” (that is, located on the South-
ern Buh River) Ukraines. At times, the borderland of Galician Rus´ also
figured on this list: for example, in 1600 the palatine of Belz, Stanisław
Włodek, referred to the southern regions of the Ruś palatinate (Synia-
va, Terebovlia and Halych) as “local Ukraïna.”83 It would appear that
the writer’s place of residence was by no means the least important fac-
tor in the above-mentioned pulsation of the Ukraïna/okraïna concept:
the farther he was from the borderland, the more amorphous his notion
of Ukraïna. To an inhabitant of Little Poland, for instance, even the
neighboring lands of the Rus´ palatinate, with its capital in Lviv, were
Ukraïna. Walerian Nekanda-Trepka of Cracow, a tireless unmasker of
“false nobles,” places one of his antiheroes “in Ukraïna near Sambir,”84

that is, almost on the Polish border. Not knowing where the “false
noble” was living at the moment, Nekanda simply waved his hand east-
ward: “He has gone off somewhere to Podilia, or to Ukraïna.”85

By the same token, from the viewpoint of Lviv Ukraïna receded
even farther eastward. Appealing to Prince Karol Ferdynand in the
autumn of 1648 for protection against the “Cossack rebellion,” the
members of the Lviv municipal council referred to the whole territory
east and south of the borders of the Ruś principality as Ukraïna. To
make their point even more persuasively, they enumerated the principal-
ities of Kyiv, Podilia, Bratslav, Chernihiv and Volhynia in their letter.86

Such a list would hardly have pleased the inhabitants of Volhynia,
who also distanced themselves from Ukraïna, by which they meant only
the palatinates bordering on the Tatar steppe—Kyiv, Bratslav and Podilia.
For example, in 1593 the local dietine resolved to postpone a court ses-
sion because of the Cossack revolt, of which the Volhynians, according
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to the document, received reports “from Ukraïna, from the Kyiv and
Bratslav palatinates.”87 Even in a common cause—the struggle against
the church union, in which the “Ruthenian nation” formed a united
front—the Volhynians refer to Ukraïna as a separate entity: “in Volhy-
nia, in Ukraïna, in Podilia,” “throughout Lithuania, Rus´, Volhynia and
Ukraïna,” “all Volhynia and Ukraïna,”88 and so on. On the other hand,
in the Volhynians’ perception Ukraïna emerges not merely as a border-
land but as a territory with particular associations—if not with the Tatar
threat, then definitely with Cossackdom. Both threatening factors merge
and come to the fore at the beginning of the war of 1648, calling forth
an emotional comparison of “peaceful Volhynia” with “dangerous
Ukraïna.” The Volhynian Adam Kysil, describing the outbreak of the
war, writes about it as follows: “not only the settled areas but all the
towns were deserted; [the Volhynian towns of] Polonna, Zaslav, Korets
and Hoshcha became Ukraïna.”89 Later as well, we encounter a similar
comparison in an instruction to delegates of a Volhynian dietine (1667):
“Ukraïna has turned into a Crimea, and Volhynia into an Ukraïna.”90

Finally, for a signal instance of decisive separation from Ukraïna, we
may note that the Orthodox Volhynian Danylo Bratkovsky did not use
the word even once in a collection of verses that he published in 1697,
while Volhynia was associated in his mind either with Poland or with
Rus´ (“among us in Poland,” “among us in Rus´”).91

In contrast to this, the inhabitants of border regions did not refuse 
to identify themselves with Ukraïna. Thus, for the priest Ivan Hrabyna
of Sharhorod in Podilia, his town is “already ukraïnne (of the border-
land),” and his relative, the soldier Samiilo Loiovsky, a native of Podil-
ia, writes with conviction that he comes “from Ukraïna.”92

Nevertheless, the “Ukrainian” identity of the Podilians pales by com-
parison with the analogous identity of inhabitants of the Kyiv region.
The latter identified themselves with Ukraïna whatever the situation;
moreover, they consistently reserved that concept for their own territory
in the Dnipro region, admitting no one else to the “Ukrainian club.”93

It is not to be ruled out that this exclusivity of territory was identified in
the inhabitants’ perception not only with the borderland but also with
the “historical memory” of the Kyiv principality. Although evidence 
of this is scarce indeed, one should not neglect scattered references. In
1595, for instance, the petty noble Olekhno Zakusylo declared to the
Volhynians that he came from the “Ovruch castle of the Kyiv principali-
ty.”94 For evidence of how vitally residents of the Kyiv principality
experienced their living space as a kind of “continuation” of that polity,
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we may also adduce a later mention in a protestation of the Orthodox
metropolitan of Kyiv, Iov Boretsky, against the hierarchs of the Uniate
Church (1621). In substantiating the justice of his claims, Boretsky
appeals inter alia to the rights and liberties of the Orthodox community,
allegedly ratified by the “constitution of the union of 1569 between the
Principality of Kyiv and the Crown [Kingdom of Poland].”95 In a funer-
ary poem of 1585 on the death of the castellan of Kyiv, Prince Mykhai-
lo Vyshnevetsky, the Kyivan territory was called “Dnipro Ukraine”
(Poddnieprska Ukraina).96 The poem clearly exalts the “inhabitants of
the Dnipro region,” above all the Volhynians and Podilians, as defend-
ers of the region—and of the whole Commonwealth—against the Tatars.
We encounter a similarly superior attitude in the so-called Kyiv Chroni-
cle, which was compiled ca. 1616, probably by the Kyivan burgher
Kyrylo Ivanovych. Mentioning the False Dmitrii’s stay at the Kyivan
Cave Monastery, the author throws in the characteristic remark, “And
he came from Volhynia, there is no telling from where.”97

Still, the rigorism of the Kyivans’ “Ukrainian” identity softened after
the Cossack wars of the middle and second half of the seventeenth cen-
tury reduced not only the Kyivan nobility but also that of the Bratslav
and Chernihiv regions to the condition of impoverished emigrants. Unit-
ed by common misfortune, refugees from all three palatinates began, 
as a token of solidarity, to call themselves “Ukrainians” and to refer to
their lost fatherland as “Ukraine.” Here are some characteristic episodes
from Diet diaries of 1669 and 1670: 

…Lord Olizar, an assistant judge from Kyiv, read an article from the
Ukrainian palatinates in the course of his speech… . And then all the
delegates of the Kyiv, Chernihiv and Bratslav palatinates rose from their
places and departed in protest.98

…The delegates of Bratslav, Kyiv and Chernihiv angrily assaulted
the Lord Standard-Bearer of Chersk… There was a great tumult on 
the part of the Mazovian delegates and, reciprocally, on the part of the
Ukrainians.99

An anonymous author of the latter half of the seventeenth century con-
veys the nobiliary vision of the territory of “tripartite Ukraine” even
more precisely: “Ukraine is a Polish land consisting of three palati-
nates—Kyiv, Bratslav and Podilia—situated from sunrise on the Mus-
covite border, then the Tatar border, and farther on to the Moldavian
border in the south… . And this land is called Ukraine because it has its
location near the edge of foreign boundaries.”100
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Concurrently with the concretization of the nobles’ idea of Ukraïna
as the territory encompassing the three eastern palatinates of the Com-
monwealth, yet another “Ukraine” emerged as a self-contained land.
This was the Ukraïna over which Cossack jurisdiction had been estab-
lished, consisting at first of the Kyiv, Chernihiv and Bratslav regions
and ultimately of territory on the Left Bank of the Dnipro only, where
the Cossack Hetmanate occupied part of the Kyiv palatinate and all of
the Chernihiv palatinate. The emergence of a Cossack state on the native
soil of “Dnipro” Ukraine in the mid-seventeenth century automatically
legitimized its name in the eyes of the residents of the Hetmanate. Even
so, Cossack “Ukraine” was still considered an organic part of Rus´ for
quite a long time. For example, the panicky rumors that spread among
the nobility at the outbreak of the war of 1648 identified the emergence
of the Cossack Hetmanate with an attempt to create a “Cossack” or
“Rus´ principality.”101 The unrealized Treaty of Hadiach (1658), which
provided for the return of the Hetmanate to the Commonwealth, also
refers to the territory of this autonomous entity as the Principality of
Rus´, which attests to the identification—from the viewpoint of the Cos -
sack elite, at least—of Ukraïna with Rus´ territory in general. One more
clear attestation of this was left by an outside observer who was by no
means familiar with local onomastic nuances. I have in mind the report
of the Swedish envoy Gottard Veling, who held negotiations in February
1657 with Ivan Vyhovsky (zum Canzler). According to Veling, Vyhovsky
demanded the cession of all the territories of Galician Rus´ occupied by
the Swedish and Cossack forces: “rights to all ancient Ukraine, or Rox-
olania… as far as the Vistula” (jus totius Ukrainae antiquae vel Roxola-
niae… biss an die Weixel).102 The insertion of the Latin phrase into the
German text is a direct quotation of Vyhovsky’s words, which lends
even greater credibility to Veling’s statement. Thus the expression “all
Ukraïna,” which we often encounter in Cossack declarations, might
appear situationally as a synonym of the concept of “all Rus´.” Here, for
example, is how Petro Doroshenko, hetman of the Cossacks who were
not subordinate to the Muscovite tsar, defines his intentions in 1667: to
take over “not only this side of Ukraine, where we currently reside [the
Right Bank of the Dnipro], but the whole Principality of Rus´, which
was bounded by Peremyshl, Yaroslav, Halych, and Volodymyr.”103

As we know, the Cossack officers’ efforts to unite “all Ruś ” under
their authority proved unavailing. The Cossack Hetmanate was reduced
to territory on the Left Bank of the Dnipro, and this made the identifica-
tion of Cossack Ukraine with “all Rus´” senseless, while the successful
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career of the new designation “Little Rosiia,” as noted above, steadily
and completely erased all reminiscences of Rus´ from the collective
memory of the inhabitants of the Hetmanate.

In such a dual hypostasis—as the Ukraïna of the southeastern palati-
nates of the Commonwealth extending along the Right Bank of the Dnipro
and as the Ukraïna of the Cossack Hetmanate under Muscovite protec-
tion along the Left Bank of the Dnipro—did these territories enter the
eighteenth century. Yet there was a name held in reserve for each of
these “Ukraines”—Rus´ in the Commonwealth and “Little Rosiia” in
the Cossack Hetmanate. As we now know, both these names stayed on
the reserve bench, for the game was ultimately won by Ukraïna.

Being well aware how tentative any explanation based on a back-to-front
knowledge of history must be, I shall venture some conclusions never-
theless. The first of them will contradict the notion, well established in
Ukrainian historiography, that the stimulus to the formation of early
modern Ruthenian identity was provided by the church union of Brest
(1596) and the interconfessional struggle associated with it, which, by
refining the arguments of the polemicists, called into being an unprece-
dented stream of reflections on “history” and “nation.” In actual fact,
the “name contest” that indicated the emergence of a need for a more
precise self-definition and territorial designation began long before the
church union and took its origin from the initiative of the Ruthenian
Catholics, who made a place for their own land, Roxolania, in their
political fatherland, the Kingdom of Poland. But Roxolania was the
product of a nobiliary identity that was too loyal to the Polish world. It
was by no means attractive to the Orthodox Ruthenians of Lviv, artisans
and merchants, who found themselves obliged to defend their place in
the sun in far from fraternal competition with the Polish residents of
Lviv. Consequently, the alternative to Roxolania became the “true,”
“authentically Orthodox” name of their land, Rosiia, which was “invent-
ed” there (also prior to the church union). Making their way eastward
from Galician Rus´, both “inventions” transformed the amorphous Rus´
space into a “territory with a history,” and both found sympathizers and
opponents alike until the outbreak of the Cossack war of 1648, now
competing with each other, now peaceably lending themselves to joint
use in those same reflections on “history” and “nation.” The war, and
the ensuing confrontation between Muscovy and the Commonwealth,
which lasted almost half a century, put an end to that idyll. On the terri-
tory of the Cossack Hetmanate, Orthodox religious intolerance not only
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brought about the complete victory of the name Rosiia but also rein-
forced it with an ecclesiastical accent, producing the form “Little Rosiia,”
which was loyal to Muscovite authority. By contrast, the Ruthenians
who remained in the Commonwealth renounced the word Rosiia as
tainted by association with an enemy state and returned to the old, tradi-
tional name of their territory, Rus´.

What place between these two “inventions” of the two versions of
“Ruthenianness” fell to Ukraïna? Surfacing here and there, disintegrat-
ing and rolling its way through the sources, for all the world like a drop
of mercury, the name Ukraïna remains the greatest puzzle to the histori-
an. Unfortunately, we shall never be able to ask the translator of the
Gospel of 1561 what he had in mind when he used the word ukraïna to
render the Church Slavonic strana, the Latin regio or the Greek χώρα.
Nor will we get an answer from Ivan Vyhovsky, who demanded a centu-
ry later that the Swedes cede “all ancient Ukraine, or Roxolania.” The
superficial ease with which this word suggests an analogy with okraïna,
reinforced by the official discourse of the capitals of the states for which
the Ukrainian territories were indeed a “borderland”—a discourse
reproduced thousands of times in the speech of the very inhabitants of
those selfsame “borderlands”—renders the matter hopelessly confused.
All that remains is to shrug one’s shoulders cautiously, making the men-
tal declaration (as there is no sound basis to say it aloud): perhaps that
word was indeed the native name of Ukraine-Rus´, and that is why it
won the “name contest” in the end.

In conclusion, I shall return to Giovanna Brogi Bercoff’s proposal,
mentioned at the beginning of this article, to consider the “polymor-
phism” of Ruthenian cultural space in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries not as a sign of “underdevelopment” but as the key element of
a “cultural code” that manifested itself in the fluctuations of external
influences and internal stimuli; in linguistic and confessional pluralism;
in concepts that were mutable and multilayered. In my view, the forego-
ing observations on a specific topic clearly confirm that hypothesis,
showing how the “dilemma of choice” became an “organic” aspect of a
world view and cross-cultural ties were assimilated to the native cultural
landscape. After all, in the process of “trying on names,” which turned
amorphous Rus´ into a “territory with a history,” the nuances of histori-
cal memory were variously recoded depending on individual/group
choice, but the integrating function of “memory” itself was not thereby
diminished, because the opponents fixed their attention for the first time
on one and the same subject—“our” land and “our common” past.
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Fellows and Travelers:

Thinking about Ukrainian History 

in the Early Nineteenth Century

Oleksiy Tolochko 

The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which thinking about
Ukrainian history evolved during the first two decades of the nineteenth
century. Although this period is not considered important for the shap-
ing of Ukrainian historical thought, I would argue that it was crucial 
in many respects. By the end of the period, the romantic vision of the
Ukrainian past was already fully formed and was slowly giving way 
to more academic study. Major syntheses, however, present the final
results of intensive developments whose details remain largely obscure.
It is my aim to go beyond the texts normally featured in studies on his-
toriography in order to uncover the inner workings of historical thought.

“Long” vs. “Short” History

The modern master narrative of Ukrainian history is a “long” one, begin -
ning with the “Cimmerian darkness” of prehistory and proceeding with-
out interruption through a number of “periods” until recent times. It is
not sufficiently appreciated that this “long history” is a product of the
late nineteenth century, first presented in Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s ten-
volume History of Ukraine-Ruś . Hrushevsky significantly expanded the
scope of what could be imagined as Ukrainian history by claiming 
a number of early periods for it. In length and scope, this new narrative
of Ukrainian history was comparable to those of neighboring nations
and thus “normal” by the standards of the time. Hrushevsky and his 
followers considered the long narrative indispensable in order to make
the Ukrainian past competitive with the histories of other nations and
ensure its eventual acceptance at home and abroad. Only the long narra-
tive could fulfill the nation-building mission assigned to it by “scien-
tifically” documenting the nation’s past and restoring to the Ukrainian
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people (still thought of as an “ethnographic mass”) the historical con-
sciousness that they had once possessed and subsequently lost.

Although the long version is dominant today, Ukrainian history as 
a narrative distinct from Polish and Russian history first emerged in
short form as the history of the “Cossack nation.” The Cossacks were
regarded as an ancient people, but the natural focus of their history 
was on the martial deeds of Cossackdom, which culminated in Bohdan
Khmelnytsky’s wars of the 1640s and 1650s. While this history was sig-
nificantly shorter than the one that eventually replaced it, it fulfilled all
the tasks normally associated with national history, making it possible
to carve out a unique historical experience of a distinct people that sets
it apart from neighboring nations. Historical development on this model
could not be assimilated into the histories of the region’s dominant
nations. Ironically, this short history, later deemed inadequate, was bet-
ter equipped for its intended task than the long version. It defined a his-
torical “territory” that no other history could claim, while laying no
claim to the territory of other narratives. Its legitimacy could not there-
fore be contested, unlike that of the long history, whose authority was
undermined by disputes over particular episodes of Polish-Lithuanian
and Russian history. Thus the short history avoided collision with the
historical accounts of neighboring nations, into which the long history
was boldly driven by Hrushevsky. 

Hrushevsky’s generation rejected the short history mainly for ideo-
logical reasons, but it was also encouraged by new trends in thinking
about history that had emerged in the course of the nineteenth century.
The post-Herder “discovery of the people” called into existence a whole
new set of disciplines specifically designed for the study of popular
phenomena. Ethnography, folklore studies, physical anthropology and
comparative linguistics promised to document “popular history” even if
it had hitherto gone unrecorded in written sources and generally accept-
ed narratives. The new disciplines maintained that everything associated
with “the people” had a most venerable lineage going back to antiquity.
They all claimed that the reconstruction of successive stages of “popu-
lar history” was technically possible, in effect projecting the beginnings
of any nation’s history into the indefinite past. By incorporating the
achievements of these disciplines, historiography could define itself as a
“modern” and “scholarly” enterprise based on hard “scientific” data, not
on dubious “tradition.” In anthropology, linguistics, and not yet discred-
ited racial theories, nineteenth-century positivism discerned the means
of rescuing history from the domain of art and literature and turning it
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into one of the “sciences.” Comparative linguistics was indeed making
impressive progress: languages were being described and grouped into
“families” with identifiable “parents.” Similarly, anthropology was
examining human populations and classifying them into groups accord-
ing to physical appearance, revealing their supposed biological ances-
tors. Allegedly, the history of any human collective and, indeed, of all
mankind could be represented as a genealogical tree. The prospect of
delineating the evolution of languages and their bearers (with their cus-
toms and laws, folklore, and so on) was all the more impressive because
it accorded with a major recent teaching on the descent of the natural
world—Darwin’s theory of evolution.

For a historian striving to construct a long history for a “non-his-
toric” nation, these new disciplines (to which one should, of course, add
archaeology) offered a tool of extraordinary power. The idea of gradual
evolution conceived as an endless genealogical tree on which each nation
could be assigned its place and its particular ancestors virtually elimi-
nated the problem of discontinuity. Biology and linguistics lent continu-
ity to national history. Science also taught that all peoples were equally
“ancient.” The Holy Grail of Ukrainian history seemed within reach.

As historians of science would discover a century later, both theo-
ries, linguistic and evolutionary, borrowed their basic metaphor from
the traditional discipline of genealogy, with its image of the family tree
and its postulate of origin from a common ancestor.1 What appeared to
be hard science turned out to be a modern version of the story of Babel.

No one today would dare to write Ukrainian history in a short ver-
sion. The long narrative has dominated Ukrainian historical writing for
a century and is still regarded as the only “scientific” account of the
past. Yet the preceding remarks would suggest that the choice between
the two is ideological rather than scholarly.2 Whatever their differences,
both the long and the short narratives occupy common epistemological
ground. In spite of all the pressure to reconcile them, that task has not
been accomplished, nor has the short history been quite digested. It is
still widely believed, both by the public at large and in academic histori-
ography, that it was the “Cossack period” that endowed Ukrainians with
a unique historical experience shared by no other nation (unlike the
“Kyivan” or the “Lithuanian” and “Polish” periods).3 Consequently, the
tension between the two versions of Ukrainian history is still felt. 

In this essay I will try to sketch the key ideas about local history that were
current when the short history still had the potential to become the Ukrain-
ian national narrative. I shall also try to explore the reasons why it failed.
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Methodology

Historiography normally deals with published texts, preferably classics
of the genre, so that filiations of ideas can be presented as a series of
chronologically arranged titles. It is believed that books somehow make
their way to a broad readership, thereby shaping popular historical con-
sciousness. The channels whereby a refined idea descends to lower lev-
els of awareness to become a conviction and a cliché are rarely scruti-
nized. 

But what do we make of a period that produced no major historical
synthesis, or even historical literature in the accepted sense? Must we
assume that people did not bother with history and had no awareness of
their past? This is precisely the Ukrainian situation during the first two
decades of the nineteenth century. Such periods are virtually closed to
historiographic study and thus considered irrelevant.

The situation can be remedied, at least in part, by introducing an
anthropological dimension—historiography understood not as a row of
books on the shelf but as a series of recurring human activities. In this
essay I focus on two parallel developments. Neither of them is what his-
toriography would consider its primary subject, yet I would argue that
both profoundly influenced the ways in which the history of the region
has been regarded ever since. The first is the activity of the local szlach-
ta as it sought to enter the ranks of the Russian nobility. The networking
of the Ukrainian gentry and the drafting and circulation of historical
memoranda within that network, as well as the subsequent petitioning
of the authorities, can reveal how the vision of history was shaped and
channeled in this “dark age.” “Ukrainian tours”—the second focus of
the essay—may be considered an equivalent of what Benedict Anderson
has termed “pilgrimages”: repetitive journeys whose cumulative effect
is to circumscribe a particular space and establish a lasting image of it.
People would travel the standard routes and visit the same sites, “recog-
nizing” them and validating their preconceived notions. They would
experience essentially the same emotions and make predictable obser-
vations. These experiences are documented by numerous travelogues,
letters written en route, memoirs and journals. In the field of Ukrainian
studies, this literature, hugely popular at the time, has not been treated
as a potentially valuable source for the study of historical writing. Both
developments, however, can show historiography developing from the
grassroots as a collective effort of numerous agents, not yet obscured
and overshadowed by an imposing title.
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Fellows

The abolition of the Hetmanate’s political structures and the introduc-
tion of direct imperial administration turned the Ukrainian nobility
(szlachta) into members of the imperial gentry (dvorianstvo).4 The
authorities soon discovered problems: the number of those claiming
noble status was unusually high; traditional privileges associated with
that status were not quite compatible with those enjoyed by the Russian
dvoriane; and, most troubling, it was not easy to determine just who
was eligible for admission to the dvorianstvo. As a result, the process 
of integrating the Ukrainian szlachta into the dvorianstvo dragged on
for several decades, well into the nineteenth century. It is the final stage
of this process that is of special interest for our purposes. The Heraldry
Office (Geroĺ dmeisterskaia Kontora) established certain new terms on
which the Ukrainian nobility could claim dvorianstvo status. Ukraini ans
found themselves disadvantaged by the new conditions: service in 
Hetmanate institutions conferred no automatic admission to the dvo -
rianstvo, and, in addition, many lacked documentary proof of szlachta
descent.5

The Cossack military elite, which became the country’s de facto pri -
vileged class after Khmelnytsky’s wars of the mid-seventeenth century,
enjoyed an amazing rate of social advancement in the Russian Empire.
During the wars, military commanders were recruited from socially and
ethnically diverse individuals, mostly of rather humble extraction. Rap-
idly advancing through the ranks and getting richer on the way, they
soon came to think of themselves as nobles similar in all respects to the
Polish szlachta that had just been eliminated, choosing a corresponding
standard of living and even developing a rudimentary group ideology.
The Moscow government tacitly recognized the Cossack elite as the
Hetmanate’s ruling class, confirming its status with land grants, the
bestowal of Russian ranks, and other favors. Setbacks notwithstanding,
the Russian government’s position was consistent, so by the eighteenth
century, descendants of parvenu ancestors—now landowners educated
in European universities—thought of themselves as the territory’s tradi-
tional ruling class. 

The Ukrainian gentry regarded service in the Hetmanate as the source
of its status, and virtually anyone who had held any rank claimed noble
origin. The autonomy of the Hetmanate and the central authorities’
lenience resulted in an explosive growth of the szlachta. As one con-
temporary noted in the early 1800s, it was something of a miracle that
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two tiny Ukrainian gubernias had produced some one hundred thousand
nobles.6 Although the figure is probably too high,7 it attests to an unprece-
dented transformation of “rebels” and commoners into a “noble nation”
in the course of a mere century.

With the change in government policy, the Ukrainian gentry discov-
ered that what it considered its privilege and advantage, and cherished
as its special status, had turned into a liability. The gentry did not quite
fit the imperial pattern, either in numbers or in the nature of its service.
There were several problems. Few could present documents (whether
authentic or forged) vouching for their noble origins, and those who
could had done so years previously. The Ukrainian szlachta insisted on
being accepted as a corporate order that had served the Hetmanate. Yet
it was unclear just how Ukrainian offices corresponded to those listed in
the imperial Table of Ranks and what precedents had been established
by earlier practice. Moreover, Ukrainian offices were not mentioned in
the Charter to the Nobility, and the Heraldry Office maintained that only
those who had been granted proper Russian military or civil ranks were
eligible for admission to the dvorianstvo.

The Ukrainian gentry felt that its “nation” and “national ranks” (to
use the words of a contemporary), as well as the “dignity of its ances-
tors” and the “memory of national leaders,” had been insulted. Yet they
also sensed the weakness of their legal status.

The Ukrainian side responded by shifting its ground from purely
administrative considerations to historical ones. The Ukrainian nobility
argued that it was eligible for admission to the dvorianstvo because it
was a traditional class whose origins went back to the “pre-Russian”
times of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and its privileges were
derived from the grants of Polish kings and military service to Cossack-
dom. Since Russia had taken over the country with its hereditary mili-
tary class and availed itself of its knightly services, it was obliged to
recognize the privileged status of that class. 

The need to counter the provisions of the Heraldry Office aroused
strong emotions and galvanized Little Russian society as a whole. Peo-
ple began to collect Polish charters, treaties between tsars and hetmans,
land grants issued by Russian authorities—any documentation that
would vouch for their ancient corporate origins. More importantly, indi-
viduals set about composing historical memoranda, circulating them to
their acquaintances, and petitioning the authorities with them. Persons
competent in historical studies entered into correspondence to exchange
findings and opinions. This led to the rapid emergence of a network pre-
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occupied with history and the elaboration and discussion of different
versions of the past. 

Unfortunately, there has been little advance in our knowledge of this
milieu and the texts it produced since the publication of Dmitrii Miller’s
seminal study.8 He was among the first to deplore the pitiful state of the
once rich documentation that was largely lost with the private collec-
tions of the Hetmanate’s nobility. Yet even the little that survived to the
end of the nineteenth century allowed Miller to reconstruct the story of
the Ukrainian gentry’s standoff with the government in some detail. 

Let us briefly sketch the sequence of events on the basis of Miller’s
findings. New governmental provisions were issued in 1805. In the
same year Tymofii Kalynsky presented the assembly of the Chernihiv
gentry with his “Opinion on Little Russian Ranks and Their Superiori-
ty.” In January 1806, the gentry of the Chernihiv gubernia convened for
elections. Official decrees were read out and countered with memoranda
prepared by “patriots.” After some discussion, it was decided to appeal
to the governor general to intercede with the authorities. The local mar-
shal drafted a petition, apparently based on an earlier one composed by
Markovych. Miller suggests that this memorandum was not the only
one of its kind. In subsequent years, the Chernihiv gentry apparently
drew up several more. A special commission was elected and entrusted
with the task of composing a new version, and in 1809 Prince Aleksei
Kurakin received another petition from the Chernihiv gentry. 

Meanwhile, the gentry of another Little Russian gubernia, Poltava,
made itself heard. Activity began there while S. M. Kochubei (himself
the author of several memoranda on Ukraine,9 but known primarily as
the publisher of the famous Eneïda by Ivan Kotliarevsky) served as
local marshal (1802–5), and the affair was in an advanced stage under
Mykhailo Myloradovych, but it was only under the administration of
Vasyl Charnysh (1809–12) that the Poltava gentry finally formulated its
position on the matter. The principal actors here were Vasyl Poletyka,
Andriian Chepa, Tymofii Kalynsky, Mykhailo Myloradovych, and Charnysh.
Their collective efforts produced several memoranda. 

While Myloradovych was in charge, he started to look for competent
people within the gubernia and beyond its borders. He turned to an
acquaintance, Roman Markovych, who had already written on the sub-
ject. Through him Myloradovych made the acquaintance of Tymofii
Kalynsky, who began to collect historical materials for Myloradovych
and sent him a memorandum of his own authorship about Ukrainian
offices. Kalynsky entered into a correspondence with Myloradovych
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(one copy of which bears the title “Correspondence between Patriots 
of This Country toward the Common Good”) and finally, in 1808, pro-
duced an expanded version of his memorandum. In the same year the
marshal of the Romny district, Vasyl Poletyka, wrote a memorandum of
his own.10

After Vasyl Charnysh was elected gubernia marshal in 1809, the
local gentry entrusted him with the task of drafting new memoranda.
He, too, applied to the “patriots” for assistance. As Miller points out, the
first draft was circulated among interested parties to read and suggest
corrections and additions. The above-mentioned Andriian Chepa, a not-
ed local antiquarian, received a copy and augmented it with a substan-
tial historical commentary.11 The gentry’s petition was then forwarded
to Vasyl Poletyka, who approved Chepa’s work and sent him a memo-
randum of his own on the same topic. This activity set off a correspon-
dence between Chepa, Charnysh and Poletyka.12

In 1809, the issue was finally considered in St. Petersburg. It stirred
high hopes in Little Russia and produced another burst of correspon-
dence between the “patriots” but was not resolved to their satisfaction.
The government was soon preoccupied with other concerns; the War 
of 1812 served as further distraction, and not until 1819 was the issue
reopened. In the autumn of 1819, the Poltava gentry assembly decided
to petition the authorities with a new memorandum. This time they
found a friendly sponsor in the governor general, Prince Nikolai Rep-
nin, who forwarded the gentry’s petition to St. Petersburg, supplement-
ing it with his own supportive introduction. In 1827 Repnin again ener-
getically petitioned the authorities, explaining the peculiarities of
Ukrainian offices as the result of particular historical experience. His
interventions had unexpected consequences: the Senate instructed the
minister of the interior to make further independent inquiries into the
matter of Little Russian ranks. Someone associated with the ministry
had to read the already published Brief Chronicle of Little Russia by
Vasilii Ruban, the History of Little Russia by Dmitrii Bantysh-Kamen-
sky, and other historical tracts, as well as the materials supplied by Rep-
nin.13 None of this sufficed to resolve the issue, which dragged on well
into the 1830s.

Even this cursory account testifies to the impressive networking activ -
ity of the “patriots” and the Little Russian gentry as a whole. People
who lived in different parts of Little Russia and had never met in person
began to forge acquaintances and enter into learned correspondence,
exchanging “opinions,” books and manuscripts. All of a sudden, it came
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to public attention that certain individuals had been collecting materials
on the Ukrainian past for decades and knew the history of their country.
They had lived in relative obscurity and published little, if anything,
having considered their pursuits a private matter. Now they found them-
selves in the midst of a very important public debate and, thanks to their
expertise, virtual leaders of the whole movement. They clearly consid-
ered their historical research a “patriotic” endeavor, inspired by love of
the homeland and concern for the “common good” of the country. Even
if their circle appears to have been quite narrow, it should be remem-
bered that their “memoranda” were discussed in public gatherings of the
local gentry and made known to local authorities; they even obliged
supreme imperial agencies to engage in the reading of Ukrainian histo-
ry. Their influence extended to a much broader public.

Of greatest interest to us, of course, is the content of the papers pro-
duced in the course of the debate and the image of Ukrainian history
articulated in them. It must be admitted at the outset that these are not
masterpieces of historical writing. This can be explained to some extent
by the limited resources of their authors, who were, after all, collectors
and lovers of the past, not historians professionally prepared for the
task. In part, the very genre in which the “patriots” had to work accounts
for the deficiencies of their writings. These were not texts intended as
historical accounts but official “position papers” written for the imperial
bureaucracy and drafted according to certain conventions. The idea 
was to communicate a legal message, not to shed light on the past. The
“patriots” tried to be as pragmatic as possible in making their argu-
ments. They discussed various legal documents issued by the imperial
authorities in the course of the eighteenth century, their defects, and the
precedents they had established. Yet, given the patriots’ strategy of rep-
resenting those who had served in Hetmanate offices as a cohesive cor-
porate order, they could not possibly have done without history. 

And indeed, history was their most powerful argument. All the mem-
oranda are written according to a common model. They all appeal to the
origins of Cossackdom and the privileges and grants received from the
Polish kings and confirmed by the Russian tsar when Bohdan Khmel-
nytsky and his Cossack Host came under the protection of Muscovy.
They rehearse the provisions of the Zboriv Agreement and subsequent
“articles” presented by the hetmans and approved by the tsars. They
recall military campaigns waged by knightly Cossacks. 

Staying within the limits of seemingly legal discussion, the “patri-
ots” managed to drive home their point: the Polish kings had created the
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Cossacks as a class of chevaliers, recognizing and treating its members
as szlachta. According to Kalynsky, there were many Cossacks in Little
Russia whose lineage went back to the Polish szlachta, and the Zboriv
articles provided that Cossacks whose names were listed in the register
were to enjoy szlachta status. In Polish times, members of the petty
landed szlachta were called ziemianie, while under the rule of the het-
mans they came to be known as Cossacks, and there were still large
numbers of them in Poland and White Russia. Thus: 

From the Russian sovereigns, Polish kings and Lithuanian princes, the
Cossack had enjoyed in this country an affirmation of his chivalric sta-
tion and noble rank (chin rytsarskii i stan shliakhetskii), according to
which he held a title and received an office; therefore, in all matters 
and elections, even that of the hetman himself, he had his say; and thus
any distinguished Cossack was eligible for some position of authority
(starshinu) or any office, and he has also had a right to nobiliary land
grants (shliakhetskogo imeniia).14

In Kalynsky’s view, Ukrainian ranks were inherently superior to Russ-
ian ones, since they had come down from ancient times. The hetman, he
maintained, was not only equal in rank to a field marshal but also tanta-
mount to a sovereign prince. His rank had existed here for a thousand
years, as evidenced by the historical examples of the “hetmans” Duleb
and Viatko.15

Another “patriot,” Roman Markovych, maintained in his “Commen-
taries on the Privileges of the Little Russian Gentry” that Ukrainian
officers had not only carried out duties equal to those of Russian offi-
cers but also those specific to their country. And this was the custom
“not of some barbarous land but of Little Russia, which had enjoyed the
honor of possessing the very capital of the whole state and is now sec-
ond among the imperial provinces, for in the sovereign’s title Great
Russia is followed immediately by Little Russia.”16

Andriian Chepa, too, begins his “Memorandum on the Advantages
of the Little Russian Ranks” with a summary of the Ukrainian past: 

Little Russia is part of the Russian state or the Great Principality of
Kyiv. The nation that dwells here is of ancient Russian origin. In 1240
the Tatars tore away this country; it remained in the Kingdom of Poland
until 1654… It reunited with the all-Russian state, maintaining its mili-
tary government and chivalry or the military ranks established under
Polish rule by King Stephen Báthory.17
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He goes on to say that: 

while in Poland, Ukrainian officers together with the rest of the “Little
Russian” army served as a shield against the Tatars and Turks, and by
their martial exploits they earned confirmation of their ancient privi-
leges from the Poles and equal rights with the szlachta; they also
received a special law book, the Statute; yet, after having suffered
oppression, in thirty-six bloody battles, together with the rest of the
Cossacks, they threw off the oppressive yoke of the Poles and returned
Little Russia, this ancestral land of Russian sovereigns, to their throne.18

Chepa then proceeds to discuss numerous military campaigns (against
the Tatars, Turks, Poles, Persians, Swedes, and others) in which the
Cossacks made sacrifices and loyally served Russian sovereigns. The
Cossacks had constituted themselves as a military class and their servic-
es were welcomed—sufficient proof that the government had recog-
nized them as a nobiliary corporate order.

Apparently, the writer most disposed to the historical argument was
Vasyl Poletyka. It ran in the family: he was the son of a great collector
and amateur historian. His “Commentary on the Source, Origin and
Dignity of the Little Russian Nobility” (1808–9) is an erudite discussion
of Ukrainian history tailored for the occasion. Poletyka starts with the
assertion that the ruling of the Heraldry Office, so degrading to the Lit-
tle Russian nobility, stems from deep misconceptions about Ukraine, its
history and the nature of its society. Ukraine enjoyed special rights,
privileges and freedoms that were its historic heritage gained under Pol-
ish rule (he lists in minute detail the privileges issued by Polish kings).
The recognition of these rights and liberties was the major condition of
accepting Muscovite protection (a long list of confirmations follows). 

After these opening remarks, Poletyka shifts to pure history. Its first
episode is the Mongol conquest of the Kyiv, Chernihiv and Pereiaslav
principalities (which made up the Little Russia of Poletyka’s day). After
the period of Mongol rule, Little Russia was partly conquered by the
Lithuanians and accepted their rule to some extent, while retaining priv-
ileges equal to those of other citizens of the Grand Duchy. Soon after-
ward, King Casimir the Great of Poland conquered Red Rus´ and took
over the rest of Little Russia from the Lithuanians. He then convened
the Diet and extended to Rus´ the same rights and liberties as those
enjoyed by the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Poland. Throughout the
subsequent vicissitudes of history, the Little Russians maintained their
privileges, of which they received numerous confirmations. The Little
Russian nobles became members of the two principal estates, the sena-
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tors and the szlachta, which ruled the Polish republic together with the
king. For all their equality with regard to liberties, rights and privileges,
the Little Russians were nevertheless oppressed by religious injustice.
Consequently, after the wars waged by Bohdan Khmelnytsky, the Little
Russian nation disregarded offers from many sovereigns and deliberate-
ly chose to unite with the all-Russian state. It was a voluntary union
“according to treaties” confirmed by every successive tsar.

Since that time, the Little Russians had proved loyal to the throne,
rendering heroic service in all the campaigns against the Tatars, Turks,
Persians, Poles, and Swedes. Generosity of heart and a courageous spirit
were handed down from generation to generation and became heredi-
tary traits of the Little Russians.

To be sure, the “patriots” made errors and stretched evidence too far.
They also tried to write as concisely as possible; hence their history is
but a sketch. Yet the similarities between their texts are striking. They
managed to produce and refine a concordant version of the country’s
history. This is not surprising or accidental: it was a result of the inten-
sive networking that went on between 1806 and 1809. The account of
Ukrainian history given by the “patriots” conforms to the short version.
Little Russia is a country that emerged after the Mongols and evolved
during the periods of Lithuanian and Polish rule. The Little Russian
nation descended from the szlachta of Polish times, which turned Cos-
sack after joining Muscovy. The major focus of this history is on the
wars waged by the Cossacks against various enemies in the course of
the seventeenth century and the greater part of the eighteenth. 

Once created, this image of Little Russian history proved very pow-
erful and resilient. The memoranda and “notes” composed toward the
end of the 1820s reproduce essentially the same set of ideas. Even a
memorandum written and submitted in 1827 by the governor general,
Prince Repnin, seems to quote from the earlier ones, explaining the par-
ticular privileges of the Little Russian nobility by invoking the coun-
try’s unique historical experience.19

Naturally, the authors of all these memoranda and position papers set
down only as much as was useful for the purpose of persuading the gov-
ernment. But their reading of history must have been much more exten-
sive, and the image of history shaped by such reading more nuanced. 

Some of the “patriots” tried their hand at composing longer narra-
tives of Ukrainian history. We learn of a work on Little Russian history
that was being prepared by Vasyl Poletyka.20 It is believed that this sys-
tematic account either remained unfinished or was lost. Andriian Chepa,
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too, hinted that his collection of historical materials might one day serve
as a basis for a longer account to be written by himself or someone else.21

All this activity was part of a struggle for acceptance. Ironically, by
reinforcing the legitimacy of a separate historical account, it contributed
to the “othering” of Ukraine. 

If the activity of the “patriots” still seems a minor footnote to mod-
ern Ukrainian historical writing, which began later and had nothing to
do with the campaign for noble status, let us consider the following. The
“patriot” milieu has long been suspected of having been the seedbed for
the new version of “Cossack” Ukrainian history that culminated in the
famous and enigmatic Istoriia Rusov (History of the Rus´) in the late
1810s or early 1820s. Until now, the major obstacle to a positive identi-
fication has been chronological. The Istoriia Rusov is believed to have
appeared between 1822 and 1829 (reportedly, the first manuscript was
discovered in 1828).22 Yet it seems out of place in this setting of the late
1820s: many perceptive students of the question have felt that the work
belonged to an earlier epoch. Some (Gorlenko, Lazarevsky) even sug-
gested one of the patriots, Vasyl Poletyka, as the most plausible author. 

Now the conjecture of an early date has received additional support.
As Serhii Plokhy has recently suggested, the anonymous history text-
book with which the author of the Istoriia Rusov polemicizes in his pref-
ace must have been Maksym Berlynsky’s Kratkaia rossiiskaia istoriia
dlia upotrebleniia iunoshestvu (Brief History of Russia for the Use of
Young People). It was published in 1800 and was apparently the only
book of its kind printed in Ukraine about that time. By identifying the
target of the prefatory remarks, Plokhy narrows the time of composi-
tion of the Istoriia Rusov to a period no later than the first decade of the
nineteenth century.23

Other evidence can be adduced to support this hypothesis. The quest
for the author of the Istoriia has left no name of any merit in Little Rus-
sia unmentioned. Yet the most plausible author suggested so far remains
Vasyl Poletyka, who was engaged in writing a “Ukrainian history” of
some kind at the very height of the controversy. The argument for Pole-
tyka’s authorship is based on striking similarities in tone and ideology
between his “Commentary on the Little Russian Nobility” and passages
in the Istoriia Rusov.24 From Poletyka’s correspondence with Andriian
Chepa we learn that Poletyka inquired about Maksym Berlynsky, who,
coincidentally, had just sent his textbook to Chepa. The latter supplied
Poletyka with extensive information about Berlynsky and his manu-
script writings and published works, and it is quite possible (considering
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Poletyka’s interest in Berlynsky) that Chepa provided Poletyka with his
copy of the textbook.

Whatever the true authorship of the Istoriia Rusov, it is tempting to
believe that it grew out of the Little Russian “patriot” activity. Be that
as it may, the whole episode affords a unique opportunity to see what
leads up to the appearance of a famous title—historiography at work, 
so to speak—from the initial impulse to the formation of a network, 
the development of channels of communication, the transmission and
refinement of opinions en route, and their influence on forging a vision
of the Ukrainian past. 

For obvious reasons, the “patriots” identified themselves with the
short version of Ukrainian history, which soon formed the core of the
romantic vision of the Ukrainian past and is most responsible for what
is known as the “national awakening.” This is not to say that without
the short Cossack version there would have been no rise of Ukrainian
nationalism in the nineteenth century. We may imagine Ukrainian
“awakeners” finding some other historical frame of reference for their
claims, although this is quite problematic. My point is that the Cossack
version proved to be the most effective tool at their disposal: none sug-
gested later even approaches it in quality. 

Travelers25

About the same time as the Little Russian “patriots” were fighting their
battle for admission to the Russian nobility, another important develop-
ment took place—what might be called the Russian “discovery of
Ukraine.” Educated people from the northern capitals began to travel
south. Traveling was a fashionable activity at the time, and by the end
of the eighteenth century the Grand Tour of Europe was already a firmly
established institution. Those who took the tour did so in order to mar-
vel at the classical past in Italy and, somewhat later, also in Greece.
Russia, however, picked up the habit rather late, and soon Europe was
engulfed in the Napoleonic wars, which made the Italian tour all but
impossible. The “Russian south,” featuring Ukraine as its major destina-
tion, emerged as a convenient substitute for the Italian journey. It offered
a comparable experience: southern nature to admire, ancient ruins to
discover, and the ultimate source of one’s own identity to lay hands on.
Many would imagine Ukraine as the “Russian Italy” and the “Russian
Hellas.” 
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A different company traveled to Little Russia. The overwhelming
majority of them were pilgrims from all over Russia, heading for Kyiv
to worship at its sacred places. Whatever its fortunes, Kyiv never lost its
appeal as one of the most important religious centers of Orthodox Slav-
dom. It was among the major pilgrimage destinations for all of Eastern
Europe and annually attracted tens of thousands of devotees from all
parts of the Russian Empire. In a sense, it was these religious pilgrim-
ages that led to the secular discovery of Kyiv, and the early travelers
were both pious believers visiting the most treasured religious sites and
tourists interested in historical rarities. Kyiv thus came to be regarded 
as a place where one could search for the ultimate origins of both the
Russian faith and Russian history.

The “discovery” of Little Russia came at a peculiar time in Russian
history. Although technically the province had increasingly been incor-
porated into Muscovy (and, later, the Russian Empire) since the 1650s,
it actually constituted the autonomous Ukrainian Hetmanate until the
1760s. Not until the late eighteenth century did the province enter the
Russian public’s field of vision. The continuous administrative reforms
of that period, the partitions of Poland, and the annexation of the territo-
ries of the Crimean Khanate to the south created a whole new setting for
Little Russia. It came to be viewed almost as an extension of the new
imperial possessions. Emperor Paul I restored the unity of the Little
Russian province, and under Alexander I the old law code, the Lithuan-
ian Statute—generally regarded as an extension of Polish legislation—
was reinstated as the provincial code. Until the partitions of Poland, 
the provincial capital of Kyiv remained the only Russian possession in
Right-Bank Ukraine among the territories of the Kingdom of Poland. 
As such, the city was considered a remote frontier town. Little Russia
was thought of at one and the same time as an extension of the Polish
past and of the Oriental world of the steppes. These new territories had
a dubious status in the Russian mind: obviously they were not quite
“Russian,” but at the same time it was generally believed that Russian
history had first taken root there. Thus the discovery of Kyiv, this “cra-
dle” of Russian history, was part of a broader movement to reclaim the
origins of Russia and appropriate Ukraine as part of Russian history. 

Travel to Ukraine produced a substantial literature. Judging by the
number of titles and the frequency with which they appeared in the
rather weak Russian book market, it must have been hugely popular.
Travelogues took various forms: journeys were described in journals,
letters and reports. For the historian, this literature is of particular inter-
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est: by tracing the course of a journey, a travelogue shows how sites were
added to the route, what the traveler thought of a particular site, and
what emotions he experienced while contemplating the scenery. They
also reveal the traveler’s background—what he had read on the subject
before his journey and how his preconceived notions were confirmed or
altered by actual experience. Intended for the public at large, travel liter-
ature is full of commonplaces, clichés and conventional observations. In
short, like no other genre, travelogues can expose the process whereby
the image of a territory’s past is shaped. They are also important
because, unlike serious writings on history, travelogues were widely
read and served many people as their only source of historical knowl-
edge. 

People traveled for a variety of reasons: piety, curiosity, or simply 
to keep up with fashion. More and more travelers, however, began to
embark on the journey to discover the vestiges of Kyivan Rus´ in the
newly annexed territories. They would travel to validate the image of
the Kyivan past that they had formed by reading historical accounts.
What they actually encountered was startlingly foreign: no ancient
Byzantine-style structures; no traces of historical memory of the “first
princes.” The territory on which the Russian mind located the most
treasured episodes of its early history—indeed, its very beginnings—
proved remarkably barren of any visible traces. The Kyivan past in this
disappointingly alien country was covered with a thick layer of recent
Cossack history that had little to do with the Russian past.

In effect, Russian travelers discovered Ukraine, a pleasant southern
land with picturesque landscapes, gentle inhabitants, and a heroic, if
martial and ruinous, Cossack history. Ukraine was imagined simultane-
ously as an ancient and a recently created country whose people, the
“noble savages,” were completely unaware of being heirs to a glorious
civilization, or else were of a different race that came late and inherited
the country without ever knowing its past. This discovery contributed to
the fashion for things Ukrainian in Russian literature of the time. It also
legitimized the Cossack version of Ukrainian history within the imperial
setting.

Yet potentially—and most travelers never parted with the idea—the
Kyivan past was still present beneath the overlay of “Ukraine,” only
waiting to be discovered by the enlightened eyes of those equipped for
the task. Travelers, always more competent than aboriginals, knew
where and how to look. If they lacked authentic vestiges of Kyivan his-
tory, they used their imagination. To be sure, ancient churches had been
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remodeled in the “Polish fashion” not to resemble their Byzantine pro-
totypes, but they still stood on the sites designated by Princes Volodimer
and Yaroslav. Ancient ruins were invisible, but one could always visit
the sites of famous events and conjure up the past while contemplating
“authentic” scenery. People would draw “historical maps,” resurrecting
forgotten place-names from the chronicles, and some even made the
first attempts to unearth artifacts by means of archaeological digs.

Slowly, thanks to collective effort, “Kyivan Russia” reemerged from
beneath “Ukraine.” This suggested that “southern Russia” did, after all,
possess a certain unity. Even if its various historical provinces now dif-
fered in many important respects, one could imagine the region as a
coherent space, for it rested on the hidden continent of “Kyivan Rus´.”

Travel to the south had one more important consequence for visions
of Ukrainian history. Rarely would the traveler limit himself to Little
Russia alone. He would go beyond it, venturing into the newly incorpo-
rated steppes of New Russia, where its recent Oriental history was still
felt, and into Right-Bank Ukraine, that undeniably “Polish” province.
All travelers noted the crossing of boundaries and sensed the difference
between territories. Yet the journey had a peculiar effect on those who
undertook it. For the traveler it constituted a single experience, and some-
how the territories visited came to possess a certain unity. The reader of
a travelogue who follows in the footsteps of an explorer—reliving his
journey, as it were, by reading a report—is left with a similar impres-
sion. 

As a result of these developments, one vision of the territory’s past
was superimposed on another—the still visible “Cossack” history on the
invisible but no less real “Kyivan Rus´” history. The tension between
the two would soon become obvious, and Ukrainian history has strug-
gled with the problem ever since.

Some implications

The territory we think of today as Ukraine was not so designated at the
turn of the nineteenth century. What now seems homogeneous was
gradually stitched together from scraps of very different historical
provinces. Cossack Little Russia, the Oriental steppes of Tavriia, and
the “Polish” Right Bank each had its own story, with very bleak
prospects of integration into one account. Significantly, nothing in the
prevailing Ukrainian narrative suggested that the whole region could be
united around the “Cossack” vision of the Ukrainian past. What, then,
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made it possible in just two generations to imagine “Ukraine” as a
region possessing undeniable unity of history and national identity?

Roman Szporluk has convincingly argued that despite all the exist-
ing boundaries, real and imagined, the region did possess a unity in the
nineteenth century—that of Polish culture stretching eastward as far as
Kharkiv University. It was within this space and in competition with it
that the Ukrainian project evolved. I suggest that it possessed an addi-
tional dimension. Russian “pilgrimages” to Ukraine created an imag-
ined space of the “Kyivan past” extending as far westward as Lemberg
and Przemy√l. These pilgrimages effectively claimed the same territory
for another type of historical narrative and launched, as it were, an intel-
lectual reconquista of the region in favor of a broadly understood “Rus -
sian” (that is, non-Polish) history. The Ukrainian historical narrative
benefited, for, confined until then to a tiny Left-Bank “Little Russia,” it
was able to cross the Dnipro and claim the Right Bank as well. And that
development suggested for the first time that Ukrainian history might
have a longer version. The complex interplay between the short Cos-
sack history and the long Kyivan one led to their amalgamation in the
modern narrative of Ukrainian history as we know it.
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Notes

1 See Stephen G. Alter, Darwinism and the Linguistic Image: Language, Race
and Natural Theology in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore and London,
1999).

2 Limitations of space preclude a discussion of other problems of long national
histories identified in the literature on nationalism and nation-building.

3 It is probably no accident that in modern neo-paganism (tapping into racial
theories and generally into the popular version of nineteenth-century science)
the Cossack phenomenon is directly linked with pagan times as the only other
experience unique to Ukrainians.

4 For a general survey, see Zenon E. Kohut, Russian Centralism and Ukrainian
Autonomy: Imperial Absorption of the Hetmanate, 1760s–1830s (Cambridge,
MA, 1988).

5 D. Miller, “Ocherki iz iuridicheskogo byta staroi Malorossii. Prevrashchenie
kazatskoi starshiny v dvorianstvo,” Kievskaia starina, 1897, no. 4: 1–47.

6 This is the anonymous author of the “Notes concerning Little Russia,” whose
opinion of the Ukrainian szlachta’s claims was harshly critical (for the text,
see Chteniia v Obshchevstve istorii i drevnostei Rossiiskikh, bk. 1 [Moscow,
1848], pp. 11–24). Although the “Notes” are generally considered “unpatriot-
ic” because of the author’s critical attitude, he was in fact advocating the
interests of the aristocracy, which wanted to restrict admission to the Russian
dvorianstvo, reserving it for prominent families already enjoying that status
and those who had held high office in the former Hetmanate. 

7 See the estimates in Miller, “Ocherki,” pp. 25–27.
8 Miller, “Ocherki”; also useful are the biographical sketches in Oleksander

Ohloblyn, Liudy staroï Ukraïny (Ostrih and New York, 2000). For the most
recent treatment of the issue, see Volodymyr Sverbyhuz, Starosvits´ke panst-
vo (Warsaw, 1999), pp. 165–198; the appendix includes Ukrainian transla-
tions of some important documents. Unfortunately, this publication came to
my attention after the present essay had been completed.

9 Published in Bohdan Hal´ and Hanna Shvyd´ko, ‘“…Mysli o krae sem…’
(S.M. Kochubei i ioho zapysky pro Malorosiiu),” Skhid-Zakhid (Kharkiv),
2004, no. 6: 109–30.

10 Published under the title “Zapiska o malorossiiskom dvorianstve marshala
romenskogo poveta Vasiliia Poletiki,” Kievskaia starina, 1893, no. 1, sup-
plement.

11 Published under the title “Zapiska o malorossiiskikh chinakh Adriana Ivano -
vicha Chepy (1809),” Kievskaia starina, 1897, no. 4.

12 See V. Gorlenko, “Iz istorii iuzhno-russkogo obshchestva nachala XIX veka
(Pis´ma V.I. Charnysha, A.I. Chepy, V.G. Poletiki i zametki k nim),” Kievskaia
starina, 1893, no. 1: 41–76. Apparently this was only the tip of the iceberg.
From occasional remarks we learn that Arkadii Rigelman, the son of the not-
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ed historian, and Maksym Berlynsky, an important historian of Kyiv and Lit-
tle Russia, were engaged in correspondence.

13 Miller, “Ocherki,” pp. 45–46.
14 Cited according to Miller, “Ocherki,” p. 20.
15 These are the mythical forefathers of the Slavonic “tribes” of the period of

migrations. In sixteenth-century Polish chronicles (one of which definitely
served as a source here) they are referred to as “hetmans,” meaning “lead-
ers.”

16 Miller, “Ocherki,” pp. 15–16.
17 “Zapiska o malorossiiskikh chinakh Adriana Ivanovicha Chepy (1809),” p.

15. In his copious footnotes Chepa treats at length the conditions on which
Hetman Khmelnytsky submitted to Aleksei Mikhailovich and the particular
documents recognized by the tsar.

18 Ibid., p. 27.
19 Miller, “Ocherki,” pp. 42–44.
20 See Poletyka’s letter of 1809 to Chepa in Kievskaia starina, 1893, no. 1: 52–

53.
21 See his letter to Poletyka in Kievskaia starina, 1890, no. 5. 
22 A. Lazarevskii, “Otryvki iz semeinogo arkhiva Poletik,” Kievskaia starina,

1891, no. 4: 113; Gorlenko, “Iz istorii iuzhno-russkogo obshchestva,” p. 61.
23 Serhii Plokhy, “Ukraine or Little Russia?” in his Ukraine and Russia: Repre-

sentations of the Past (Toronto, 2008), pp. 49–65. 
24 This was first noted by V. Gorlenko, who indicated almost literal correspon-

dences between the texts.
25 This section is based on my more detailed treatment of the subject in “Kyie-

vo-rus´ka spadshchyna v istorychnii dumtsi Ukraïny poch. 19 st.” in Ukraïna i
Rosiia v istorychnii retrospektyvi. Ukraïns´ki proekty v Rosiis´kii imperiï,
vol. 1 (Kyiv, 2004), which allows me to keep endnotes to a minimum.
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The Latin and Cyrillic Alphabets in Ukrainian

National Discourse and in the Language Policy

of Empires

Alexei Miller and Oksana Ostapchuk

Language is one of the most important elements in the symbolism of
ethnicity. The transformation of ethnic consciousness into national con-
sciousness is accompanied by a rethinking and ideologization of the
relation between language and ethnos.1

The struggle for the consolidation2 and emancipation of the Ukrain-
ian language offers particularly rich material for research in this field. 
In the nineteenth century, we see two “stages” on which intensive argu-
ments and political battles developed concerning that question—Gali-
cia, which was subject to the Habsburgs, and the combined Dnipro
Ukraine, Little Russia and Sloboda Ukraine, which were subject to the
Romanovs. These arguments and battles went on among elites that iden-
tified themselves as Ruthenian, Little Russian, and/or Ukrainian, belonged
to various confessions, and sprang from a variety of social groups. But
those battles also involved “external,” “non-national” actors who held
dominant or ruling status in relation to local associations on the periph-
eries of empires, that is, traditional Polish noble elites and imperial
authorities, as well as ecclesiastical centers, most notably the Vatican.
An adequate examination of these subjects cannot therefore be confined
to the limits of a narrowly defined national narrative concentrating
mainly on “national” actors.

It should particularly be stressed that developments on these two
stages on both sides of the imperial border were closely related. In other
words, we are dealing with the very pronounced specifics of a contested
borderland, entailing the variety of identity projects and loyalty strate-
gies characteristic of such situations and shaped by the interaction—
involving both conflict and cooperation—of local and imperial actors.
In any period and any situation, whether in Galicia or in “Russian”
Ukraine, the number of those actors was greater than two, and, at least
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from the mid-nineteenth century, actors from both empires were usually
involved.3

The alphabet and, above all, the question of choosing between Latin
and Cyrillic scripts was one of the important elements of that battle,
along with questions of orthography, the choice of sources for borrow-
ings, and the status of the language and its use (or prohibition) in a vari-
ety of spheres.4 The alphabet (and sometimes the script, as in the case
of Cyrillic and hrazhdanka in Galicia) constitutes a highly ambiguous
symbol imbued with significant ethnocultural and ethnoreligious con-
tent. It has often played and continues to play a key role in identity for-
mation, especially in ethnocultural borderlands. In the history of the
Ukrainian literary language, the problem of the alphabet has never been
considered purely and simply a technical matter of convenience and
adequacy.5 (A recent example is the broad public discussion in conjunc-
tion with plans for the reform of Ukrainian orthography in the years
2000–2002.) The subject of this article, then, is the struggle over the
alphabet waged between various actors in the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries.

The borderland situation of the Ukrainian lands at the junction of
two civilizational and cultural/linguistic areas—Slavia Latina and
Slavia Orthodoxa—determined the fundamentally “open” character of
Ukrainian culture as a whole, which took shape in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries because of overlapping linguistic boundaries and
sociocultural divisions. One of the manifestations of that openness was
the coexistence—and competition—of a variety of religious and cultur-
al discourses, languages and alphabets in the same cultural space.6

On the one hand, the boundaries of the cultural and communicative
competence of languages in the old Ukrainian bookish tradition were
mobile: often one comes across fragments in one and the same text
written in various languages (aside from texts in which the choice of
language itself had functional and stylistic significance, as in theatrical
interludes and polemical literature). On the other hand, in sixteenth-cen-
tury publications there is a fairly close connection between language
and graphic code. The most important function of the alphabet in that
period was to serve as a boundary marker: a change of language neces-
sarily presupposed a change of alphabet and, naturally, a change in level
and type of discourse. In the Uniate tradition, the interpenetration of
graphic systems became possible in the seventeenth century: not infre-
quently, the Latin alphabet was used to record not only “Ruthenian”
texts but also Old Church Slavonic ones.7 Like multilingualism in gen-
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eral, this practice continued at least until the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury. The parallel use of two alphabets for Ukrainian texts was common
at printshops in Right-Bank Ukraine, especially Uniate ones, including
the printshop of the Pochaiv Monastery.8 Naturally, Ukrainian quota-
tions (whether longer or shorter) and textual fragments in Polish-lan-
guage texts were also recorded in Latin script.9 Throughout the eigh-
teenth century, the Latin alphabet was used rather widely to set down
the Ukrainian language in writing in various parts of Ukrainian ethnic
territory (mainly those bordering on regions where the Latin script was
widespread). Furthermore, in most cases the “Latinization” of writing
was not considered in ideological terms.10

Gradually the problem of the alphabet took on ideological signifi-
cance. A conflict of alphabets as different forms of ethnocultural expres-
sion on the Right Bank became apparent in a propaganda campaign on
the eve, and in the course, of the Polish uprising of 1830. An appeal
from Polish insurgents written in Ukrainian and addressed to the peas-
antry was initially drawn up in Polish, then translated into Ukrainian
and set down in Latin script, but later transliterated into Cyrillic out of
practical considerations.11

Even after 1831, the Latin alphabet remained dominant for purposes
of rendering Ukrainian speech, whether it was a matter of recording
folklore texts or composing original works in the Ukrainian language.
For authors descended from the local gentry, for whom Polish was the
main (native) language, the use of Latin script to render Ukrainian
speech was a means of integrating the Right-Bank territories into the
all-Polish cultural and linguistic space. The first efforts to introduce the
Ukrainian language into the sphere of literary creativity in Right-Bank
Ukraine are generally associated with the name of Tymko Padura, who
created his own orthographic system, approximating Ukrainian phonet-
ics as closely as possible.12 In neighboring Belarus, at the printshop 
of the Vilnius Roman Catholic eparchy, an unknown author printed 
a Belarusian-language catechism in Latin script in 1835, furnishing 
it with the Polish title Krótkie zebranie nauki Chrze√cija≈skiej dla
wie√niaków mówiΩcych j¡zykiem polsko-ruskim wyznania Rzymsko-
katolickiego (Brief Compendium of Christian Lore for Villagers of the
Roman Catholic Denomination Speaking the Polish-Ruthenian Lan-
guage). Let us note the formula “Polish-Ruthenian language,” whose
subsequent analogue in the discourse of Russian nationalism was the
concept of the “Little Russian dialect of the Russian language.” Some
time later, between 1838 and 1846, a former Philomath and close friend
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of Adam Mickiewicz, Jan Chachot, published his collections of Belaru-
sian folk songs. There, inter alia, Belarusian songs recorded in Latin
script are to be found.13

Ukrainian folklore texts recorded in Latin script were also published
in the Ukrainian lands of Austria-Hungary, fulfilling (consciously or
unconsciously) the very same function of marking “one’s own” civiliza-
tional space. One of the best-known examples is the folklore collection
compiled by Wacław Zaleski (the future governor of Galicia).14

A confrontation between supporters of the Latin and Cyrillic scripts
in Galicia arose in the mid-1830s in connection with a proposal formu-
lated by the Uniate clergyman and civic figure Yosyf Lozynsky to intro-
duce the Latin script in order to render the vernacular. By way of carry-
ing out his project, he published the first ethnographic description of a
Ukrainian wedding to appear in Galicia, including folk songs recorded
in a Polish-based Latin script.15 In the course of the polemic aroused by
these publications, Yosyf Levytsky and Markiian Shashkevych formu-
lated the thesis that the Cyrillic alphabet was a sacred national treasure
and religious symbol.16

Competition between languages and alphabets became even more
intense during the political struggles of 1848 in Galicia. It was then that
the opposition between the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets in Galician cul-
tural discourse took the form of a conscious confrontation of national
attributes—Polish and Ukrainian, respectively. Texts of openly ideolog-
ical content (appeals, proclamations, propagandistic verses), as well 
as Latin-alphabet periodicals—such as the organ of the Polonophile
Ruthenian Council, Dnewnyk ruskij (Ruthenian Daily), published by
Ivan Vahylevych—intended to help substantiate a pro-Polish political,
cultural and civilizational orientation, were published in Ukrainian,
using the Latin alphabet.17 A comparison of Cyrillic- and Latin-alphabet
political appeals addressed to the inhabitants of Galicia shows that the
confrontation pertained not only and not so much to the alphabet as to
different linguistic models and types of literary standards associated
with diverse political and developing national discourses.18 While the
Latin alphabet was used mainly to set down the vernacular, approaching
actual conversation as closely as possible (that is, speaking [narechie],
talk [govor]), Cyrillic signaled the introduction of a text much more tra-
ditional in form, with a large number of Church Slavonicisms, in which
the alphabet and all other linguistic resources were intended to manifest
a link with cultural and ecclesiastical tradition (Uniate, with its origins
in Slavia Orthodoxa). The striving for literary emancipation of the ver-
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nacular, which is apparent in both instances, proceeded from fundamen-
tally different positions. In the first, the vernacular was employed as a
means of addressing the lower social orders. Only in the future could it
attain the level of literary treatment.19 In the second, the appeal to tradi-
tion as such constituted a “pass” for the vernacular into the literary
sphere.20 The Galician “alphabet war” of the mid-nineteenth century
was decided in favor of Cyrillic,21 which thus became the basic graphic
instrument for setting down Ukrainian speech in writing in that region.
Vienna’s position on the question is largely explicable by its perception
of the Ruthenians as allies in the struggle with the Polish movement.
For a time, the focus of the orthographic discussion shifted from the
problem of script (Cyrillic in its Church Slavonic variant or hrazhdanka)
to the choice of orthographic principle, etymological or phonetic.

However, the alphabet again became a subject of fierce struggle in
Galicia in the late 1850s. In May 1858, at the behest of the governor of
Galicia, Count Agenor Gołuchowski, a special commission was estab-
lished to oversee the Galician Ruthenians’ switch from the Cyrillic alpha -
bet to the Latin. An attempt was made to introduce the Latin alphabet
by legislation in the Galician schools where the “Ruthenian” language
was taught.22

With the blessing of the Austrian authorities, the Czech Josef
Jire∑ek, who held an important post in the Austrian Ministry of Educa-
tion, drafted a scheme for rendering Ukrainian speech in Latin script.23

A brochure giving an account of Jire∑ek’s proposal was printed at the
beginning of 1859 as an official, but de facto internal, publication; it
was not offered for sale. In his draft, Jire∑ek deliberately combined the
principles of phonetic and etymological orthography and, not by acci-
dent, chose a Czech and not a Polish model for a Ukrainian Latin script,
foreseeing a possible negative reaction on the part of the local elites.
But such a reaction was inevitable in any case. Upon its appearance,
Jire∑ek’s proposal mainly aroused suspicion that the Czech viewpoint
was being imposed,24 but ultimately the link between the Latin alphabet
and the tradition of Polish letters, having become a distinctive stereo-
type, proved more durable in linguistic consciousness: by no coinci-
dence, it was often called the “abecedarium” (the Polish abecadło).25

Thus Jire∑ek’s efforts to produce a Latin script cleansed of national con-
notations proved futile, and the practical advantages of the new system
of orthography remained unappreciated.26 Jire∑ek, for his part, made no
secret of the ideological motivation behind his proposal. A member of
the Czech Conservative Party and a supporter of Austro-Slavism, he
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was concerned not only that the Cyrillic (that is, Church Slavonic) script
could not be adapted to the needs of the vernacular. It also troubled him
that as long as the Galician Ruthenians used Cyrillic for reading and
writing, they would be biased in favor of Church Slavonic and thus of
“Russianism.”27 Here his opinion fully coincided with that of the Aus-
trian authorities, who, given the crisis in relations with St. Petersburg
after the Crimean War, were concerned about the spread of “Russophile”
sentiments. Evidently it was this concern that became the basic reason
for the establishment of the commission. In this respect, Vienna’s inter-
ests intersected with those of the local Poles, who were attempting to
hinder the development of greater and lesser national projects compet-
ing with the Polish one.

Having considered Jire∑ek’s proposal, the specially convoked com-
mission rejected it. The commission’s membership included representa-
tives of a variety of Galician ideological currents.28 However, when it
came to dismissing the very possibility of Latinizing Ukrainian script,
they were unanimous. They gave the same justification: “both the spirit
of the Ukrainian people and the faith will perish.”29 Even those mem-
bers of the commission, such as Bishop Spyrydon Lytvynovych, who
did not deny the practical utility of the Latin alphabet for rendering
Ukrainian speech were in accord on that point. The evolution of Yosyf
Lozynsky’s views is highly instructive in this regard. In the mid-1830s,
when he was an extreme “modernist,” he provoked the first round of the
“alphabet war” with his Latin-alphabet publications; but, by the 1850s,
he had renounced the possibility of using the Latin alphabet for Ukrain-
ian writing and, indeed, the idea of the literary emancipation of the ver-
nacular, going over to the camp of the traditionalist “Russophiles.”30

Even though Jire∑ek’s brochure was not offered for sale, it became
an item of public discourse in fairly short order. Galician public opinion
reacted sharply to his proposal.31 Bohdan Didytsky, a leader of the “tra-
ditionalists” who had actually taught Jire∑ek Ukrainian at one time,
offered the most detailed formulation of the objections to his proposal.
Having given a fundamental analysis of the virtues and faults of both
alphabets, he declared Cyrillic the “sole approach to the temple of God’s
exalted truths.”32 Didytsky formulates the basic arguments of the oppo-
nents of Latinization. The first is the danger presented by an “alphabet
war” to the unity of the Galician “Ruthenian” movement: “general con-
fusion and endless dispute over the alphabet.” The second is a breach of
the local tradition of letters: “the disintegration of our literature.” In that
connection, Didytsky mentions only the western Ukrainian traditions in
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Bukovyna, Galicia and Transcarpathia, making no appeal to the idea of
unity with the traditions of Little Russia and Right-Bank Ukraine,33

which may have been a case of self-censorship at a time when Vienna’s
position on the “Ukrainian question” was not yet entirely clear to him.
Thirdly, it was a breach with cultural and religious tradition: “a forcible
breach between Ruthenian literature of the present day and Ruthenian
literature of past centuries.” Finally, Didytsky drew his principal con-
clusion, which essentially coincided with that of the commission con-
voked to deliberate on Jire∑ek’s proposal: “The Latin alphabet not only
creates great confusion here but also sows dissension and division in 
the brotherhood of a single tribe… A breach in the spiritual life of the
whole nation is the most painful grief that the world has ever known!
[…]  We shall not fall prey to it, for it has never existed among us!”34

Thus the basic reason for the defeat of those who favored switching
the Ukrainian script to the Latin alphabet was the ideologization of the
problem of the alphabet as a means of influencing national discourse.
This did not mean, by the way, that practical efforts to make use of the
Latin alphabet disappeared entirely. Thus, in 1861, Anton Kobyliansky
and Kost Horbal formulated a proposal in their “Slovo na slovo dlia
redaktora ‘Slova’” (Word in Response to a Word for the Editor of The
Word) to promote the use of the Czech version of the Latin alphabet
(with the addition of certain Polish letters). A polemical response soon
appeared in the form of a parodistic brochure, Holos na holos dla
Hali∑iny (A Voice in Response to a Voice for Galicia), written in the
Czech version of the Latin alphabet and published as a supplement to
the newspaper Slovo (Word).35 Even later, the Galician “Polonophile”
camp published Ukrainian verses in the Polish version of the Latin
alphabet.36 The Latin alphabet was also invariably used in the 1870s in
the official publications of the proceedings of the Galician Diet to ren-
der the speeches of Galician deputies.

Thus we see that by the end of the 1850s the problem of an alphabet
for the language of the Galician Ruthenians had ceased to be a subject
of intra-Galician dispute. As a result of Vienna’s involvement, it became
a matter of imperial policy. This did not go unnoticed in Russia, whose
rulers did not yet have much experience in regulating the linguistic sphere.

Until the uprising of 1830–31, the Romanov Empire sought to obtain
the support of local elites and had recourse to indirect forms of rule in
the western borderlands. Its intervention in the linguistic situation there
was minimal, and after the partitions the standing of the Polish language
in the western gubernias improved. Even in the early nineteenth centu-
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ry, when the authorities, seeking to enhance their control, required that
their Jewish subjects discontinue the use of Yiddish for part of their
official documentation and switch to a language more accessible to offi-
cialdom, they left it to the Jews themselves to choose between Russian,
Polish and German. In other words, language concerned them as a
medium, not as an instrument of identity formation. It was only after the
uprising of 1830–31 that the authorities ceased to consider the Polish
nobility a loyal regional elite and considerably limited the use of Polish
in the Western land. In the period between uprisings, Nicholas I and his
senior officials discussed the possibility of switching the Polish lan-
guage completely to the Cyrillic alphabet.37

Although St. Petersburg was alarmed by the specter of Little Russian
separatism, especially after the Brotherhood of SS. Cyril and Methodius
was uncovered in 1847, the imperial authorities practically did not inter-
fere in the development of the Ukrainian language until the very end of
the 1850s.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the center for the formation
of the new Ukrainian literary and linguistic canon was the Left Bank,
where all the most important texts that served as a basis for the codifi -
cation of the vernacular, beginning with Ivan Kotliarevsky’s Eneïda
(1798), were written and/or published. The publication of popular folk-
lore and original texts in the “Little Russian dialect” immediately raised
the problem of how to render the specifics of Ukrainian speech in written
form. In fairly short order, an opposition arose between supporters of a
script approximating actual Ukrainian pronunciation as closely as possi-
ble and those who insisted on the use of an orthography based on Rus -
sian and adapted to the needs of Ukrainian speech—but capable of reflect -
ing the commonality in the development of both languages. The essence
of the dispute did not, of course, lie in purely technical matters but (like
the “alphabet war” in Galicia) reflected the process of choosing a model
of literary and linguistic expression and the search for a paradigm on
which the written standard could be based. The orthographic discussion
would remain significant throughout the nineteenth century: in total,
more than fifty orthographic proposals were drafted in that period.38

In Left-Bank Ukraine, the principle of phonetic orthography had
already been articulated by the author of the first Little Russian gram-
mar, Oleksii Pavlovsky: “I intend to write all Little Russian words using
the exact letters with which they are pronounced there (including i
instead of o, [d instead of a, wz instead of wf, and i instead of iat´).”39
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For a long time, however, he remained in the minority. Much more
authoritative were the voices of those who supported an orthography
based on the principle of historical etymology. The weightiest opinion
among them was undoubtedly that of Mykhailo Maksymovych, who
took the orthography of the first editions of Kotliarevsky as a model for
two reasons. First, it allowed the link with tradition (all-Russian tradi-
tion first and foremost) to be maintained: “In all the first editions of the
Eneïda one still felt some kind of link with previous literature, which
was absent, for example, in the first Ukrainian grammar of Pavlovsky
(1818), who admitted much that was arbitrary into his orthography.”40

Second, an etymological orthography made it possible to avoid copying
regional speech (that is, to avoid the “coarseness” of Little Russian
words, for which the publishers of Vestnik Evropy [European Messen-
ger] excused themselves in 1807): 

Our Little Russian orthography must not, nor can it now any longer be a
simple, external copy of the sounds of the language in letters. It must
necessarily, aside from its [the language’s] historical tendency, more or
less express the internal etymological laws and characteristics of our lan-
guage. Indeed, without that there can be no orthography of our lan-
guage, which must extend to all its varieties on the lips of the nation that
speaks it—from the Carpathian Mountains to the Trans-Don steppes and
the banks of the Kuban… When I read anything in Little Russian pub-
lished according to the acoustic or phonetic orthography, it seems to 
me that the publisher is writing deliberately and mocking the Little Rus-
sians!41

The orthographic system developed by Maksymovych, based on his -
torical etymology, introduced diacritics over the vowels o, e, y, and u
when they were pronounced /i/, as well as the parallel use of s and b
to denote the Ukrainian b. This system, which Maksymovych employed
in publishing his Ukrainian folklore collections (1827), was generally
accepted and actively used in the Russian Empire. For our purposes, the
important point in this connection is that both of Maksymovych’s argu-
ments (traditionalism and a certain orthographic supraregionalism) were
subsequently used by the imperial authorities. This argumentation was
perfectly suited to the notion of an “all-Russian” language, allowed for
the maintenance of the historical link between Russian and Ukrainian
words and sounds, and impeded the excessively active literary emanci-
pation of the “Little Russian” dialect and the regionalization of the liter-
ary language. Attempts to influence the formation of the orthographic
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norms of literary Ukrainian at the moment of its creation and commu-
nicative emancipation thus became one of the most important aspects of
language policy.

The colloquial Ukrainian vernacular recorded in the Latin alphabet
remained the principal means of literary expression in the circle of
Right-Bank Polish authors of noble descent during the period between
uprisings. One of the most striking figures among them was Anton Sza-
szkiewicz, the leader of the balahuly (nobiliary youth who imitated
peasant manners). His Ukrainian verses written in the manner of folk
poetry saw publication much later,42 but the very possibility of issuing
Latin-alphabet Ukrainian publications in the Russian Empire did not
come into question until the 1850s, as evidenced particularly by the edi-
tions of the verses of Spirydon Ostaszewski.43 The same holds true for
Belarusian. Between 1855 and 1857, with no problem whatever, Win-
centy Dunin-Marcinkiewicz published four Latin-alphabet books in the
Belarusian language in the Russian Empire.

In 1859, however, a Latin-alphabet Belarusian translation of Adam
Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz was seized precisely because of the alphabet
used in the edition. Pan Tadeusz itself was not banned in the Russian
Empire. The authorities even compensated Dunin-Marcinkiewicz for
the losses he had suffered, as the press run was completed before they
adopted a resolution declaring that “the printing of characters contain-
ing the application of the Polish alphabet to the Russian language” was
forbidden from that day forward. The censorship circular specified par-
ticularly that a rule should be established to the effect that works in the
Little Russian dialect, especially for distribution among the common
people, should not be printed otherwise than in Russian letters.44 After
1859, there was no further legal opportunity to publish Latin-alphabet
books in Belarusian and Ukrainian in the Russian Empire until the
twentieth century.45

The initiative to ban the use of the Latin alphabet in the Ukrainian
language came from the Kyiv censor (otdel´nyi tsenzor) Novitsky.46

On 14 March 1859 O. Novitsky sent a letter to the administrator of 
the Kyiv school district, N.I. Pirogov, noting the dissemination in the
empire of “manuscripts in the Little Russian dialect, but written in Pol-
ish letters,” as well as the import from Galicia of books “in the Red
Ruthenian dialect, also printed in Polish letters.” The immediate moti -
vation for Novitsky was probably his encounter with the “Nova ukrains-
ka azbuka” (New Ukrainian Alphabet), written in the Latin alphabet,
which was presented to him in order to obtain permission to print it.47
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The censor wrote in particular:

Considering that with the imminent liberation of the peasants literacy
will, in all likelihood, spread and increase among them; that the peas-
ants of the western gubernias, encountering books here that are written
in the Little Russian language but in Polish letters, will naturally have a
greater preference to learn the Polish alphabet than the Russian one…
that, because they understand the Polish language owing to contact with
the Polish population of this land, they can very easily go over to read-
ing Polish books per se and thereby become exposed to the influence of
Polish literature alone, with consequent alienation from the spirit and
tendency of Russian literature; and, finally, that in Galicia… the local
Polish population is deliberately and insistently striving to promote the
exclusive use of the Polish alphabet instead of the Cyrillic one among
the indigenous Russian population in order to suppress the Russian
nationality by means of literary influence and gradually turn it into the
Polish nationality, which tendencies may spread to our western guber-
nias by the same means… Will it not be considered useful, in order to
protect the Russian nationality among the Russian population of the
western gubernias, to resolve for the future that works in the Little Rus -
sian language be printed in Russian letters within the boundaries of Rus-
sia, or, where it should prove necessary, in Church Slavonic letters, and
that texts in the Red Russian dialect, published abroad in Polish letters,
not be allowed to be imported into Russia in any considerable quantity
of one and the same work?48

On 5 May 1859, on the basis of this letter, Pirogov wrote a memoran-
dum to the minister of education, Count E.V. Putiatin, and by 30 May
Putiatin had already issued a circular (no. 1296) establishing that very
prohibition.49 Similar measures were taken with regard to the Belaru-
sian language. On 19 June 1859 Pirogov sent a directive on the applica-
tion of that circular to the censorship agencies subordinate to him. That
is to say, a mere three months passed between the moment when the
Kyiv censor Novitsky formulated his proposals and their implementa-
tion as an official instruction of the Ministry of Education.

Novitsky’s letter contained a clear formulation of all the reasons that
might inspire caution among the authorities with regard to the dissemi-
nation of the use of the Polish alphabet in the Ukrainian and Belarusian
languages. Clearly, the events of 1858–59 in Galicia were by no means
the least important factor here. Infuriated by Austria’s conduct during
the Crimean War, St. Petersburg now paid close attention to Vienna’s
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every move, and the reaction to “alphabet games” in Galicia was not
slow in coming. This is all the more curious because at that point the
imperial bureaucracy had no clear idea on questions pertaining to the
status of the Ukrainian language in the Russian Empire, particularly on
the possibility of using it in the schools, for the translation of Scripture,
and for publishing journals. These problems were discussed intensively
right up to 1862, and the ominous notion that the Poles wanted to “take
the initiative into their hands in the matter of educating the common
folk in the Southwestern land in order to propagate the Polish nationali-
ty” remained an important element of those discussions.50

The Polish uprising of 1863 accelerated not only the process of
adopting bureaucratic decisions with regard to language policy in the
western borderlands of the empire but also the crystallization of the
project of the “all-Russian nation.” In the summer of 1863, the Valuev
circular, understood as a temporary measure, prohibited the translation
of Scripture into Ukrainian and the use of Ukrainian in schools and in
publications “for the common folk.” In that context, Galicia figured as
the center of a competing project, first Polish and then purely Ukrain-
ian. With regard to the Ukrainian language, imperial policy posited vari-
ous levels of regulation of the linguistic sphere. Concurrently with the
authorities’ efforts to permit no enhancement of the status of the lan-
guage and stave off the literary emancipation of the “dialect,” the lin-
guistic system as such came under pressure. The goal was to prevent
formal isolation from the Russian language at all levels of the system.
The decision of 1859 to prohibit the Latin alphabet for the “Little Rus -
sian dialect,” which was originally a reaction to developments in Gali-
cia and to the efforts of the Poles, as well as pro-Polish Ukrainians and
Belarusian activists, to disseminate the Latin alphabet among the peas-
ants of the western borderlands, now became part of an extensive set of
measures intended to assimilate the East Slavic population of the
empire into one nation.

In this connection, it is interesting to investigate the use of language
in Polish propaganda in the course of preparations for the uprising of
1863.51 Unlike in 1830–31, the propaganda texts, including appeals to
the peasantry, were published either in Polish52 or in Ukrainian, but the
latter now appeared exclusively in the Cyrillic alphabet. Particularly
significant in this respect is a document as well known as the Golden
Charter, which was disseminated across the whole territory encom-
passed by the uprising. The insurgent leaders did not rule out the possi-
bility that the peasants might rise against the rebels and sought to pre-
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vent the peasantry of the western borderlands from perceiving the upris-
ing as a szlachta and “Polish” affair. “For that very reason, the insurgent
leaders avoided Polonisms, as in the text of the Golden Charter, so in
its outward appearance.”53 The Charter attests to the definitive consoli-
dation of Cyrillic as a Ukrainian national attribute—in Polish conscious -
ness as well as Ukrainian.

But this holds true only for the Ukrainian case. At the same time 
(in May 1863), the underground insurgent government issued a special
manifesto addressed to “the Belarusian brethren.” This document was
printed in the Belarusian language, using the Latin alphabet. As in the
Ukrainian case, the linguistic appearance of the appeal was carefully
considered. The use of the Latin alphabet was evidently associated with
the identity of the addressees of the propaganda texts: naturally, the
insurgents expected to find allies mainly among Belarusian Catholics. 
A second possible reason for the insurgents’ use of “their own” graphic
code in addressing the inhabitants of the Belarusian lands may have
been the greater (than in the case of Ukraine) vagueness of the cultural
and civilizational boundary, which is associated, inter alia, with the later
formation of a purely Belarusian national (and linguistic and cultural)
discourse. There were no “alphabet wars” involving the Belarusian lan-
guage, and no rigid anti-Latinist position developed on the Belarusian
side.

Having accepted the challenge of the Polish insurgents, the Russian
authorities attempted to organize counterpropaganda and issued a series
of Cyrillic-alphabet brochures in Belarusian, addressing them, as the
Poles did, to the peasantry.54 In the Belarusian case, representatives of
both the Russian and the Polish projects continued to exploit the con-
flict of alphabets: as long as conditions remained indefinite, the issue
was an integral part of the struggle for identity.

Soon after the suppression of the uprising, in 1865, the Russian impe-
rial authorities also introduced a ban on the Latin alphabet for the
Lithuanian language. A comparison of this measure with the prohibition
on the Latin alphabet for the Ukrainian and Belarusian languages in
1859 makes it possible to discern differences in the goals pursued by the
authorities when adopting measures that seem identical at first glance.

Imperial authorities are less concerned than those of nation-states
about the homogeneity of populations, especially in border regions. By
no means—even when resolving questions of language—are imperial
authorities invariably guided by nationalist logic, that is, making cultur-
al and linguistic homogenization the goal of one project or another. Not
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infrequently, the priority for an imperial power is loyalty, meaning the
establishment of a version of local identity compatible with loyalty to
the empire as a polity heterogeneous by definition, including civiliza-
tional loyalty. It is not always possible to distinguish national and civi-
lizational factors in official policies with perfect clarity, but the matter
deserves detailed consideration. The image of the Russian Empire as a
particular civilizational space where the borderlands were loyal to the
center, not only as the focus of power but also as a center of civiliza-
tional attraction, certainly existed as an ideal in the minds of the imperi-
al elite. The term “drawing together” (sblizhenie), often used at the
time, by no means always meant Russification in the nationalist sense—
assimilation and the inculcation of Russian national identity. Thus,
Nicholas I’s consideration of the possibility of switching the Polish lan-
guage to the Cyrillic alphabet in the period between uprisings was asso-
ciated rather with the hope of establishing among the Poles a version of
Polish identity compatible with loyalty to the empire and the dynasty.

The prohibition of the Latin alphabet with regard to the Lithuanian
language was also directed toward acculturation, not assimilation, into
the Russian Empire. The goal was not to turn the Lithuanians into Rus-
sians but to put maximum distance between them and the rebellious
Poles. Such policies were not restricted to the western borderlands. In
1858, mass conversions of Kriashens to Islam in the Volga-Kama region
gave rise to a system worked out by the well-known missionary and
Orientalist N.I. Ilminsky. In 1862 he prepared a Tatar translation of a
primer and prayer book for the Kriashens, using the Cyrillic alphabet.
Ilminsky adopted the same principle of translating religious literature
into local languages, using Cyrillic script, when dealing with a number
of peoples in the Volga-Kama region, including Bashkirs and Kazakhs.
New words lacking in local languages were borrowed from Russian.
Two circumstances must be noted here. Back in the early 1850s, Ilmin-
sky, placing missionary activity above linguistic Russification, planned
to develop writing systems for a number of local languages using Ara-
bic script. Only under the influence of the more experienced Orientalist
V.V. Grigoriev, who convinced him of the danger of spreading Tatar
influence (and, with it, ideas of Islamism and Pan-Turkism) among
neighboring peoples, did Ilminsky settle on Cyrillic.55 Time and again,
his activity was criticized by supporters of linguistic Russification, who
maintained that by developing writing systems for local languages,
Ilminsky was impeding that process. One of Ilminsky’s counterargu-
ments was that the Tatar assimilationist project had considerable poten-
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tial at the time, and his activity in developing local languages blocked
that danger, while the Cyrillic alphabet was a prerequisite for the easier
acquisition of Russian in the future.56

Thus, for all the differences in these situations in the imperial bor-
derlands, we observe a number of common features. In every instance,
the authorities feared that a certain border group was sufficiently strong
in material and cultural terms to try to undertake its own assimilationist
project with regard to weaker groups. The sources of that threat were
considered to be Polish influence in the Western land, German influence
in the Baltic provinces, and Tatar influence in the Volga-Kama region.
In every instance, the authorities strove to prevent the realization of
such a project, and in every instance one of their instruments was the
more or less insistent imposition of Cyrillic script. Ilminsky’s experience
shows that this was not always the result of a straightforward desire for
Russification: after all, he even developed writing systems in local lan-
guages instead of seeking to impose Russian exclusively. In the Western
land, the Lithuanian instance is rather an example of that category in
which the priority was struggle against a competing influence and a
desire to establish a version of identity compatible with loyalty to the
empire, perceived inter alia as a civilizational space.

In the Western land, the rival of the Russian Empire was the Polish
movement, which lacked a state of its own; in the Baltic provinces, the
threat was directly linked to the growing power of Germany; and in the
Volga region it was associated with the Ottoman Empire as an alternative
center of attraction for Muslims and Turkic peoples. But if we consider
that Polish policy in Galicia enjoyed the support of Vienna, it becomes
apparent that one may speak of language policy in every instance as
part of a complex system of competition between neighboring empires.

With regard to the East Slavic population of the western borderlands,
in the early 1860s the authorities worked out a view according to which
literacy was to be acquired in the “all-Russian” literary language.
Ukrainian and Belarusian were to remain at the level of dialects—lan-
guages for “domestic use,” for the publication of fictional works dealing
with local concerns and monuments of history and folklore. Polish
efforts to employ the Latin script for Ukrainian and Belarusian were
regarded as nothing other than attempts to win the Ruthenians over to
their side, and those who were already thinking in nationalist terms dis-
cerned in them a desire to “split” the emerging all-Russian nation. It is
no accident that the prohibition of the Latin script for Ruthenian (1859)
already spoke of Polish letters, not Latin ones. Clearly, policy with
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regard to the Ukrainian and Belarusian languages combined a desire to
neutralize Polish efforts to establish a civilizational boundary along the
Commonwealth border of 1772—making use of the alphabet among
other instruments—with an assimilationist plan to unite all Eastern
Slavs in the empire within the framework of an “all-Russian nation.”

The last attempt to revive the problem of the alphabet in Ukrainian
public discourse and pose it on another level is associated with Mykhai-
lo Drahomanov’s ideas concerning the introduction of the Latin alpha-
bet into works published in Galicia and Geneva. In 1881–82 he pro-
posed a theoretical basis for the use of the Latin alphabet in Ukrainian
publications. Along with the traditional arguments of the Galician
“Latinizers” (the broad distribution of the Latin alphabet; the establish-
ment of contact with European culture, which would “bring us closer to
the more civilized world”), Drahomanov notes that in Galicia “people
speak Ruthenian but know no script other than the Polish.”57 It was 
the latter, practical consideration that became the basic one for him. In
Geneva he issued a Latin-alphabet edition of Taras Shevchenko’s poem
“Maria” in order to disseminate the book in an environment where
Cyrillic was unknown.58 Considering that Ukrainian writing should use
an “all-European but reformed” alphabet, Drahomanov sought to unite 
a variety of graphic systems in his proposal—Polish and Czech, along
with the introduction of Cyrillic letters into the Latin alphabet to denote
hushing sounds—but, in practice, never worked out a single Latin-script
system.59 Drahomanov did not succeed in reintroducing the Latin alpha-
bet into general use in Galicia. Nevertheless, his constant correspondent
in Galicia, Mykhailo Pavlyk, tried to put the Latin alphabet to use,
pleading the “practical costs of the matter.”60 In 1882–83 Drahomanov
also planned to publish a Latin-alphabet Ukrainian newspaper in Lviv
as a supplement to the Polish Praca (Labor).61 It should be stressed that
Drahomanov’s proposals for the Latinization of Ukrainian writing did
not involve a complete renunciation of Cyrillic; the main consideration
was a desire to reach as broad an audience as possible. Being well aware
of all the complications involved in a reform of the alphabet, Drahoma -
nov was nevertheless convinced that “one cannot make a sacred cow of
orthography, as Ukrainians do with the so-called Cyrillic alphabet; one
cannot make a fetish of it and impart that fetishism to the people.”62 But
Drahomanov did not succeed in removing the problem of Latinization
from the traditional Galician context of Ukrainian-Polish antagonism.
As was only to be expected, the Geneva edition of “Maria” aroused
accusations of disrespect for tradition and Polonizing intentions.63
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Drahomanov’s experiments may be considered a marginal phenome-
non for the period. From the 1860s, the central question for Ukrainian
national discourse was which system of orthography, phonetic or ety-
mological, was to be used in Ukrainian publications. That question was
directly linked to the conflict between the “all-Russian” and “Ukrain-
ian” nations. In the course of the orthographic discussion that developed
in St. Petersburg, Kyiv and Kharkiv publications, etymological spelling
became not only a symbol of tradition but also a sign of its unity and
all-Russian character; phonetic orthography, in turn, became not only 
a vehicle of specifically linguistic modernization but also of national
emancipation.

Given the opposing ideas of tradition and modernization, the antithe-
sis between the ecclesiastical and civil Cyrillic script also came up as a
subject in the orthographic discussion of the 1860s. It became particu-
larly acute in Galicia, Bukovyna and Transcarpathia. If in the Ukrainian
lands of the Russian Empire it was the phonetic system of writing that
fulfilled the function of a boundary marker, here it was the ecclesiastical
script that served as a more distinct indicator of “one’s own” cultural
and civilizational space under conditions of unremitting Polish influ-
ence. Those who opposed the introduction of the civil script for Ukrain-
ian texts in the western lands regarded the traditional orthographic sys-
tem above all as a symbol of civilizational unity of the sphere of Ortho-
dox culture and union with “the rest of the Rus´ world.”64 They also
sought to arm themselves with “modernizing” arguments against the
civil script, which in their view was “at variance with the vernacular.”65

For our purposes, the important point is that the link between the civil
script (hrazhdanka) and the Russian language proved a significant
drawback to supporters of all versions of the purely Ukrainian linguistic
idea—as for traditionalists (Hattsuk), so for modernists, who supported
the introduction of a phonetic orthography.66 The gradual phoneticiza-
tion of Ukrainian orthography—as in the Russian Empire, so in the
western Ukrainian lands67—meant the gradual formation of a purely
Ukrainian linguistic and national project.

The rethinking of the orthographic discussions in national terms that
took place in the early 1860s aroused a perfectly natural reaction on the
part of the authorities. After the uprising of 1863 and the adoption of 
the Valuev circular and the Ems instructions of 1876,68 which severely
restricted the use of the Ukrainian language, the authorities continued
their efforts to regulate Ukrainian linguistic space, but now with regard
to questions of orthography. The censors instructed publishers that the
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etymological orthography of Ivan Kotliarevsky’s Sobranie sochinenii
na malorossiiskom narechii (Collected Works in the Little Russian
Dialect; Kyiv, 1875) was to be adopted as an orthographic model.69

Where Ukrainian was permitted, the authorities sought to regulate ques-
tions of orthography, striving to prevent any increase in the distance
between Russian and Ukrainian norms. To that end, among other things,
they artificially established the Ukrainian norm at an earlier stage of
development (the first edition of Kotliarevsky, 1798). The Ems instruc-
tions placed a special ban on the so-called kulishivka, the phonetic
orthography developed by Panteleimon Kulish.70 From the viewpoint 
of the authorities, it represented nothing other than a widening of the
gap between the “all-Russian” language and the “Little Russian dialect”
by means of formal graphic resources.

If in the Russian Empire the question was decided “from above”
until 1905, in Galicia discussion of the orthographic problem continued
within the framework of a national language program. Orthographic
discussions flared up with new intensity in the mid-1880s in connection
with the initiative of Professors Stepan Smal-Stotsky and Theodor Garn-
tner of the University of Chernivtsi, who addressed the Ministry of Edu-
cation with a proposal to introduce a phonetic script for schools. Having
received support from Vienna, they prepared a school grammar, con -
sistently applying the phonetic principle to render Ukrainian speech.71

The “modernists’” position was actively supported by Mykhailo Dra-
homanov. From 1878 he published works in Cyrillic, using his own sys-
tem of orthography, which satisfied the consistent demand for literal
phonetic correspondence (one sound—one letter).72 In the course of dis-
cussion during the 1880s, he formulated an appeal to renounce the
“caste-bound archaic language,” expressing the desire to “disseminate
knowledge among the Ruthenians in the simple folk vernacular and by
means of a simple, phonetic orthography.”73 Drahomanov’s favorite
argument—practicality, suitability for a popular audience—came up
here as well: “A phonetic orthography makes it easier for every child to
learn to read and write; for every peasant to retain orthography in his
head once and for all; not to fear grammatical mistakes; to do without a
letter writer, and so on!”74 Reacting against modernist proposals to pho-
neticize Ukrainian writing, some “populist” publications, such as Dilo
(The Deed), moved away from the principles of phonetic orthography 
in the direction of etymology, but in principle the Ukrainian nationalists
resolved the question of the form of linguistic expression precisely to
the benefit of phonetics.
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Clearly, St. Petersburg’s efforts to intervene in the sphere of lan-
guage bore different fruits in various parts of the Western land. The rea-
son for this should be sought, among other things, in differences of cul-
ture and traditions of writing, which determined the forms of open or
covert resistance to imperial language policy. In the Lithuanian case, a
tradition of using Cyrillic was lacking in principle, and Cyrillic was
regarded as a symbol of a wholly foreign culture, which predestined the
failure of the imperial project to shift Lithuanian writing to the Cyrillic
alphabet. The repeal of the ban on the use of the Latin alphabet in 1904
may be considered a forced recognition of defeat.

In the Belarusian case, regardless of the official ban on Latin-alpha-
bet publications, the tradition of use of that alphabet turned out to be
quite tenacious. The competition of two cultural and civilizational tradi-
tions in the Belarusian linguistic milieu resumed as early as the turn of
the twentieth century, after the weakening, and then the removal, of a
number of censorship restrictions. Thus, of twenty-five periodical publi-
cations appearing in Belarus between 1901 and 1917, nine were pub-
lished in Latin script, while Nasha Dolia (Our Fate) and Nasha Niva
(Our Field) appeared in both. Up to 1918, Belarusian-language texts
appeared in 423 book publications, of which 129 were printed in Latin
script, while some contained both Latin-alphabet and Cyrillic texts.75

The difference in principle from the Ukrainian case (despite the ini- 
tially similar tradition of the use of Latin script) was determined by the
specifics of the confessional and social structure of Belarusian society:
a significant part of the peasant population in the Belarusian lands iden-
tified itself with Catholic (Latin) culture, and the Latin alphabet was a
component of its sacral world. Belarusian nationalists could not fail to
take account of this in their efforts at the national and linguistic mobi-
lization of the peasantry. That fact in turn hampered the ideologization
of the problem of the alphabet in Belarusian national discourse; by the
same token, considerations of practical expediency prevailed.76 The
principal task—that of the literary emancipation of the Belarusian lan-
guage—was not accomplished. Under such conditions, the Belarusian
nationalists assigned an auxiliary, subordinate role to the alphabet.77

Having failed to become a tool for the implementation of national lan-
guage policy, the Latin alphabet nevertheless remained an important
fact of language use that ran counter to the all-Russian language project.
But the defeat of the “unifying” efforts of the authorities in Belarus with
respect to language proved temporary.
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During the first decades of the Soviet Union’s existence, policy with
regard to various alphabets underwent the strangest variations.78 The
policy of korenizatsiia (taking root), implemented in the USSR in the
1920s, was based on the ideology of decolonization and promoted local
languages in administration and education. Cyrillic was perceived as
one of the symbols of Russian imperialism and Russification. Even
before an official position on language questions had been worked out,
a number of peoples went over to the Latin alphabet from Cyrillic (the
Yakuts in 1920 and the Ossetians in 1923). In quite a few cases, however,
ethnic groups such as the Komi, Mordvinians, Chuvashes and Udmurts
rejected efforts to introduce the Latin alphabet, preferring to reform the
Cyrillic system that they already had. The Kalmyks went over from
Mongol writing to Cyrillic. The Khakases, Assyrians, Roma, Oirots and
several other minorities chose the Cyrillic alphabet. It may be said that
in “free competition” between the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets neither
gained a clear advantage over the other.

The question of introducing the Latin alphabet was discussed with
particular intensity among the Muslim population. The movement to
establish a “new Turkic alphabet” based on Latin script was initiated in
Azerbaidzhan in 1922. A Turkological Congress that approved a plan of
reform was held in Baku in 1926. In 1927 this initiative received the
sanction of the Politburo and financing from the state budget. The Bol-
shevik leadership considered that the transition to the Latin alphabet
would undermine the influence of Islam, which was closely associated
with the Arabic script. Moscow was not unduly worried about the Pan-
Turkic aspect of the project at the time. By 1930, thirty-nine languages
had been switched to the Latin alphabet. Some of them made that transi-
tion from Cyrillic, which the authorities, having proclaimed Great Rus -
sian chauvinism the principal danger, did not consider reprehensible in
any way. A campaign to switch the Finno-Ugric languages to the Latin
alphabet was undertaken in the late 1920s and early 1930s with the full
support of the central authorities. By 1932, a total of sixty-six languages
had been switched to the Latin alphabet in the USSR, and another seven
were being prepared for the process. In the late 1920s, preparations
were even made to switch the Russian language to the Latin alphabet.79

We see that, given a change of ideological outlook and political priori-
ties, the central authorities in the new empire, the USSR, could make a
cardinal policy change with regard to alphabets, unlike the authorities in
the tsarist empire.
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Against this background, the fate of Latinizing projects in the Belaru -
sian SSR and the Ukrainian SSR—the former western borderlands of
the Russian Empire—is particularly instructive. The main task of lan-
guage building in Ukraine in the 1920s was to create a single orthogra-
phy for all the Ukrainian lands, taking account of the language’s histori-
cal development. The task was entrusted to a State Orthographic Com-
mission attached to the People’s Commissariat of Education, established
on 23 July 1925.80 A total of sixty proposals (thirty-seven of them from
Galicia) were presented for its consideration, and the commission’s
work resulted in the publication of a composite draft titled Ukraïns´kyi
pravopys (Ukrainian Orthography; Kharkiv, 1926), which particularly
stressed the task of setting the alphabet to rights (p. 4). The culminating
stage of discussion was the convocation in 1927 of an all-Ukrainian
conference on the question of systematizing orthography, which took
place in Kharkiv with the participation of representatives (seventy-five
in all) from western and eastern Ukraine. The pronouncements of the
republican leadership evinced an awareness that, as before, external
actors were involved in the orthographic discussions: “Here it is neces-
sary to avoid deviations in two directions that present themselves in
connection with the publication of a Ukrainian orthography: a desire to
use orthography to differentiate the Ukrainian language from Polish or
Russian, depending on one orientation or the other that is to be found
among representatives of our scholarly and social thought.”81 Follow-
ing stormy debates at the conference and supplementary work on the
part of the commission’s presidium (whose members included Antin
Prykhodko, Ahatanhel Krymsky, Oleksa Syniavsky and Serhii Pylypenko),
Ukraïns´kyi pravopys was ratified by the commissar of education,
Mykola Skrypnyk, in September 1928. Somewhat later, in May 1929,
the orthography was approved at a meeting of the Shevchenko Scientif-
ic Society in Lviv,82 marking an important stage in the establishment of
a single Ukrainian norm.

The orthographic discussion also provided grounds for returning to
the question of the applicability of the Latin alphabet to the Ukrainian
language, which appeared to have been settled definitively. In this case,
the project of Latinizing Ukrainian writing was associated with the con-
ception of Marrism, which also entailed switching the Russian language
to the Latin alphabet. In that context, Latinization was the foundation
for the unification of languages and scripts on the basis of one Latin
alphabet as the most widespread, and thus an urgent task of communist
construction.83 It was the writer and journalist Serhii Pylypenko who
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formulated the idea of the unification of alphabets as applicable to the
Ukrainian language in 1923. In his Latin-alphabet “Odvertyj lyst do
vsix, xto cikavyt´sja cijeju spravoju” (Open Letter to All Who Are Inter-
ested in This Matter), he declares: now or never.84 Rebuffing possible
accusations on the part of Russophiles (“cutting oneself off from Russ-
ian culture, the culture that should be the first to copulate with the Ukrain-
ian”) and Ukrainophiles (“cutting oneself off from Galicia and, to some
extent, from Polonization”) alike, in the practical sphere he proposed a
gradual transition to the Latin alphabet in the schools and to printing
newspapers in two parallel alphabets. Pylypenko’s proposal was sup-
ported by Mykhail Yohansen, who took up the idea of the “Latin, and
now international, alphabet.”85 A radical scheme of Ukrainian orthogra-
phy based on a reformed Latin alphabet was implemented in practice by
a Kyiv Futurist group known as “Semafor v maibutnie” (Semaphore to
the Future). However, in the course of discussion at the orthographic
conference of 1927, the proposal to switch Ukrainian writing to the Lat-
in alphabet was rejected. Similar proposals remained peripheral to pub-
lic and linguistic attention as well, relegated to the background by the
more pressing task of unifying western and eastern Ukrainian ortho-
graphic (Cyrillic) traditions. Nevertheless, the very fact of their appear-
ance is a good reflection of the generally reformist spirit of the era of
“Ukrainization.” The well-known Ukrainian dialectologist and lexicog-
rapher Yevhen Tymchenko formulated his ideas on refashioning orthog-
raphy in a reformist key, proposing the use of certain letters of the Latin
alphabet in order to convey specific Ukrainian sounds.86 Some of these
proposals (presented by Mykola Skrypnyk) were initially approved 
by the conference, and it was only the intervention of the republican
party authorities that prevented their appearance in the final version of
Ukraïns´kyi pravopys.87

Analogies to the Ukrainian situation are easy to find in Soviet Belarus
of that period. The korenizatsiia policy offered extraordinarily propi-
tious conditions for establishing a consistently phonetic orthography 
for the Belarusian language. An academic conference on systematizing
Belarusian orthography took place somewhat earlier than the Ukrainian
conference, in 1926. The question of the possible use of the Latin alpha-
bet in Belarusian writing was raised there as well, with more fundamen-
tal argumentation in favor of such a measure than in Ukraine. Aside
from declarations in a revolutionary Marrist spirit on the Latin alphabet
as the graphic system and international alphabet of the future, the argu-
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ments of supporters of Latinization included vindications of its advan-
tages for rendering the phonetic peculiarities of Belarusian speech in
writing. They also appealed to the existence of an enduring tradition of
the use of the Latin alphabet in the peasant Catholic milieu.88

The conviction that radical changes in graphic forms of language were
untimely,89 as well as the view that proposals for the introduction of the
Latin alphabet masked yet another attempt at Polonization, predeter-
mined their failure in Ukraine and Belarus alike. Wholly typical in this
regard was the pronouncement of one of the ideologues of language
policy in Ukraine during the era of Ukrainization, the people’s commis-
sar of education, Mykola Skrypnyk. In formulating the conclusions 
of the orthographic discussion, he associated the idea of Latinization 
in various historical periods primarily with the theme of a “foreign”
national threat: 

There were other attempts as well to establish the Latin alphabet for 
the Ukrainian language. The most prominent spokesmen for the intro-
duction of this tendency were, on the one hand, a group of Polonized
Ukrainian writers of the 1830s and, on the other, the leaders of the colo-
nization of Western Galicia in the 1870s and 1890s, and, in recent times,
the leaders of Czechization in Transcarpathian Ukraine and the Roman-
ian government, which in Bessarabia and Bukovyna is now forcibly
introducing the Latin alphabet for the Ukrainian population of Bessara-
bia and Bukovyna.90

These arguments were subsequently exploited by the authorities, who
hastened to intervene and carry out a political investigation. As early as
1929, accusations of planning to introduce the Latin alphabet and of
pro-Polish attitudes figured in the arrests of Ukrainian and Belarusian
linguists. Renouncing the idea of introducing the Latin alphabet did not
save them from accusations of nationalism and of an orientation on
“Polish and Czech bourgeois culture” formulated by a commission of
the People’s Commissariat of Education of Ukraine to inspect work on
the language front, headed by Andrii Khvylia.91

Our discussion of this subject shows that the choice of alphabets for
the Ukrainian language in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was
invariably an object of political struggle. Both “national” and “external”
actors took part in that struggle, and in many respects the strategies of
the “national” actors were determined by the external context.
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The subsequent fate of the Belarusian and Ukrainian orthographies
(now considered outside the context of opposing alphabets) exemplifies
the conscious planning of orthographic norms in order to limit the
growth of national projects by influencing the practice of codification.
From the mid-1930s, the logic of language building proceeded not so
much from the need to neutralize external influence on languages close-
ly related to Russian as from the desire to prevent the opening of a breach
between the national and Russian norms. That intention is declared
openly in Ukraïns´kyi pravopys (1933): 

The basic corrections pertain to the liquidation of all rules that oriented
the Ukrainian language toward the Polish and Czech bourgeois cultures,
deformed the present-day Ukrainian language, and erected a barrier
between the Ukrainian and Russian languages. In this regard, a) nation-
alist rules on the spelling of foreign words have been liquidated; b) forms
that littered the Ukrainian language with archaisms, unnecessary paral-
lelisms, and provincialisms have been discarded from the orthography.92

According to the logic of purging “nationalist growths on the language
front” from the Ukrainian alphabet of 1933, the letter ґ (g) in particular
was eliminated as superfluous and even harmful. Draft changes to  the
Belarusian orthography were also ratified in 1933 by a resolution of the
Council of People’s Commissars of the Belarusian SSR. It marked a
certain departure from consistently phonetic orthography. Other inter-
ventionist measures in the sphere of codification were analogous to the
Ukrainian case: standardization of the spelling and pronunciation of
words of foreign derivation (klub instead of kliub), elimination of paral-
lel morphological forms that did not exist in Russian, and rejection of
terms and lexemes closely associated with particular regional traditions.
Exhortations for the unification of norms were repeated right up to the
1980s, becoming more insistent over time.93

By way of an afterword to our subject, we may take a glance at efforts
to make use of the Latin alphabet in contemporary newspapers, adver-
tisements and other publications in Ukraine. Latinized texts are not only
a striking example of postmodernist language games (or games with
language?)94 but also fit wonderfully into the context of the “alphabet
wars” of the past. Clearly, the practice of the Lviv journal Ï or the news-
paper Postup (Progress) with regard to the use of the Latin alphabet,
which is conditioned by practical goals, simultaneously evokes associa-
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tions with the nineteenth-century tradition of the use of the Latin alpha-
bet in the region and tends to produce a local (regional), almost exotic,
color. Once entrenched in ethnolinguistic consciousness, negative expe-
rience with language often gives rise to a process of reethnicization and
to the establishment of a new link with the alphabet when external pres-
sure weakens.95 Under these new conditions, the link with the Latin
alphabet is being reconsidered in Ukrainian cultural discourse. It is no
longer regarded in terms of opposing national projects (Ukrainian and
Polish) but has been integrated into a purely Ukrainian national tradi-
tion, becoming a vehicle of regional and/or historical stylization. 
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Notes

1 J.A. Fishman, “Language and Ethnicity: The View from Within,” in The Hand -
book of Sociolinguistics, ed. Florian Coulmas (Cambridge, MA, 1997), p.
339. 

2 By consolidation, we mean not only the purely philological aspects of work -
ing out a single literary norm but also the process of establishing a political
consensus on the question of linguistic unity. The Yugoslav example (i.e., the
Serbian and Croatian languages) demonstrates the possibility of a different
development in a similar situation. For more detail on this point, see n. 6
below. 

3 For a more detailed argument that the formation of identities and loyalties 
in contiguous continental empires should be analyzed not in the framework
of separate empires but in that of a particular macrosystem of continental
empires, see A. Miller, “Between Local and Inter-Imperial: Russian Imperial
History in Search of Scope and Paradigm,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian
and Eurasian History, 2004, no. 1: 5–19; A. Miller and A. Rieber, “Intro -
duction” to Imperial Rule, eds. A. Miller and A. Rieber (Budapest and New
York, 2004), pp. 1–6; also A. Miller, “The Value and the Limits of a Com -
parative Approach to the History of Contiguous Empires on the European
Periphery,” in Imperiology: From Empirical Knowledge to Discussing the
Russian Empire, 21st Century COE Program Slavic Eurasian Studies, no. 13:
19–32. The subject examined in this article may serve as an exemplary
illustration of that thesis. 

4 The authors of this article, each from his/her own perspective—that of a
historian (A. Miller) and a philologist (O. Ostapchuk)—have dealt with this
subject in various publications: A. Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros” v politike
vlastei i russkom obshchestvennom mnenii (St. Petersburg, 2000), translated
as The Ukrainian Question: The Russian Empire and Nationalism in the
Nineteenth Century (Budapest and New York, 2003); idem, “Iazyk, identi -
chnost´ i loial´nost´ v politike vlastei Rossiiskoi imperii,” in Rossiia i Baltiia.
Ostzeiskie gubernii i Severo-Zapadnyi krai v politike reform Rossiiskoi imperii.
2-ia polovina XVIII — XX v. (Moscow, 2004), pp. 142–55; O. Ostapchuk,
“Faktor polilingvizma v istorii ukrainskogo literaturnogo iazyka,” Slavianskii
vestnik (Moscow), vol. 2 (2004): 257–69; idem, “Looking for Friends and
Enemies: Borrowings in Language Ideology, Language Building and Usage
in Modern Ukraine,” in Ukraine’s Reintegration into Europe: A Historical,
Historiographical and Politically Urgent Issue, eds. G.B. Bercoff and G.
Lami (Alessandria, 2005), pp. 181–196. 

5 The purely technical aspect has been omitted from our article. In general, it
may be said that from a strictly philological viewpoint the Latin alphabet is
no less (and sometimes even more) capable of reflecting the peculiarities 
of Ukrainian living speech in writing. This is confirmed especially by a
linguistic analysis of monuments of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries:
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N. Malinevs´ka, Fonetychna systema ukraïns´koï movy XVII—pochatku
XVIII st. i latyns‘ka hrafika (Olomouc, 2005). 

6 On the openness of Ukrainian culture, see L. Sofronova, “Funktsiia granitsy v
formirovanii ukrainskoi kul´tury XVII–XVIII vekov,” in Rossiia-Ukraina:
istoriia vzaimootnoshenii (Moscow, 1997), pp. 101–13. The Ukrainian situa -
tion is no exception in this respect. Thus, in Serbian culture the coexistence
of the Cyrillic and Latin alphabets has produced relations of simultaneous
contact and competition. The Cyrillic alphabet has symbolic meaning as 
one of the most important national characteristics and is associated with the
sphere of “one’s own” “native” culture. Conversely, the Latin alphabet,
associated with the Catholic world, is identified with the Croatian language
and culture. Today, however, even in the consciousness of bearers of Serbian
ethnolinguistic culture, the Latin alphabet enjoys fairly high status and is
coming into ever greater practical use. See P. Piper, “Kirillitsa i latinitsa v
verbal´nykh assotsiatsiiakh serbov,” Slavianskii vestnik, vol. 2, K 70-letiiu V.
P. Gudkova (2004): 269–79. 

7 On the translation of Uniate liturgical texts into the Latin alphabet as an aspect
of cultural Polonization, see A. Bolek, “Polska grafika w XVII-wiecznych
unickich tekstach liturgicznych (na przykładzie Ecphonemat P. Ohilewicza),”
paper delivered at the Sixth International Congress of Ukrainian Studies,
Donetsk, 28 June–1 July 2005. On multilingualism generally in that period 
in comparative perspective, see Giovanna Brogi Bercoff, “Plurilinguism in
Russia and in the Ruthenian Lands in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centu -
ries: The Case of Stefan Javors´kyj,” in Speculum Slaviae Orientalis: Muscovy,
Ruthenia and Lithuania in the Late Middle Ages, UCLA Slavic Studies, new
series, vol. 4 (Moscow, 2005), pp. 9–20.

8 For a fragment of I. Lenkevych’s housekeeping manual, with an identical 
text in the Cyrillic and Latin alphabets, see an illustration in Ia. Isaievych,
Ukraïn s´ke knyhovydannia: vytoky, rozvytok, problemy (Lviv, 2002), p. 394.

9 Thus, the “Pfzdktybt> d rjnjhjv ghfdjckfdyst Pfgflyjq Hjccbb ;f -
ke/ncz yf cnhflfybz> ghtnthgtdftvst jn eybznjd b cdbltntkmcn de/n>
xnj [jnzn ght,sdfnm d ghfdjckfdbb” (Declaration in which the Orthodox
of Western Russia Complain of the Sufferings That They Are Enduring
Because of the Uniates and Attest That They Wish to Abide in Orthodoxy) 
is written in Polish, while the signatures are given in Ukrainian rendered in
Latin script. For example: “Błahoczestywaho Trojeckaho Motreninskago
manastera ihumen Melchisdek z bratyjeju. W niebytno√Δ otca namistnika
monastyra błahoczystywaho Moszenskaho podpysałysia: Jeromonach Ewstraty
duchownyk, Jeromonach Michaił ekonom, Monach Sylwester…” (Hegumen
Melchisedek and brothers of the Pious Trinity Monastery of St. Motria. In the
absence of the pastor of the pious monastery of Moshna, the following have
signed: Hieromonk Yevstratii, priest; Hieromonk Mykhail, steward; Brother
Sylvestr…), and so on. Archive of the Uniate Metropolitans Preserved at the
Holy Synod in St. Petersburg, book 10, no. 595; cited according to 
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Dokumenty, ob′′ iasniaiushchie istoriiu Zapadno-russkago kraia i ego otno -
sheniia k′′ Rossii i k′′ Pol´she (Documents servant à éclaircir l’histoire des
provinces occidentales de la Russie ainsi que leurs rapports avec la Russie et
la Pologne) (St. Petersburg, 1865), pp. 430–31. We encounter the opposite
situation among speakers of Polish dialects in Ukraine of that day, with Polish
texts recorded in Cyrillic script. Cf. a fragment from a manuscript collection
of religious songs: “Na pogrzeb. <j;t dit[vjwybq # gitp rnehtuj
pfckeu k/wrb[ lei lj wt,t Gfyt p cthwtv hjp;fkmj ybv / pf ,hfwi
(cmjcnhe) yfib[ gjlyjcivb ukjc…” (For funerals. God Almighty /
through whom the merits of human souls / to Thee, O Lord, with grieving
heart / we raise our voice for our brothers [sister]…). 

10 Thus, in the Transcarpathian lands, the adaptation of Magyar script in order
to render texts of economic content was based entirely on practical motives.
Cf. texts of the late eighteenth century: “Novem puncta interrogatoria” 
(“Czi maje szije szelo urbariu? Koli maje, jaka je i od kotroho csaszu poc-
sala sza?” [Does this village have a cadastral register? If so, what kind is it,
and when did it begin?]) and “Fassiones colonorum possessionis Bubbi -
liska” (1773) (“Kaszdy (kazsdy) kmity u zimi, u oszeny, u jaru muszit odro-
biti dva dni panszc(s)ini kaz(s)doho tezsnya” [In winter, autumn and spring
every peasant must do two days of corvée labor every week]) in 
the collection Vybor′′ iz′′ staroho rus´koho pys´menstva Podkarpatia 
(ot′′ naidavnĬishikh´ pochatkov´ do seredyny XIX v.), Nykolai Lelekach and
Mykhayl Hryha, comp. (Ungvar, 1943). The collection opens with a com -
parative table of letters in the Cyrillic, hrazhdanka and Latin alphabets (e.g.,
; = π; s = dz; i, ï = i; oe = e = u; [ = ch; s = y; znm — ji, i, ĕ).

11 Cf. Czartoryski Library, Collection 3940 IV. The archive contains manu-
scripts of letters, appeals and manifestos pertaining to the uprising of 1831.
The appeal “Do Wło√cian” (Panowie gromada chrześcianie w poddaństwie)
(“To Peasants” [Enserfed Christian Community]), taken from a collection of
texts titled “Do Mieszka≈ców Gubernii Nowo Rossyjskich” (To Residents
of the New Russian Gubernias, pp. 103–214), is preserved in three variants:
Polish, Ukrainian in Latin script, and a third version with a parallel text: Pa -
nowe hromada chrestyane w poda≈stwi i w podusznom okładi budusz czyie!
Cf. Gfyjdt uhjvflf rhtcn•zyÆ dm gjllfymcndh b £m gjljeiyjvm

jrkfl[ ,eleo•æ (Enserfed Peasant Community Subject to Poll Tax). Materi-
als supplied by Dr. Artur Czesak of Cracow.

12 In particular, he introduced a special sign to indicate a sound halfway between
e and y (b): “In southern pre-Dnipro Ukraine, where the locals speak the
most beautiful dialect, they most often use Y instead of E and say Y instead
of I; I have therefore placed a diaeresis above those vowels to show the dif-
ference in the pronunciation of the language” (Ukrainky z nutoju Tymka
Padurry [Warsaw, 1844], pp. 125–26). He began to write Ukrainian verses
in the manner of folk songs as early as the mid-1820s, but they were first
published after the uprising of 1831.
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13 Especially in the fourth volume of Piosnki wie√niacze znad Niemna i Dzwiny
z do°Ωczeniem pierwotwornych w mowie sławiano-krewickiej (Peasant Songs
from the Niemen and Dzvina Regions, with an Appendix of Originals in the
Slavo-Krivichian Language), published in 1844. For a more detailed account,
see S. Tokt́ , “Latinitsa ili kirillitsa: problema vybora alfavita v belorusskom
natsionaĺ nom dvizhenii vo vtoroi polovine XIX—nachale XX veka,” Ab
Imperio, 2005, no. 2.

14 Wacław z Oleska, Pie√ni polskie i ruskie ludu galicyjskiego (Lviv, 1833).
15 Reference is to the texts “O wprowadzeniu abecadła polskiego do pi√mien -

nictwa ruskiego” (On Introducing the Polish Alphabet into Ruthenian Let-
ters), Rozmaito√ci, 1834, no. 29, and Ruskoje wesile opysanoje czerez J.
Łozinskoho (A Ruthenian Wedding Described by J. Łozi≈ski) (Przemyśl,
1835), where the injunction to “take the language from the lips of the com-
mon people” is combined with the principle “write according to common
pronunciation.” See M.L. Khudash, “Alfavitno-pravopysni pryntsypy Iosypa
Lozynś koho,” in I. Lozynś kyi, Ukraïns´ke vesillia (Kyiv, 1992). His motive
was entirely practical: “The Ruthenian language, which has not yet acquired
a written form, is free to choose an alphabet best suited to the cognizance of
its sounds and most useful for its development. I consider the Polish alpha-
bet to be such.” Cited according to I. Franko, “Azbuchna viina v Halychyni
1859,” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia. Khrestomatiia
(Kyiv, 2004), p. 210; full text in Zapysky Naukovoho Tova rystva im. Shev -
chenka 114, no. 2 (1913): 81–116; 115, no. 3: 131–53; 116, no. 4: 87–125.
Yosyf Lozynsky (1807–1889) is also known as the author of one of the first
grammars of the Ukrainian language, Gramatyka j¡zyka ruskiego (małorus -
kiego) (1846). He later abandoned the notion of Latinizing the Ukrainian
script, as evidenced by his article “O obrazovaniu iazyka ruskoho” (1850)
and his activity as a member of the commission to examine the Jire∑ek pro-
posal.

16 “The greatest deception—indeed, unpardonable sin—in this matter is that
the writer, having rejected the native Ruthenian Alphabet, accepted Liakh
letters, which are completely unsuitable to our language. Is it fitting to dese-
crate a sacred treasure? […] For us, St. Cyril’s alphabet was an invincible
heavenly fortress against complete decrepitude; it was the stoutest pillar, the
immovable rock on which holy Rus´, cruelly aggrieved for so many cen-
turies, stood firm.” Cited according to Markiian Shashkevych, “Ruskoie
vesilie opysanoie cherez I. Lozins´koho v Peremyshly—v typohrafiy vlady-
chnii hr. kat. 1835,” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp.
64–68; first published in Rusalka Dnistrovaia (Buda, 1837), pp. 130–33. Cf.
also J. Lewicki, “Odpowied◊ na zdanie o wprowadzeniu Abecadła polskiego
do pi√miennnictwa ruskiego w Przemy√lu 1835”; M. Shashkevych, Azbuka i
Abecadło. (Uwagi nad RozprawΩ). O wprowadzeniu Abecadła polskiego do
pi√miennictwa ruskiego (Przemyśl, 1836). 
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17 Highly revealing in that regard is a quotation from a work by D. Kochindyk
(under the pseudonym Rusyn z Drohobyczi) titled Rusyn do Rusyniw (A
Ruthenian to Ruthenians; Lviv, 1848): “The Ruthenian and the Pole are two
bodies/ That the strength of one heart/ Animates from birth/ And whoever
tells us differently/ Is our enemy; he misleads us/ To our detriment!” (Cen-
tral State Historical Archive of Ukraine in Lviv (TsDIAL), fond 474, Docu-
ments on the Polish Uprisings of 1830–31 and 1848, op. 1, spr. 18, Verses 
on the Polish National-Liberation Movement of the Second Quarter of the
Nineteenth Century Written under the Influence of the Revolution of 1848 in
Europe, fols. 45–46). There we also find the fables of Antin Liubovych, pub-
lished in Ternopil in 1848 and containing analogous ideas (ibid., fols. 89–
90), etc. 

18 See, for example, the Ukrainian-language appeals written in Latin script and
preserved in TsDIAL, fond 474, op. 1, spr. 15: “Appeals, Addresses and
Proclamations of Polish and Ukrainian Sociopolitical, Student and Religious
Societies and Organizations in the City of Lviv during the Period of Revolu-
tion in 1848”: a) Ohłaszenyje Mychaiła Popela do wsich Rusyniu wo Sam-
borskoj radi na 25 (hreczysk. Kal. 13) maja 1848 r. po Chr. (Bratia Selane! […])
(Announcement of Mykhail Popel to All Ruthenians at the Sambir Council
on 25 [Greek Calendar 13] May 1848; fols. 3–6); b) Łyst do bratiw Rusyniw,
a peredwsim do tych, szczo pidpysały pro◊bu do Cisara 11ho maja 1848 r.
(Lwiw 23 maja 1848, J.H.?) (Letter to Ruthenian Brethren, Above All to
Those Who Signed the Petition of 11 May 1848 to the Emperor [Lviv, 23
May 1848, J.H.?]; fols. 25–26); c) Do moich Bratej Rusyniw! (Iwan Kowal
z Towmacza KaweΔkyj, obywatel HałyΔkij; 28 bereznia 1848 hodu Tow-
macza) (To My Ruthenian Brethren! Ivan Koval of Tovmach Kavetsky, Res-
ident of Galicia; 28 March 1848 in Tovmach; fols. 27–28). Here we also
come upon a text that differs fundamentally in style and linguistic form: 
“Do vsĬkh′′ hromad′′ Arkhïdïetsezal′′ nykh′′. Odozva” (To All Communities
of the Archdiocese. An Appeal; Lviv, 6 June 1848), signed by Hryhorii
Yakhymovych and Mykhailo Kuzemsky; the latter would subsequently
become a member of the commission to examine Jire∑ek’s proposal and
head the Galician-Ruthenian Cultural Society, established in 1849. The
“Appeal to the Ruthenian People” in the first issue of Zoria Halytska (Gali-
cian Star, no. 1, May 1848), the organ of the Supreme Ruthenian Council,
was also printed in Cyrillic. For a linguistic analysis of the Ukrainian texts
issued by the Polonophiles, see M. Moser, “Das Ukrainische (“Ruthenis-
che”) der galizischen Polen und Polonophilen zwischen 1830 und 1848/
1849,” Zeitschrift für Slavische Philologie 62, no. 2 (2003): 311–58. 

19 Instructive in this regard is a quotation from a programmatic text by one of
the most notable Galician Polonophiles, Kasper Ci¡glewicz: “I do not say
that Ruthenian is not capable of development… But no one denies that the
Polish language has the requisite features to be a suitable instrument of edu-
cation. Red Ruthenian does not have those features; it must therefore first be
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cultivated. It has only folk songs and the songs of Padura as a literary vehi-
cle” (Rzecz czerwono-ruska 1848 roku przez Kaspra Ci¡glewicza). A natural
consequence of this position was the treatment of the Ukrainian (Ruthenian)
language as a dialect of Polish, attested particularly by the equalization of
the linguistic “roles” of the Ruthenian and the Masurian in Ci¡glewicz’s
interlude Rusin i Mazur. Dyalog przez Baltazara Szczuckiego (Lviv, 1848),
pp. 3–13. 

20 Cf. Paul Magocsi’s proposal to divide the participants in the Galician lin-
guistic discussion into “modernists” and “traditionalists”: “One can observe
in eastern Galicia basically two factions: the traditionalists, who wanted to
maintain the Slaveno-Rusyn book language, written in etymological script;
and the modernizers, who saw in the vernacular… a potential language that
could effectively represent and strengthen the national movement.” P.R.
Magocsi, “The Language Question as a Factor in the National Movement,”
in Nationbuilding and the Politics of Nationalism: Essays on Austrian Gali-
cia, eds. Andrei S. Markovits and Frank E. Sysyn (Cambridge, MA, 1982),
pp. 220–38, here 226. 

21 The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Austrian Empire officially established
Cyrillic as the alphabet to be used for printing laws and official announce-
ments “in Ruthenian”: see I. Nahaievs´kyi, Istoriia ukraïns´koï derzhavy
dvadtsiatoho stolittia (Kyiv, 1994; reprint of the Rome edition of 1989), p.
26. From 1848 the “Ruthenian language” was established in Galician schools
for “Ruthenian” communities: see the reply of 9 May 1848 to the Supreme
Ruthenian Council signed by Minister Pillersdorf under the title “An die
ruthenische Versammlung in Lemberg” (Ivan Franko mentions the document
in his article “Azbuchna viina v Halychyni 1859 r.”). 

22 V. Kubaichuk, Khronolohiia movnykh podii v Ukraïni (zovnishnia istoriia
ukraïns′koï movy) (Kyiv, 2004), p. 47.

23 Published separately under the title Ueber den Vorschlag, das Ruthenische
mit lateinischen Schriftzeichen zu schreiben. Im Auftrage des K.K. Ministeri-
um fuer Cultus und Unterricht verfasst von J. Jirecek (Vienna, 1859). On
Jire∑ek’s proposal and its general context, see Iaroslav Rudnyts′kyi, Movna
ta pravopysna sprava v Halychyni (Lviv, 1937), p. 5.

24 For suspicions of a “Czech” intrigue, see Mykhailo Malynovsky’s remark in
a letter to Hryhorii Shashkevych: “Among the Slavs, the Poles, Russians and
Czechs are fighting for dominance; for primacy. The Czechs want to impose
their rule on us, and we, just as we want nothing to do with the Poles and
Russians, so we do not want Czech primacy.” Cited according to V. Moi-
seienko, “Pro odnu sprobu latynizatsiï ukraïns´koho pys´ma,” Ï, nezalezhnyi
kul´turolohichnyi chasopys (Lviv, 1997), no. 9: 140–47, here 146; cf. also
Ukraïns´ko-rus´kyi arkhiv, 7, p. 33 (letter VI, dated 9 June 1859). 

25 Cf. A. Iu. Kryms´kyi, “Narys istoriï ukraïns´koho pravopysu do 1927 roku,”
in his Tvory v p’iaty tomakh, vol. 3, Movoznavstvo i fol´klorystyka (Kyiv,
1973), p. 296. 
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26 From a purely philological viewpoint, the proposal was well thought out: it
consistently implemented the principles of phonetic orthography, made use
of the available experience of reforming Slavic alphabets, and, in essence,
was a fairly successful attempt to synthesize a variety of Latin scripts. Franz
von Miklosich (Franc Miklo≥i∑) may be considered the source of Jire∑ek’s
“ideological” inspiration as regards the practical aspect of the proposal. The
Czech version of the Latin alphabet was first used to render written Ukrain-
ian examples in Vergleichende Lautlehre der slavischen Sprachen (Vienna,
1852). True, in the second edition of his work (1874) Miklosich expressed
himself in favor of using Cyrillic, reformed according to the Serbian exam-
ple, for rendering Ukrainian speech. It cannot be ruled out that this change
of opinion may have been influenced by the result of the discussion on
Jire∑ek’s proposal. For more detail on the philological virtues of Jire∑ek’s
proposal, see Moiseienko, “Pro odnu sprobu latynizatsiï.” 

27 For a detailed analysis of Jire∑ek’s argumentation, see Moiseienko, “Pro
odnu sprobu latynizatsiï,” p. 143.

28 On the commission’s membership, see O. V. Huzar, Pravopysna systema
Halychyny druhoï polovyny XIX — pochatku XX st. (Lviv, 1994), p. 12. Its
members included Spyrydon Lytvynovych, Mykhailo Kuzemsky and Hry-
horii Shashkevych.

29 Moiseienko, “Pro odnu sprobu latynizatsiï,” p. 145. 
30 Lozynsky set forth his own conception of the development of the “Ruthenian”

literary language in Galicia in his article “O obrazovaniu iazyka rus´koho”
(On the Formation of the Ruthenian Language, 1850). Generally speaking,
such an evolution of views was no rarity in that period, which saw the crys-
tallization of the national project in Galicia: it suffices to recall the example
of the “Ruthenian Triad,” consisting of Ivan Vahylevych, Markiian Shashke -
vych and Yakiv Holovatsky. These initiators of the first publication in the
“local [vernacular, dialectal] language” (1837) and propagandists of cultural
“Ukrainism” subsequently chose diverse political (i.e., national) identifica-
tions: Holovatsky became a prominent activist among the traditionalist Rus-
sophiles, and Vahylevych chose a pro-Polish orientation; only Shashkevych
remained in the camp of the “modernist populists.” For more detail on this,
see Peter Brock, “Ivan Vahylevych (1811–1866) and the Ukrainian National
Identity,” in Nationbuilding and the Politics of Nationalism, pp. 111–24. 

31 As evidenced in particular by a quotation from a letter written by Ivan
Hushalevych to Yakiv Holovatsky: “All hearts have become congealed with
blood” (cited according to Franko, “Azbuchna viina v Halychyni 1859 r.”). 

32 O neudobnosti latinskoi azbuki v′′ pis’mennosti ruskoi. Rozsuzhdeniie Bog-
dana A.D. (Vienna, 1859), p. 20. Among the virtues of Cyrillic, the foremost
was its capacity to express the “root derivation of words,” while the main
fault of the Latin alphabet was that it “does not permit us to express the
Slavic derivation of Ruthenian words.” Didytsky polemicizes with support-
ers of the Latin alphabet, considering Latinization a mere illusion of an
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approach to European progress and civilization and seeing in it a blind imi-
tation of foreign tradition. He derogates the significance of an existing tradi-
tion of the use of the Latin alphabet (Padura), perceiving in it nothing more
than “a desire to acquaint Polish tribal relatives with the folk songs of Rus´.” 

33 In present-day Ukrainian linguistic tradition, the Latin alphabet is consid-
ered precisely one of the obstacles to the formation of a single literary norm
and the unification of literary traditions: “Efforts to Latinize Ukrainian script
proved hopeless, as that graphic system was unnatural to the Ukrainian
nation. It would have broken too sharply with the written traditions of the
Ukrainian language, alienating the Galician ‘Ruthenians’ from other Ukraini -
ans, who were already divided by political boundaries” (Huzar, Pravopysna
systema Halychyny, p. 20).

34 O neudobnosti latinskoi azbuki, pp. 37–40.
35 See V. Simovych, Pravopysni systemy M. Drahomanova (latynytsia, dra-

homanivka) (Prague, 1932), p. 173; Moiseienko, “Pro odnu sprobu latyniza -
tsiï,” p. 140.

36 An example is January Pó◊niak, Pisny z dawnych lit (Lviv, 1877); for the
Cyrillic text, see Ianuarii Pozniak, “Pisn´ naridnaia,” in Ukraïns´koiu muzoiu
natkhnenni (pol´s´ki poety, shcho pysaly ukraïns´koiu movoiu) (Kyiv, 1971),
pp. 84–85.

37 B.A. Uspenskii, “Nikolai I i pol´skii iazyk (Iazykovaia politika Rossiiskoi
imperii v otnoshenii Tsarstva Pol´skogo: voprosy grafiki i orfografii),” in his
Istoriko-filologicheskie ocherki (Moscow, 2004). After the uprising of 1863,
Nikolai Miliutin, no longer counting on a rapprochement with the Polish
nobility, hoped to cultivate the spirit of loyalty among the Polish peasants,
and Uspensky notes that the efforts undertaken at that time by the civil
administration of the Kingdom of Poland to introduce Russian letters into
Polish script (with no full prohibition of the Latin alphabet) were meant to
influence the peasantry first and foremost (ibid., p. 141).

38 I. Franko, Etymolohiia i fonetyka v iuzhnorus´kii literaturi (Kolomyia, 1894).
39 Cited according to Ol. Pavlovs´kyi, “Grammatika malorossiiskago narechi-

ia,” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 39–54, here 41;
first published as A. Pavlovskii, Grammatika malorossiiskago narechiia
(St. Petersburg, 1818). For the western Ukrainian tradition, that principle
was first formulated by the compilers and authors of the almanac Rusalka
Dnistrovaia (1837): “We hold to the principle ‘write as you hear and read as
you see.’” See “Rusalka Dnistrovaia” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu
XVI–XX stolittia, p. 60.

40 Cited according to N.K. Grunskii, “Iz proshlogo ukrainskoi orfografii,” in
Ukrainskoe pravopisanie, ego osnovy i istoriia, 2nd ed. (Kyiv, 1919), p. 25.

41 Mykhailo Maksymovych, “O pravopisanii Malorossiiskago iazyka: Pis´mo
k′′ Osnov’ianenku,” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp.
88–106, here 91; taken from M.A. Maksimovich, Sobranie sochinenii, vol. 3
(Kyiv, 1880), pp. 312–28.
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42 See Pie√ni Antoniego Szaszkiewicza wraz z jego ¿yciorysem wydał Stefan
Buszczy≈ski (Cracow, 1890). The publisher wrote in the introduction: “Vari-
ous circumstances stood in the way of my publishing this collection until
now… The name of A.S., who loves the Fatherland, that hero of the struggle
for independence who shed his blood for the fraternal people, will become,
along with the names of Tomasz Padura, Spirydon Ostaszewski and other
bards of Rus´, a new link uniting the association of the United States of
Poland, which is more than five centuries old” (p. 31). On Szaszkiewicz, see
especially I. Franko, “Korol´ balahuliv. Antin Shashkevych i ioho ukraïns´ki
virshi,” in his Zibrannia tvoriv u 50-ty tomakh, vol. 35 (Kyiv, 1982).

43 Piu kopy kazok. Napysau Spirydon Ostaszewski dla wesołoho Mira (Vilnius,
1850). Two of his Polish books were published in Kyiv at the same time:
Ojciec córkom. Przez Spiridona Ostaszewskiego, 2 vols. (Kyiv, 1851) and
Miło√nik koni przez obywatela Ukrainy Spiridona Ostaszewskiego, 2 vols.
(Kyiv, 1852).

44 Russian State Historical Archives, fond 772 (Main Censorship Administra-
tion of the Ministry of Public Education), op. 1, spr. 2, item 4840.

45 Tokt´, “Latinitsa ili kirillitsa.”
46 In 1862–63 Novitsky played an important role in the preparation of the well-

known Valuev circular, which banned popular publications in the Little Rus -
sian dialect. 

47 The “Azbuka” is mentioned in the school district administrator’s correspon-
dence with the Ministry of Education. See the Central State Historical
Archive of Ukraine (TsDIAU), fond 707 (Bureau of the Kyiv school district
administrator), op. 261, item 7, fol. 3.

48 TsDIAU, fond 707, op. 261, item 7, fol. 1–1v.
49 TsDIAU, fond 707, op. 261, item 7, fols. 3v, 7, 7v.
50 The minister of education, Putiatin, wrote to the chairman of the Censorship

Committee, Baron A.P. Nikolai, on this matter, with a reference to the minis-
ter of internal affairs, Valuev (TsDIAU, fond 707, op. 261, item 7, fol. 5).
Concerning discussions on the status of the Ukrainian language, cf. Miller,
“Ukrainskii vopros,” pp. 63–110; also Ricarda Vulpius, “Language Policy 
in the Russian Empire: A Case of Translation of the Bible into Ukrainian,
1860–1906,” Ab Imperio, 2005, no. 2.

51 On the propaganda activity of the leadership of the uprising, see M. Jaeger,
Działalno√Δ propagandowo-informacyjna władz powsta≈czych (1794, 1830–
1831, 1863–1864) (Lublin, 2002), pp. 181–89.

52 A series of Ukrainian-language documents is known to have been published
in the Latin alphabet, but these were not propaganda texts for mass distribu-
tion. See, for example, a letter of 4 May 1863 from E. Ró¿ycki to the dean
of the town of Polonne in the Novohrad-Volynskyi district, I. Niemiołowski:
“Reverend Dean, Having in our hands your report about your brethren, we
could deal with you as martial law provides. But we wanted to apprise you
that we wish to respect ecclesiastics to the utmost as servants of God. But
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now we are again informed that you are threatening the people; that you are
inciting them against us, promising something ill when we leave. We beg
you, Reverend Dean, not to set us at odds; you would do better to bless us,
just as we wish you good fortune with all our heart. Otherwise, be it as you
wish, but we shall act according to martial law. Signed: Provisional Govern-
ment in Rus´.” Central State Historical Archives, fond 796, 1863, spr. 1023,
fol. 8, cited according to Obshchestvenno-politicheskoe dvizhenie na Ukraine
1863–1864 gg., 2 vols. (Kyiv, 1978), 2: 102. 

53 V. M. Zaitsev, Sotsial´no-soslovnyi sostav uchastnikov vosstaniia 1863 g.
(opyt statisticheskogo analiza) (Moscow, 1973), p. 205.

54 The brochure Biaseda staraha vol´nika z novymi pra ikhniae dzela (The
Conversation of an Old Freeman with New Ones about Their Affairs; n.p.,
[1861], 31 pp.) was published in Mahilioŭ in 1861. For a detailed discussion,
see Tokt´, “Latinitsa ili kirillitsa.”

55 N. Knight, “Grigor´ev in Orenburg, 1851–1862: Russian Orientalism in the
Service of Empire?” Slavic Review 59, no. 1 (2000): 74–100.

56 On the situation in the Volga-Kama region see the following: Wayne Dowler,
Classroom and Empire: The Politics of Schooling Russia’s Eastern Nation-
alities, 1860–1917 (Montreal, 2001); R.P. Geraci, Window to the East:
National and Imperial Identities in Late Tsarist Russia (Ithaca and London,
2001); P.W. Werth, At the Margins of Orthodoxy: Mission, Governance, and
Confessional Politics in Russia’s Volga-Kama Region, 1827–1905 (Ithaca
and London, 2001); Alexei Miller, “Imperiia i natsiia v voobrazhenii russko-
go natsionalizma,” in Rossiiskaia imperiia v sravnitel´noi perspektive, ed. 
A. Miller (Moscow, 2004), pp. 265–85.

57 For a detailed account of Drahomanov’s arguments in favor of Latinizing
Ukrainian writing, see his Chudats´ki dumky pro ukraiinsku natsional´nu
spravu, 2nd ed. (Lviv, 1892), p. 280.

58 Marija maty Isusowa. Wirszy Tarasa Szewczenka z uwahamy M. Drahoma -
nowa (Geneva, 1882). Cf. a passage of the introduction that directly indi-
cates the practical goals involved in the Latinization of Ukrainian writing:
“Let all kinds of people read Ukrainian books printed in Polish script; let
Poles, Ruthenians and Jewish artisans become accustomed to community
and not to enmity. Given good thoughts like those of Shevchenko, this com-
munity will not result in Poles and Jews lording it over Ruthenians or poor
Poles, Ruthenians and Jews being in thrall to lords-plutocrats-Jews, Ortho-
dox priests, rabbis and Roman Catholic priests, but in being free brethren”
(pp. vi–vii). Compare other Latin-alphabet publications of Shevchenko’s
works in the Polonophile Dziennik literacki (Literary Daily; 1861), nos. 60,
62, 64 and Sioło (Village; 1866), nos. 2–3, in Galicia, edited in complete
conformity to tradition; further detail in Povne vydannia tvoriv Tarasa
Shevchenka, vol. 16, Bibliohrafiia. Pokazhchyk vydan´ Shevchenkovykh
tvoriv ta spys bibliohrafichnykh prats´ pro Shevchenka, comp. Volodymyr
Doroshenko (Warsaw and Lviv, 1939). 
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59 Thus, in correspondence with Mykhailo Pavlyk (a full member of the Shev -
chenko Scientific Society and its librarian; coeditor of the monthly Hro -
mads´kyi druh [Friend of the Community]; subsequently coeditor of Hroma-
da [Community], published in Geneva), Drahomanov used a combined Latin
alphabet beginning in 1879 (details in Simovych, Pravopysni systemy M.
Dra homanova, p. 16 [158]); the alphabet used in the edition of “Maria”
(1882) was based on Polish; the one in his “Pys´mo v redaktsiiu Pracy”
(Letter to the Editors of Praca, 1882) was a combination of Polish and
Czech letters (see M. Drahomanov, Lysty do Iv. Franka i ynshykh: 1887–
1895 [Lviv, 1908], pp. 4–11).

60 “We posit the principle of speaking to anyone only about what is of interest
to him and, moreover, in a language understood by the greatest number of
people… in matters of interest to the Ruthenian people, in the Ruthenian
language, but in Latin letters, which will facilitate the understanding of the
ideas in our publications for the Poles, Gal[icians] and Jews, Czechs, Serbs,
Slovaks, etc. and provide learned Europe with a clear photograph of the
sounds of our language” (cited according to Simovych, Pravopysni systemy
M. Drahomanova, pp. 31–32 [173–74]).

61 There were plans to call it Robota (Work), and then Wilna Spilka (Free Union).
“For all that, our future newspaper in Galicia will have to be printed accord-
ing to Polish orthography, although I am still hesitant about this” (from one
of Drahomanov’s letters of 1882; cited according to Simovych, Pravopysni
systemy M. Drahomanova, p. 32 [174]). 

62 Chudats´ki dumky pro ukraiinsku natsional´nu spravu, p. 280; cf. Simovych,
Pravopysni systemy M. Drahomanova, p. 13 (155); cf. also “We have never
made matters of principle out of matters of form. We consider the alphabet
and orthography an important matter, but still one of form, and, if need be,
we would even be prepared to write in hieroglyphs.” Cited according to 
M. Drahomanov, “V spravi reformy nashoji pravopysi” (1887), in Istoriia
ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, p. 162, as published in Drahoma -
nov, Lysty do Iv. Franka i ynshykh: 1887–1895. 

63 Omelian Partytsky, a prominent “traditionalist” who wrote one of the harsh-
est reviews of “Maria” (Zoria, 1882, nos. 10, 15 [27]: v), became Draho ma -
nov’s principal opponent: cf. Vol´noe slovo, 1882, no. 36; on other reviews
of the edition, see Povne vydannia tvoriv Tarasa Shevchenka, vol. 16.

64 Hence arguments such as the following: “From this alphabet itself, when
one knows and reads it well, everyone will easily proceed to the Psalter and
read Holy Scripture.” Cited according to Mykola Hattsuk, “Ukraïns´ka abet-
ka” (1861), in Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 82–88,
as published in M. Hatstsuk, Ukraïns´ka abetka (Moscow, 1861). Trans car -
pathian activists were also aware of the threat posed to Slavic unity by the
development of separate systems of orthography. “Publishing new grammars
for the above-mentioned dialects (e.g., the Serbs for theirs) would only mean
alienating them even more one from another and from the pure Rus´ lan-
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guage and hastening the time when the Rus´ peoples will understand one
another even less than they do today” (Ivan Fogarashii [1786–1834], “O
pis´mennom iazyke ugrorossov,” in Vybor iz staroho rus´koho pys´menstva,
comp. Lelekach and Hryha, p. 110). 

65 “Its principal drawback consists in the superfluity of completely worthless
letters and in the lack of certain signs that are absolutely essential to the
demands of our living vernacular. Moreover, the Great Russian alphabet and
orthography, having assimilated particularities more appropriate to the Great
Russian language, run counter to Ukrainian in many cases, to the detriment
of its characteristics” (Mykola Hatstsuk, “O pravopisaniiakh, zaiavlennykh
ukrainskimi pisateliami s 1834 god po 1861 god,” Osnova [St. Petersburg],
1861, no. 4).

66 “The hrazhdanka was useful in that it forced us to reject certain egregiously
unnecessary Old Slavonic orthographies; however, the hrazhdanka gave 
us an even closer etymological ‘link’ with Muscovy. Moreover, Peter [I’s]
grazhdanka was adopted more on the Left Bank, which was subject to
Moscow, than on the Right Bank, which was subject to Poland, and at the
time it brought a certain inconsistency into the development of orthography
in Ukraine” (Kryms´kyi, “Narys istoriï ukraïns´koho pravopysu do 1927
roku,” p. 289). 

67 For a survey of the gradual “phoneticization” of orthography from a purely
philological perspective, see V. Nimchuk, “Perednie slovo,” in Istoriia
ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 6–9; Huzar, Pravopysna sys-
tema Halychyny, pp. 9–15.

68 For the texts of both documents, see Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros.”
69 Russian State Historical Archives, fond 776, op. 11, item 61a, fol. 41v.
70 From the findings of the commission “To Put a Stop to Ukrainophile Propa-

ganda” (1875): “To prohibit the publication in the Empire, in that same
dialect, of any original works or translations whatsoever, with the exception
of historical monuments; on condition, however, that the latter, if they
belong to oral folk literature (such as songs, tales, and proverbs), be pub-
lished with no deviation from all-Russian orthography (i.e., that they not be
published in the so-called kulishivka).” Cited according to Natsional´ni pro -
tsesy v Ukraïni. Istoriia i suchasnist .́ Dokumenty i materialy. Dovidnyk, 2
parts, pt. 1 (Kyiv, 1997), p. 261. 

71 “The orthography presented here is phonetic in its main points, for it is
based on the rule: Write according to correct pronunciation. Pronouncing
correctly means avoiding all local (dialectal) properties.” Cited according to
Stepan Smaĺ -Stotś kyi and Fedir Harntner, “Ruska hramatyka,” in Istoriia
ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 106–22; first published in
Lviv in 1893. On the role of the Ministry of Education in establishing the
phonetic orthography in Galicia, see Huzar, Pravopysna systema Halychyny.
In their orthographic proposal, Smal-Stotsky and Garntner drew on earlier
phonetic systems, including the zhelekhivka. For more details on the
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progress of orthographic codification in Galicia in this period, see Nimchuk,
“Perednie slovo,” pp. 10–13. 

72 This demand also figured in Josef Jire∑ek’s proposal. The first publication 
to employ the drahomanivka was an edition of Taras Shevchenko’s Kobzar
(Geneva, 1878; 2nd ed., 1881). The identifying characteristic of Drahoma -
nov’s orthography was his use of the letter j in Cyrillic to render the iotated
vowels z> /> æ> • — ja, jy, je, ji.

73 “The clerical aristocracy or bureaucracy constantly requires a caste-bound
archaic language with a corresponding orthography, and so it must constant-
ly oppose the ‘simple’ language and an orthography of the same kind outside
the church walls as well” (cited according to Mykhailo Drahomanov, 
“V spravi reformy nashoji pravopysi,” p. 166). 

74 Ibid.
75 This included 245 Belarusian-language books published between 1901 and

1917, 158 of which appeared in Cyrillic and 87 in Latin script. Data in
Tokt´, “Latinitsa ili kirillitsa,” drawing on S. Kh. Aleksandrovich, Putsiaviny
rodnaha slova: Prablemy razvitstsia belaruskai litaratury i druku druhoi
palovy XIX — pachatku XX stahoddzia (Minsk, 1971), p. 163; Kniha Bela -
rusi. 1517–1917. Zvodny kataloh (Minsk, 1986), pp. 206–63.

76 Wacław Iwanowski, the possible coauthor of a Latin-alphabet Belarusian
primer (1905) along with Marian Falski, saw the problem of using two
scripts in Belarusian book publishing as follows: “We all know that among
us Polisians, Belarusians, or, as we also call ourselves, locals, there are
Catholics and Orthodox; Catholics are more accustomed to Latin letters,
which they incorrectly call Polish; the Orthodox are more accustomed to
Slavic or, as they say, Russian letters. Those Russian letters are our imme-
morial Belarusian ones, but the whole world now writes in Latin letters.
Arguments often arise among us: a Catholic encounters an Orthodox, and
they start to argue—ah, one says, you are a Pole, and you are a Muscovite.
And neither knows what he is talking about: neither is the one a Pole nor the
other a Muscovite; although they are of different faiths, they belong to one
people, for both grew up in this same local Polisian-Belarusian land of ours
and heard their first words from their relatives in our native language, and
they argue only to their own detriment and shame, making themselves a
public laughingstock. We are therefore publishing this primer in two scripts:
choose the one you like; just let everyone know that even though the letters
are different, the sounds, syllables and words are the same; the language is
the same; and the people who speak the same language are brothers by
birth” (cited according to J. Turonek, Wacław Iwanowski i odrodzenie
Białorusi [Warsaw, 1992], p. 41). 

77 Tokt´ dwells on this point in detail in the conclusion to his “Latinitsa ili ki -
rillitsa.”

78 Terry Martin, The Affirmative Action Empire: Nations and Nationalism in
the Soviet Union, 1923–1939 (Ithaca and London, 2001), pp. 182–207,
422–29.
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79 They were halted only in 1930 by a special instruction from the Politburo. 
80 On the efforts of Ukrainian scholars in that direction before 1925 and on the

commission’s work, see Nimchuk, “Perednie slovo,” pp. 14–17. The basic
orthographic codices of the day are also listed there: Holovnishi pravyla
ukraïns´koho pravopysu (The Principal Rules of Ukrainian Orthography,
1918; Ivan Ohiienko); Naiholovnishi pravyla ukraïns´koho pravopysu (The
Most Important Rules of Ukrainian Orthography [Kyiv, 1921]; Ahatanhel
Krymsky); Pravopysni pravyla, pryiniati Naukovym Tovarystvom im. T.
Shev chenka u L´vovi (Rules of Orthography Adopted by the Shevchenko
Scientific Society in Lviv [Lviv, 1922]). The same volume, Istoriia
ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, includes excerpts from these
orthographic manuals.

81 Cited according to Andrii Khvylia, “Vykorinyty, znyshchyty natsionalisty-
chne korinnia na movnomu fronti,” in Ukraïns´ka mova u XX storichchi.
Istoriia linhvotsydu, ed. L. Masenko (Kyiv, 2005), p. 128; first published in
Bil´shovyk Ukraïny, 1933, no. 7–8: 42–56, incorporating an extract from an
introductory article by the editors of a translation of Lenin’s Two Tactics
(Kharkiv, 1926) signed by Mykola Skrypnyk. These pronouncements of
Skrypnyk’s were later used against him: “Clearly, Comrade M. Skrypnyk
also held to the ‘orientation’ of differentiating the Ukrainian language from
Russian by means of the Ukrainian orthography” (ibid., p. 128). 

82 Huzar, Pravopysna systema Halychyny, pp. 20–21. 
83 A.A. Moskalenko, “Pytannia hrafichnoï normalizatsiï ukraïnś koï movy pis-

lia Zhovtnia. Pryntsypy orhanizatsiï pravopysu ukraïnś koï movy pislia
Zhovtnia,” in his Istoriia ukraïns´koho pravopysu (radians´kyi period) (Ode-
sa, 1968), p. 9. These ideas are reminiscent of Drahomanov’s assumption,
expressed earlier, that “all people will use the same letters for writing, and
those will doubtless be the present-day Latin letters” (cited according to
Simovych, Pravopysni systemy M. Drahomanova, p. 14). 

84 “This matter presents itself almost as a dilemma: now or never. ‘Almost,’ 
for I am firmly convinced that the unification of alphabets is a matter of
inevitabil ity—and one of the not too distant future. The twentieth century
must solve this problem along with a great social restructuring. The human
race should write in the same way so as to waste less time on familiarizing
itself with other languages… Can anyone deny that, if learning foreign tran-
scriptions was a waste of time for the so-called ‘higher’ strata, it would be
an excessive luxury for the toiling masses? And it is these very masses that
are confronted with the problem of international unity as the most pressing
task of the moment… communist construction. And, finally, is the Latin
alphabet not… the best vehicle for unifying the writing of various peoples
most quickly and efficiently?” Cited according to Serhii Pylypenko, “Odver-
tyj lyst do vsix, xto cikavyt´sja cijeju spravoju,” in Istoriia ukraïns´koho
pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 348–51; first published in Chervonyi shli-
akh, 1923, nos. 6–7: 267–68. 
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85 “Such, in brief outline, is the draft of the simplified orthography that we pro-
pose for use. The slight feeling of unfamiliarity with the sign ê disappears
once even this very missive has been read aloud. With a certain amount of
surprise, the reader will note how closely this denotation corresponds to 
his own pronunciation (if his pronunciation is good, of course!).” Mexajlo
Johansen, “Prystosuvannia latynytsi do potreb ukraïns´koï movy,” Cher-
vonyi shliakh, 1923, no. 9: 167–69.

86 Ie. Tymchenko, “‘Desiderata’ v spravi nashoho pravopysu,” in Istoriia
ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, pp. 341–47, first published in
Ukraïna (Kyiv), 1925, no. 4: 188–92. In his draft he proposes the introduc-
tion of the Latin letters s and z to replace the digraphs lp [dz]and l; [dzh]
in order to mark Ukrainian fricatives; he also revives Drahomanov’s idea of
changing q to j and writing ja, ju, je, ji instead of z, /, æ, •.

87 “A discussion arose at the conference in connection with the proposal by a
fairly significant group of conference participants to introduce the Latin
alphabet into the Ukrainian language instead of Cyrillic, as heretofore.
Understandably, this would establish a barrier between the Russian and
Ukrainian languages; understandably, this plays into the hands of the
Ukrainian nationalists. Even when these proposals were rejected by vote, the
alphabet affair was not over. Comrade M. Skrypnyk presented a resolution
to introduce two Latin letters in order to denote the sounds lp and l;… .
The Central Committee of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine,
under the leadership of L. M. Kaganovich, condemned such a line of intro-
ducing new Latin letters into Ukrainian orthography. The conference
annulled its previous decision on  lp and l;.” Cited according to Khvylia,
“Vykorinyty, znyshchyty natsionalistychne korinnia na movnomu fronti,” p.
123; first published in Bil´shovyk Ukraïny, 1933, no. 7–8: 42–56. Cf. Skryp-
nyk’s pronouncements on the practical impossibility of introducing individ-
ual Latin letters: “Thus, for example, the proposal to substitute the Latin j for
our current letter q would require changing this letter in all our print shops,
refashioning all our typewriters, and so on, which would amount to a loss of
several hundred thousand for Ukraine’s economy… Wasting such a sum of
money to satisfy the desires of those who would like to bring our alphabet
closer to Latin would be a completely superfluous and abject loss.” Cited
according to Mykola Skrypnyk, “Pidsumky pravopysnoï dyskusiï,” in Istori-
ia ukraïns´koho pravopysu XVI–XX stolittia, p. 428. 

88 On the proceedings of the conference, see M.K. Musaev, “Belorusskii
iazyk,” in Opyt sovershenstvovaniia alfavitov i orfografii iazykov narodov
SSSR (Moscow, 1962), pp. 200–207.

89 “Indeed, the introduction of the Latin alphabet is a fact among all the Turkic
peoples of the USSR today. It is also true that the Latin alphabet would con-
siderably simplify Ukrainian orthography, but the authors of that proposal
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have failed to take into account, first and foremost, that millions among our
peoples already know our customary alphabet. So the point is not to reedu-
cate people who already know the customary Ukrainian alphabet to use a
new alphabet but to teach those who know no alphabet whatever to write as
soon as possible.” Cited according to Skrypnyk, “Pidsumky pravopysnoï
dyskusiï,” pp. 422–23; first published in Visty (Kharkiv), 19 June 1927, no.
137 (2027): 2–3. 

90 Ibid., p. 418.
91 In 1933, Antin Prykhodko and the initiator of Latinization, Serhii Pylypenko,

both of whom were presidium members of the Orthographic Commission,
were subjected to political repression (Ahatanhel Krymsky and Oleksa Syni-
avsky suffered the same fate somewhat later). The committee’s findings
were as follows: “The new commission considered the orthography and car-
dinally reworked it, rejecting the artificial separation of the Ukrainian lan-
guage from the Russian, simplifying the orthography, and liquidating the
nationalist rules of that orthography, which oriented the Ukrainian language
toward Polish and Czech bourgeois culture.” Signed: V[olodymyr] Zaton-
sky. “Postanova Narodnoho komisara Osvity USRR vid 5-ho veresnia 1933
r. pro ‘Ukraïns´kyi pravopys,’” in Ukraïns´ka mova u XX storichchi. Istoriia
linhvotsydu, p. 108, as printed in Ukraïns´kyi pravopys (Kharkiv, 1933).

92 A. Khvylia, “Do vydannia novoho ukraïns´koho pravopysu,” in Ukraïns´ka
mova u XX storichchi. Istoriia linhvotsydu, p. 108, as printed in Ukraïns´kyi
pravopys (Kharkiv, 1933). 

93 “In 1977 the Yakub Kolas Institute of Linguistics of the Belarusian SSR pre-
pared an improved set of rules of Belarusian orthography and punctuation,
taking account of such a vital phenomenon as Belarusian-Russian bilingualism.
At the stage of developed socialism a defining characteristic of which is the
interaction of the languages of the socialist nations in the presence of a lan-
guage of international communication—a role being played successfully by
the Russian language—it would be unjustified not to take this situation into
account in working out rules of orthography. This circumstance requires that
identical or similar phenomena in both languages be reflected identically in
writing, which should serve to improve the general level of literacy and sta-
bilize orthographic standards in schools, book publishing, and everyday
usage” (Musaev, “Belorusskii iazyk,” p. 206). 

94 Cf. John Dunn’s thesis on the emergence of postliterary languages in the
contemporary Slavic world, formulated in a paper presented at a special
Warsaw session of the Association for the Study of Nationalities in 2004
(J.A. Dunn, “The Emergence of Slavonic Post-Literary Languages: Some
Preliminary Observations,” Special Warsaw Convention ASN, 2004). 

95 “It does seem that if the Soviets had permitted their captive nations to adopt
the Turkish strategy in connection with their own Cyrillic scripts, instead of
forcing a uniformly Russian-Cyrillic system upon most of them (e.g., not
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only on Moldavian, Tatar, Kalmik, Uigur, etc., but even upon Ukrainian and
Byelorussian), there might be fewer efforts today to return to something
more ‘authentically’ pre-Communist (i.e. non-Russian in appearance). Bar-
ring substantial annihilation, it takes much longer for an elite to indigenize a
writing system that has been forced upon it ‘against its will’ than it does to
adapt and indigenize one that is less identified with a historic rival, enemy
and oppressor… Where… negative ethnolinguistic consciousness… is trans-
mitted intergenerationally… it tends to foster re-ethnification and/or relin-
guification of the speech community” (Fishman, “Language and Ethnicity:
The View from Within,” p. 340).
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Victim Cinema

Between Hitler and Stalin: Ukraine 

in World War II—The Untold Story

John-Paul Himka

This article explores the collective memory of World War II in the
Ukrainian diaspora in North America, focusing on the construction of 
a victimization narrative. This is a topic I have already broached else-
where, primarily on the basis of an analysis of texts appearing in The
Ukrainian Weekly and E-Poshta.1 In the present study, I focus on a film
about Ukraine in World War II that emerged from a much more liberal
and much more intellectual milieu: Between Hitler and Stalin: Ukraine
in World War II—The Untold Story.

The 58-minute documentary was the product of Toronto-based intel-
lectuals, members of the Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documenta-
tion Centre (UCRDC). The script committee included a number of aca-
demics: Wasyl Janischewskyj, professor of engineering at the Universi-
ty of Toronto; Jurij Darewych, professor of physics at York University;
Andrew Gregorovich, former librarian at the University of Toronto; and
Wsevolod Isajiw, professor emeritus of sociology at the University of
Toronto. The historical advisor to the film was Orest Subtelny, profes-
sor of history at York; other historical consultants were Peter J. Potich-
nyj, professor emeritus of political science at McMaster University;
Wolodymyr Kosyk, professor of history at the Sorbonne; and Roman
Serbyn, professor emeritus of history at Université du Québec à Mon-
tréal. For the most part these are scholars who have made significant
contributions to the articulation of the collective memory of World War
II in Ukraine. Subtelny is the author of a survey of Ukrainian history
that was influential not only in North America but also in Ukraine,
where its “Ukrainocentric”2 account of World War II had a major
impact in the immediate aftermath of independence. Subtelny has also
used his historical knowledge to aid the defense of Wasyl Odynsky, a
Ukrainian Canadian accused of war crimes.3 Potichnyj is coeditor of
Litopys UPA, a multivolume collection of sources on the Ukrainian
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Insurgent Army (UPA). He also gave the University of Toronto Library
about one hundred thousand pages of documents relating to the UPA
(The Peter J. Potichnyj Collection on Insurgency and Counter-Insur-
gency in Ukraine).4 Kosyk has published two volumes of documents on
Ukrainian-German relations during the 1930s and the war.5 Serbyn has
been speaking in North America and Ukraine for some years about the
need to develop a more Ukrainian-oriented perspective on the Second
World War, one that would discard the Soviet concept of the Great
Fatherland War and would refuse to acknowledge the reconquest of
Ukraine by the Red Army as a victory.6 Subtelny, Potichnyj, and Serbyn
also contributed to the landmark collection on Ukraine during World
War II prepared in response to the formation of the Deschênes Commis-
sion, whose mandate was to investigate and prosecute war criminals in
Canada.7 Thus the film under analysis here is not the expression of a
haphazard historical viewpoint but of one that flows from a larger,
loosely collective project of narration.

The director and producer of the film is Slavko Nowytski, who also
directed what was probably the most successful historical documentary
produced in the diaspora, Harvest of Despair: The 1932–33 Famine in
Ukraine (1984).8 Between Hitler and Stalin is not as well crafted as the
earlier film. A reason for this is that Nowytski was able to work full
time on Harvest of Despair but could only work evenings on Between
Hitler and Stalin. He worked on it for about ten years (1993–2003).9

As is typical of Nowytski’s style, the World War II film contains some
powerful interviews with eyewitnesses. The narration is by the veteran
Hollywood actor of Ukrainian origin, Jack Palance. The initial script
was written by Kristi Wheeler of Macalester College (St. Paul, Min-
nesota). The musical selection and mix, which some will find irritating,
are the work of Toby’s Tunes (Minneapolis). A rather unexpected credit
is the postproduction by an outfit called Left of Center Productions Inc.

The film premiered in Toronto on 28 September 2003. Two days
before the premiere, more than four hundred people attended a fund-
raising prescreening.10 Since then the film has been shown to many
Ukrainian communities in North America, from Edmonton, Alberta, to
North Port, Florida.11 It has also been shown at the fourth International
Documentary Film Festival—Humanity in the World (Stockholm,
2005), where it was one of only thirty-five films chosen from more than
three hundred submissions.12 It was also a finalist in the Film and Video
Competition of the New York Festivals in 2005 (altogether there were
over 700 entries and 241 awards, including 103 finalists).13 The film
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was not run commercially in North America, nor did it appear on any
national television or cable network. A Ukrainian-language version of
Between Hitler and Stalin was slated to be premiered in Kyiv on 18 April
2005 at the KINO film theater. Five hundred persons were invited to
attend the premiere, which was being organized by the Kyiv Memorial
Society. On 3 May the film was broadcast on the national television net-
work UT-1, and on 9 May on Channel 5.14

Apart from press releases by those involved in making the film, there
has been little published discussion of it. I have seen no reviews outside
Ukrainian-diaspora media. The only substantive review I have been able
to find, two pages in length, is by Andrew Sorokowski in the newsletter
of the Washington Group. He found it “hard-hitting,” “a skillful com-
posite of graphics, still photographs, interviews and, of course, archival
as well as contemporary footage,” “crisp and well edited,” “candid,”
“neither dumb-downed nor sentimentalized,” “a clear, orderly presenta-
tion,” and “abundantly persuasive.” “It is a film particularly suitable for
college students. Indeed, every major university film library in the Eng-
lish-speaking world should have a copy.”15 Although his review was
overwhelmingly positive, Sorokowski also offered some criticisms,
which I shall cite and amplify in the analysis that follows.

In sum, Between Hitler and Stalin is a serious piece of work that
seeks to explain what happened in Ukraine during the Second World
War. Although the film’s “untold story” was intended for the wider pub-
lic and meant to correct its misperceptions about Ukrainians, the impact
of the film was primarily within the diaspora community itself. It is,
then, a site of discourse on collective memory, produced by memory
experts and consumed by members of an identity group who are sup-
posed to identify themselves with the historical memory that it con-
structs.

Victimhood

The film emphasizes the suffering of Ukrainians during the Second
World War. Before the title appears, there are opening scenes of bombs,
a tank, a peasant woman in mourning, and the corpses of children and
an adult. While these are being shown, the narrator intones: “The whole
titanic struggle was first of all a Ukrainian war. No single European
country suffered deeper wounds to its cities, its industry, its farmland,
and its humanity.” A few minutes later, after the opening credits and two
interview excerpts, the narrator again makes the same point: “In 1945
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American war correspondent Edgar Snow visited Ukraine and wrote: 
‘It was not till I went on a sobering journey into this twilight of war that
I fully realized the price which forty million Ukrainians paid for Soviet
and Allied victory. The whole titanic struggle was first of all a Ukrain-
ian war. No fewer than ten million people had been lost to Ukraine since
1941.’” Only a small part of Russia, he continues, was occupied by the
Germans. In fact, the brunt of the violence of the Eastern Front was felt
in Poland, Belarus, and especially Ukraine, which was “trampled and
terrorized by the armies of two brutal invaders: Nazi Germany and
Soviet Russia.” Ukraine was “laid waste by both Soviets and Nazis.”
The rest of the film demonstrates this point.

Between Hitler and Stalin also mentions the other major occasion of
Ukrainian suffering besides the war: “By the spring of 1933 seven mil-
lion Ukrainians had starved to death in the man-made famine-genocide.
This, however, was only the first act in Ukraine’s twentieth-century
holocaust.”

The narrative of suffering is interpreted in terms of sacrifice for a
higher cause, namely the independence of Ukraine. Early in the film,
shortly after the opening credits, the narrator says: “After seventy years
of brutal Soviet rule, Ukraine won her independence without, it was
said, shedding a single drop of blood. But in fact the blood of millions
was shed through centuries for the freedom of Ukraine. For hundreds of
years the history of Ukraine has been written by her conquerors…” In
an interview, the director said: 

We wanted to show that Ukraine had always sought independence, that
Ukraine did not become independent “without shedding a single drop of
blood” as some people claim but that many, many people died. We also
wanted to show that Ukraine was not merely a victim but that in World
War II, even though it was caught between the two most brutal regimes
in history, was able to assert its aspiration for independence.16

In what follows I will concentrate on the presentation of victimhood in
the film without reference to this theme of the struggle for independence.
It is necessary to point out, however, because the distinction is elided in
both the film and statements surrounding it, that victimhood and self-
sacrifice, victims and martyrs, are not identical. Overwhelmingly, the
millions of victims of the famine of 1932–33 and the millions of Ukrain-
ian military and civilian casualties in World War II did not perish in the
struggle for Ukrainian statehood. They were no more martyrs for this
cause than the victims of the Holocaust were martyrs for Israeli state-
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hood, even though Ukrainian nationalists and Zionists formed a fraction
of the victims in both cases.

The Intensification of Victimhood

At a number of points the film takes rhetorical and visual liberties in
order to intensify the sense of Ukrainian victimhood during the war.

As historical background on Ukrainians’ sufferings prior to the war,
the film informs viewers about the persecution of the Ukrainian Auto-
cephalous Orthodox Church. “By 1930 almost 3,000 priests and 32
bishops of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church were exiled
or executed.” There is no mention that this particular institution was a
small minority church in Ukraine.17 Also, there is no mention that the
majority church in Ukraine, the church of the Moscow patriarch, suf-
fered as much persecution as the Ukrainian autocephalists.18 In fact, the
only reference to the latter church comes later in the film, in connection
with the immediate postwar period: “Ukrainian Orthodox believers
were forced to join the Russian Orthodox Church controlled by the
KGB and the Soviet state.” The film creates the impression that only
Ukrainian Orthodox were singled out for martyrdom, but that was not
the case. In fact, while the narrator reads the words about the persecu-
tion of the Ukrainian autocephalous church, the screen shows monks
being marched under arrest, and then a monk being divested of his
monastic garb. The Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church, howev-
er, was hostile to monasticism, and the monks who appear on the film
belong to the same Russian patriarchal church that is being passed over
in silence.

Another example of omission to intensify the impression of Ukrain-
ian suffering occurs in connection with the description of the fate of
Soviet POWs in German captivity: “…Hitler ordered Soviet prisoners
of war confined in open-air camps, where millions died of exposure and
starvation during the winter of 1941–42.” What is not mentioned is that
in 1941 it was German policy to release Ukrainian POWs on parole, 
and about 278,000 of them returned to their home villages and cities to
work.19 Many Ukrainian prisoners still died or came close to death in
the German POW camps, but the situation was more complex than the
film’s victimhood narrative proved able to accommodate.

The next example is different. It shows a myth created during the
war for propaganda purposes that still maintains a hold on the diaspora
imagination. I refer to the mutilated corpses witnessed by the population
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of Lviv in the summer of 1941. Before the Germans took Lviv at the
end of June 1941, the Soviet secret police, the NKVD, massacred thou-
sands of political prisoners. When the Germans came, they secured the
prisons, had most of the bodies carried out for public display, and left a
few corpses in the prison for people to see. Eyewitness accounts of the
time spoke of horrible mutilations and even a crucifixion of a priest on 
a prison wall. In Between Hitler and Stalin, one of these eyewitnesses
(Serhiy Pushchyk), speaking more than half a century later, says: “Tongues
cut out, noses and ears cut off, women’s bodies with breasts cut off,
hands and feet twisted and broken, obviously during interrogations,
hands bound with barbed wire. All this was laid out.” However, there is
convincing evidence that these mutilations occurred only after the Ger-
mans took the prisons. The Soviets had been in a hurry to kill their pris-
oners before the Germans arrived, and they did much of the killing with
hand grenades and machine guns, departing from their usual method of
a pistol shot to the back of the head. They did not have time to waste on
torture and mutilation. Moreover, initial reports of the scene in the pris-
ons made no mention of mutilations or crucifixion. They are only men-
tioned by those who saw the subsequent public display. The whole spec-
tacle was deliberately arranged to incite as much anger as possible,
which the Germans were able to turn against local Jews. The evidence
points to tampering with the corpses between the time the Germans
examined the prisons and the time they encouraged the population to
see what the Bolsheviks and the Jews had done. Bogdan Musial has
suggested that a task force of Ukrainian nationalists was entrusted with
the preparation of the corpses.20 Perhaps the scholars who worked on
the script were unaware that the mutilations were a hoax, or perhaps
they did not accept the evidence that they were. 

The last example of the rhetorical and visual intensification of vic-
timhood concerns the famine of 1932–33. When Nowytski’s film on the
famine, Harvest of Despair, was released, it became the target of criti-
cism by pro-Soviet leftists. They were able to show that the stills osten-
sibly of the Ukrainian famine of the 1930s were fakes, generally deriv-
ing from photos of the famine that ravaged Ukraine and Russia in 1921.21

One of the researchers for the film, Marco Carynnyk, had previously
discovered that the photos published by the Hearst newspapers and
Ewald Ammende were fraudulent and urged Nowytski not to use them.22

It is therefore surprising to find that Between Hitler and Stalin again
makes use of fake photographs, mostly from Ammende’s Muss Russ-
land Hungern?23 I can only assume that the filmmakers saw no problem
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in using such photos, just as they saw no problem in showing Russian
Orthodox monks to illustrate the persecution of the Ukrainian auto-
cephalous church. 

Victimhood Theft

Between Hitler and Stalin is careful to disaggregate well-known sites 
of the Jewish Holocaust and to point out that other peoples, including
Ukrainians, perished there. Thus we learn that the victims at Babyn Yar
(Babi Yar) were “Jews, Ukrainians, Gypsies, and others,” while at
Auschwitz 1.4 million people were murdered, about 800,000 of them
Jews and 600,000 others, including Poles and Ukrainians. However, the
film is not so careful when it goes the other way, assimilating non-
Ukrainians to the Ukrainian body count.

Referring to the Soviet occupation of Western Ukraine in 1939–41,
the narrator says: “During the less than two years of Western Ukraine’s
Soviet occupation, more than 10,000 were imprisoned and executed and
over half a million were deported to concentration camps in Siberia.”
The viewer is left to understand that these were Ukrainian victims. For
the most part, however, they were Poles. Even the number of Jews was
greater than the number of Ukrainians. According to an NKVD docu-
ment, there were 210,271 deportees from the western oblasts in the
GULAG as of August 1941. Of these, 117,800 were Poles, 64,533 were
Jews, and 13,448 were Ukrainians.24

Referring to the NKVD massacres of the summer of 1941, the narra-
tor says: “According to NKVD records, a total of 9,706 Ukrainian polit-
ical prisoners were shot by the Soviet secret police in prisons in the first
month of the war.” A little earlier, an interview with the historian John
A. Armstrong tells a slightly different story: “The KGB, as we now call
it, NKVD at the time, killed a lot of their prisoners, whenever they let
them. And these prisoners included some Zionists, a great many Ukrain-
ian nationalists, and a lot of people who were picked up just for being
prominent and not cooperating with the Soviets.” The truth, however, is
that though the majority of the victims were Ukrainian, there was also a
sizable percentage of Poles, as well as Jews. Lists of the victims have
been published, and it is easy to find the many Simkhas, Józefs, and
Jaceks who met death with the Vasyls, Ivans, and Mykhailos.25

Referring to the victims exhumed at Vinnytsia in 1943, the narrator
speaks of “12,000 bodies of Ukrainians massacred by the NKVD.” We
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know, however, that although the majority of the victims were Ukrain-
ian, there were also Russians, Poles, and Jews in the graves.26

The presentation of these victims as exclusively Ukrainian goes back to
wartime propaganda, when Russians, Poles, and Jews were all nationes non
gratae. Numerous articles in Ukrainian newspapers published under Nazi
occupation set the precedent for the total Ukrainization of these dead.27

The most bizarre moment of victimhood theft, however, occurs in
the sequence that presents the sites of major mass murders, including
the massacres of 1941 in Lviv, Vinnytsia, Demianiv Laz, and Bykivnia.
Between Demianiv Laz and Bykivnia, an exhumation of a mass grave is
shown with the subtitle “Katyn.” Nothing is mentioned to indicate that
this is a place where primarily Poles were murdered. All the narrator
says is: “Other Soviet atrocities committed during and after World War
II continue to be unearthed to this day.” I was reasonably certain that
there must have been some ethnic Ukrainians among the Polish officers
executed in Katyn, but I had never realized there were very many of them.
I checked the Encyclopedia of Ukraine for the entry “Katyn” but did not
find one. I went back to the wartime Ukrainian newspaper Krakivs´ki
visti and checked to see what it had to say about Katyn. It reported on
the exhumation but had nothing to say about any Ukrainian victims
there.28 The Soviet internal affairs document from early 1940 that rec-
ommended the Katyn murders said that the number of intended victims
was 14,736, and “by nationality they are more than 97 percent Poles.”29

Silence on Perpetration: The Other Side of Constructing

Oneself as Victim

It is difficult for a narrative of victimization to accommodate moments
of perpetration. This is evident to anyone who has followed the Polish
debates over the murder of the Jewish community of Jedwabne. The
Ukrainian victimization narrative is also resistant. In addition, one of
the reasons that the Ukrainian diaspora cultivates a sense of victimiza-
tion and attempts to win recognition of victimhood status is to counter-
balance accusations that Ukrainians collaborated willingly in the mass
murder of Jews during the Second World War. The sociologist Vic
Satzewich has argued that one of the reasons for the promotion of the
Ukrainian famine as a defining element of diaspora consciousness is
that it is part of a complicated strategy “to combat the idea that Ukraini-
ans are ‘genetically’ anti-Semitic and that their participation in war
crimes was disproportionately high.”30 Between Hitler and Stalin is rep-
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resentative of this diaspora discourse: it also emphasizes victimization
at the expense of frank acknowledgment of perpetration.

A relatively minor example is the film’s treatment of Symon Petliu-
ra. Images of him appear at several points in the film, and twice he is
explicitly discussed, once in connection with the efforts to win Ukrain-
ian independence in the aftermath of the Bolshevik revolution and again
in connection with his assassination by Shalom Schwarzbard. In neither
case does the film mention the many pogroms against the Jews commit-
ted by Petliura’s troops.31 Schwarzbard claimed that he killed Petliura
to avenge those pogroms, but the film identifies the assassin only as a
Bolshevik agent.

In the matter of Ukrainian collaboration in the Holocaust, the film
says the following: “The Germans organized police units from various
ethnic groups and ordered them to assist the Nazis in rounding up Jews.
Some former POWs, among them Ukrainians, served as concentration
camp guards.” This statement, which takes 15 seconds, precedes 2 min-
utes and 25 seconds devoted to Ukrainians who rescued Jews. The depic-
tion of Ukrainian collaboration is minimalist. As Sorokowski notes, the
film contains “no acknowledgment that anti-semitism existed among
Ukrainians… ”32 It does not disclose that some prominent Ukrainian
intellectuals wrote anti-Semitic articles in the occupation press,33 that
there were close ties between some police units and Ukrainian national-
ists,34 and that some Ukrainians took part in murderous pogroms against
the Jews in the summer of 1941.

The latter point requires amplification. The Germans exploited the
NKVD massacres of the summer of 1941 to incite mob violence against
Jews. Jews were forced to remove the bodies from prisons and to clean
the streets and courtyards in the vicinity. In the course of these actions,
many were beaten to death. Although Between Hitler and Stalin spends
considerable time on the NKVD massacres, it makes no mention at all
of the pogroms that inevitably accompanied them and that resulted in
thousands of victims.35 The film even shows Jews carrying corpses out
of a prison but never identifies them as Jews nor suggests what fate
might have awaited them.

The film also lionizes the nationalist partisans, the UPA, whom it
depicts as fighting against the Germans and Soviets. Although the basic
facts are well known, the filmmakers decided to pass over in silence the
UPA’s murder of tens of thousands of Polish civilians during its ethnic
cleansing actions in Volhynia.36 The UPA also killed tens of thousands
of fellow Ukrainians, including political opponents, suspected traitors,
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and collaborators with the reinstalled Soviet regime.37 Nor is there any
mention of cooperation between UPA units and the Germans.38

The film also omits to note that there were Ukrainians implicated in
the crimes of the Red Army and Soviet apparatus in Ukraine. It proudly
claims that seven million Ukrainians fought against Hitler in the Red
Army and even quotes Volodymyr Demchuk, a Division veteran of the
Battle of Brody, to the effect that perhaps a fellow Ukrainian put a bul-
let in him in 1944. Yet when that same army is called a brutal invader in
the film, it is identified as the army of Soviet Russia, and there is no
suggestion here that Ukrainians also implemented the scorched-earth
policy and even participated in the NKVD massacres. 

Conclusions

In 1998 the Ukrainian American Professionals and Businesspersons
Association of New York and New Jersey organized a conference on the
future of the Ukrainian diaspora in North America. The president of the
association, Bohdan Vitvitsky, opened the conference with a speech that
addressed the mission of the diaspora. He cited the case of a small UPA
unit of four that held out for more than a month under siege and then
committed suicide in preference to surrender. “I think we owe it to that
small contingent,” he said, “—and to all of the millions upon millions
of other Ukrainians, whether in the 1940s and 1950s, or in the 1910s
and 1920s, who fought and died to preserve that which was handed
down to us—to stay the course and keep our blood- and tear-soaked
heritage and traditions alive both for our children and grandchildren.”39

Between Hitler and Stalin is part of this program. 
I believe that it is time for a reexamination. A sense of collective vic-

timization can be useful for the establishment and mobilization of a
group identity, but it involves some serious drawbacks. There are many
blood- and tear-soaked heritages and traditions being handed down in
today’s world. I do not see anywhere that their positive contributions
outweigh their negative consequences. The Ukrainian victimization nar-
rative is morally and intellectually flawed to the extent that it exagger-
ates its own historical victimization and obstructs a realistic examina-
tion of the past. The gap between what educated people know and what
the Ukrainian diaspora believes is widening. This will not work to the
benefit of the diaspora over the long term. More balance, more honesty,
more thought—and less self-pity—would have made Between Hitler
and Stalin a more interesting and more persuasive film.
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On the Relevance and Irrelevance of 

Nationalism in Contemporary Ukraine1

Yaroslav Hrytsak 

Theories Never Run Smoothly

Only a few decades ago, a historian of Ukraine resembled the protago-
nist of the Beatles’ song “Nowhere Man,” “sitting in his nowhere land”
and “making all his nowhere plans for nobody.” Ukraine was a “nowhere
land,” unknown to a larger audience.2 In West and East alike, Ukrainian
history had apparently been dissolved in Russian or, as the case may be,
Soviet history. Ukraine was thus largely ignored in the large theoretical
schemes and grand narratives of nationalism produced by Eastern and
Western scholars in the course of the Cold War.3 The breakup of the
Soviet Union dramatically changed the academic landscape. With the
emergence of independent Ukraine, the Ukrainian case became not only
legitimate but even fashionable in studies of nationalism.4 Still, the
sharp increase of academic production in this field has not yielded a 
satisfactory explanation of the current Ukrainian situation. Post-com-
munist developments in Ukraine present a set of paradoxes that serious-
ly undermine the major theories prevailing in nationalism studies.

Consider, for instance, Ernest Gellner’s theory. According to his
famous definition, nationalism is both an ideology and a political move-
ment devoted to the proposition that the nation and the state should be
congruent.5 At first glance, independent Ukraine meets these criteria: it
hosts a large Ukrainian ethnic majority that has increased significantly
(from 72.7 percent in 1989 to 77.8 percent in 2001).6 The ethnic land-
scape changes, however, when the linguistic component is introduced.
According to the indicator of language spoken in public, Ukraine’s pop-
ulation is split between Ukrainian and Russian speakers.7 These ethnic
and linguistic differences have regional dimensions and are correlated
with political preferences: in the early 1990s, while the Ukrainian-
speaking west preferred total independence, the Russian-speaking east
stood for a closer alliance with Russia.8
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The early record of Ukrainian independence showed that the idea of
a Ukrainian nation-state as the embodiment of Ukrainian nationalism
has serious intrinsic flaws. As the British historian Andrew Wilson put
it, Ukrainian nationalism is a “minority faith.” It has been and remains
the preoccupation of small and politically rather insignificant groups of
intellectuals. Contrary to the claims of Ukrainian historiography, Ukrain-
ian nationalists have rarely managed to mobilize significant numbers of
inhabitants of any region—with the sole exception of western Ukraine,
which was formerly Polish (1340–1772 and 1919–39) and Austrian
(1772–1918).9

The deep cleavages within Ukrainian society after 1991 raised con-
cerns about the future of the Ukrainian state. Suffice it to say that by the
end of 1993 the CIA came up with the prognosis of a possible breakup
of Ukraine along ethnic, political, and regional lines.10 Fortunately, this
scenario, which was reminiscent of the fate of Yugoslavia, never came
to pass. To be sure, Ukraine is not an efficient state, but at least it is rel-
atively stable,11 with a very low incidence of ethnic conflict, especially
when compared with neighboring Russia, the Baltic states, and the Cau-
casus. From this one may conclude that perhaps there is something
essentially wrong with the formula that connects a nation with a state as
the essence of nationalism. 

Rogers Brubaker sought to revise this formula in the 1990s, offering
the reminder that nationalism “was not only a cause but also a conse-
quence of the break-up of old empires and the creation of new nation-
states.” According to him, nationalism should not be conceived as
essentially or even primarily state-seeking. Brubaker distinguishes three
types of non-state-seeking nationalism. The first is what he calls the
“nationalizing” nationalism of newly independent states. Considering
the core (i.e., state) nation weak in cultural, economic, and demographic
terms, it embarks on a “remedial” or “compensatory” project to promote
that nation’s specific interests. The main consequence is that minorities
are suppressed by a centralized state. Directly challenging this variety
of nationalism are two rival types. One is the nationalism of a national
minority that has become a primary target of a “nationalizing” project.
The other is the so-called transborder nationalism of a neighboring state
claiming to defend the rights of a minority presumably composed of its
ethnonational kin. 

Brubaker’s scheme is based on Central and East European history.
His two favorite cases are interwar Poland and post-communist Russia,
both of which bear directly on Ukrainian history. In the first case, Ukraini-
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ans were a primary target of the Polish “nationalizing” project, and in
reaction they developed a strong “minority” nationalism. As for post-
communist Russia, its “transborder” nationalism seeks to vindicate the
rights of Russian minorities in newly independent neighboring states,
such as Ukraine, which are implementing policies characteristic of
“nationalizing” states.12

Dominique Arel has applied Brubaker’s theory to the Ukrainian case.13

It proved useful for explaining the dynamics of the 1994 presidential
election, when Ukraine was clearly split between the Ukrainian-speak-
ing west and the Russian-speaking east. The latter was deeply frustrated
with the nationalizing policies of the new Ukrainian state and voted for
Leonid Kuchma, who promised to make Russian an “official” language
(thereby depriving Ukrainian of its special status) and to establish closer
relations with Russia.14 This voting preference conformed to Brubaker’s
pattern of a non-state nationalism reacting to being targeted by a “nation -
alizing” project. Once elected, however, Kuchma made a U-turn, reneg-
ing on his electoral promises and embarking on policies that defended
Ukrainian “national interests” vis-à-vis Russia. 

To be sure, this is nothing unusual: electoral promises are rarely
kept, and the state apparatus has its own logic. Nevertheless, the relative
ease with which most of the Russian-speaking population accepted the
new rules of the game is rather surprising. In contrast to “nationalizing”
interwar Poland, which gave rise to a strong Ukrainian nationalism,
there is no strong Russian nationalism in post-Soviet Ukraine. This
might be considered a consequence of the Soviet effort to produce citi-
zens with a Soviet, not a Russian identity. Even so, the absence of a
politicized Russian national movement is remarkable in view of the
powerful nationalism that emerged in other post-imperial contexts, e.g.,
after 1918 in various European countries. If one recalls, for example,
the nationalism of the German-speaking population in Czechoslovakia
or in Austria itself after the breakdown of the Habsburg Empire,15 then
one might expect a potent Russian nationalism among the Russian-
speaking population of Ukraine. But the next (1998) parliamentary elec-
tions that followed after the 1994 crisis revealed a weakening of the
previous correlation along ethnic/linguistic lines and political prefer-
ence, notwithstanding the economic turmoil and persistent political
crises in Ukraine after 1991.16 In the Ukrainian case, then, theories of
nationalism do not work smoothly, even if state-seeking nationalism is
replaced by the non-state-seeking types.
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The Ukrainian data show Gellner’s equation of nation with state 
to be questionable. The second part of his formula, which associates
nationalism with modernity, also does not to seem to work. Gellner con-
sidered nationalism a modern phenomenon that emerges during the
transition from agricultural to industrial society. According to him,
nationalism is closely intertwined with industrialization: as Benedict
Anderson put it, for Gellner “industrialism was a piece of machinery
that needed the oil of nationalism to function.”17 On the one hand,
Ukraine is a highly modernized society. Some forty to fifty years ago, 
it crossed the “threshold of modernization,” with the urban population
constituting a majority.18 On the other hand, eastern Ukraine, the most
industrialized and heavily Russified part of the country, displays no
strong nationalism, whether Ukrainian or Russian. Ukraine seems to fit
the pattern that some theorists of nationalism have called “the curse of
rurality,” in which the highest level of national mobilization is attained
not in industrial but in traditionally agricultural regions.19 In fact, the
case of western Ukraine in the first half of the twentieth century proves
the validity of this argument. 

Attempts have been made to fit the Ukrainian case into theories of
modernization. One of the most consistent interpretations of this kind
was advanced by Bohdan Krawchenko. Working in the tradition of Karl
Deutsch and Miroslav Hroch, he argued that the intrinsic weakness of
Ukrainian nationalism resulted from the great under-representation of
Ukrainians in strategic political, economic, and cultural sectors. The
Soviet regime modernized Ukrainian society, calling new types of
administrative and economic elites into existence. At the same time, it
placed some impediments in their way, fearing the danger of Ukrainian
nationalism. Thus the regime sowed the seeds of social conflict. Kraw-
chenko therefore believed that political development in Ukraine would
necessarily take the form of ethnic rivalry between Ukrainians and Rus-
sians.20

Krawchenko’s book was published in 1985, the year that marked the
beginning of Soviet perestroika. From then until the collapse of commu-
nism, Ukraine witnessed the dramatic growth of Ukrainian nationalism,
which displayed at least some anti-Russian attitudes. Post-Soviet devel-
opments in Ukraine did not eliminate social differences between Ukraini-
ans and Russians. The share of Ukrainian speakers remains inversely
correlated with urbanization: they constitute a majority in the country-
side and in small towns (80 percent) and make up about half the popula-
tion of middle-size towns, but they are a minority in the large cities.21
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Throughout Ukraine, Russians are more socially advanced than Ukraini-
ans: they are better educated and watch television more often, listen to
the radio, and read newspapers.22 Ukrainians are greatly underrepre-
sented in the country’s administrative apparatus, making up only 24 per-
cent of their work force. In this respect, they lag behind Jews (63 per-
cent) and Russians (32 percent), ranking with Belarusians (25 percent)
and Poles (23 percent).23 Yet, contrary to what Krawchenko had pre-
dicted, the first post-Soviet decade was not characterized by ethnic con-
flict based on social differences between Ukrainians and Russians or,
for that matter, between Ukrainians and other ethnic groups. 

Finally, there has been an attempt to interpret Ukrainian nationalism
in terms of postcolonial discourse. This was undertaken recently by the
Ukrainian literary critic Mykola Riabchuk.24 His book on the subject
was praised, inter alia, for his authoritative contribution to a correct
understanding of Ukrainian nationalism.25 Drawing on elements of
postcolonial studies, Riabchuk creates an image of “two Ukraines”:
“Ukrainian Ukraine,” which roughly corresponds to a Ukrainian-speak-
ing community with a clear-cut national identity, and “Creole Ukraine,”
a strange hybrid of imperial (Russian and Soviet) and Ukrainian 
national projects. This hybrid is perhaps best depicted on the cover of
Riabchuk’s book, which shows two lesbians sharing an affectionate
kiss. The picture represents eternal love between two East Slavic sisters,
Ukraine and Russia—an image coined and insistently popularized by
Soviet propaganda. Creole Ukraine is the illegitimate postcolonial off-
spring of that incestuous union. Politically it is fairly loyal or neutral
toward the idea of Ukrainian statehood, but in cultural terms it is strong-
ly Russian. And it is precisely this “second” Ukraine that wields politi-
cal power in the Ukrainian state. The “Creoles” are responsible for the
prevailing ambivalence in Ukrainian politics. Thus Ukraine claims to
adhere to democratic values but remains highly authoritarian; it seeks to
enter the European Union but maintains close ties with Russia, and so
on and so forth. “Ukrainian” Ukraine seemingly evinces a more demo-
cratic and Western orientation and opposes the culture of the Creoles. It
does not, however, challenge their political dominance for fear of losing
Ukrainian statehood.

Riabchuk’s main arguments are based on a dichotomy between
Ukrainian- and Russian-speaking Ukrainians. And, again, this cannot be
validated. As the tables appended to this article and the results of many
other surveys show, distinctive patterns of political mobilization and
preferences cannot be conceptualized in terms of a dichotomy between
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Ukrainian and Russian speakers and their respective communities. The
main distinctions are regional, not ethnic or linguistic.26

All the interpretations discussed so far tend to present a rather alarmist
scenario of Ukraine’s future. At the very least, they treat the national
question in Ukraine as a problem that may disastrously affect the coun-
try’s stability or even bring about its collapse in a time of crisis. And yet
this has not happened, although Ukraine experienced several deep eco-
nomic and political crises in the 1990s. In the words of Simon Hee-
mans, who was the British ambassador in Kyiv amid the deepest crises
of 1994, the Ukrainian case proves the famous “bumblebee paradox”:
“an engineer of aerodynamics will tell you that a bumblebee cannot fly,
but it does.”27

This brings us back to the starting point of the present article. If,
according to some theories, Ukraine cannot and should not exist, yet in
fact it can and does, then the “bumblebee” probably is not to blame.
Evidently, there is something wrong with the laws of aerodynamics. 

Post-Soviet Ukraine: Some Empirical Data

Most discussions of Ukrainian nationalism focus on narratives produced
by its adherents and opponents, that is, people already engaged in nation-
alist discourse. This may be accepted as a legitimate approach to the
intellectual history of any nationalism. One cannot, however, escape 
the feeling of being trapped in a revolving door when new narratives
replace old ones with no shift in discursive practice. That discourse
stubbornly maintains that nationalism and national identity constitute
the central axis around which the whole modern world revolves. Or, as
Ernest Gellner would put it, “[a modern] man must have a nationality as
he must have a nose and two ears; a deficiency in any of these particu-
lars… is… a disaster of a kind.”28

Students of nationalism are often blamed for presenting a restricted
scholarly agenda by failing to locate national identity within a range of
possible types of collective identity.29 There is an alternative approach
that offers a more nuanced picture of the role and relevance of national-
ism in post-communist Ukraine. Such an approach—or, better, set of
approaches—was developed by an interdisciplinary and international
team to which I belonged. Between 1994 and 2004 the team compared
the two largest cities of western and eastern Ukraine, namely Lviv and
Donetsk. They represent opposite poles of political mobilization in
Ukraine, and, as some authors suggest,30 two extremes between which
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the post-Soviet Ukrainian nation is taking shape. A project of this kind
may therefore prove very useful for exploring the possible limits of
national cohesion. To minimize the risk of loose generalization, we
tried, as much as possible, to correlate our data with other projects car-
ried out on a much larger, all-Ukrainian and/or East European scale.

The project focused on the hierarchy and dynamics of group identity
in both cities. Questions about respondents’ identities were formulated
in two different ways. In both cases, the respondents were asked to
choose an identity that best described them. In the first case, they were
given a list of twenty-eight possible answers covering a variety of
national, social, gender, age, professional, and religious identities (the
range of identities was based on discussions in focus groups that took
place before the actual opinion poll was carried out). Persons interviewed
were asked to choose as many identities as they wished to describe how
they thought about themselves. In the second case, the range of possible
answers was limited to four identities. Besides Ukrainian, Russian and
“other,” we decided to introduce the category of Soviet identity, which
was not based on ethnic or linguistic difference. Some earlier research
suggests that Russians in large cities outside the Russian Federation
tend to identify themselves in just such terms.31 It was therefore natural
to expect that such an identity would also find adherents in these two
cities.

In the case of Donetsk, this expectation was greatly exceeded by the
survey results. Indeed, in 1994 Soviet identity proved most popular, cer-
tainly more so than Ukrainian or Russian identity. That was not the case
in Lviv, where Ukrainian identity topped the list. A comparison of data
on ethnicity and language in the two cities (see Table 1) shows that of
all the identities established in the survey, only Ukrainian-speaking
Ukrainians make up a coherent group. Generally, it would appear that
both the Russian and Russian-speaking groups are more fragmented
than their Ukrainian and Ukrainian-speaking counterparts.

The data collected in the course of this project undermine the notion
that issues of identity in Ukraine should be perceived only in terms of a
Russian/Ukrainian dichotomy. Because of their linguistic and cultural
proximity, both Russians and Ukrainians are undergoing an identity 
crisis; hence neither group is homogenous. Most analysts focus on the
Ukrainian part of this story (i.e., on differences between Ukrainian-
speaking and Russian-speaking Ukrainians), largely ignoring the fact that
Russian nationalism is facing a serious dilemma of self-identification.32
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The crisis of Russian identity in Ukraine is deeper than that of Ukrain-
ian identity. This becomes most apparent when one includes national
identity within a broader range of social identities (see Table 2). If
Ukrainian identity appeared among the “top ten” in both cities in 1994,
Soviet identity did so only in Donetsk, while Russian identity ranked
quite low in both cities. Another important observation is that national
identity was considered crucial only in Lviv. In Donetsk, that role was
assumed mainly by social identities (“workers” and “pensioners”).
Regional and gender identities also rank high in both cities.

These findings do not imply that language and ethnicity play no role
in determining political and national preferences. One of the greatest
differences between Lviv and Donetsk lay in the attitude toward the
assertion that “Those who live in Ukraine must learn to speak and use
Ukrainian in public.” Most respondents in Lviv agreed with that state-
ment, while most of those in Donetsk disagreed. As noted above, both
cities exhibit the clear dominance of a particular language, Ukrainian in
Lviv and Russian in Donetsk. This linguistic contrast is matched by
striking differences in political attitudes. While a majority (74.4 percent
in 1994) in Lviv regard the political changes that have taken place since
Ukrainian independence positively or very positively, in Donetsk a
majority (88.2 percent in 1994) consider them negative or highly nega-
tive. For 62 percent of respondents in Lviv, the most desirable political
option was Ukrainian independence. In Donetsk, more than half (57
percent) dreamt of a “new union” with Russia. If communists were the
group most disliked in Lviv, Ukrainian nationalists were so identified in
Donetsk. 

Numbers always offer broad prospects for speculation. To reduce
this risk, we supplemented our sociological survey with focus-group
discussions and in-depth interviews. This helped us express the differ-
ences that we found in the words of the respondents themselves. The
discussions in focus groups suggested that the animosities and antago-
nisms between the two cities are milder than one might imagine on the
basis of the survey data (or, for that matter, on the basis of mass-media
reports). Some of those interviewed in Donetsk were prepared to accept
the Ukrainian language and the Ukrainian state as attributes of a “strong
master” capable of taking control of Ukrainian affairs. 

In any case, the language criterion does not seem to be the most
important determinant of political difference. A regression analysis of
the 1994 survey data on how people react to issues that are considered
crucial to national identity—issues of language, history, territory, politi-
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cal independence, and economics33—shows that region of residence is
the most important predictor of people’s attitudes.34 Subjective (self-)
identity is next in importance. Least significant, though still important,
is the mixed language/nationality indicator. Or, to put it figuratively, if
you ask the man or woman in the street a political question, the reply
you are most likely to get depends mainly on where the interview is
held, in Lviv or Donetsk, then on self-identity (Ukrainian, Russian, or
Soviet) and, lastly, on the language of the response (Ukrainian or Rus -
sian). This runs counter to the presumption of some analysts that the last
indicator is most important in determining mass attitudes. 

The Lviv-Donetsk Case in Broader Context

To what extent are Lviv and Donetsk representative of Ukraine as a
whole? It must also be noted that the survey was taken in 1994, at the
height of the political crisis—about the time when the CIA made its
gloomy prediction about a possible breakup of Ukraine as a result of
civil war. The question should therefore be reformulated as follows: to
what extent are the 1994 results generally representative of the dynam-
ics of Ukrainian nationalism in post-Soviet Ukraine? 

Fortunately, three other surveys designed along similar lines have
been carried out over the last several years. Their data offer a fairly
good basis for larger comparisons and tentative generalizations. The
first of these surveys was contemporaneous with the 1994 Lviv-Donetsk
project, including the same set of questions on identity, but carried out
on a national scale. This first national survey (see Table 3) basically
confirms the hypothesis that Lviv and Donetsk constitute two opposite
poles of political mobilization in Ukraine. Another revealing point is
that Ukrainian identity is among the most popular group identities,
matched only by the social identity of “worker.” Considered regionally,
Ukrainian identity is less popular than others in southern and eastern
Ukraine. Nevertheless, it is the strongest national identity, even in the
east, and it comes second to Russian identity only in the south.

The survey data also revealed that Russian identity in Ukraine was
less intensive or embedded than Ukrainian identity. In approximate
terms, every third Ukrainian considered his or her Ukrainian identity
most important, while the same held true of Russian identity only for
every fourth Russian. In a sense, the data both confirm and deny the
validity of Andrew Wilson’s point: Ukrainians really are a “minority” in
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their own country, but theirs is the largest minority. No other national
identity comes close to it on an all-Ukrainian scale. 

Two other projects were carried out in Lviv and Donetsk in 1999 
and 2004 to monitor any significant changes in ways people feel about
themselves (see Table 2). In the case of Lviv there is a rather striking
stability in the hierarchy of group identities, which is crowned by
Ukrainian identity. It reaffirms the image of Lviv as a “nationalized”
city where people think of their national identity as most important.35

Donetsk proved different in two ways. First, the hierarchy of identities
there is not so stable; they are in flux. Especially striking is the decline
of “worker” and “Soviet” identities.36 Although Ukrainian identity
ranks relatively high in Donetsk, it would be hard to argue that the city
has a “national” character, as Lviv does: only slightly less than half the
population considers its national identity very important. The picture
might change dramatically if Russians (as defined by passport identity)
felt the same way, but they do not: Russians as defined by the “objec-
tive” nationality noted in their passports make up about 50 percent of
the city’s population, and only half (24.3 percent) consider their nation-
al identity most important. 

In the 1990s there was yet another project that provided a broader
spatial and temporal framework for comparison. This was a large ongo-
ing survey of group identities in post-Soviet Lithuania, Russia, and
Ukraine. It revealed a general tendency toward the decline of national
identity and an increase of social identity throughout this large region.
This tendency, however, is less applicable to Lithuania and western
Ukraine, where national identity is considered most important.37 Natu-
rally, Lviv, as the largest city in western Ukraine, falls into the latter cat-
egory both geographically and mentally. 

More broadly, the differences between Lviv and Donetsk would
appear to represent a larger dividing line in the former Soviet Eastern
Europe. One may take this a step further and speculate about the mean-
ing of that line in historical terms. From one perspective, it reflects a
difference between the so-called seventy- and fifty-year zones of Sovi-
etization in Eastern Europe. Western Ukraine, like Lithuania, came
under Soviet rule only during and after World War II, in contrast to oth-
er territories whose experience of Soviet rule began after World War I.
But then one wonders whether twenty years make a crucial difference.
Suffice it to say that western Belarus, which formally falls into the same
category of the “fifty-year zone,” does not seem to exhibit a high level
of national mobilization, as Lithuania and western Ukraine do.38 A glance
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at a European barometer of nationalism (Table 4) creates the impression
that, on the eve of the collapse of communism, Eastern Europe was 
relatively less “nationalized” than other regions of the USSR. One is
tempted to conclude that Lviv and Donetsk or, broadly speaking, the
western borderlands and the rest of the former Soviet Union fall into
two different zones of intensity of nationalism. But this hypothesis
requires much more study in order to be properly tested.39

What Does This Have To Do with History?

The author of this paper is a historian, not a social or political scientist.
If the latter were the case, a correlation analysis could be applied to
establish any relation between social and demographic data on the one
hand and political attitudes and national orientations on the other. Still,
such an analysis would not render a historical explanation invalid,40

especially when it comes to explaining the factor of nationalism. It
proved a strong mobilizing force in regions that had long been beyond
the sphere of influence of the Russian Empire/Soviet Union, as was the
case with Lviv and western Ukraine. 

A further search for an explanation may move us beyond recent his-
tory. Some time ago John Armstrong, a leading specialist in modern
East European history, suggested a scheme of nation-building that high-
lights the role of major urban centers such as Lviv. Long before modern
times, in his opinion, local ethnic and religious groups were indistin-
guishable by national identity. Most of them spoke mutually compre-
hensible patois and had a diffuse historical memory of their common
descent, as well as a sharper sense of religious distinction along West-
ern/Eastern Christian/non-Christian lines that did not necessarily coin-
cide with future national cleavages. Only gradually, under the centrifu-
gal influence of large cultural centers, such as Kyiv, Lviv, and Vilnius,
did distinctive national identities emerge.41

This scheme helps us understand why there is no strong Russian
nationalism in Donetsk. Founded in the late nineteenth century under
imperial Russian rule, it remained a center of heavy industry.42 Until the
collapse of the Soviet Union, it never distinguished itself in terms of
cultural production. In sharp contrast, Lviv has been a major cultural
center since early modern times. Through the agency of cultural arti-
facts and the alumni of local schools, Lviv’s cultural influences radiated
throughout Eastern and Central Europe. In the nineteenth century, under
the auspices of the Habsburg regime, three local ethnic groups, the
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Poles, Jews, and Ruthenians (Ukrainians), managed to develop a dense
network of cultural, academic, and educational institutions. Suffice it 
to say that if, by some chance, Lviv had been annexed by the Russian
Empire in the 1880s, it would have been the third major center of print
production after St. Petersburg and Warsaw, surpassing the much larger
cities of Moscow, Odesa, Kharkiv, and Kyiv,43 to say nothing of Yuzov-
ka (the nineteenth-century name of Donetsk).

One may extend the scope of this comparison. Book printing is con-
sidered a major tool of national identity formation. Does it matter, then,
that the Western and Eastern Christian realms differed so greatly in
terms of book production? By the beginning of the seventeenth century,
two hundred million volumes had been published in the Western Chris-
tian territories, while in the Eastern Christian realm of Eastern Europe
no more than forty to sixty thousand appeared.44 This situation changed
significantly in the nineteenth century, especially with the explosion of
book production in the Russian Empire under Alexander II (1855–81).
Still, differences persisted: by 1880, Russian book production had not
yet reached the level attained in Germany before 1848, and there were
fewer bookshops in the Russian Empire than in the Netherlands.45

How far back should one go to identify factors that might help
explain different patterns of identification in Lviv and Donetsk? This
question cannot be answered within the scope of a single paper. The
examples adduced here attest, however, that longue durée factors should
not be ignored. But history reveals itself in a variety of ways, both in
“things” that can be translated into quantifiable data and then calculat-
ed, weighed, and compared, and in “minds,” or ways in which actors
construe the social realities that they confront.46

To illustrate the latter point, I would like to refer to an essay written
by Rogers Brubaker and published in a collection devoted to the memo-
ry of Ernest Gellner. The essay focuses on several myths and miscon-
ceptions that have gained wide currency in studies of nationalism since
the fall of communism. The data cited above basically corroborate at
least two of the points raised by Brubaker. First of all, it makes sense 
to reject an analytical perspective that “sees nationalism as the central
problem in Eastern Europe, and sees national identities as strong and
salient.” In contrast to this, Brubaker asserts that national identities and
national politics do not play a central role in the functioning of local
political regimes. Secondly, he clearly reveals the problematic character
of our understanding of nations as real enduring entities, “as if they
were internally homogeneous, externally bounded groups, even unitary
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collective actors with common purposes.”47 Nations, as well as other
social categories, such as class, gender, empire, and so on, are in the
first instance, or at least to a large extent, subjective constructs. It is
important to recognize that the distinction between various ethnic groups,
nations, centers, peripheries, and the like depends on who draws the
dividing lines—a factor scarcely less important than any “objective” set
of characteristics. In other words, the distinction between “them” and
“us” often depends on who is making the distinction and how he or she
happens to imagine it. 

Academic research may contribute to such processes. Even though
scholars may not take sides overtly, they can help draw distinctions by
emphasizing the importance of nationalism. This is particularly true of
historical writings. The national paradigm, with its insistence on the
nation as the central unit of research, remained, in words of Ronald
Suny, “a powerful frame for the practice of history-writing through the
most of the twentieth century.”48 This is still very true of Ukrainian his-
toriography at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Ukrainian his-
torians cannot escape the gravitational field of the national paradigm,
partly because of their fear that the Ukrainian nation-building project
may fail. Within the specific Ukrainian context, there are additional aca -
demic reasons to work within that paradigm. For several decades, Ukrai -
nian historians were deprived of their right to produce a national histo-
ry. Accordingly, most of them are now taking up the missed opportunity,
shifting from the Soviet (i.e., vulgar Marxist) emphasis on class to the
Ukrainian national paradigm. Finally, there is a smaller group of schol-
ars who are trying to align their research agenda with recent develop-
ments in the Western academic world. But they do not deny the validity
of the national paradigm: they are merely rewriting it according to
recent theories of nationalism.49

Paradoxically, in order to obtain an adequate understanding of
Ukrainian identity-making, one has no choice but to move “beyond the
national.” One has to see the other factors that were at work: geopoliti-
cal setting and social transformation, the interplay of various political
actors who were not necessarily engaged in nation-building or, by the
same token, were active in nation-destroying. This is an academic agen-
da that some historians of Ukraine in the West were trying to formu-
late in the 1970s and 1980s.50 Such efforts became more intense in the
1990s, when the emergence of postmodernist and postcolonial interpre-
tations detracted from the prestige of the national paradigm. Along with
these changes, other developments suggest that probably even going
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“beyond the national” is not enough. One must also move beyond the
interpretations of modernity that were dominant in the Western academ-
ic world from the 1950s to the 1980s. They were constructed according
to an essentially WASP formula (White, Anglo-Saxon, and, later on,
Protestant)51 that claims, among other things, the centrality of national
identity. 

Major works on national identity in Asia underscore the need to
understand national identity as an essentially Western construction.52

This fits well with Liah Greenfeld’s assertion53 that early modern Eng-
land served as the first proto-model of a nation, later to be emulated by
others. The idea of the English nation as a prototype has recently been
corroborated by Adrian Hastings. In his vigorous attack on the mod-
ernist orthodoxy of theories of nationalism that claim universal applica-
bility, he considers nations and nationalism to be characteristically
Christian phenomena.54 One may ask, however, whether this works for
the whole Christian world or only for its Western realm. In Eastern
Christian Europe, Polish nationalism seems to have played a role simi-
lar to that of English nationalism in Western Europe. If one were to
draw the historical zones of the Polish Drang nach Osten on a map of
contemporary Ukraine, they would coincide with the zone of intense
Ukrainian identity and spread of the Ukrainian language.55 The Polish
factor also helps explain why, in the European part of the former Soviet
Union, the axis of national identification is the most salient in Lithuania
and western Ukraine.56 These were the two most “Polish” borderlands
within the Russian and Soviet empires. 

One may risk a broader generalization and think of these differences
in patterns of identification as one more proof of the theory of “multiple
modernities.” This theory denies the existence of a normative concept
of modernity. It holds instead that if modernity is to be considered a dis-
tinctive mode of constructing the boundaries of collectivities and collec-
tive identities, then there are various ways of “being modern,” depend-
ing on the cultural traditions and religions operative in particular cas-
es.57 In other words, Lviv and Donetsk may represent two different pat-
terns of modern identification—one that emphasizes national identity
and another that does not. Both may be considered valid. 

Sometimes the lack of right answers may be due to the lack of right
questions. It would appear that Ukrainian historians need to start asking
new set of questions. In any case, they have been presented with a
unique opportunity. Until recently, theories of nationalism did not take
account of Ukrainian historical material; hence Ukrainian scholars are
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now in a position to revise those theories and offer new interpretations.
To meet this challenge, they should be prepared to take issue with domi-
nant academic discourses. They would do well to heed the good advice
offered by Ernest Renan in his famous 1882 lecture “What Is a
Nation?”: “The best way of being right in the future is, in certain peri-
ods, to know how to resign oneself to being out of fashion.”58
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Nationalities by 1994 list of multiple 1994 list of four
1989 census identities* identities (in 1994)

Lviv
Ukrainian 79.1 73.1 78.5

Russian 16.1 13.6 8.3

Soviet not applicable 7.4 4.9

Other 4.8 2.3 4.1

Donetsk
Ukrainian 39.4 39.3 25.9

Russian 53.5 30.0 22.9

Soviet not applicable 40.0 45.4

Other 7.1 2.1** 4.7

Table 1. National Identities in Lviv and Donetsk, 1989–1994

** Provided that respondents were allowed to choose more than one identity. The total in
this column is not meant to equal 100.

** In both cities, this is the Jewish identity—no other identity scored on the list of mul -
tiple identities.
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The Making of Modern Ukraine

The Western Dimension

Roman Szporluk

More than sixty years ago, in February 1948, the British historian Lewis
Namier (1888–1960) delivered a lecture commemorating the centennial
of the European revolution of 1848.1 His lecture has been published
many times since then as “1848: Seed-plot of History” in, among other
places, a volume titled Vanished Supremacies.2

Namier’s choice of 1848 as a point of departure was well founded.
There is a tired cliché that 1848 was a turning point in history when his-
tory failed to turn, but that is wrong. The year 1848 saw the first Euro-
pean revolutions: France was at the center, and there were also revolu-
tions in Palermo, Naples, Vienna, Berlin, Buda, and Pozna≈, to name a
few. It was also the year of nationalist revolutions in Central Europe and
the year of the publication of The Communist Manifesto, which predict-
ed that an international proletarian revolution would abolish capitalism,
the state, nations, and nationalism. 

In 1848, as Kathleen Burk writes in her study of A.J.P. Taylor, the
Austrian, or Habsburg, Empire “was a German as well as a Balkan
Power, the keystone of the Concert of Europe; there was the German
nation, but no Germany; there were Italian states, some of which belonged
to the Austrian Empire, and two Italian kingdoms, but no Italy; France
was still perceived by all the others as the most powerful, or at least the
most threatening, of the continental Powers; and Russia was predomi-
nantly a European, not an Asiatic, Power…”3

A central theme of Namier’s lecture was that “every idea put forward
by the nationalities of the Habsburg Monarchy in 1848 was realized at
some juncture, in one form or another” during the next century. Namier
concluded: “1848 remains a seed-plot of history. It crystallized ideas
and projected the pattern of things to come; it determined the course of
the following century. It planned, and its schemes have been realized:
but—non vi si pensa quanto sangue costa.” 
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According to Namier, the solution of the German Question—that is,
“What is Germany?”—was and would remain the central national prob-
lem in Central and Eastern Europe for the next hundred years: begin-
ning in 1848 and continuing through World War I and World War II, the
history of Germany defined the entire region’s history. It is clear from
Namier’s formulation that other cases he named and reviewed (Hungarian,
Italian, Polish, Yugoslav, and Ukrainian) were directly related to the
German story. As one of the nationalities of the Habsburg monarchy
that put forward their programs in 1848, Ruthenians or Ukrainians were
also a part of Namier’s scheme. West Ukraine (Galicia and Bukovina)
was the easternmost extension of the European revolutions of 1848–49,
and for modern Ukrainian history 1848 was a turning point. 

I choose Namier’s “German-centered” schema as a point of depar-
ture for the Ukrainian nation-building story because his approach helps
to see better the larger stage on which Ukrainian history was made in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Namier draws the attention
of the historian of Ukraine to the fact that at the very core of the Habsburg
monarchy there grew and intensified a conflict—a “dialectical contra-
diction,” to use a popular Marxist phrase—between the dynasty and 
its principles, on the one hand, and German nationalism, the German
national question, on the other. The tension and conflict between
“Empire” and “Germany,” as I shall show, influenced how the imperial
government treated other nationalities, Ukrainians included. (Something
similar can be said about the Ukrainians under the Russian Empire,
which was also being challenged from within by its dominant nationali-
ty as it was dealing with its non-Russian nationalities.) 

I will outline Namier’s ideas about Germany and then expand on
them to discuss the emergence or the making of Ukraine as part of an
international, historical process, one involving the German Question as
well as the programs of other Central and East European nationalities.
Ukrainians should be seen as actors in a number of international plots—
and not only as an object of actions by others. My main focus will be on
that historical juncture or conjuncture when traditional empires and oth-
er premodern polities (the system of Agraria, to use Ernest Gellner’s ter-
minology) began to face the challenges of nationalism, and the process
of modern nation-building began.4 Bringing the German story into a
Ukrainian narrative will allow us to correct the common view that pres-
ents Ukrainian nation formation as a delayed or retarded process, while
tacitly assuming that the Germans were among the advanced cases. 
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A closer look at the German story as presented by Namier makes one
wonder whether the Germans qualify for that distinction. 

Before proceeding with my story, I will make a brief digression in
order to clarify my use of certain concepts, such as nation, nationalism,
and nation-building, by drawing on the ideas of those scholars that are
especially helpful for my argument. 

John A. Armstrong defines nationalism as 

the contention that the organizing principle of government should be the
unification of all members of a nation in a single state. Although not
unknown in earlier centuries, as a dominant credo and organizing prin-
ciple this principle did not become salient until the generation of
1775–1815. These dates therefore constitute, in my opinion, the single
decisive watershed in the historical development of ethnicity and
nationalism.5

Armstrong’s work helps me to set my story in time. The time frame he
marks (1775–1815) corresponds to the end of old Poland (the partitions)
and the birth of a new Polish nationalism. In order to understand Namier’s
story about what happened in 1848, I will need to go back half a century
in time to this period when the stage was set for the developments that
entered the public arena in 1848. This background will be especially
important for a proper understanding of the Ukrainian case: the late
eighteenth century saw two events that defined the course of Ukrainian
history for the next one hundred fifty years. The first was the abolition
of the Hetmanate’s autonomy in the Russian Empire, which occurred at
virtually the same time as the beginning of a Ukrainian cultural and lit-
erary revival there. The second was the partitions of Poland between
1772 and 1795. In the first partition (1772) Austria took Galicia, of which
the western part was Polish-speaking and the eastern part Ukrainian-
speaking. Prussia took Poland’s Pomerania, and Russia took what is
now Belarus. In the 1793 and 1795 partitions Russia took Right-Bank
Ukraine, Lithuania, and the rest of Belarus, while Prussia and Austria
divided between themselves the remaining core Polish territory (Warsaw
went to Prussia; Kraków, to Austria). The former Polish territories 
that now found themselves in Russia formed the stage on which the
Ukrainian movement would coexist and compete with both Polish and
Russian power. 

Among many other definitions of nationalism, a point made by Adri-
an Hastings will also be important for my arguments. In clarifying the
relation between nation and state, and answering the question “When
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does a nation exist?” Hastings proposed this definition: “Even when it is
the state which has created the nation, it is not a nation until it senses its
primacy over and against the state.”6 Hastings’s point is very important
for a better understanding of the Russian nation-building case, and I
shall return to his idea in the closing part of this essay. 

Finally, I feel that it is especially helpful—in view of the extraordi-
nary complexity in the process of modern Ukraine’s formation (and no
less with regard to the Czech, German, Russian, or Polish nations)—to
cite Eugen Weber, who in his work Peasants into Frenchmen stresses
that the nation is not “a given reality” but “a work in progress.”7 The
story of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries substantiates Weber’s
idea. 

The Seed-plot in Brief 

Germany played the most important role in Namier’s scheme. He wrote
that during the revolutions of 1848 four different models of Germany
had been proposed and each of them was realized, at one time or anoth-
er, between 1848 and 1945. After the Habsburg defeat of 1848–49
came: (1) the Greater Austria of 1850; (2) in 1866, after the Prussian-
Austrian war, a Greater Prussia emerged (Germany being partitioned in
1866); this was followed by (3) the Lesser Germany (Klein-Deutsch -
land) of 1870–71; and, finally, (4) Adolf Hitler’s Greater Germany cre-
ated in 1938–39—a Germany that included Austrian and Czech
provinces and that was one of the radical ideas of the 1848 revolution
(and Karl Marx’s preferred German state). 

According to Namier, several other nationalities of the Habsburg
Empire realized their ideas in the century following 1848. The Hunga -
rians’ 1848 program was achieved in the Compromise of 1867, which
transformed the Austrian Empire into Austria-Hungary. That arrange-
ment constituted a defeat for the “non-historic” peoples for whom the
Greater Austria of 1850 had promised a better deal. The Italians also
had some of their claims satisfied during 1866–67: Vienna was forced
to give up most of its Italian possessions to the new Kingdom of Italy.
The Poles also gained: Galicia became autonomous in 1868, and the
Polish nobility there became its real master, though under a constitu-
tional regime. Thus, the removal of Austria from Germany—which
David Blackbourn has rightly called “the partition of Germany”8—had
immediate negative consequences for the Galician Ruthenians, who
were the losers in Vienna’s deal with the Poles. After 1866–67, Vienna
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granted Galicia certain rights, especially in the educational sphere, that
no other land of the monarchy enjoyed. It was after (and largely because
of) what happened in 1867 that many Ruthenians, feeling betrayed by
the monarch in Vienna, adopted a pro-Russian orientation. 

“In 1918–19 came the time for the subject races of the German and
Magyar spheres,” Namier continues. The Czechs and Slovenes won
their independence from the Germans; and the departure of the Croats,
Slovaks, Romanians, and Serbs reduced the Greater Hungary of 1867. 
I add to Namier’s account the facts that Hungary’s Ukrainians became
citizens of Czechoslovakia, and twenty years later, after the Sudetenland
crisis in 1938, Prague granted autonomy to Czechoslovakia’s “Ruthenian”
province, which at the same time began to call itself “Carpatho-Ukraine.”
The events of 1938 and 1939 (when Hungary annexed that area with
Hitler’s approval) illustrate the connection between the unfolding of the
Namierian German agenda and Ukrainian history. 

The post-World War I period was also “the time” for the Poles: they
and the Italians fully realized the goals they had set while living under
the Habsburgs. In 1918–21 the Poles were able to assert their power by
taking physical control of Ruthenian territory in Galicia and claiming
all of Galicia as Polish. The Italians were able to do the same with
respect to the Yugoslavs—meaning Slovenes and Croats. (Namier says
Yugoslavs: in 1948 Yugoslavia’s survival seemed secure.) 

The last act of the 1848 drama for Namier took place in 1939–45,
when “the time came” for the Yugoslavs and Ruthenians. The Ruthenians
completed their 1848 agenda with respect to the Poles, and the Yugoslavs
completed their agenda in the Italian sphere. In consequence of World
War II the Ruthenians finally disentangled themselves from the Polish
bond—a legacy of 1848 and 1918–19. Namier did not elaborate on 
the meaning of the term “came the time” as it applied to Ruthenians.
Although Polish rule over Ukrainians ended by 1945, national independ-
ence did not follow (thus, the 1848 agenda was not realized in 1945). 

Namier’s story ends in 1948, but I will continue it to 1991. I will
also expand on his schema and provide a background to 1848. For a his-
torian of Ukraine, Namier’s lecture serves as a very clear point of
departure for a review of Ukraine’s European or Western connection.
Germans were involved in Ukrainian affairs after 1914 and again after
1939; and in 1991, only one year after German unification—the con-
cluding act of the German story from my point of view today—Ukraine
finally gained its independence. 
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German Nationalism and the Habsburg Empire 

In 1797, the German poets Johann Wolfgang Goethe and Friedrich
Schil ler asked the famous question: “Germany? But where is it? I do
not know where to find such a country.” Without answering it, they pro-
ceeded to explain what the source of their difficulty was: “Where the
cultural [Germany] begins, the political ends.”9

Fifty years later, in 1848, Germans remained deeply divided about
the question of what Germany was. In 1848, the German nationalists’
program was to create a unified Germany as a nation-state that would
embrace all German kingdoms and principalities. The “Greater Austria”
that emerged in 1850 dominated politics in all German lands, but it also
included such countries as Hungary, which German nationalists were
not ready to accept. Namier’s listing of different models of Germany is
a useful reminder that the German nation, which some old-style studies
classify as a “historic” and thus well-defined nation, was itself undergo-
ing complex processes of making, remaking, and unmaking during its
transition to the age of nationalism. The new idea of a single, united
German nation-state was revolutionary: it called for the destruction of
the historic states of Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, and dozens of others, and
it challenged the integrity of the hereditary dominions of the house of
Habsburg that lay within the Holy Roman Empire. 

We can understand why the partitions profoundly influenced Polish,
Ukrainian, and German history. They transformed Prussia and Austria
and thus helped to “de-Germanize” these two states by adding substan-
tial Polish populations and territories. The Polish question became a
problem in Prussia’s internal politics, and the inclusion of Polish territo-
ries into the Habsburg monarchy moved Vienna’s center of attention
east into the Slavic world. Thus, post-1815 Austria was less German
than it was before 1772. This shift influenced the balance between Ger-
mans and Slavs in favor of the latter.10

When Austria took Polish territories (Galicia), it had to deal with a
Polish nation that was more advanced in nation-building than the Ger -
mans. Compared with Polish developments, German nationalism was
still largely an intellectual phenomenon, not only in Napoleon’s time,
but even after 1815 and until 1848. Polish nationalism had inspired
wars and uprisings in 1794, 1807, 1809, 1812, and 1830. Even when
there was no Poland on the map, not a single Polish poet—let alone
two!—would have answered the question “Where is Poland?” the way
Goethe and Schiller answered the question about Germany. According
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to Armstrong’s definition, therefore, the Poles were ahead of the Germans
(as well as the Russians) in nation-building at this time—a fact that
would also greatly influence Ukrainian nation formation, since the
Poles constituted a major part of Ukraine’s “Western dimension.” 

Some Polish historians have claimed that Vienna practiced a “Ger -
ma nization” of Galicia after 1772, but that is not true. At the time the
Habsburg Empire was engaged in building an imperial Austrian nation.
The addition of Galicia to the empire fostered the de-Germanization of
Austria because it further diverted Vienna’s attention from the German
national scene into the Slavic world. Any Germanization that the Habs -
burgs practiced was motivated by bureaucratic needs and was not part
of German nation-building. Vienna did not tell the Ukrainians (or
Czechs, Slovenes, and others) that they were really German. And, as I
noted earlier, German nationalism came into conflict with the Habsburg
Monarchy: by 1848 German revolutionaries wanted to dissolve it. 

Not only Germans were divided and confused about what their coun-
try was or should be. Other nationalities had problems deciding how to
define their countries. The Czech historian Ji‡í Ko‡alka has shown that
Vienna wanted to create a multi-ethnic “imperial people,” in opposition
to German and other ethnic nationalities. Ko‡alka writes that the Czechs
faced no less than five concepts of nation by 1848: Austrian, Pan-Ger -
man, Slavic, Bohemian, and Czech. He notes the efforts of the Josephinian
system “to create an Austrian state nation, whose main support was 
to come from the enlightened homo austriacus (Austrian man) in the
Austrian state administration and school system, in the army and in 
the church, guided by the state.”11 Ko‡alka distinguishes two forms of
“Austrianism” (Rakušanství): supra-ethnic and multinational, or multi-
ethnic. Until approximately 1860, Vienna was still trying to create an
Austrian imperial national identity, which was just as anti-Czech or
anti-Hungarian or anti-Polish as it was anti-German.12

The Ruthenians (or West Ukrainians) in Galicia were also confused
about their identity in 1848. Ruthenians had had a long relationship
with the Poles. Galicia was the first Ukrainian-inhabited area to find
itself under Polish kings and was under their rule uninterruptedly from
the middle of the fourteenth century until 1772. Following the 1772 par-
tition, Germany (as “Austria”) entered into the Polish-Ukrainian con-
nection in Galicia as a third force during a period of intellectual and
political revolution. Galicia was drawn into the world of German prob-
lems, and the imperial government began to participate in the Polish-
Ukrainian relationship. 
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The empire’s policy aimed at creating a homo austriacus explains
why even though Austria’s entry into Ukrainian lands made possible the
rise of a political community, Ruthenian peasants and Greek Catholics
(Uniates) there did not become “Ukrainians.” Their first political con-
sciousness was imperial—that is, what Thomas Masaryk, writing in the
late nineteenth century, ironically called “Viennism.” (Masaryk used
this term to describe the continuing loyalty of the Czechs to the monar-
chy.) In general, even after subjects of the monarchy had adopted a
modern national self-identification (as Czechs, Ukrainians, Slovenes,
and so forth), as a rule they retained their loyalty to the emperor until
the end of the monarchy. 

At the time of the partitions, Austria failed to carry out its centraliz-
ing Enlightenment-influenced reforms in Hungary and Bohemia, but it
was more successful in Galicia. In the long run it was the Poles who
benefited most from the reforms. Ruthenian Galicia became integrated
with the other ex-Polish regions now under Vienna and acquired an
even more Polish character. Despite its loss of independence after the
partitions, Poland remained a key presence and powerful factor in
Ukraine’s history, and its relative strength increased during the second
half of the nineteenth century. The Polish nobility continued to domi-
nate the Ukrainian peasantry by controlling the relations of production
and information (culture and education). Until the revolution of 1848 the
Poles had generally believed, as did most politically aware Ruthenians,
that Ruthenians were Polish. The dialect spoken by ethnically Polish
peasants in Western Galicia was different from that spoken by the peas-
ants of Eastern Galicia, but nationhood was considered a matter of poli-
tics, not ethnography. Choosing to be Polish meant choosing the Polish
heritage as one’s own, regardless of one’s ethnic or religious background.
In this connection Jerzy Jedlicki speaks about “the metaphoric under-
standing of heritage”: “it… encompassed the adopted members of 
the national community. Thus the Polish peasant, the Polonized Jew,
Ruthenian or German became the heir of the Polish nobility and of the
entire history of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.”13

The Polish nation-building project was helped by the fact that for a
long time the Ruthenians maintained their loyalty to the monarchy and
had a theological outlook. When some of the more educated Ruthenians
abandoned their faith in the imperial state and adopted modern ideas,
they did so by becoming Polish. Becoming Polish at that time and place
was the only way for educated Ruthenians to be European in the new
post-1789 sense. Before 1848, the Greek Catholic Church played an
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enormous role in preserving the distinct identity of Ruthenians, but it
did not offer any modern or secular political alternative to Polonism.
That alternative to Polonism would eventually be inspired by currents
coming to Galicia from Ukrainians in the Russian Empire and to some
extent from Prague. The publication in 1837 in Buda of Rusalka Dnist -
ro vaia, a slim collection of folk songs and poems written in the vernac-
ular, was a landmark in the history of Galician Ruthenians, but as its
contents reveal, its authors had been inspired by their East Ukrainian
brothers. The young men who put it together were consciously looking
to East Ukraine and at the same time were responding to the Slavic
revival among the Czechs and Southern Slavs within the Habsburg
monarchy. But this was a slow process—we can better understand this
slowness when we remember how much trouble the more highly edu-
cated Germans had with choosing their own national identity. Not only
in 1848, but for many years after, most Ruthenians were not thinking in
terms of a Ukrainian nation. 

For Austria’s Ukrainians, relations with the Poles were the key issue
in 1848. Their national revolution was a declaration of secession from
the Polish nation and was not directed against the monarchy; it was a
break with “Polonism,” not with “Viennism,” let alone with any of the
currents of German nationalism. The Poles, in contrast, were in conflict
with the monarchy because of their goal of independence or at least
autonomy for Galicia, which they considered a Polish land, and with the
German nationalists who wanted the Prussian-held ex-Polish provinces
to belong to a future united Germany. Since the monarchy for its own
reasons also opposed German nationalism, it became possible for it to
make a deal with the Poles after Prussia’s defeat of Austria in the war of
1866—a deal in which the Ruthenians proved to be the losers. 

During the revolutionary year of 1848, even though they were still
torn between different national alternatives, some Ruthenians appeared
for the first time on the stage of modern European history as Ukraini-
ans. Vasyl Podolynsky, whose national self-identification before becom-
ing a Ukrainian had been Polish, in a short Polish-language book print-
ed in 1848—titled Słowo przestrogi (A Word of Warning)—identified
and examined four national orientations current among his Ruthenian
compatriots in 1848: Ruthenian/Austrian, Polish, Russian, and Ukrain-
ian.14 Thus, although Namier was right to speak of the events of 1939–
45 as marking the realization of the Ruthenian program of 1848, it would
have been more historically accurate to say that 1939 marked the real-
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ization of one of the four national orientations the Ruthenians had pro-
fessed in 1848. 

The Ukrainian option was not the only one that the Ruthenians enter-
tained in 1848. Some Ruthenians remained loyal imperial subjects; oth-
ers thought that their future was with Poland, and still others looked to
Moscow and St. Petersburg for their national identity. Indeed, there
would be periods between 1848 and 1918 when the pro-Russian option
prevailed, and there were always times when educated Ruthenians, with-
out making any declarations about what they were doing, were becom-
ing integrated and assimilated into the Polish nation. 

Nevertheless, one of the main goals of a small group of Ruthenians
in 1848 was to become accepted as a distinct Slavic nationality. In 1848,
these Ruthenians declared that they were not Polish or Russian and that
their nationality was not confined to the Austrian Empire. While pro-
claiming its full loyalty to the emperor, the Ruthenian Main Council
proclaimed national unity with its conationals who lived in the southern
part of the Russian Empire. In their vision, their homeland extended as
far east as the Don River. Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak has noted that
the Main Council declared the Ruthenians of Galicia to be part of a larger
nation numbering fifteen million, one that was “distinct from both the
Russians and the Poles.”15 However, as Yaroslav Hrytsak points out, an
earlier draft by the Main Council cited a different number: “We belong
to the Galician-Ruthenian people, which numbers two and half million.”
The assertion could mean only that the Ruthenians were a nation also
different from Ukrainians in the Russian Empire. Only upon the insis-
tent demands of Yulian Lavrivsky, a member of the council who was 
not a clergyman, was the declaration revised to state that the Galician
Ruthenians were part of a fifteen-million-strong Little Russian (Ukrain-
ian) nation.16

The fact that Lavrivsky was not in the clergy was very important:
one needed a secular view of politics to be able to declare that the
Greek Catholics of Galicia belonged together with a nation that was
overwhelmingly Eastern Orthodox. However, when one remembers
how the Czechs were torn between different political loyalties and
national identities—not to mention the conflicting German answers to
the question “What is Germany?”—the confused state of the Ruthenians
is understandable. In the end, which came only in the early twentieth
century, the Ruthenians opted for the Ukrainian answer. They did not
replicate the nation-building model of the Slovenes or the Croats, who
rejected the idea of a common South Slav nation that would also
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embrace the Orthodox Serbs. The idea of a Ukraine existing across his-
toric political, cultural, and religious boundaries (the unity of Rutheni-
ans in Austria with Ukrainians in Russia) was one thing, however, and
the actual realization of unity another. 

Because his lecture was limited to the centrality of the German
Question, Namier left out the Russian dimension in the making of the
Ukrainian nation, a dimension with its own Western connections. The
transition from Ruthenia in 1848 to Ukraine in 1939–45 had a Western
dimension beyond the frame of “Vienna.” Ukrainian nation formation
was an internal, but not self-contained, Ukrainian process; and it reflect-
ed the Russian-Ukrainian relationship as well as the Polish-Ukrainian
one in Galicia. The Ukrainian culture that the Galician Ruthenians 
had adopted from Ukrainians in Russia had itself taken form in the
encounter of East Ukrainian awakeners with Polish culture in the Rus -
sian Empire. The Russian-Ukrainian relationship was not self-contained
either: (1) it took place within the Polish-Russian-Ukraine nexus in the
space that the Russian Empire acquired after the partitions of Poland,
and (2) it was a reflection of Russia’s direct relations with Europe (that
is, apart from the Polish link). Thus, even Russia was part of Ukraine’s
Western dimension during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In
order to understand the Ruthenian declaration of unity with Russian
Ukraine in 1848, we need to look at intellectual and political develop-
ments in the Russian Empire prior to 1848—in particular, the larger
Polish and Ukrainian schemes in their connections to what I call the
“seed-plot of Russian history.” 

Between Russians and Poles: Ukrainians in the Russian

Empire 

While the Ruthenians of Galicia entered the European stage in 1848
through their experiences in that revolution, their ethnic kinsmen in the
Russian Empire participated in a very different kind of opening to
Europe that was launched during the reign of Peter I (1689–1725) and
continued under his successors, most notably Catherine II (1762–96).
From the perspective of Ukrainian history, Russia’s “Europeanization”
fostered the acculturation and assimilation of “Little Russia” into a
common imperial culture and polity. This story has been covered exten-
sively in historical literature. However, as I shall argue in this essay, the
processes that were making Russians European—while turning “Little
Russians” into European Russians—also created conditions that facili-
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tated the emergence of the modern idea of a distinct Ukrainian nation.
In other words, those who embraced the Ukrainian idea did not want to
go to “Europe” the Russian way but to follow their own route. Eventu-
ally they managed to draw their own road map and even persuade the
Ruthenians in Galicia to join them. 

For help in explaining the complex problem of how the Little Rus -
sian-Russian split arose during the process of Russia’s Europeanization
and territorial expansion westward during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, I shall turn to the works of Liah Greenfeld and
Martin Malia. In her study of nationalism, Greenfeld argues that Rus -
sian nation formation was a direct consequence of Russia’s opening to
the West, and she offers a theoretical-comparative perspective in which
to interpret it. She asserts that in order for nationalist ideas to spread 
(a prerequisite for nation-building projects), “a supra-societal system,”
or shared social space, has to exist. “Borrowing presupposed the exis-
tence of a shared model, and such a model could exist only for societies
which were explicitly relevant for each other. It is probable that initially
such shared social space was created by Christianity and, perhaps, the
Renaissance.”17 Considering that from the eighteenth century Russia’s
rulers were trying to define their state in a European context, Green-
feld’s concept of “shared social space” (perhaps in considering the role
of ideas in the history of nations, it would be better to say “shared cul-
tural or mental space”) supports Russia’s inclusion in Europe. 

This does not mean that in the end Russians were successful in win-
ning such a recognition from the Europeans (or, for that matter, were
being supported in this venture by all of their own subjects). The ques-
tion of “Russia versus Europe” has remained on the political and cultur-
al agenda to the present day, and scholars have offered a variety of pro-
posals on how one might approach it. Writing in the 1990s, after the
collapse of Soviet Communism, Martin Malia argues that the “possibili-
ty of a new convergence with Russia” was related “to the problem of
Europe’s own essence.” He states that it is misleading to view Russia,
as it has been common to do, as an entity in opposition to another entity
called “Europe.” Instead he proposes “to transcend habitual essentialist
thinking,” which “presents geographic Europe” as “two cultural zones
—a West and an East,” suggesting that instead of doing this one should
view Europe “as a spectrum of zones graded in level of development
from the former to the latter.” For support he refers to German histori-
ans who, in their attempts to situate Germany in a broader European set-
ting, developed a concept of “das West-östliches Kulturgefälle, the
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West-East cultural gradient or declivity.” In his own study of Russia,
Malia says he is following “this perspective… with Russia at the bottom
of the slope to be sure, but part of Europe nevertheless.”18 Malia
explains that not only Germans view “modern Europe in terms of such a
gradient; it comes quite naturally to citizens of any of the nations
between the Rhine and the Urals, from the Czechs and Hungarians to
the Poles to the Russians.”19 While agreeing with Malia that Russia
should be considered part of Europe, I feel that he does not go far
enough in defining the different gradients. He fails to recognize the
existence of the “Ukrainian gradient” between Poland and Russia—a
failure that I regret. For many Western experts, however, Ukraine
remains a tabula russa, an unsuspected nation, in part because the space
where Poland and Russia once co-ruled has been ignored. 

As a case study of nation formation, Ukraine provides especially
convincing evidence to support Dominic Lieven’s broader statement on
the role of ideas in the realm of power politics. According to Lieven,
“the rise and fall of empires has much to do with the history of ideas: it
is very far from being the mere story of power defined in crudely mate-
rial terms.”20 When imperial Russia first opened itself to the West, then,
it was reasonable to expect that “Little Russia” would become integrat-
ed into the new St. Petersburg-centered and Europe-oriented state and
society that was then emerging. Marc Raeff has summed up the dynam-
ics of Ukraine-assimilation as an aspect of Russia’s European engage-
ment: 

The more successful and dynamic Enlightenment culture, in direct con-
tact with the world of European ideas, had its center in Russia proper;
the educational and cultural institutions of St. Petersburg (and to a lesser
extent those of Moscow) set the tone and pace: it was they that now
influenced the Ukrainians. All seemed to conspire to bring about the
integration of the Ukrainian elite and its culture into that of the empire,
leading, in fact, to russification, since Russian political culture had
achieved dominance and monopoly in the empire.21

Raeff’s formula is supported by concrete data about the behavior of
members of the Ukrainian educated class. In her study mentioned above,
Greenfeld notes the high proportion of natives of Ukraine among the
educated elites in the Russian capitals during Catherine II’s reign. This
was understandable because Ukraine had a much better developed net-
work of schools during Catherine’s reign, and educated individuals
from Ukraine were willing to serve in St. Petersburg in various govern-
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mental, educational, and other institutions. They were among the most
enthusiastic participants in the construction of an imperial Russian
national identity. I might add that the Ukrainians were becoming “russi-
fied” because that was also a way for them to become European. 

There were limits to Russia’s Westernization or Europeanization,
however. Russia’s state-sponsored “opening” to Europe was closely
controlled and very selective and did not provide for the adoption of
modern political ideas and institutions of the West, such as representa-
tive government, an independent judiciary, or freedom of the press. This
refusal by the tsarist state to evolve in the Western direction became
especially evident during the final phase of Catherine II’s reign and
under her two immediate successors, emperors Paul (1796–1801) and
Alexander I (1801–25). All doubts on this score were removed during
the reign of Nicholas I (1825–55), with its declaration of Orthodoxy,
autocracy, and narodnost´ as the fundamental principles of Russian
statehood. If one accepts Hastings’s definition of nation as an entity
independent of the state, then the tsarist ideology and policies opposed
the formation of a modern Russian nation. 

For self-evident reasons, this turn in the empire’s evolution was
especially unwelcome in that area from which so many enthusiasts of
Russia’s Europeanization had come two or three generations earlier. 
The upper class of “Little Russia,” or Left-Bank Ukraine, constituted a
social stratum that in some respects was similar to the Polish nobility—
even though it consisted largely of descendants of Cossack officers who
had fought against Poland in the seventeenth century—in that it thought
of itself as the carrier of Little Russia’s traditions and liberties. These
traditions and institutions, needless to say, were a heritage of Ukraine’s
past under the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and Ukraine did not
share them with Great Russia or “Muscovy.” Thus, even after its sub-
mission to the tsars, Little Russia retained a system based on the rule of
law, and many of its offices were at least formally elective. Catherine’s
modernization brought an end to this tradition when she extended the
Russian administrative system to the area. Despite these changes, the
Little Russian elite remained loyal to the state and adopted the official,
imperial Russian identity, but it was individuals belonging to that social
class—members of its cultural milieu—who in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries produced the idea that Ukraine was a nation
and as such was equal to Russia and Poland. This development took
place precisely during the decades in which Armstrong places the begin -
ning of the age of modern nations and nationalism. During the late eigh-
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teenth century, in John LeDonne’s apt phrase, while “the autonomy of
Little Russia was indeed being curtailed, […] a larger Ukraine was
coming into being…”22

Perhaps it would be more precise to say that at first the idea of a
larger Ukraine was being formulated. But thoughts about a Ukraine that
was much larger than the just dissolved “Little Russia” were finding
support in the geopolitical changes taking place in Eastern Europe.
Thus, from the perspective of Ukrainian history, it is possible to con-
clude that after Russia annexed Right-Bank Ukraine, subjecting many
parts of the Commonwealth to Russian rule, the tsarist state unintention-
ally created conditions that helped the Ukrainian national cause. The
partitions of 1793 and 1795 brought Left-Bank and Right-Bank Ukraine
together under one government. In Kyiv, which until then had been a
border town and after the partitions became again a central place in
which the Left- and Right-Bank elites could meet, Ukrainians from
beyond the Dnipro once more found themselves face to face with the
Poles, although this time the Poles were the tsar’s subjects. Members of
the emergent Ukrainian intelligentsia established direct, and even per-
sonal, contacts with Polish cultural and political activists. They discov-
ered that besides the window to Europe represented by St. Petersburg,
there was a shorter road to Europe via Poland. Moreover, unlike the
partly Europeanized Russia under traditional tsarist autocracy, the Poles
included Western liberal and democratic ideas and institutions in their
program. (Russia’s conquest of the northern coast of the Black Sea also
provides material for thinking about Ukraine, but this is a theme outside
our agenda.) 

The Poles were not simply one of “the nationalities” in the multi-
national Russian Empire. John LeDonne writes that: “Poland was not a
frontier but a core area—this alone renders inept the often made com-
parison between Finland and Poland in the Russian Empire. As a core
area, Poland was an irreducible social, religious, and cultural complex
possessing remarkable energy and restrainable only by the application
of superior force.”23

LeDonne’s argument is convincing when one remembers that while
the so-called Kingdom of Poland—created in 1815 at the Congress of
Vienna out of parts annexed by Prussia and Austria in 1795—could be
compared to Finland, the Polish-dominated social and cultural space
extended far to the east, up to the 1772 border of the Commonwealth. 
In the case of Kyiv, which underwent a “Polonization” of a kind after
1795, Polish influence extended even beyond the old border. Not only
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Vilnius, with its Polish university, but also Kyiv was in many ways a
Polish city under tsarist rule: its university, which the tsarist regime
founded in 1834 to promote de-Polonization, had more Polish students
in the middle of the century than Russian and Ukrainian students com-
bined. Even the university in Kharkiv, which was founded in 1804 with
the help of Adam Czartoryski, maintained contacts with Polish and oth-
er European schools and libraries, thus forming a direct link to Europe
that bypassed St. Petersburg. 

These examples may serve as concrete illustrations of LeDonne’s
point. Although Russia’s annexation of so much Polish territory brought
it closer to “Europe,” that did not help Russia’s “Europeanization.” Vera
Tolz has noted that in consequence of the incorporation of Polish lands,
Poland became “Russia’s internal ‘West.’” The Russian-Polish conflicts
within the state complicated Russia’s own problems and tended to
reveal the differences between Russia and Europe.24

By the 1820s the new ideas of nationality, increasingly popular in
German and Slavic lands under the Habsburgs, were also being promot-
ed by Polish writers and scholars in places such as Warsaw and Vilnius.
One consequence of this new trend was the birth of interest in the
Lithuanian and Belorussian languages and folklore, as well as history,
and this led some to the conclusion that the Belorussians and Lithuani-
ans were separate nationalities and not branches of the Polish nation, as
the Poles believed. Thus the presence of the Poles may well have stimu-
lated the rise of nationalism among those peoples of the Russian Empire
who lived in the area contested by the Poles and the Russians. I tend 
to agree with the Polish historian Aleksander Gieysztor, who calls the
Ukrainians and other non-Polish peoples along with the modern Poles
the “successor nations” of the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.25

One may certainly say that the Ukrainian national “awakening” took
place in an area that both the Poles and the Russians, each for reasons of
their own, considered to be Polish or Russian, respectively. The emerg-
ing Ukrainian intelligentsia rejected the Polish claims to Ukraine as a
land that was to become part of a restored Poland one day, just as it
refuted the similar Russian claims; however, it was receptive to Pol-
ish—that is, Western or “European”—ideas. This was most notably the
case in Kyiv, where the first significant Ukrainian intellectual and polit-
ical circle, the Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood, existed in the mid-
1840s. The Brotherhood embraced many of the ideas circulating among
the Poles, and it was very much in sympathy with the ideas that Adam
Mickiewicz was preaching in exile in Paris. Its activities would end
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with the arrests of its leaders, including Taras Shevchenko. The main
message of the Brotherhood—the most subversive from the viewpoint
of imperial ideology—was that within the Slavic community of nations,
which also included the West and South Slavs beyond Russia’s borders,
there existed a Ukrainian nation that should be recognized as an equal
of the Poles and Russians.26

At the same time, there were limits to how far the early Ukrainian
activists could open up to the Poles. As I noted, the Poles did not accept
Ukrainians as a separate nation, and they wanted to restore Poland in its
pre-partition borders. This was something Ukrainians found unaccept-
able, even if they were disillusioned with what Russia had to offer. And
even though Russia had taken Poland’s commanding place in the former
Commonwealth territory, for all practical matters in daily life Polish
rule continued over Ukrainians—as it did in the territory taken by the
Austrian Empire. Polish landlords continued to dominate the masses of
Ukrainian peasantry (a surviving element of the declining world of
Agraria). In due course the Ukrainian-Polish national conflict would
emerge there, with a strong social component (peasants against land-
lords). While recognizing the severity of the social and national antago-
nism, I agree with the Polish historian Jan Kieniewicz when he argues
more generally that 

The Polish-Ukrainian conflict, it seems, reaches as far as the eastern
expansion of Europe, and the prejudices that arise on both sides make it
hard to recognize the nature of this conflict. In particular, both sides find
it hard to see that the conflict is taking place WITHIN the same civiliza-
tion. Owing to the nature of this geographical area, the parties in the
conflict are inclined to view each other as members of an alien civiliza-
tion [Poles and Ukrainians see each other as alien and not behaving as
Europeans]… The dramatism and emotional tension of the Polish-
Ukrainian conflict are thus also a consequence of its intra-European
character.27

The Ukrainian-Polish case as interpreted by Kieniewicz supports
Green feld’s argument that nation formation takes place in a shared
social (I add cultural) space, and it brings a corrective to Malia’s
remarks on the Polish and Russian “gradients.” If Kieniewicz is right,
one also needs to recognize a Ukrainian gradient between those two. 

Let me turn now to the Russian side of the Ukrainian “gradient.” As
is well known, for much of the nineteenth century Russian officials and
Russian-educated society viewed the Ukrainian phenomenon, or ukraino -
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fil´stvo, as a regional, cultural phenomenon, and this view was consis-
tent with the common treatment of “Little Russians” as a branch of a
greater Russian nation that also included Great Russians and Belorus-
sians. It was not until the 1860s, during and under the impact of the Pol-
ish 1863 insurrection, that ukrainofil śtvo was officially recognized as
an attempt to break the unity of Russia.28

Some Russian enemies of tsarism recognized much earlier, however,
that ukrainofiĺ stvo carried a political message even though it was dis-
guised as an interest in local history, folklore, music, and literature.
Among those Russians who saw “Ukrainianism” as a vehicle for the
promotion of political values that the tsarist state had suppressed was
Kondratii Ryleev (1795–1826), one of the leading members of the
Decembrist conspiracy and uprising. Ryleev lived for some time in
Ukraine and developed an interest in Ukrainian history and ethnogra-
phy, and his writings include a poem titled “Mazepa.” The émigré histo-
rian Nikolai Ulianov, the author of a polemical work exposing Ukrain-
ian nationalism that was published in the 1960s, refers to the Ryleev
case in order to make a broader generalization on how “Russian cosmo-
politan liberalism was transforming itself on Ukrainian soil into local
autonomism.” “The Decembrists were the first to identify their cause
with Ukrainianism and created a tradition [in this respect] for the Rus -
sian revolutionary movement that followed.” To support his argument,
Ulianov quotes the Ukrainian scholar and activist Mykhailo Drahoma -
nov (1841–1895), who wrote that “the first attempt in poetry to link
European liberalism with Ukrainian historical traditions was not under-
taken by Ukrainians but by the Great-Russian (velikoross) Ryleev.”29 If
Ulianov, and Drahomanov before him, have interpreted Ryleev’s posi-
tion correctly, then we may conclude that for the Decembrists—and, we
may presume, even more so for the “Ukrainophiles”—the Ukrainian
“project” was a Ukrainian “road map” to Europe, a map that had been
drawn in intellectual encounters with the Poles and that constituted an
alternative to the official position on Russia’s relations with Europe. 

Gradually, the “European” theme became dominant in Ukrainian dis-
courses on the nature of Ukrainian distinctiveness from Russia. The the-
sis that the Ukrainians’ historical ties to “Europe” distinguished them
from the Russians became an article of faith in Ukrainian national ideol-
ogy. In his essay “The Ukrainian-Russian Debate over the Legacy of
Kievan Rus ,́ 1840s–1860s,” Jaroslaw Pelenski reviews the writings of
leading spokesmen of the Ukrainian position and cites the statement of
Mykola Kostomarov, according to whom “the basic differences between
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Ukrainians and Russians rested more on socio-political factors than on
ethnicity, language or religion.” (As one would expect a historian to do,
Kostomarov believed that those differences had already been apparent
in the Middle Ages, but he also admitted that the Novgorodians—that
is, one branch of the Great Russians—had had more in common with
the Ukrainians than with the other Great Russians who preferred “cen-
tralized rule.”) As Pelenski notes, in his historical reflections Kosto -
marov employed the concept of society that in Western terminology is
known as an open society—or even civil society. In this respect, Kos-
tomarov not only laid the foundations for the Ukrainian-Russian politi-
cal dialogue from the Ukrainian perspective but also initiated the mod-
ern analysis of the differences between the traditional socio-political
systems of the two countries.30

Ukrainian intellectuals of the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, even when they disagreed on many political questions of the day,
retained views formulated by their predecessors in the 1840s–1860s.
Thus, the leading spokesman of Ukrainian populism, Drahomanov, to
whom I referred earlier, stressed that “the preponderance of national dif-
ferences between Ukraine and Muscovy can be explained by the fact
that until the eighteenth century Ukraine was more closely bound to
Western Europe,” and the conservative ideologue Viacheslav Lypynsky
insisted that “The basic difference between Ukraine and Muscovy is not
the language, nor the tribe [ethnicity], nor the faith… but a different
political system which had evolved over the centuries, a different
method of organizing the ruling elite, a different relationship between
the upper and lower classes, between the state and society—between
those who rule and those who are ruled.”31

The first decades of the twentieth century created situations in which
arguments of intellectual historians and nationalist thinkers could be
tested in political practice. There is room in this brief essay for mention-
ing only the most basic facts of Russian history at that time: the prepa-
rations for the Great War, the war itself, the fall of the tsar and the rise
of the Provisional Government, the fall of that government, the coming
to power of the Bolsheviks, and their victory in the civil war. For the
meaning of what happened, however, I shall turn to several authoritative
interpreters who put those events in a broad historical and comparative
perspective. The contemporary historian Dominic Lieven offers a con-
cise formula that may serve as an epitaph to the story examined by
scholars such as Greenfeld and Malia: “Even in 1914 the Russians were
not really a nation.”32 Early in 1918, Thomas Masaryk reached the same
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conclusion as he observed the unfolding Russian events. Of both the
Russian revolutionaries and the Russian masses Masaryk said: “They
rid themselves of the Tsar, but they have not yet ridden themselves of
tsarism.”33 In 1935, Petr Struve, who was a leading ideologist and advo-
cate of Russian nation-building along Western lines and an active par-
ticipant in politics before and after 1914, described the revolution of
1917 as “the political suicide of a political nation” and called it “the
most destructive event in world history.”34

This wide-ranging “detour” from Namierian Galicia in 1848 pro-
vides a broader context in which to view the Ruthenians’ move toward 
a common nationality with Russia’s Ukrainians. Conversely, it also
offers a perspective on the failure of the Russophile project in Galicia.
Between 1848 and 1914 there were times when a majority of nationally
aware Ruthenians professed their desire to be members of a nation that
was to be composed of Great Russians, Belorussians, and Little Russians.
To note their defeat does not imply that it was historically inevit able. In
light of my discussion, one of the causes of the eventual defeat of the
Russian option in Galicia may have been the fact that the autocratic
tsarist state sought to prevent the formation of a Russian nation that was
liberal, Western, and “European.” Internal Russian politics had its reper-
cussions in Austria: supporters of the Russian idea there depended on
the support of Russian official circles; therefore they had to abstain
from criticizing Russia’s autocratic regime. The Russophiles were con-
strained to promote the idea of a Russian nation that was dependent on
the tsarist state and its official church, and such a national project
became increasingly outdated and less attractive to Austria’s Rutheni-
ans, who were becoming accustomed to living in a constitutional and
liberal Austria. The outcome of the struggle between these two national
projects in Galicia may have been significantly influenced by what hap-
pened or, better still, what did not happen, in St. Petersburg in 1825, or
in the 1860s, or even in the 1880s. Would things have turned out in Lviv
the way they did had Russia acquired an elected parliament in the 1860s
rather than after the revolution of 1905, or if the Russians had become a
nation by 1914, perhaps even before 1914? 

Paradoxical as this may appear, in 1914 the “stateless” Ruthenians 
of Galicia were a nation in a sense in which the Russians in “their own”
empire were not. By then it was evident that a Ukrainian subject of the
Austrian monarchy enjoyed more personal and political freedom than a
Ukrainian, as well as his Russian counterpart, did in Russia. The Ukrain -
ian national idea and the political ideas of the Ukrainophiles were com-
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patible with the legal and political system and values of “Europe” as
exemplified by Austria: what the Ukrainians wanted was more of
“Europe”—further democratic reforms, greater national rights, especial-
ly the grant of autonomy to the Ukrainian part of Galicia, and certainly
not the introduction of autocracy, even if it was Russian autocracy. 

Choosing the Ukrainian identity meant that the Galician Ruthenians
declared themselves not to be a nation in their own right but a part of a
much larger nation, one whose main body lived in Russia. By so doing
they recognized the intellectual lead of the East. They adopted the con-
ception of Ukrainian history formulated by “Easterners” as their histori-
cal legacy. As Serhii M. Plokhy puts it, the idea of Ukrainian nation-
hood was based “on two main myths: that of Ukraine as the direct and
only successor to medieval Kievan Rus´, and the myth of the Ukrainian
Cossacks.” It was the “East Ukrainian” Mykhailo Hrushevsky who was
especially influential in making these two myths central elements of
Ukrainian history, says Plokhy, and I might add to this that the Kyiv
University graduate Hrushevsky wrote his most important works when
he was a professor at the University of Lviv in 1894–1914.35 While they
were open to the ideas and leadership coming from the East (before
Hrushevsky, Drahomanov had exerted great political influence among
the Galicians), the more the Galicians advanced in their own region, 
the more they wanted to reciprocate by helping their compatriots within
the Russian Empire. Their contributions were especially appreciated
after the 1905 revolution, when the East Ukrainians finally were able 
to establish their own press, various cultural societies, cooperatives, and
so forth. After the outbreak of the war in 1914, “Ukrainian-Ukrainian”
relations achieved a qualitatively new level, especially after the fall of
tsarism and then the proclamation of the Ukrainian People’s Republic in
November 1917. It seemed for a brief moment, between March and
November 1917, that the forces of Russian democracy and the advo-
cates of Ukrainian autonomy would be able to reach a modus vivendi
satisfying both parties. Had this happened, one may speculate further,
the Ukrainian part of Galicia would have joined Russian Ukraine after
the fall of the Habsburg monarchy (which would have been caused by
the Allied victory), and together they might either have become an
autonomous member of a democratic multinational federation with Rus-
sia or perhaps achieved independence as a sovereign Ukrainian state. 

But a democratic Russia did not survive. It committed “suicide,”
according to Struve, and in the civil war that followed, both the “Reds”
and the “Whites” fought against the Ukrainians. In the end, the Reds
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defeated the Whites and the Ukrainians. The Poles occupied all of Gali-
cia by the summer of 1919, and the border established after the 1920
war between Soviet Russia and Poland left Galicia on the Polish side. It
is possible to argue that the outcome of the Polish-Ukrainian war over
Galicia in 1918–19 had been greatly influenced by the events in Petro-
grad in November 1917: the Russian “suicide” contributed to the
Ukrainian failure to win independence and thus prevented the unifica-
tion of Galicia with Russian Ukraine. 

Whereas for Russian liberals, “1917” stood for Russia’s break with
“Europe” and its turn toward “Asia,” for the Communists the same year
represented Russia’s assumption of leadership in humanity’s march
toward a new Communist civilization, the realization of another “seed-
plot” of 1848—the one formulated in The Communist Manifesto. Instead
of catching up with Europe, Russia became a model for Europe to emu-
late. The dissolution of “Russia” as an empire and a nation in the bour-
geois sense was more than adequately compensated for by the creation
of a new historical community, what during the final decades of the
Soviet system the official ideologists called “the multi-ethnic Soviet
people.” In the long run, however, over the course of seven decades the
Soviet system repeated the failure of its imperial predecessor. Accord-
ing to Johann P. Arnason, the Soviet “counter-paradigm of modernity,
arguably the most important of its kind,” failed to realize the Marxist
grand design and instead “brought the imperial order back to life in a
new shape.” In the course of its history it also reactivated the empire’s
“self-destructive dynamic.”36

The Last Act of “1848”: 1945–1991 

Over seventy years had to pass for Communism’s “self-destructive
dynamic” to run its course, and it was only concurrently with the col-
lapse of the Soviet “counter-paradigm of modernity” that the former
“Ruthenians” of the Habsburg Galicia—by then quite sure that they
were Ukrainians—could freely declare their wish to live together with
their compatriots in the east in an independent state called Ukraine.
They did this on two occasions in 1991. First, in March, in the popular
referendum about the future of the Soviet Union that Mikhail Gor-
bachev organized in order to save the Soviet Union as a single state, 
the three West Ukrainian regions constituting the Soviet part of once-
Austrian Galicia overwhelmingly voted for Ukraine’s independence. 
(In March 1991, an option to vote for independence was not available to
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voters anywhere else in Ukraine.) These regions confirmed their choice
in the Ukraine-wide referendum of 1 December 1991, in which all of
Ukraine could vote for or against independence—that is, secession from
the USSR. (Overall, more than ninety percent voted for independence.) 

More than seventy years separate the collapse of the Habsburg monar-
chy and the dissolution of the USSR (and thus also the Russian Empire).
What appeared to Namier as the realization of the Ruthene program of
1848 was in reality the result of a secret deal made in August 1939 by
Joseph Stalin’s Soviet Union and Adolf Hitler’s “Greater Germany,” a
deal that in its basic features was subsequently ratified by the Soviet
Union’s wartime allies and was finally confirmed in the Soviet-Polish
border treaty of 1945. None of these arrangements was an expression of
the wishes of the people living there. 

Namier had been right to think that “1945” inaugurated a new era in
European history. Indeed, the post-1945 era was a new epoch, and the
German Question and matters related to it evolved in a new historical
setting. On the one hand, the process of European unification began
with the Community of Coal and Steel, the Common Market, NATO,
and most recently the European Union. On the other hand, there was the
Soviet Bloc, the “Socialist Commonwealth.” However, not only the
Ukrainian but also other “questions” inherited from 1848 remained after
the defeat of the “Greater German Reich,” and of these the most impor-
tant was the German Question. As we shall see, the history of Ukraine
remained linked to the history of Germany until the last decade of the
twentieth century. 

The postwar German story is well known. Germany suffered huge
territorial losses to Poland and to a smaller extent to the USSR (Königs-
berg becoming Kaliningrad). On the ruins of Gross-Deutschland there
was at first something one might call “Kein-Deutschland” under a joint
administration of the four great powers, and then even that remaining
Germany was divided into the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Soviet-controlled “German Democratic Republic.” There was also a
divided Berlin, and Austria was restored as a separate country after its
seven years as part of Hitler’s Germany. 

It took almost fifty years for this new version of the “German ques-
tion” to be solved to everybody’s satisfaction. This time the solution
was directly connected to political change within the USSR and the
processes of internal liberalization in East European states and their
emancipation from Moscow’s control. In 1990, the GDR dissolved and
its “lands” joined the Federal Republic. The famous question “What is
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Germany?” received an answer nobody had anticipated in 1848, but it
seemed that finally everybody was happy. Those pleased certainly
included Poland and Czechoslovakia because the Federal Republic rec-
ognized the 1945 borders, thus putting an end to Polish-German and
Czech-German conflicts of the past. While the postwar dependence of
East and Central European states on the USSR was being covered up
ideologically by invoking their shared commitment to building social-
ism and communism and their membership in the “socialist camp,”
another, more persuasive argument was often heard: at least the Soviet
Union protected Poland and Czechoslovakia from the threat of “West
German revanchism.” When the Federal Republic renounced any “revan-
chist” claims prior to German unification, it became easier for the Poles
(and others) to press for democracy at home and for independence from
the USSR. But the end of the German threat did not guarantee the sur-
vival of all states that we might, with some justification, call successors
of the Habsburg monarchy. The unification of Germany was soon fol-
lowed by the breakup of Yugoslavia and the dissolution of Czechoslova-
kia, and in both cases it is possible to see echoes of 1848.37

It is certainly possible to see a continuity between the events of 1848
and those of the late twentieth century in Ukrainian history. Ukraine’s
independence followed the unification of Germany within one year.
Whereas Germany had played a very negative role in Ukrainian history
in 1941–45, the “intersection” between the histories of Ukraine and
Germany in the late 1980s–early 1990s proved helpful to the Ukraini-
ans. All agree that the resolution of the German question was made pos-
sible by the politics of perestroika and glasnost in the USSR, in which
Mikhail Gorbachev played a central role. There is less clarity, to quote
Philip Zelikow and Condoleezza Rice, on “how to weigh the role of the
unification of Germany in the collapse of the Soviet Union.” Zelikow
and Rice agree, however, that Gorbachev’s German policy undermined
his political base at home and emboldened nationalists throughout the
USSR, and that this policy in turn helped to end the Soviet Union’s con-
trol over Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union fell apart shortly after the
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, and the Russian Federation found itself
within the “approximate frontiers of Peter the Great’s Russia.”38

Along with the newly independent Russia and thirteen other new
post-Soviet states, there was an independent Ukraine. As they watched
this new entity’s first months, some Western (and Russian) analysts and
scholars were predicting that Ukraine would break up the way Yugoslavia
had. They pointed out several fault lines along which the break might
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occur. One possibility was along the old boundary between Austria-
Hungary and Russia; another, following the divide between the mainly
Catholic West and the Eastern Orthodox East (the “clash of civiliza-
tions” school of thought drew attention to this element of Ukrainian 
disunion); and, finally, a break into Ukrainian- and Russian-speaking
regions, reflecting the widely held interpretation of the Yugoslav con-
flict as one based on “ethnicity.” (Some observers expected Crimea to
break away first, with the Donbas and Odesa region to follow.) 

None of these scenarios materialized. Admittedly, the Ukraine that
became independent in 1991 was hardly a well-integrated country. It
included, besides Galicia, two other territories that the Soviet Union
annexed after World War II: the so-called “Trans-Carpathian Ukraine,”
for twenty years a part of Czechoslovakia (and before that of Hungary),
and the northern portion of the old Austrian province of Bukovina,
under Romania between the two world wars. Their populations had
lived for several generations under the Habsburgs and then for another
twenty years under their successors—who, despite their many short-
comings, differed markedly from Stalin’s Soviet Union in the 1930s.
Although Lviv and Uzhhorod and Chernivtsi found themselves in the
same Soviet republic as Donetsk, Luhansk, Kharkiv, and Poltava, the
eastern and western parts of Ukraine had little in common. The making
of Ukrainians into one nation, first placed on the agenda as a Romantic
idea in 1848, would have been a complex, painful, and challenging
process under the best of circumstances, but after 1945 Ukrainians were
not free to work on it. Instead, they all became objects of Sovietization.
While the war was still on, in anticipation of such a situation even before
the Soviets occupied all of Ukraine, one Western observer, William
Henry Chamberlin, acknowledged the “strong sentimental and cultural
ties between these two branches of the Ukrainian people” and asked
whether the Ukrainians of Eastern Galicia and Bukovina would become
Sovietized or whether the Westerners’ “stubborn adherence to national-
ist and religious ideals” would “cause embarrassment to the Soviet rulers
and perhaps affect their blood brothers, the Soviet Ukrainians.”39

It took many years before we got an answer to the Chamberlin ques-
tion. The western regions of Ukraine became Sovietized to a greater
extent than their people perhaps like to admit, but they also “affected”
the eastern part of the country, and without any doubt they caused
“embarrassment to the Soviet rulers” during the final years of the USSR,
when they voted for secession. There was a remarkable unity of action
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at least between Lviv and Kyiv in 1989–91, and this certainly mattered
when the independence question was on the agenda. 

Among other significant factors that helped to shape Ukrainian
events during the period of the USSR’s breakup and the unification of
Germany, one must include the changed Polish-Ukrainian relationship.
Long before 1991, the democratic forces in Poland had decided to sup-
port Ukrainian national aspirations. It is most unlikely that Stalin—or
his successors—could have imagined that the USSR’s territorial gains
of those parts of pre-1939 Poland populated by Ukrainians would make
it possible to end the old historic relationship between these two nations
and would one day make it possible for the Poles to support the Ukraini-
ans in their resistance to Moscow. Poland was the first country to recog-
nize Ukraine’s independence—just one day after the referendum of 
1 December 1991—and Poland also supported the Lithuanians and
Belorussians in their striving for independence despite the memories of
past antagonisms between these “successor nations” of the Common-
wealth. For many years Polish politicians and writers complained about
how fatal their country’s geopolitical situation was: by the early 1990s,
they saw Poland in a wholly redrawn geopolitical setting, as all of the
states Poland had had as its neighbors until then were gone. For Ukraine
the change was no less dramatic: not only was it independent, but it
found itself for the first time in several centuries with a friendly power
on its western border. The historic transformation of the Ukrainian-Pol-
ish relationship into one of good neighbors placed the Ukrainians in an
unprecedented position versus Russia: for the first time, Ukraine did not
have to be concerned with a threat from another power when it faced
Russia. 

An Epilogue—and a Prologue? 

Let me recapitulate the argument about the “European dimension” of
the emergence of modern Ukraine and explain why this essay focuses
on the Austrian or “Viennese” connection, whereas the other two ele-
ments of what I call the “European dimension” receive a more cursory
treatment. Ukraine’s Russian connection is widely known—who has not
heard about the “three hundred years” of Ukraine’s being part of Rus-
sia?—and, to a lesser degree, the Polish connection is also known. I do
not need to explain in this essay how in reality only a small part of
Ukrainian territory was connected to Russia for so long, and I have not-
ed earlier that even after most of Ukraine found itself within the Rus -
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sian Empire, the Polish presence survived and extended to a much
wider territory than is commonly acknowledged. The early formulation
of modern Ukrainian identity began under the Russian Empire, in the
historic “Hetmanate” or “Little Russia,” and continued not only in
Russian but also in that Polish-dominated cultural and social space.
However, while it acknowledges the role of St. Petersburg and Warsaw,
this essay argues that Ukraine’s “Vienna” connection to Europe
deserves more recognition than it usually receives and that the legacy of
1848 is not merely a matter of history but has a special relevance for
Ukraine today, in the early years of the twenty-first century. 

The Habsburg monarchy was not simply an anachronistic continua-
tion of an even more antiquated “Holy Roman Empire.” Students may
be amused when they learn that the emperor of Austria also called him-
self king of Hungary, king of Bohemia, king of Croatia, archduke of
Austria above Enns, and archduke of Austria below Enns, not to men-
tion that he was also margrave of Moravia and grand duke of Kraków,
and more. Some Ukrainians may think it very odd that until the end in
1918, the Austrian monarch also styled himself “king of Galicia and
Lodomeria”—that is, the successor of medieval princes of Halych and
Volodymyr. But these medieval titles bore some relation to modern 
realities. When we look at the map of Europe in the 1840s, we see that
Bratislava and Prague, Buda and Pest and Zagreb, Dubrovnik and
Kraków, Ljubljana and Lviv, Venice and Ternopil, Milan and Cherniv -
tsi—I call them by their current names, some of which in 1848 were
still to be invented—were all governed from one center, though, admit-
tedly, not all in the same uniform way.40 A resident of Chernivtsi who
could afford it was free to go to Milan or Venice without crossing inter-
national borders. While not many Austrian Ruthenians went to La Scala
or the Dalmatian coast, we know that one, Yurii Fedkovych (1834–
1888), “wrote his first poem in Ukrainian” when doing his military
service in northern Italy. “Up to that time he wrote in German,” the
Encyclopedia of Ukraine informs us.41 Would one be mistaken to think
that the founder of modern Ukrainian literature in Austrian Bukovina
was inspired to switch to the language of Kotliarevsky and Shevchenko
by his encounters with Italians? If such was the case, then his biography
illustrates what Greenfeld and Malia tell us about those wider social and
cultural spaces in which people were developing modern national con-
sciousness. 

Turning from geography to history, we are reminded that in 1848,
when serfdom was finally abolished in the monarchy, Austria’s Ukrain-
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ian serfs were also freed, and that Ukrainians, including those freed
peasants, voted in 1848 to elect the constituent assembly of the monar-
chy, the Reichstag. Indeed, among those they elected as deputies were
several former serfs. They voted together with Poles, Romanians, Czechs,
Slovenes, Germans, and Italians, for all of whom this was also their first
experience of this kind. However critical one may be of the actual con-
ditions under which they lived after 1848, until the end of the monarchy
the Ukrainians of Galicia and Bukovina knew the rule of law (the
monarchy was a Rechtsstaat), were free to develop their own associa-
tions of all kinds, including political parties, participated in politics at
local, provincial, and state-wide levels, and their language was recog-
nized by the state in education, administration, and the courts of justice.
In short, for those Ukrainians Europe did not mean just abstract and
noble ideals but was, however imperfect in practice, something they
experienced in real life. One example will help explain this point.
Whereas under the repressive tsarist regime Russian populism was
increasingly turning to violence and revolution, Drahomanov, born and
educated in Russian Ukraine, was able to win support for his ideas in
Galicia, where his disciples were free to apply his “Euro-Populism” in
social and political activities and to build social and cultural institutions. 

It should be evident by now that it is not my intention to suggest that
the Ruthenians of Galicia and Bukovina were somehow better Euro-
peans or better Ukrainians than their cousins in Ukraine under Russia.
On the contrary, I argue that the transformation of “the Ruthenians into
Ukrainians,” the formation of their Ukrainian national identity—which
also meant their self-definition as a European nation—was the result of
an interaction across imperial borders in which Poltava, Kharkiv, and
Kyiv had played the role of initiators and, for a time, leaders. Because
they knew this, as they looked at Galicia on the eve of the war of 1914,
Ukrainian activists in the tsarist state treated the achievements of their
Austrian compatriots as their own, too. They attributed the differences
between the condition of two Ukraines to the fact that one of them was
part of a European state. They expected that the eastern core of their
country would do just as well, if not better, given the opportunity. But,
as we know, “1917” and its aftermath brought not only the destruction
of a “European” Russia but also the defeat of a democratic Ukraine. 

The subject of this paper, I would like to suggest, is not only of his-
torical interest. The anti-Communist revolutions of 1989–91 and the
collapse of the Russian/Soviet empire gave the nations of East Central
Europe the opportunity to join a new kind of Europe, the European
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Union, which Western Europe has been building since the end of World
War II. They responded eagerly to this chance. All of those nationalities
about which Namier wrote, and several others not under the Habsburgs
in 1848 (Bulgaria and the Baltic states), are scheduled to become mem-
bers or are recognized as candidates for the European Union. Leaders 
of Ukraine also profess their country’s “European orientation,” and
many people, especially but not only in the old “Austrian” areas, would
like their country to go to Europe via the route that is being taken by
Ukraine’s neighbors. But this is not the only, or even the prevailing,
view in Ukraine today. Some other people oppose Ukraine’s European
ties, whereas still others insist that unlike the Poles or the Lithuanians
the Ukrainians should go “to Europe—with Russia.” It is not only peo-
ple who are engaged in the practice or study of politics and international
relations who are participating in these controversies. As a Warsaw
scholar, Ola Hnatiuk, shows in her recent book Farewell to Empire:
Ukrainian Debates on Identity, the cultural elite, in particular writers
and scholars of literature, are also engaged in highly charged debates
about Ukrainian identity, in which one of the major themes is post-Sovi-
et Ukraine’s stand versus Europe. As Hnatiuk rightly points out, the
Ukrainians are trying to find their way in the post-imperial world.42

Perhaps the advocates of the “To Europe—with Russia” option do
not believe that Ukraine has left the empire for good. They do not
explain why it is necessary for Ukraine first to attach itself to Russia
and only then to try joining Europe. Why not go to Europe directly, like
all the other nations? Those familiar with the history of both Ukraine
and Russia can easily recognize in this slogan something that Ukraine
experienced three hundred years earlier, when Peter I opened his famous
“window to Europe” by building St. Petersburg. They also know that
Russia’s love-hate relationship with Europe ended in the catastrophe of
1917. So one may ask whether the call for Ukraine’s closer ties with
Russia is motivated by a desire to help both nations join Europe or
whether it represents something different, namely an attempt to restore
the old imperial pattern in Ukraine-Russia relations, in short, to deprive
Ukraine of its independence. 

One’s answer to these questions depends in large part on how one
diagnoses the present condition of Russia. Geoffrey Hosking argues that
while “Britain had an empire… Russia was an empire—and perhaps
still is.” For the British people the empire was distant from the home-
land (Ireland was the exception), so when the time came for the
empire’s end they were able to detach themselves from it “without
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undue distress,” says Hosking, but for the Russians, the “Russian
empire was part of the homeland, and the ‘natives’ mixed inextricably
with the Russians in their own markets, streets and schools—as indeed
they still do.”43 In 1991 it seemed that the Russians would follow the
British and accept (“without undue distress”) the breakup of their
empire. The leaders of the Russian Federation played a crucial role in
the peaceful dissolution of the USSR and Ukraine’s gain of independ-
ence. It seemed then that the post-Soviet Russians had become a nation
in a sense in which they were not a nation in 1914. Moreover, a dozen
years ago Russia, as a free nation and a democratic state, recognized
Ukraine’s national independence. However, can one confidently say
today that the Russian nation is sufficiently independent of the state to
satisfy Hastings’s definition of what makes a nation a nation? Can one
say today that the leaders—and the people—of Russia do not want to
restore the empire, in some form or another, that they not only have
abandoned the goal of imperial restoration but also have rejected an
authoritarian form of government for Russia? As we saw, it took plenty
of “distress,” over more than one hundred fifty years, before the Ger-
mans gave up their imperial ambitions and became a “normal” Euro-
pean nation. Have the Russians freed themselves from their imperial
outlook, and do they now agree that Russia should be a “normal”
nation-state, not an empire? And, finally, do the Russian state and Russ-
ian society want Russia to join Europe? 

It is too early to answer these questions about Russia with any
degree of certainty. Russian history has its own dynamics, its own
dimensions, as one would expect of a country extending from the Baltic
to the Pacific. For the time being, however, regardless of what Russia
does or says, in Ukraine the cultural elite and the political class need to
bear in mind Ukraine’s direct cultural and political connections to
Europe in the past. Is it naïve to hope that if Ukrainian intellectuals and
policy makers reflect on the actual record of the Ukrainian experience
in Europe, they will agree that Ukraine’s future should be with Europe? 

A Postscript 2008

The final pre-publication version of this chapter, written in 2003, appeared
in Harvard Ukrainian Studies in March 2004. A year later, a shorter
German version appeared in Transit: Europäische Revue.44 For that edi-
tion I wrote the following new conclusion:

When it won independence in 1991, Ukraine was not a democratic
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state, but it escaped the fate of Yugoslavia or Czechoslovakia and
remained one country. Only in 2004, some fifteen years after the Cen-
tral European revolutions of 1989–90, did the Ukrainians, in their
Orange Revolution, make an attempt to “catch up” with their former
fellow Habsburg nations. The new generation was especially aware that
Ukraine’s revolution had not been completed. As a young man at Inde-
pendence Square told a foreign correspondent: “In 1991 we became
independent, now we want to be free.” The fundamental issue in the
Orange Revolution was a stand against corruption and for human digni-
ty and human rights. The most popular slogan—“We are many, we can-
not be defeated” (Razom nas bahato, nas ne podolaty)—recalls slogans
of East German demonstrators in 1989–90: “Wir sind das Volk” and
“Wir sind ein Volk,” as well as Solidarity’s call in 1980: “Nothing that
concerns us—without us” (Nic o nas bez nas). The year 2004 was also
remarkable for the help European neighbors gave Ukraine. In Kyiv 
hundreds of thousands cheered “Poland, Poland” when Lech Walesa
addressed them, and there were declarations of support and solidarity
from Prague and other capitals. However, by 2004 it was also clear that
the breakup of the USSR had not conclusively solved the “Russian
Question,” in particular in the area of Ukrainian-Russian relations. In
1991, the Russian Federation had played a crucial role in the peaceful
dissolution of the USSR and in Ukraine’s gain of independence, and it
seemed then that its leaders and its people had abandoned the goal of
imperial restoration and an authoritarian form of government; in short,
had agreed to become a “normal” nation, similar to other “post-imperial”
nations. Today, the picture is much less clear. President Vladimir Putin’s
open interference in the Ukrainian election process shows that Russia
prefers not to view Ukraine as a truly independent country. Lilia
Shevtsova recently noted the survival of “nostalgia for the imperialist
[i.e., imperial] past” among Russia’s political elites, and their hope,
shared by Putin, that Russia will be able “to join the West on their own
terms—that is, while preserving at least some elements of the Russian
System.” 45 Whatever choices Russia makes, they will reflect the Euro-
pean and Eurasian dimensions of its history, as one would expect of a
country extending from the Baltic to the Pacific, and will directly influ-
ence Ukraine’s domestic and foreign affairs—despite its choice for
Europe in the election of 2004.

Several years have passed since I wrote that new conclusion. I have
continued to work on the main themes of the original article, but rather
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than revising it now or even updating the closing section for this publi-
cation, I refer the interested reader to newer essays in which I examine,
from various angles, my main theme: the making of modern Ukraine.
The subject of one of these, “Lenin, ‘Great Russia,’ and Ukraine,”
appears self-explanatory, but in the Lenin paper I manage to offer my
own comment on Semen Divovych’s 1762 poem, “A Talk between
Great Russia and Little Russia,” to which Andreas Kappeler refers in
his study ‘Great Russians’ and ‘Little Russians’: Russian-Ukrainian
Relations and Perceptions in Historical Perspective.46 In “Mapping
Ukraine: Identity Space to Decision Space” I attempt to locate in time
and space the first formulation of the idea of Ukrainian ethnic territory
as distinct from the historical Little Russian one, while “Publish or Per-
ish: Texts and Peoples” offers a political reading of Ivan Kotliarevsky’s
contribution to the “secession” of a segment of the Little Russian elite
from imperial to Ukrainian identity.47
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1 Namier was born Ludwik Bernsztajn (Bernstein) in what was then the Russ-
ian partition of Poland. The family bought an estate in eastern Galicia in what
is now the Ternopil region of Ukraine and changed its name to Niemirowski.
Although his father was a fervent Polish nationalist, young Ludwik, who
spent his childhood among Ukrainian village children, would later take the
side of the Ukrainians during the Polish-Ukrainian conflict. After a brief peri-
od at Lviv University, Namier moved to Lausanne for one term and from
there went to Balliol College, Oxford, beginning his studies there in 1908 and
graduating with a first-class degree in history in 1911. See Mark Baker,
“Lewis Namier and the Problem of Eastern Galicia,” Journal of Ukrainian
Studies 23, no. 2 (winter 1998): 59–63, for an outline of Namier’s biography
to 1914. Cf. Julia Namier, Lewis Namier: A Biography (Oxford, 1971), p. 31:
“But Ukrainian was to him [Lewis’s father] no language at all. To make this
clear he strictly forbade his children to pick it up from anyone, especially
from the servants whose native language it was. [Lewis] traced to those years
his passionate siding with the ‘Ruthenians,’ or Ukrainians… in 1919.” For
some important biographical facts and for Namier’s views on the nationalities
question, see Amy Ng, “Nationalism and Political Liberty: Josef Redlich,
Lewis Namier, and the Nationality Conflict in Central and Eastern Europe”
(Ph.D. thesis, Oxford University, 2001).
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Essays on European History, 1812–1918 (New York and Evanston, 1963),
pp. 21–30.
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Haven, 2000), p. 270.

4 For a full exposition of Gellner’s view on the transition from Agraria to
Industria, see his Nations and Nationalism (Ithaca, 1983). I speak of junc-
tures or conjunctures in the sense in which Leon Wasilewski uses the word
konjunktura in his book Kwestja Ukrai≈ska jako zagadnienie mi¡dzynaro -
dowe (“The Ukrainian Question as an International Problem”), in which he
argues that for a stateless nation trying to win independence it is not enough
just to fight for it: what is also indispensable is a favorable international
“conjuncture.” See Leon Wasilewski, Kwestja Ukrai≈ska jako zagadnienie
mi¡dzynarodowe (Warsaw, 1934), pp. 142–43. I quote relevant passages from
this book in Russia, Ukraine, and the Breakup of the Soviet Union (Stanford,
2000), pp. xli and xlviii–xlix.

5 John A. Armstrong, “The Autonomy of Ethnic Identity,” in Thinking Theoret-
ically about Soviet Nationalities, ed. Alexander J. Motyl (New York, 1992),
p. 29.

6 Adrian Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and
Nationhood (Cambridge, 1997), p. 25.

7 Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen (London, 1977), p. 493, quoted by
Hastings, Construction of Nationhood, p. 26.
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8 David Blackbourn, The Long Nineteenth Century: A History of Germany,
1780–1918 (New York and Oxford, 1998), p. xvi: “What we call the unifica-
tion of Germany was actually a partition.”

9 For reference to this Goethe-Schiller “epigram” and its English translation
(but without the last part), see James J. Sheehan, “What is German History?
Reflections on the Role of the Nation in German History and Historiogra-
phy,” Journal of Modern History 53, no. 1 (March 1981): 1–23. Klaus von
Beyme, “Shifting National Identities: The Case of German History,” National
Identities 1, no. 1 (March 1999): 39–52, also includes the post-1945 period in
his discussion of the German problem, treating the reunification of Germany
in 1990 and later. (The original version of the Goethe-Schiller quotation
reads: “Deutschland? Aber wo liegt es? Ich weiss das Land nicht zu finden.
Wo das gelehrte beginnt, hört das politische auf.”) David Blackbourn, who
quotes the two authors and discusses their question, observes that “unifica-
tion meant that there was now a Germany on the map as well as a Germany
in the head” (The Long Nineteenth Century, p. xvi). As we know, the post-
1871 Germany on the map did not correspond to the Germany in everybody’s
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1790) (Wiesbaden, 1975), pp. 9–18, criticizes those German historians who
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Galicia on the empire’s administrative system and on the course of German
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11 Ji‡í Ko‡alka, ∂e≥i v habsburské ‡íši a v Evropě 1815–1914. Sociáln± -
historické souvislosti vytvá‡ení novodobého národa a národnostní otázky v
∑eských zemích (Prague, 1996), p. 20.

12 Ji‡í Ko‡alka, ∂eši, p. 19. Because the imperial response to ethnic nation-
alisms failed in the long run to produce an “imperial-Austrian” nationality,
this should not mean that it was a total failure: after all, whatever their
nationalist declarations may have been, many if not most subjects of the
emperor remained loyal to his state almost until the end. The Austrian coun-
terpart of the “Official Nationality” doctrine in Russia under Nicholas I
appealed to the historical experience of the peoples in a common Habsburg
state, rather than to ethnicity and language. Special institutions were estab-
lished, such as the Institute for Austrian History at the Academy of Sciences
and at the University of Vienna, to promote the study of vaterländische
Geschichte, literally “history of the Fatherland.” (Its later Soviet counterpart
was called otechestvennaia istoriia.) That history was meant to prove that
Greater Austria was “a providential necessity.” For how serious these impe-
rial “nation-building” efforts were, see Walter Leitsch, “East Europeans
Studying History in Vienna (1855–1918),” in Historians as Nation-Builders,
Central and South-East Europe, eds. Dennis Deletant and Harry Hanak
(London, 1988).
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olution, but he opted for Ukrainian nationality and wanted Ukrainians to be
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of Russian nation formation and Poland’s role in the history of nationalism
in general.
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of Malia’s ideas by a number of American and European scholars, see The
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Catherine Evtuhov and Stephen Kotkin (Lanham, 2003).

19 Malia, Russia, pp. 439–40.
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2000), p. xvi.
21 Marc Raeff, “Ukraine and Imperial Russia: Intellectual and Political Encoun -
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in Their Historical Encounter, eds. Peter Potichnyj et al. (Edmonton, 1992),
pp. 69–85; quoted passage is on p. 78.

22 John P. LeDonne, Ruling Russia: Politics and Administration in the Age of
Absolutism, 1762–1796 (Princeton, 1984), p. 305.

23 John P. LeDonne, The Russian Empire and the World, 1700–1917: The
Geopolitics of Expansion and Containment (Oxford, 1997), p. 76.

24 Vera Tolz, Russia (London and New York, 2001), pp. 88–9. In making her
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ning of the post-Communist era.

26 Some of the more acute observers abroad noticed that between the Poles and
Russians there were Ukrainians. Thus, the Czech writer and journalist Karel
Havlí∑ek-Borovský, in an article entitled “The Slav and the Czech” (Slovan
a ∂ech), criticized the Russian oppression of the Poles, and he was also 
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divided every generation of Poles and Russians is the possession of the
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Ukraine.” In Havlí∑ek’s opinion the Russian-Polish conflict over Ukraine
was “a fable of two wolves”: “If there is a lamb in the picture, it is the
Ukrainian.” See Karel Havlí∑ek, Politické spisy, ed. Z. Tobolka (Prague,
1900–1903), 1:70; quoted in Barbara K. Reinfeld, Karel Havlí∑ek (1821–
1856): A National Liberation Leader of the Czech Renascence (Boulder,
1982), p. 25. What the Czech journalist knew in the 1840s, the leading
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tled “Poland,” published during the Polish insurrection of 1863, Lord Salis-
bury argued that the European public was one-sided in its support of the
Poles in their struggle against what it perceived, mistakenly in the lord’s
opinion, as Russian oppression. What Europe did not see, Salisbury said,
was that the Poles were not simply fighting for the freedom of their own
people but were also attempting to annex purely Russian lands and thus to
destroy Russia as a nation. Those purely Russian lands were, of course, what
we now call Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. But there is no sign in the long
essay that its author considered it possible that the eastern territories he
denied to the Poles might one day declare themselves to be neither Polish
nor Russian. See “Poland,” in Essays by the late Marquess of Salisbury,
K.G., Foreign Politics (London, 1905), pp. 3–60.
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28 For a recent study of the subject focusing on responses to the Ukrainian phe-
nomenon from the side of government and society, see Alexei Miller, The
Ukrainian Question: The Russian Empire and Nationalism in the Nineteenth
Century (Budapest and New York, 2003). The title of the earlier Russian edi-
tion of this work reveals more accurately what it is about: “Ukrainskii
vopros” v politike vlastei i russkom obshchestvennom mnenii (vtoraia polo -
vina XIX v.) (St. Petersburg, 2000).

29 Nikolai Ul´ianov, Proiskhozhdenie ukrainskogo separatizma (New York,
1966), p. 156. The quotation from Drahomanov is on p. 146.

30 Jaroslaw Pelenski, “The Ukrainian-Russian Debate over the Legacy of
Kievan Rus´, 1840s–1860s,” in The Contest for the Legacy of Kievan Ruś
(Boulder, 1998), p. 222.

31 Viacheslav Lypynsky, cited in Pelenski, The Contest for the Legacy of Kievan
Rus´, p. 223.

32 Lieven, Empire, p. 384.
33 Thomas G. Masaryk, The New Europe: The Slav Standpoint, eds. W. Preston-

Warren and William B. Weist (Lewisburg, 1972), p. 123.
34 Petr Struve, quoted in Richard Pipes, Struve: Liberal on the Right, 1905–

1944 (Cambridge, 1980), p. 301. Italics in the original.
35 Serhii M. Plokhy, “Historical Debates and Territorial Claims: Cossack

Mythology in the Russian-Ukrainian Border Dispute,” in The Legacy of 
History in Russia and the New States of Eurasia, ed. S. Frederick Starr
(Armonk, NY, 1994), pp. 150–51. By accepting “the Cossack myth” as a
constituent element of their identity, and thus agreeing to forget what the
Cossacks’ relations with the Uniates had been, Galician Ruthenians were
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practicing what Ernest Renan said about the important role in nation build-
ing of not only shared memories but also of a mutual agreement to forget 
the past: “the essence of a nation is that all individuals have many things in
common, and also that they have forgotten many things. No French citizen
knows whether he is a Burgundian, an Alan, a Taifale, or a Visigoth, yet every
French citizen has to have forgotten the massacre of Saint Bartholomew, or
the massacres that took place in the Midi in the thirteenth century” (Ernest
Renan, “What is a Nation?” in Nation and Narration, ed. Homi K. Bhabha
[London, 1990], p. 11). Benedict Anderson says that according to Renan’s
wording “every French citizen” is “obliged to have forgotten” the Saint
Bartholomew massacre and comments that “in effect, Renan’s readers were
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they naturally remembered!” (Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, rev. ed. [London,
1991], p. 200). History provides examples of how the memories of religious
conflict carried their power to divide into the age of nationalism—in other
words, how certain people refused “to have forgotten.” The result was either
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nations along religious lines. For the former kind of crisis, see David Black-
bourn’s reminder that in Germany after 1871 the Kulturkampf was “literally
a struggle of civilizations” (The Long Nineteenth Century, p. 261). Hastings
cites the case of “Holland [which] was created in its separateness by a reli-
gious struggle.” He adds that “once established, nationalism largely took
over from religion” (The Construction of Nationhood, p. 28).
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ed the story of their tsarist predecessors, about whose efforts Simon Dixon
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the USSR” (italics—RS).
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and Rice write that the Soviets were opposed to German reunification,
believing that it “would rip the heart out of the Soviet security system” and
undo all the gains of World War II (pp. 125–6). (The Soviets were right.)
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Russia—there was only the empire, with no Great Russia in it that had an
identity comparable to England within the United Kingdom or Poland prop-
er (the Korona) within the Commonwealth of the Two Nations following the
Union of Lublin (1569). It was Lenin who made the distinction between
what he considered Russia proper and called Great Russia, and the empire—
and accordingly created the RSFSR as a constituent member of the USSR
and, as such, a legal equal of Ukraine.

47 “Mapping Ukraine” is my contribution to a festschrift in honor of Frank E.
Sysyn, to be published as a special issue of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies
in 2009. “Publish or Perish,” written for a festschrift for George G. Grabo -
wicz, is forthcoming in Harvard Ukrainian Studies.
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